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MEETINGS OF THE
AVERICAN INDIAN pOLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 19, 1976

RAYBURN BUILDING,
Wtishington,D.C.

Present : Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Congressman Lloyd
Meeds, vice chairman; Senator Lee Metcalf, Commissioner Ada Deer,
Commissioner John Borbridge, Commissioner Adolph L. Dial,
Commissioner Louis R. Bruce, and Commissioner Jake Whitecrow.

Staff Director: Mr. Ernie Stevens.
Administrative Assistant: Ms. Ernie Ducheneaux.
Commihsion staff: Paul Alexander, Peter Taylor, Ray Goetting,

Donald Wharton, Charles Wilkinson, D'Arcy McNickle, Gil Hall, and
Pat Zell.

Chairman ABOUREZE. The meeting of the American Indian Policy
Review pommission will' come to order.

The fite thing that I would like to do, I think while we have had a
lot of problems, many difficulties in the past couple of years since this
Commission has been operatinef, we have been able to overcome most
of them; and to 6st us over tee rest of the way, I want to ask at the
suggestion of Commrssioner Jake Whitecrow, that we get an invocation
from Rev. Phil Beaumont, and if you would like, just stand where you
are and give us a little opening prayer. We would sure appreciate it.

Reverend BEAUMONT. If I may be here for this fine country of
our's, God has given me a language which has come down to this
inoment and I wqpld like to revert to that language as I do in everyday
and offer a prayer fox the Commission, for the fine people of our
country, for the leaders and in this language that I know.

[Whereupon the Reverend Beaumont offered a prayer in his native
dialect]

Chairman ABOUREZK. Thank you very much, Reverend Beaumont.
Is that the Crow Tribe?

Reverend BEAUMONT. Yes.
Chairman ARCM REZK. Thank you.
I would like to ask the clerk to call the roll to establish the presence

of a quorum of the Commission.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Borbridge?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Present.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Bruce?
Mr. BRUCE. Present.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Deer?
ms. DEER. Present.
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MR. DIICILMNIAML Commissioner Diel?
Mr. Dm,. Present..
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Senator Hatfield? [No respqnse.]
Congressman Moods?
Mr. MZED8. Here,
Ms. DtromNEAux. Senator Metcalf? [No response.]
Congressman Steiger? [No resPonse.]
Commissioner Whitecrow?
Mr. WHITECROIV. Here.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Congressman Yates? [No response.]
Senator Abourezk? -1,
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Here.
How many members present?
MR. DUCHENEAUX. Seven.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Seven.
Is that. a quorum?
MR. DUCHENEAUX. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right.
A quorum is present, seven members of the Commission are

present.
I wanted to give just a very brief opening statement, and I *ill

ask other members if they have anything that they would like to
say; but I am going to ask Ernie Stevens, the director of the Com-
mission, to outline the procedures in just a moment.

But, I want to say that we have come to the end now, or very near
the end, of a very difficultat times-2-year period whereas we
have advertised this as the only time in the history of this country
.that the Indian people themselves have really written their own
policy and I think that is what it is going to be.

The staff has not been entirely Indian, it has been overwhelmingly
Indian though, and the Commission members, especially the Indian
members have very faithfully attended every meeting.

The3, have a much better attendance record than the non-Indian
Commission members and the controversies that have surtounded
this Commission were to be expected; because anyone .who looks
through the past history of Indian- politics and has seen the contro-
versy embroiled through the last century or so, you would have to
expect that we would be controversial.

I have to say this, that I think everybody has tried to the best of
their ability. I don't know of anybody who has not tried to the best
of their-ability-, -and-we just have _a _short _time_ more to go,' a month
or two, before we finish this process.

And, I-have to first of all, before we begin this markup session,
express my thank's to everyone who has been involved.

Lloyd Meeds had a very tough election fight. He doesn't know the
outcome for sure yet, but I am confident he is going to win it. And,
it's been especially tough on him, who has had more pressures on him

than any of the rest of us, and I have to say that I sincerely appreciate
his position and appreciate the work that he has done. His attendance
has been very dedicated and faithful, and the amount of work and
contribution he has made, the ideas, have all been invaluable to this

commission.
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ru' So far as the outcome, the results of this final report and recom-
mendations are concerned, we are all hopeful that every recommenda,
tion will be implemented into law, either by Execuiive order or by
legislation.,,

Wow, I have to say that I had indicationvirom Carter's people
iduring the campaign that they were willing to adopt the nterim

report we issued on the BIA management study. They would like the
'reorganization aspect of it and I think that we can mat--I am not
speaking for Carter, I am just saying from the talk I had with his
people during the campaign that they are interested in adopting at
least that 'portion of it.

So, if that hapPens, we have.at least fulfilled a great part of our
mission.

Insofar as the rest of it is concerned,-it depends on the quality and
the nature- of the recoinniendations and when that happens, we're
olann. to know how well 'we have done our work.

And, -we are hopeful that in the end, and I think there are signs of it,
that the Indian community will somehow, come together and unite
even though they may not agree with all the recommendations of this
report.

You have to keep in mind it is being writteb by and large by the
Indian community and we hope that the Indian community will be
able to unite, because there may not be another chance for quite
sometime similar to this one.

So, again, I would like to express my thanks to the commissioners,
to everybody- who has worked on this, to those people who have
supported it, and I suppose I should even thank those people who
have opposed us, because they have kind of kept us on our toes and
made us, I think, do our jobs better.

I would like to ask the vice chairman, Congressman Moods, it he
would like to say anything.

Congressman MEEDB. If J can get myself from behind this pile of
books al .1 work I would just like, 1VIr. Chairman, to compliment you
on your faithful attendance and conduct at these commission meet-
ings. Also, I would like to compliment all of the other commissioners,
particularly the Indian commissioners who have been very faithful
m their attendance; and to all of those people who worked so diligently
on these task forces. Some of them have, I think, turned in excellent
work, others work is not what I would consider excellent, but they
are in a better position to understand some of the things that they
were doing than I am.

-I-am--notrgeing-to-passiffly judgment on any of the work until such
time as we have hacl an opportunity to discuss it here. But, I think
it is sufficient to say that everyone has worked very hard. Everyone has
worked diligently and has turned in work which I think does credit to
the individuals and to the original concept of this commission.

And, Liam sure that we are going to have a good result.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Thank you.
Does anybody else have anything they would like to say before we

get underway?
Commissioner Jake Whitecrow?
Mr. WHITECROW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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On behalf of myself as one individnal commissioner serving on this

Commission, I want to take this opportunity in initiation of our
session here to review all of the various reports that have- been sub-
mitted by the various task forces, that this particular day is in my
opinion a landMark day in the hi4tory of the .American

It has been a privilege to have served on this Commission and
certainly, I am not indicating that I feel that.our work is done.

I. think our work is just beginning, even after we complete our final
markup and the presentation of oui report to the Congress.

I want to also take this opportunity to thanking the staff for the
tremendous amount of hours, tremendous amount of work that has
gone into this and I don't think we should slide all of our tremendous
amount Of clerical assistance that we have received, all of the fine
people that have served us well Am through 'this past year and a
half, presenting us with all of our heeded materials and getting out. and
cranking out all of the vast amount of workload that we have received ;
and iMposed upon its this 'vast timount of reading that has been a
requirement of serving on this Commission.

I do feel that this is a beginning,_ as I said, of a tremendous-amount
of work thnt is coming up into the future. I do not feel that the Indian .

people totidly-are ma fiosition to accept idt-of -our recommenchttions----,
at the present time.

I feel OW they do need an additional opportonity to look at the
report that 'we submit. I feel very definitely and very strongly in the
fact that we 'as a commission, these next few days, give strong con-
sideration of extending for a month or two, our period of submitting
our final report to the''Congress because what we are doing in effect is
requesting the Congress of the United States to now lay it on the
American Indians in such a manner so that we can develop the next 50
to 100 years of relationships.

I sincerely feel t iat in order for the American Indian around the
.Nation to have the opportunity to look at our total report, prior to
submission, is most important to our work schedule, and I will be
recommending that we do extend that period of time, whatever it
might take.

I am knowledgeable about the fact that it possibly could take an
amendment to the legislation that established this commission and I
do feel that. it could be extended with any additional cost insofar as
the budget is concerned.

Chairman AhornEzx. ilow long did you say, slake?
\Ir. AVIIITECROW. I would recommend a minimum of 2 months in

order that the national Indian organizations around the country and
that the -tribes around the country would have an opportunity to
review our final report prior to submission, so that when the Indian
people come before the various committees in Congress, then they will
have that ell together. They will have unity, hopefully, in the support
of our work.

Chairman AliolliE/ IC If I can comment. That probailly would be
the r'ost desirable thing to do, butt I think in- terms of getting it on
the initial rush of legisletionwell, you know how these honevmoon
periods go with the uew President. and the Congress. We might lave a
better enance of ims,ing some of these reorganization things at least
if we get them in right In the beginning.
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And, if we-delay too long, I wonder if we might not get left out in
the cold, becauseI'm not predicting this, mind you, but historically,
any new President has, you know, a 90 or ,100 day honeymoon period
ançl after that the Congress starts attacking him and he starts attack-
in the Congress.

know I talked to one Senator from a far State who sayshe has got
a, ress release prepared to attack the Secretary of Agriculture. He has
list left the name blank, waiting to fill it in, and as soon as he is
appointed, he is going to attack him.

So, I don't know how much leeway we've got is what I'm saying;
but anyhow, I think the suggestion itself, everything else being equal,
is not a baxi one.

It is just that we might get ourselves in a bind if wekdo try to do it,
.,,but it is something we ought to discuss.

Are there any other statements? If not, I am going to call on the
staff directof, Ernie Stevens, to give us the procedural outline and I
want to state, is long as we are congratulating each other, that I have
got to say that most Of the credit for the work done on this Come -
mission and the work yet to be done has to go to Ernie Stevens.

He is a-g.uy who has been walking a tightrope for prOably longer
than 2 years, but so far as our experience goes, he has been walking the
Indian Commission tightrope and has done" it extremely well. And,
he has done it through his ,great talents,his abilities, an& just plain
perseverance and hard work. I have never had to get Ernie's home
telephone number to talk to him because every time of day. or night
when I wanted to talk to him I just called the office and he is there;
and I think everybody who deals with him knows that.

The only thing I don't understand Ernie, you haven't lost any
weight as a result of all that' hard work. What is it?

Mr. STEVENS. I'm a compulsive eater.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. But I think it shbuld be on the record now

that Ernie; in My view, has done an excellent, outstanding job. Ernie,
do you Want to go ahead?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
I want to explain how the materials are organized. We have organized

th3 work so that the ageriat, coincides with the tentative final Com-
mission rvort outline.

The addendum, the short one here, is the same outline that was
tentatively approved for the final Commission report. The large work
book follows the agenda. It is by chapter. The task force citations
under the heading "Findings and Recommendations" that read
T.F. 2/98 mean Task FONO 2, page 98.

We have Commission task force reports here. You have the sum-
miries on the desk in front of you. That's the other large book. Those
are stinimaries with no comment about the task force reports.

The task force reports themselves are at each end of the rostrum
and people assigned to the Commissioners. If a Commissioner wants
to look at a specific citation, the assigned person will bring that
task force report forward. If the citation reads S-28, that means
Summary, page 28. And S 2/28, would mean Summary Task Force 2,
page 28.

You do have the summary book in front of you. The staff prepared
the subject matter index, cataloged all findings and recommendations



under appropriate subject headings. But 'there was so much mateiial
(you can just t.see in the summary material) that much documentation
and some.of 'the resource dityterials'you pnly need are not right in front
of you.

ut we have staff people assigned, anti they know 'where to find
whatever yow may need. In a particular case, the law itself, we have
the attorneys here who know ihe subject matter, and if they .don't
know it riglit off the top, they ran have access to it.

The work book has been developed, based oh the organized fiiidings
and recommendations ef the task force report. IR addition, we have
also included the special travel reports to the Commission received
,to date.

As you know, we have rectqw?d excellent reports from ntany _trilw.
I can't nwntion all of Th Creeem. The ks, Northwest Afffliated.'I would
say that one of the questions I had Itithin our own staff was why
Northwest Affiliated was able to deal with ,issues, conclusions an'd
recommendations specifically in a very short timevan, and on the
other hand, some of our own people, lind a difficult time doing that.
Northwest laid them out by the number:441nd submitted a beautiful

...report. .

Their report was about that thick. We have 10 or 11 tribal rep .ts.
One of them being prepared now is -the Crou Tribe's report. t
being printed right now. Phil Beaumot.', the person who open 1 the
meeting, is the head of the 1plaiining for the Crow Tribe. We were
glad to receive their report because we have some gaping holes in the
natural resource parts of our requirements, and hopefully the Crow,
StandineRock and some of the other tribes who have land and re-
sources will be able to help tis out in this area.

We have developed each chapter with a format which includes a
background statemefit first. The backgcowd staiement is just a
short summary of the background of the subjeet matter of the chapter.
The issue statements then follow; they are ,the ftmdumental issues
related to that subject. ,

Then the cataloged findings (arranged for readability) with staff
comments, as needed, are next. At the end Of-the section, comments
are provided as follows: (A) Support and Consensus. Each chapter
will end with remarks about whether the findings anti recomnwnda-
tions were supported and wliether a consensus was reached. There is
a critique of the findings and recOmmeridations in each seetion.

The next category is "Gaps." This particular area is self-explana-
tory.

Next is the Achievement of Goals. This calls for a separate eplana-
tion and I will get to it in a second. .

The staff put together seven major goals, based on the overall
piet lire, that it feh Shouhl be disculitsed by the Commission.

Then, compliance with Public Law 93-580A statoiwnt of com-
pliance to the requirements of section 2 of the act, is inchtded.

We found in most-cases there was much overk p. \lost parts of the
act were covered. but them was some question m solne Cases as to
the depth of coverage%

Then there is. the Staff Statetnent. It i a short narrative comment-
ing on the matprial provided in ,each section, from staff perspective.
Then, there's the lima statement tInder 'the heading of "Recolnnwnded

1 o
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Commission Action." We tried very hard to form a consensus of
what was there. I know I did that with the budget. However, at the
bottom line, we called them Principles.

My own feeling is that the Commission may .or may not approve
those princiRles. They could give them to the staff as kind of a guiding
tentative principle and the Commission may or may not accept the
thing.

I would like to say tbatI talked to Congressman Yates yesterday.
First of ill, he wanted to be at the next ineet'Ing but he did not like
the date. The other thing was, he said he would appreciate it if we
wouldn't lock anything at this time. Whatever that means.

But he is very interested. And of course, Senator Hatfield had an
operation and Senat-r Metcalf is just arriving.a

So, this section provides staff recommendations for Commission '

action. In most cases we feel that if the subject is not developed
adequately the Conunissión can decide on a set of principles which
will furnish guidance ior further analysis and in some cases, further
study.

There is so much material that was not covered. Some of it we can
ketrieve,..such as in the case of natural resources. Some of the specific
'things deal with facts and documentation related to economics;
in the case of land abquisition, in. the case of the potential for natural
resource developinent and so on.

We do have that in our files and on, of the things that I found in
the task force presentation is that some of the'things that are missing
we do have on handf and it only calls for analysis and we can only
know, over the next month to what extent we could do that.

But for the most part, the people on our staff have taken a very
realistic view of what gaps we can cover. But,in any case, that sec-
tion will state what those gaps are. The material is prepared so that
we will merely have to amend the workbook after each meeting to
keep the deliberations and the main source book up-to-date.

The Secretary has a list of the commissioners, and in the case of a
vote she will take down the exact language. It there is a difference
and if there were a vote, we would record the names and which' way
each votes, if you so Irtish. We have a form for that purpose.

Chairman ABOUREZK. In other words, you have one person as-
signed when we are changing language and so on. One person will be
in charge of the final copy as we have agreed; is that correct?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Who will do that?
Mr. STEVENS. Ernie Ducheneaux.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Ernie will also record the votes if there are

rollcalls?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Mr. STEVENS. Some of the page numbers may need to be fixed a

Little bit, but each chapter for the most part, is numbered separately,
because they were being developed independently.

We will make amendments on the basis of the action you take or
when we strike or substitute or add on material, we will do that by
page number. The transcript is being taken.

7
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However, Ernie is taking this in shorthand and we will be able to,
within a weeli, print up page clianges, so all that is necessary is to
change the pages.

Chairman ABOUEEZE. And you will match it up with the tran-
script, match up What Ernie had done with the transcript?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes sir. We will double check it, but we need to
start early to try to Atilt working on it.

The first draft will be accomplished. The only other material is
the actual draft, whatever you decide to start doing with that. You
know,. there are a couple of sections, such as the prolog and D'Arcy
McNickle's section. D'Arcy lids prepared approximately a 117-page
overview of the development of 'Indian policy; and it would come down
to 30 or 35 pages, I believe, printed in the book.

We feel that in order for people to address the whole subject of
Indian affairs, one-of the first things you have to do is understand the
genesis and the development of the policy; what took place in history,
in law, and so on. So, D'Arcy has been commissioned to do that. lie
is here, and that is one of the things that is done because it is a matter
of history and record.

It should be emphasized that our documentation, even related to
the law itself, is voluminous. We could not even summarize adequately
wbat we have on hand. We have one of the chief features, I think,
or one of the things. in the coming years will be that we have an
inciedible amount of really beautiful material, and even with the
task force nine report, which was three volumesalmost ali their
chapters had major points, which are backed up° by entire books
practical*, and so-,

Chairman ABOUREM I have another question, Ernie.
I don't know if it was announced to me this morning that our

counsel Kirke Kickingbird has resigned and is no longer with the
Commission; is that correct?

Mr. ST,LITENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABM:TEEM. Is he working as a part-time counsultant

or anything like. that?
Mr. STEVENS. If we can make him, is it possible to have him as

special -counsel? He is in town, and as a matter of fact, he is right over
there, end he has said he will make, the time to fill in whenever we
need him on some of these things.

If there is a way we could make hini a special counsel on an as-
needed basis,

Chairmar ABOUREZK.' I have one question that concerns proxy
voting now during these business meetings. I can never remember
vile-our -rules said .about proxy voting.- We haven't used them up
to date, I know, but what is the situation, the situation so far as the
rules are concerned?

Well, when you look it up, give us a signal so we can find out.
Mr. STEVENS. Kirke and Max can do that. We asked the different

offices about proxies. Conaressman Yates, at thatyou know, 'he
would rather do it himseleI was trying to figure out how to say it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Fair enough.
Mr. STEVENS., One of the things that we have, and I think I will

just state these goals, and I wanted to emphasize and tell people that
ther6 is a lot of fast growing interest in who, we are doihg, and most



of It is positive and even the criticisms are posit: 3 in that we get some
kind of a way to compare the task force reports.

But .tur staff would prefer to have boldoutlines to certain extents,
so at least we can know, what the ball paak policy is that-you are de-

veloping. I would suggest, personallyt that possibly a whole session
later on could be devoted for the specific voting.

What we need is for staff to develop some broad kinds of materials,
or the kinds of materials that are really in consensus in some way,
and they could always be struck .or altered as you so wish, but we
can itroceed on that basis.

We developed some broad goals and they were kind of as a re-
sult of all the different principles that . came through in the
recommendations.

Without regard to what I personally feel about it, this is how it
came out and was rethought. If the chairman so desired, possibly,
the Commission could discuss these' broad goals. If we had them or
sometrting like them, vou know; however you want it, we would have
something to deal wieh as a general kind of philosophy.

These goals are a reaffirmation of commitment on tribal sovereignty
and the strengthening of tribalgovernment. -Two, affirming the per-
manency of tr.bal government. That, boincidentally has to do with the
prolog part, and I didn't develop that prolog further because I felt
at least for the record the Commission eught to say that, you know,
that'i the kind of thing they wanted.

The prolog calls for a recognition of the permanency and the right
of the Indian people to be separate and apart and different from other
people and that is the gist of it; and if the Commission were to so
desire, we could continue to develop the prolog along those lines. But
I think the Commission ought to tell us that. Then we can proceed.
Third is the reaffirmation of the trust relationship between the
Federal Government and the tribes, and improvement in the mech-
anisms for Federal enforcement and protection. The Federal Govern-
ment in this relationship should be prohibited from unnecessary
interference with tribal self-government.

Four, a strong commitment to meet the needs of the tribes for eco-
nomic development, including a sufficient land base.

Five, the delivery systems for services to Indian peoples should
operate effectively, with optimum Indian input, and not exclude
individual Indians, because of geographical status.

Six, there shoald be a strong commitment to upgrade the standard
of living of Indians to that of the Nation generally. And southern
tribal, existence, based on the maintenance of tribal identity, should
be the basis for the Federal-Indian relationship.

Tribes terminated or nonrecognized, meeting such existence criteria
should be eligible for the Federal recognition and Federal services
withoat a diminishment of services or responsibilities to currently
recognized tribes.

Mr. Chairman, at this time I would like to recommend that the
Chairmen entertain discussion and possible approval of these goals
statements or some variation thereof.

Mr. Paul Alexander is available to summarize how these goals were
established through our review process.
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Chairman Alwyn Em. Weil, my question, before we get into that;
my question is this: Will action on these particular statements right
now be redundant to wha we are going to talk about through the
report itself?

1Vhy do these hav o be taken up separately?
Mr. STEVENS. We just wanted some kind Of a broad philosophy to

go on. They are kind of an overzight. It is a statement related to all
the principles that come bottomline from all of these chapters. That
is what it generally says.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I wonder if it ini2ht not be better, however,
toeither adopt or not adopt or act on these goals in conjunction
with the background statements that will be included in the report
that go along with whatever goal that they lead up to, and I have an
idea some Conunissioners and even including myself, might not just
want to come out and make a general statement like this without
knowing what is behind it. And, would it not be better

Mr. STEVENS. You could do it at the end if you wanted to. It just
doesn't matter.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If we are talking aboutlet me just give

you an example:
No. 2, affiming the of tribal government. Well, I

don't think anybody disagrees wi that, but why not act on that
particular statement at the end of the tribal government chapter and
just say, we are goiiig to adopt this As a goal and it should go in the

report.
The -report is part of the overall statement on tribal goyernment,

including the background and why permanency is needed and so on.
Mr. STEVENS. Sure.
Chairman ADOUREZIC. I am just saying, it seems to me as one

person to be a lot better.
Is there any discussion on that question on the procedure?
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I think probably it would be

a very good thing to have the specialist explain in detail each one of

the chapters and let us discuss and ask questions about those. Then,
maybe later in the report, we can consider the kind of key questions
which I recognize as being very important here. But I think, maybe
we ought to all have a little better grounding in this report.

Now, it's probably my fault, but I have not seen this book until
this morning. I got a chance to get through your task force summaries
which, incidentally, I thought were very good. I would personally
feel much more comfortable, before marching forth on some philo-
sophical statements about these broad general principles, in under-
standing what you propose to do to implement those broad general
principles. That would be my own preference,

Chairman ADOUREZK. Anyother comments?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would certainly like to concur

with that as a suggested course of action, the comments made by the

vice chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZE. Anybody else?
Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, from the standpoint of doing a

total job on this particular report, I would think that the iriiportant
issues here would have to be established 1111(1 the goals of our Com-
mission should certainly be foremost in our mind, and I personally

1 4
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have reviewed this book and having spent most of the .iiight in this
rtview; and I find that these seven goals are in line with those task
force reports. I also find them in line with reaffirming the Federal
commitment to American Indians.

So, therefore, I as one Commissioner fool that to set the stage for
"our further deliberations, I think the seven goals would be appropriate
for adoption in the initial phases, and then if it is necessary to come
back Nter on, we can change those goals to come kito whatever con-
currence we. have; but I do feel that these seven goals would be a
realisdc approach, giving us a wide sc9qe insofar as.what our respon-
sibilities are As a Commission. .

Chairman ABOUREZK. Th
Any other discussion on that question?
Ada?
Ms. DEER. I would like to agree with Coinmissioner Whitecrow,

that I also have reviewed these goals and feel that Ave do need to have t ...A...Pc&

some.guidelines in proceeding with the staff work in preparing the
report.

I do understand also the need for more time and more discussion,
so I am not saying that I disagree with that either. But, I would like
to express my personal opinion too, that I certainly agree with the
goals, and I feel that they are important goals and that I think all
of us need to have a thorough discussion on them so that we all know
how we shall proceed.

Chairman A.BOUREZK. All right. Let me, before we ask tor further
.discussion, why doesn't somebody make a motion then and we will
just get it up, and it seems to be a divided opinion on the Commission
about how to proceed.

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I move that this Commission
adopt the seven goals in our preliminary discussion with the option
being left forward that we can change these goals to come into the
total direction of the Commission as we get into it.

Chaunnan ABOUREZK. Is there a seconcl to that motion?
Mr. BRUCE. Seconded.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Made and seconded.
Now, is there anx, more discussion on this particular issue?
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak in

opposition to the motion at this time and I do that without regard
to how I might feel later. I am just saying that I think we need an
opportunity to discuss what these goals in some detail really mean.

For instance, reaffirmation of commitment to tribal sovereignty
and the strengthening of tribal government. What is tribal sover-
eignty? Is it like psegnance, can you be a little sovereign or must you
be all sovereign?here are a whole host of questions_ within the
question of tribal sovereignty which I think this (.11ommission needs to
examine in detail.

I do not want to be placed in the position of voting against tribal
sovereignty when I conceive it to be one thing and somebody might
conceive it to be sogiething else.

So, I think werieed to understand the degrees of these general
concepts that weire talking about. And, I would have to vote against
and speak against the motion as it is presently presented, and I do
that, without prejudice to how I might feel about any specific itspect.
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lf, when we get In the end of the thing, tribal sovereignty, being for
tribal sovereignty is what I conceive tribal sovereignty to be, then
I would vote for it. But if it is apt, I would vote against it and I think
it is much too early to toll what posture we will be in at the end of that,.. .
discussion.

Chairman ABOUREZK I would 'disassociate myself from that
question. -

Adolph?
Mr. DIAL. Since there is some controversy here on it, I feel we

should give it some more attention and perhaps we should table the
subject until tomorrow or some other time.

Chairman ABOUREZK. There is a mption on the table.
Mr. DIAL. I make such a motion.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there a second?
[No response.]
Chair Man Anotrn Ent. Themotion to table has been made, All those - -

in favor of tabling will raise their right hand.
All those opposed to tabling will raise their right hand.
The vote is 5 to 3 in favor of tabling.
Ernie? Do you have any other bright ideas?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Now that you voted, what I was going to sugge.4 before, see the

staff work to make sure that everybody understands that to taEe is
fine, possibly after you have discussed all the principles.

All we wanted was to discuss the goals and then you can do whatever
you like and I agree, you know, that 4ere should be a discussion and
explanation of what that means; and the*taff is prepared to do that
and possibly they could do that later when you take it up. But om
only intent was to try to explain :low we arrived at that and what
eac'h one meant to us.

Chairman ABOUREZK. It appears that the feeling of the majority
of the Commission here today is that they would rather have an
explanation of these general goals before voting on them.

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, I wanted you to know that I
have voted for the motion to table.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't kno* if anybody knows that Senator
Metcalf on principle always votes against tabling, motions to table for
the reason that he believes that the issue ought to be brought up on its
merits even if he disagrees with the final outcome.

Ile alsohe almost, I should say, almost always votes against
tabling.

Mr. BORBRIME. I would just like to comment that I feel very
strongly that we need to diseuss fully eadi of the points, both the
goals and each of the chapters and the sumniary.

I feel that what we were discussing now is not a matter of how
committed we feel to what is to he presented but merely a matter of
procedure, and in voting as I have, I feel myself, quite frankly, quite
committed to the content of what has been preseuted to us; but I
feel just as a matter of procedure we have the time and titne allows
for us to review both the premises and conclusb:rs or suggested «m-
elusions and that at that time, we will be fully prepared to vote on the
merits of each of them, points.

This is why I have east my vote as I have, Mr. Chairman, thank you.

1 6
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Chairman ABOLTRZZK. OK.
Are you finished with your presentation now?
Mr. STEIN. Yes, sir.

.. What you can do is that the agenda coincides with the book and the
agenda coincides with the Commission outline, and the person's name
to the right of the subject on the agenda is the person, if you wanted a
preliminary presentation, or if you want to refer to them, they are the
ones who are in charge of that particular thing.

Chairman ABOUREZX. What we will do, when we come to whoever is
responsible, can answer the questions and who is going to do the rewrite
based u_pon what the Commission recommends will sit in the hot seat.

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOURZK., All right.
Now, according to the agendahave you just finished that item on

. the agenda which says "Final ReportProlog, Ernie Stevens," or is
that yet to come? I'm not. sure just what you did to us.

Mr. STEVENS. I could go past the prolog, because as I was pointing
out in the beginning, it is another one of those kinds of things, you
know, but if at the end of the 4-day session 3rou should decide that the
prolog is in your book, and if you decide that that theme is suitable,
it, is the kind of thing that I think is not controversial and I don't
think I need to discuss it right now.

Basically, it is saying that Indians for a number of different kinds of
reasons should be made a permanent park of the political fabric of the
United States, and as a separate political entity and that they should
have the right-to be separate and apart and different forever. And it is
a prolog, like D'Arcy's thing to kind of set things, and also, other
than where you want to make comments to varying degrees to that,
without regard to that, in order for the reader and we have to be
aware that the general public is going to be the reader, the Congress
and the Senate are-going to be the reader and other people have to
understand whether they agree or not why Indians wish to be different
and what is the legal and moral reaions tor that wish.

And in order to understand the rest of the Commission report
when it is finally printed, they have to understand- that desire and
that there is probably no need to pursue it any further because they
couldn't fully understand why Indians want to be set apart from other
people.

Chairman ABOUREiX. I think it would logically follow that the
. prolog should be adopted after the recoi-mendation instead of before,but

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
You see, all we are looking for is broad guidelines 140 we can start

writing. Now that could be done at the end.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What about the introduction now?
Mr. STEVENS. The introduction, I would like Paul Alexander to

explain what he is proposing that that be.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The page in the looseleaf on introduction simply'

explains what we would conceive of it being: which is basically a
description of how this Commission came to be; what its operative
legislation is; how it selected its task forces; what their responsibilities
were; how Indian input and other input was collected throughout the
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report pincess; and after the report is finished, and there are general
themes or particular points about what the limitations of the report
may be, that they be spelled out right up front in the introductoni.

iIt s a fa,etual, straight-ahead chapter. .

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Well, +hen it has not been written, as yet, is that what you are

saying?
Mr. ALEXANDER.° No; it has not been Written. The materials, of

course, do exist but until the report itself is tied'down 'on a substance
basis, including the limitations of the report whatever they may be,
it cannot be written.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Until they are reported in, so it is in the
same condition as the prolog.

Mr. ALEXA':DER. Yes; that is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right,
The next item then is "Basic Elemen0 a subheading under that

is "Chapter 1, Operative Concepts,'Charlie Wilkinson.P -

Charlie, would you get a microphone?
Mr. WiLicinox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to just

make one brief comment to the Chair.
As you know, I came into this process late. I am serving on a

special.consultant basis and am not in Washington on a day-to-day
basis, so* I would like to echo your comments about the work of the
staff.

I literally stand in awe of the kind of work they are doing right now.
Ara- I am just deeply convinced that the Commission is going to be
in a kind of pAtion where it can set the polic3r ot..whatever it is the
staff is going to be able to crank out, a very able report. Having been
in the office now for sometime, I am really satisfied with that.

The attempt on this first 'section will be to lay a foundation for
Indian law and policy as it exists today. We are calling chapter 1 of
this first section Operative Concepts.

The title I have given to my paper is "Distinctive Doctrines in
Indian Law and Policy," it is now in late. I expect to have the final
prepared within about 2 to 3 weeks.

The idea of chapter 1 will be to discuss in general terms, in layman's
language, the basic doctrines in Indian law and policy.

The primary doctrines that will be discusF-d will be tribal sover-
eignty, the trust relationship, Congress plenary power, Indian treaties,
and jurisdiction in Indian country.

There will be a short section at the end called something like
"Synthesis: The Place of American Indian Tribes and Individuals in
America's Legal System."

Chairman ABOUREZK. Charlie, except for that last part, would it
be fair, would it be a fair characterization of your paper that it would
be mostly existing factual and le, :1 situations without making policy
recommendations?

Mr. WILKINSON. Mr. Chairman, it would be exactly that. It would
be a statement of the present state of Indian law, not an attempt to
make .policy. It would attempt to be a straightforward statement of
what Indian law is now.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.

18
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What was the last part now, the last section?
M.% WILKINSON. It's sort of a conclusion. I have titled it "Syn-

thesis: The Place of Indian Tribes and Individuals in America's
Legal System." It is, I suppose, kind of an overview.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That would be more, then, of a subjective
judgment for the Commissim to either adopt or not adopt; is that
right?

Mr. WILKINSON. No; I don't think we look at it that way, Mr.
Chairman. It would be more of a short conclusion or summary, an
overview of existing law. There is no attempt in this section to make
any recommendations at all.

in other words, this entire section, of which this is one chapter, is
an attempt to give a statement of the status quo. Mr. McNickle, for
example, will do his history. There will also be a statement on demo-
graphics and existing administrative policies.

This is a statement to sot forth some of the basic conceptual
doctrines.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, what was the second to the

last one that was mentioned?
I'm sorry Charlie, I didn't hear.
Mr. WILKINSON. I'll just repeat: Treaties and then jurisdiction in

Indian country. That would treat criminal jurisdiction including the
major Federal elements.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And it will be written in language that non-
lawyers can understand.

Mr. WILKINSON. Absolutely. We think that is extremely important.
Congressman MEEDS. More importantly written in language that

the lawyers can understand.
Mr. WILKINsoN. I appreciate very much the vice chairman's com-

ment, which I don't think was a question, but perhaps to answer it,
it absolutely will be.

It absolutely will be. I believe deeply, and we.all do, that it must
be unimpeacha. ble on a legal basis.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Then we will see that in 2 to 3 weeks.
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes; you will.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
I think that will fall well within our timetable so far as being able

to adoptErnie, where are you at?
When is the second draft markup session? When is it scheduled?
Mr. STEVENS. We had--our next meeting is on December 18th and

then there was a possibility of January 18th.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Then that will be ready by the December 18th meeting?
MT. WILKINSON. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, could I ask a question at

this point?
Would it be proper now to discuss some of the things which have

been stated here to be the content of this report or would it be better
to wait until we have the report and then discuss it?

One has the feeling that perhaps we _should have some idea of
where the report is going. If it is nothing more than a presents don of



fact as to what the state of the law is, the existing state of the law,
both by statute and case laic then I assume we would pretty Much
just have to wait and look at it when it is finished.

But I don't want to be in any. position now that we..are accepting
it. We are just at this point expluning the procedure which we am
going to follow; is.that correct?

Mr. WILKINSON.' Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I look on these early sec,tions that we are

talking about. look at these sections as the staff giving us a general
idea of what they intend to do, and for example, if one of us felt that
he was way off 'base in- writing on some issue, we could probably
correct that right now.

But ndw, for example, for Charlie's and the introduction and
prolog, I'm satisfied that that is probably what ought. be to written
and I. assume, unless you say otherwise, you are all satisfied that that

dizeatimit ought..1Q4On. .

Then when we get ihe draft itself; Wfiere -obviOusly we 'are going tb
have to look at the draft and see if indeed that is what we want.

I want to make one clarifying statement about Kirke Kickingbird,
our counsel. Kirke got nervous because hewhen I made the an-
nouncement that he had resigned, it sounded like he did so because
of some controversy. That is not the case. Kirke was on leave of
absence from his organizationis that what you call it, an organization?

Mr. KICKINGBrRD. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Law firm or whatever.
Mr. KICKINGBIRD. Right.
Chairman A130IIREZK. It was essential that he get back to it,

because of a new project they are starting. I didn't want to see him go
back, but I told him that I understood, because he has got to make a
living and he, in fact, did have to go back to it and 1 asked him if
he would undertake special assignments for us if the need arose
and he has agreed to do that. But he's got to spend now the majority
of his time back in his orgataation and that's why he resigned.

And, he went with the full appreciation of the Chairman anti I'm
sure the other members of the Commission.

Okay.
Any other questions on operative concepts, on Charlie Wilkinson's

section?
If not chapter 2, History of U.S.-Indian RelationsD'Arcy

McNickle is here. D'Arcy has written his concise history of American-
Indian relations. Have Ole members had a chance to look that over?
Would anybody like to comment on its form and the way D'Arcy
presents it?

It is about what I had in mind. In fact, it is almost precisely what
I had in mind. Ada?

Commissioner DEER: I would like to commend Mr. McNickle on
this. It 'is a very concise, cogent discussion that I think should be
given broad distribution anti I would like to recommend that this be
included in every high school and college textbook in the country
and also, 'especially to some of the members of the-press so they get
their facts straight.

And, I feel that when we all have a chance to read it, that the
other Members will share *my enthusiasm.

Chairman ABC/LYRE/A:. Thank you.

20
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Commissioner. BitICE. I would like to concur with that statement
of Commissioner Deer, but also, Mr. Chairman, I wish you could
give us just a quick overall summary kind of thing because you did
that foi us yesterday and I thought it was very helpful.

CHAIRMAN ABOUREZIC, D'Arcy, do you feel like doing that today?
Mr. MCNICKLE. I haie some notes. I don't have a prepared state-

ment.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, just go ahead.
Mr. MeNiciam. In other words, I tried to state some of the

dimensions of the problem we are rlealing with.
I can't imagin6 a better time for this kind of investigation to come to

a head. In other words, because of a new administration coming in,and because it seems to me that Indian people themselves are at a
point where they want something to happen and are going to push
for something to happen, and at Ns point they have background

training which they didn't have 20 or-30 yearwago -which -enablesthem t9 work within the power structure of the dominant society.
First. of all, I would make the general comment that extermination

was never accepted as a required official policy of tho United States,
although at various times extermination was recommended. This is
particularly true after the Revoludonary War when there was a
contest, particularly between the Iroquois Tribes and the newly
forming nations about land title, occupation 'of land. There werethose.

In What was then the Confederation, urging extermination beadopted as the quickest way to settle land issues. This was never
accepted at official level nor ever after that, although again, there
were times as during the removal of Indian tribes from the east to
an area west of the 111ississippi when extermination almost became
a fact, although, again, it was nora declared policy.

In California, in the 1850's, again as a fact, extermination occurred.
The Indians were shot down like rabbits by, boisterous miners who
wanted to get a hold of mineral lands. Again, it was not an officialpolicy.

Now the effect of not having adopted extermination as an official
policy is something that we recognize or speak of today as coexistence
came into being. The French are even more tolerant of native peoples
than the English colonies were, in. actually intermarrying with the
tribes they...traded with and did not attempt to occupy land. They
built forts along the trading posts and guarded the trading posts
aiong the trade ruutes, but did not extend out into the countryside.

The Spanish were probably the least tolerant of the people of a
different culture, different background, and (lid a pretty good job of
wiping out tribes south of us. This U.S. policy changed with the corn-
petition for land. As settlement went westward, more and more
tribes were found to be in the way of what was thought of as progress.

So, between the middle of the century and up until recent times,
the various 'neasures were adopted to make possible the acquisition
of tribal lai The most notorious case was, of course, the Allotment
Act of 1887.

But after 350 to 400 years, what is now obvious is that the Indians
have not changed, they have remained Indian, that they have changed
but they have remained Indian; let's put it that way.
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As a matter of fact, they started changing from the very first with
the acquisition of the horse, steel tools, woven clothing. They accepted
what Was in their interest. What they could fit into their way of life
but remained Indian. They became better hunters because they had
better hunting, equipment, for example, but remained Indians, with a
hunting subsistence.

Now, this, you know, it is nothing peculiar about Indians. It's
true about the Irish, English, French, over these 360, 400 years, these
people have changed also and yet have remained essentially Irish,
French and English.

Now this is a simple fact that
iyou

expect to be universally under-
stood, but strangely enough it sn't. Strangely enough, the United
States, instead of extermination adopted this policy of bringing the
Indian people into the dominant society through a process of assimila-
tion as it became to be called.

-And Indians have resisted that to the extent that this policy

resulted in actions which were coercive, compulsive. Indian children
being taken away from and out of their homes and sent hundreds or
thousands of miles away to spend their growing up years as in an
alien environment with the idea they would no longer be Indian.
That is one aspect of what happened.

Chairman ABOUREZK. D'Arcy, weren't you involved in the 1934...
Indian Reorganization Act?

Mr. McIshcicix. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Have you included, and I haven't read

your entire paper yet, but have you included in that what has hap-
pened at the IRA since 1934, what the Bureau of Indian Affairs

has done with it; how they have handled it and so on. Is thtp, in your

paper?
Mr. McNIcKLE. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Can you give us just a brief overview of

what has happened to it in the hands of the Bureau since then?
Mr. MCNICKLE. Well, first of all the meat, the guts of the original

legislation as introduced was removed. It involved things like author-
izing tribes to contract to carry on the services such as the BIA
until then was providing. That was cut out.

It set up a section directing the Commissioner to revise the educa-
tional programs so that the Indians could be trained in management,
in how to operate the services which they were going to take over
under contract.

Also to include histories of the tribes, their own background and

their own religions with the Government and this was cut out.
There was a provision for setting up a special tribal court system

and that was cut, out; so what was left was a kind of recognizing the

right of tribes to adopt written constitutions and again, that was
hampered or harnessed, restricted by requiring a constitution be

approved by the Secretary of Interior and moreover, any actions taken
by the tribe affecting trust property or a tru,4t relationship had to be
approved by the Secretary of Interior. So the Indians really didn't
have a good vehicle to work with.

To add to that problem, the Indians really didn't understand what
was in it. There was a series of meetings held around the country to
explain the IRA, but, they were packaged kinds of meetings, you

1
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know, the agenda and everything was ient out and probably even the
resolutions that they were supposed to adopt approving this. And the
-discussion was Minimal. Usually 1 day or 2 day meetings.

There was no attempt really to translate this material into language j
which was representative at these meetings and oftentimes, the In-=
dians, even though they spoke English, they were dealing with con-
cepts which, you know, were not in their ordinary vocabulary, :So
that the understanding of the IRA was at best very faulty. And the
At was voted down by many tribes. Not only because they didn't
understand it but there,was some genuine opposition to what was
being proposed.

Congressman MI:Ens. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this
point, and I have not had at. opportunity to read your work here,
13'Arcy; but it sounds to me like a very good overview of both official
declared and undeclared policy of Government in various forms with
Indian relations.

I am just wondering if you could go through very briefly, as youhave it seems to me, through these various policy periods, and stategenerally what the policy was, how it was implemente.d, and what
result oi that policy was?

Is that pretty much what your work does?
Mr: MCNICKLE. Yes; that's the review that I have written.
Congressman MEEDS. Could you give us that kind of an overview

here if it is all right with the rest of the Commission? I would be veryinterested in listening.
I think you said assimilation.
Mr. MeIgICKLE. There has been a problem going way back is what

is meant by assimilation. It is a tricky word and iuite oftentimes, it
means, obliteratingwiping out what was there before, and making
over people into a new cultural background. A new set of beliefs and
customs.

Assimilation need not mean that. It should mean the right of a
people to change over time, selecting what they want to adopt, re-
jectmg what they cannot-live with to the conflict of their beliefs, to
their system of values.; but if allowed to select and choose and adopt,
people will change. People do change. '

No society remains static. Now that is the normal process that
people, unless they are under military pressure or some other kind of
pressure to change wholesale, while ordinary change comes as people
choose it. And that has been the difficulty all along, in trying to adopt
legislation, adopt field practices that the Indian people can live with,
can understand and accept and live with and function and grow.

And it has never been understood. Evidently, it is easier to make it
wrong than it is to work with the peoPle to the point where they under-
stand what you are talking about ; what you are trying to do, what the
advantages are in changing their ways and allowing them to grow
into that. That is difficult. We don't know_bow to do it very well and
we haven't even attempted for most of tihe timesimply tried to
force change on people.

Now that is the gist, I guess, of that review that I wrote. Anyhow,
that gives you some idea of the dimensions as I see them of what is
involved. It is, you know, so often said that the Indians don't change
or they won't change.
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ei.1950's, during the termination periods, Senator Watson
won y, "The Indians won't change unless we require them to."

Wt4l, that is not true. I was talking with an old Navajo medicine

man .,.anne years ago who was non-E4lish.speaking and in our terms
not educated, but he said, "We're learning all the time."

And he meant it in several ways. First Of all, the Navajo medicine

men used to spe,nd a lifetime learning how to do it. There are hundreds
and hundreds of chants and songs that you have to learn and they
have to be perfect. But even also in terms of learning to live with the
people around, the non-Navajo people around hint. 'We are learning

all the time," he said.
This is a good statement of Indian attitude. They learned quickly

whenyou know, when the horse came, they learned how to be gooil
horsemen and how to take care of horses and this is to their advantage.
It's much easier to ride a horse out on the hunt than to go on foot-so

that makes sense. But this isyou know, that wasn't a special _case.

It's been true all down the years that Indians have changed.
Now the reason I said, at the beginning, that, you know, the .best

possible time for this kiml of a study that has been made is because
Indians areit scents to ine--are ready for something like this to
happen. They were not ready in the 1930's when, the Indian Reorgas
nization Act was adopted.

That was just some 40 some years after Wounded Knee and a lot

of Indians renwmbered what happened in the latter part of the 19th

century and they simplv withdrew and went home and tried not to
have anything to do wiih the white world.

But, this now is completely changed. There are over 13,000 Indians

at the college level of training right now. They are becoming lawyers,
becoming doctors, becoming engineers, social scientists; they are
accepting the challenge of the modern role, but again, still, tliey are,
saying. "We are not going to become brown-white men. We are going

to still be Indians, but we will use these tools and these skills that
have been developed; will use them for Indian purposes."

Again, some years back, when I had a workshop for Indian and
college students at the University of Colorado, and the Indians. then

were saving, "We want education for Indian purposes," anti-they
were going back to school and making good, which was when I was
growing up, there were probably not, a dozen Indians beyond high
school anywhere in the country.

This picture hes completely changed. Thus it's going to be diflicult
front now on to be coereeive in dealing with Indians. They are going
to be able to talk back, to take actions which will be in their interests.

I think that sort of summarizes.
AnornEza. .Iake, you had sometldng to say?

NIP. Wumcitow. l r. Chairninn, one of the things that I have

noticed in your .presentation here, D'Arey, is the fact that the com-
ment ou just math?, that Indians want to remain Indians, and the

relationship.; that I've had out in the field indicate the same thing.
Being raised as an Indian, knowing the old ways, and having to

beeome educated, horiefully to compete out on Main Street with any
other individual out here as a critizen of the United States.

Your comments, particularly on page 15 of your recitation here,

whereby you state the olliciarideology of the Federal-Indian policy,
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reflected humanitarian aims almost universally those in charge of the
Indian affairs assumed that Anglo-American civilization represented
a higher level of culture and moral development and a more viable
economic system than-tribal cultures might encompass.

When I read that, it reminded me of a story that I have been telling
for several years now in regard that Indian people had a culture.
They had relationships with what is called, my good friend up-
stairs, way upstairs and hopefully be resting with him soine day
in the future. But, I hope it's not real soon.

The Indian did have special relationships with our Creator.
They knew how to treat one another. They treated one another with
dignity: Sure, we had conflicts betWeen tribes and I think this is
really vie only thing that American Indians are asking, and hopefully,
with the product of this Commission, we will be able to allow Indians
to be Indians and simultaneously have their own government, have
their own relationshigs "within their own geographic areas as estab-
lished by treaty; and also, to allow those Indian tribes to have ju-
risdictional processes over their geographic area.

With this particular thought in mind, I would like to call to the
CommissioneN' attention a story that I tell oceasionally when I 'am
making a presentation, and it fits just exactly what you have said here,
Mr. McNwkle.

That when the White man first came to this continent, he looked
around and he said, "Ilum,, there are people here. There are males
and there are females and I just think wetll rail them Indian."

Well, what do they. do. The female, she does all the workvShe
chews the buckskin, she makes the moccasin, she tendss the ,,sa. She
tills it, she harvests the crops and preserves the food, prepares the
table. She takes care of the cleanliness and the sanitation around the
home. She also makes sure that all of her work is totally done. She
looks after all of the desires and the whims of tlw male.

She also, if it's necessary to move, she manages this particular
move. Now, he said, "What. does the Indian do?" And, he looks around
and he says, "Well, they hunt, they fish, they make a little love."

Now, the White man thought he could improve on that system of
life and as a result, all of us Indian men now have to work. Is that a
good system or not? Personally I agree with everyone. I think we
need to fto back to old ways. I would like to hunt, fish, and make love.
I think it would be a tremendous life. However, many Indian women
would like to run me off when I say that.

So, from that standpoint, I think this pretty well sets the stage.
If we could provide this kind of return to 155 years ago, wlwreby

the Indian people did have the ability, they had the relationships,
and they had a culture that was beautiful. They had th relathm,hips
that were beautiful also and I don't think the United States of
America could go wrOng by patterning itself after those rdationships
that we had as American Indians.

And, as an officer in the U.S. Army Reserve, I too, am a strong
supporter of this country and I would like to see, once and for aff,
the results of this Commission bringing about a return to all of those
tribal relationships and allowing Indian citizens to be Indian. and
allowingqrsrnooth and coordinated development between govern-
ments, regardless of what level those governments may be.
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And, I think it can be done. I think that the Indian people have
the 'ajaility. They have the ingenuity and certainly they have the
conoepts of what they want. For many, many years now, we have sat
and we have listened to the way things shquld be done. We have not
really made .a strong effort to change those things and with this
Commission, fellow Commissioners, we have this opportunity of
changing things, and I think we should point toward making the
wrongs right once and for all setting the stage for future development
so that our Indian people can be Indians. Our Irishmen can be Irish,
our Germans can be German, our Japanese can be Japanese, but
still all in all, we are citizens of the United States. I think it can be
worked out.

I see no problem in that and Mr. McNickle, T think you have a
wonderful, wonderful presentation. I would also like to r.,mind the
Connnission that just yesterday evening I had the opportunity of
purchasing Mr. MeNickle's latest book, "They Came Here First."
And he's paying me a quarter for every time I say his name.

We have alreikly made that arrangement. -So, I would like- to
recommend this book to the Commission. I think it would be a fine
addition to every Commissioner's library.

Chaim= ABOUREZK. Thank you.
Louie?
Mr. BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I'm fascinated with this article and I

do agree it ought to he reprinted and sent out everywhere for two
reasons. One is that I was around when the IRA was m existence and
started. I attended some of those well-planned meetings by the
Bureau and its staff.

Some of them moved and went, some of them voted in favor,
sometimes against their wishes; but in D'Arcy's article, he says Indian
opposition to assimilation policies never disappeared, but everytime
the Indians found an answer to policies, the Bureau found, a way
around it. And, I am not going.to focus on that.

But, as we look at the history of the Bureau and its activities and
somebody could interpret that I am anti-Bureau, which I am not
complet4y. However, there are a lot of fine people in the Bureau and
I like them very muchbut over the lifetime since the Bureau has
been in existence, it has gone too far beyond the matter of protection
and we find ourselves involved in a situation where Bureau officials,
not the' Commissioner, were making some individual decisions for
individual people and Indians, including myself as an Indian.

And that's why I feel that we have to take a stand and move, and
that 's why I'm interested in the Policy Review's recommendation for a
separate and independent agency and I want to hit hard on that as
we go down the road, because I feel it's necessary.

I t hink I have said more than once that no Commissioner, Indian or
non-Indian. can ever be affected if he really and truly wants to do
something for his people, because always, there is somebody else above
him who signs that paper ofT or buries it in some file or something. And,
unless the Commissioner, our man for us can be where he can be
effective, me are not going to make any progress.

D'Arcy says in his article that we've sort of moved away from the
feeling of defeat to something where, you know, we see blue sky, and
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so forth: And 1 think in your article you d:d mention that Indians,
"Have become more aware of their common problems and common
peril and they are learning how power is used in contemporary society."

And as far as the Bureau is concerned, whether it be separate, I'm
afraid in some respects that if it is set off alone, somebody could wipe it
out overnight with the stroke of a pen.

However, some change has to come. Some ch ge has to come if we
are talking about self-determination and Indian having a right to
decide what happens to them on the reservation ths elsewhere; and
go I tie this in with a compliment to you, D'Arcy, who I've known for
100 years, and the kind of support I expect you give in changing the
Bureau of Indian. Affairs. And I guess many of you know how sincere
I am in that'iMpect.

Thank you; Mr.'Chnirman,
Chairman ABOUREZK. Thank you, Louie.
D'Arcv, do you have any more you want to say on this?
Mr. MCMCKLE, No, sir; I said enough.
Chairman ABOUREZ K. We appreciate it very much. I think it's an

excellent piece and we, arii very grateful.
Mr. MeN !MLLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The next chapterwe are going to, in-

cidentally, we will adjourn at-noon and come back at 1:30, so I think
we might be able to get through that next piece. Paul Alexander, on
chapter 3.

11,1r. ALEXANDER. Chapter 3 is currently called Contemporary
Conditions of Indian Affairs.

Chairman ABOUREZR. Is that listed az demographics?
Mr.' ALEXANDER. Yes, it iS.
This piece is being done for us by the Library a Congress. It

basically has two parts. The first part is a compilation of the existing
statistics on social, economic, education, and similar items, as they
pertain to Indian people today.

The second part of this chapter would be a critique of the existing
data systems and what their lacks are in providing the kind of data
that is necessary to make decisions by Indian peoples themselves,
and by the various agencies that have responsibilities in Indian
affairs.

We expect to have a draft from the Library of Congress, who we
are in contact with, in December, hopefully before the December
Commission meeting.

Chairman ABOUREZK. When you say, "hopefully," I think it's
pretty essential we have it before the Deember Commission meeting
in time to either adopt it or make changes in it if we think it necessary.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I. t.s.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Will we know from reading this particular

-hapter where the Indians are, what their tribes are, what their land
inise is, through maps and other things?

Mr. A T.ENA NDER. We Will have some of that information. There are
data problems and particularly with respect to land base. We know
from our own experience that some of this has to be added by the
staff to what the Library of Congress is producing. There are corn-
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peting figures from official source& and whore that exists, it will be
pointed out.

Yea; an attempt Will be made to do that.
Chairman Aaounzzic. OK.
Anybody have-any other qudationa on this chapter?
Commissioner WnerEcnow. Will that include all your demographics,

Paul?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It will be an overview of demographics. It is our

conception, and I guess we can say it now, and 3rou can change it or
what have you, that in the support section on individual chapters where
there are specifics, for example, in the education chapter or a chapter
dealing with child placement, where there are individual specific
statistics and factual support material, those t3rpes of materials would
be integrated throughout the entire report and not just simply found
in the first section.

Mr. WiirrEcnow. I know I've had a great deal of problems, and
I'm sure every other Indian in the country has had problems in
trying to put together programs and projects, because of a lack of
statistics and demographics.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. The significant problem, we seek in the
second part of this chapter to highlight that problem and perhaps
to come up with some recommended action to solve some of the data
problems.

Mr. WHITECROw. OK. Fine. Thank you.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Any other questions?
Ada ?
Ms. DEER. In 3rour critique, Paul, will you be specifically addressing

the impacts on the Indian communities, that lack of adquate data
has presented?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think that is appropriate in the second section.
There are a number of impacts that we are familiar with and what
we intend to do is to get the draft from the Library of Congress and
have substantial staff input into it, and present both to you for your
atioption, critique or what-have-you.

Chairman A.DOIIREZK. Other questions?
If not, Paul, thank you very much.
Ray Goetting, chapter 4, Federal Administration.
Mr. GOETTING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
This chapter, like the others in the first section of our final report,

will be subject to review in terms of the policies or the procedures and
the applications that are developed as we go on through the book.
I would like to say specifically that, the basis legally that has been
set and described to you in the first sections of these chapters that
have just been described will all terminate in the manner in whieh those
are fulfilled in an administration of the Federal Govermnent to carry
out the obligations, to satisfy the needs, to develop the delivery of
services that. Indian people have decided or have recommended to
this Commission to be considered.

This Commission has the obligation, of course, to determMe how
those services will he provided and under what, conditions and how
the Federal Government will be organized in a manner to do that.

Chairman AIMITHEZ K. This chapter you arc preparing, u hen will
it be done first of till?
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Mr. G 1=1 No. Only when we're through, only when the Commis-
sion itself decides how much judgment they will put on the organiza-
tional structure.

We will discuss that as we go through the elements. This is the
prcblem that I feel--

Chairman Awn: It EZ K. You'll have tO back up a mimite.
There are some things I don't know about. What is the purpose of

this chapter?
Mr. GOETTING. To set Cie base for the decisions that will be made

by the Commission. Swim% hat the policies that have been established.
It will show the history of structure over a period of time, and then
to permit the development of the recommendations of the Commission
as to how they would like to see the structure in the future.

Chairman ABOU ItEZK. Well then, the other chapters, findings and
reconunendations, isn't that redundant?

Mr. GOETTING. Yeswell, it would lay the foundation in terms
of presenting the report to the Congress as to what the basis perhaps
would exist in the future, in the report.

The details ire in the report but this would be somewhat of a sum-mary in regard to it.
Chairman Anouni2x. I am under the impression that the section

on findings and recommendations will set out recommendations in a
section. Why do we need another one up here in The.introductory
part?

Mr. G ETTING. Well, there are some basic elements that would be
explanatory and the summarization of the information that follows
in the report in much more detail. I think it would be somewhat more
of a summary than just to set the tone that the remainder, therefore,
describes in detail.

Certainly, the chapter would discuss the alternatives that have
been considered, the manner that they have approached the develop-
ment of whatever the structure is designed to do it.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, will this then be a set of
recommendations to the alternatives to the administration of Federal-
Indian relationships among which the Commission would select
the direction it wishes to recommend to the Congress or to the
administration?

Mr. GOETTING. I think it would describe the process by which he
would have laid the basis for making that decision and recommenda-
tion to Congress. Yes.

Mr. WHITECROW. Ray, would the Bureau structure reorganization
be included in this or would that be included in the chapter downhere on

Mr. G OETTING. I think the basic overall description might be in
this chapter, but the details of an organizational structure would be
in the details of the outline that follows; yes.

r. WHITECROW. Say again? I lost you there somewhere.
Mr. GOETTING. I think a general explanation of Federal adminis-

tration to set the tone by which the decisions were made and the
detailed descriptions that follow in the matter of delivering services,
in the matter of deciding the organizational structure and so forth
would be in the details of how it would be carried out.
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The outline, as you go through, would discuss several things, but,

this would kind of tie it together, to set the tone for what the Com-
mission considered important in making their decisions about it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Ray, I guess one thing that disturbs me is,
you've got it entitled Federal adndnistration, and that deals with
only one chapter down below in section 2. Now, if you want to, I
think it's a good idea to have recommendations :ight at the beginning

of the report, because for those people who don't want to read through
the whole report and want to get to it very quickly and just find out
what is it we're doing, what are we up to, that's fine.

But to pick out only one part and make an initial recommendation
doesn't make much sense to me. It makes more sense to take chapter 4

and summarize the recommendations of all the other chapters, 5
through 15,

Mr. GOETTING. It Could, yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What do the other Commission members

think about that?
Mr. GOETTINO. That's where the details of how it's done is in the

next number of chapters.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That's what I'm saying. I'm disturbed I

guess because you only pick out one section, Federal administration,
to summarize rather than summarizing all of them.

Mr. GOETTING. Well, I think Federal administration, in a broad

sense, covers how the whole relationshipwill be performed. I don't
think it's limited to specifically an organizational structure. I think
it's how it carries out the whole works, so this would sort of lay the

foundation.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What's wrong with changing the title of

that chapter and it's contents by saying Conclusions: Summary of

Conclusions and Recommendations, and then giving us like a one
sentence shot on the other 10 chapters?

Let me hear some more comment from the Commission members

on that, on this whole question.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, this

will simply be a presentation. This is not a final report. It is simply a

presentation to the Commission of alternatives from which the

Commission will select one or more for the delivery system, or admin-

istrative system for administrating the Federal-Indian relationship.
And, if I am correct, then I'm in agreement with doing it and doing

it in this place. But the depth of that relationship would- be described

in a later chapter in greater detail.
Chairman Auotat Ezii. Lloyd, I think you are correct only in part.

The Federal-Indian relationship deals with ehapters 5 through 15,

really, and what recommendations we're going to make.
COngressman MEEDS. But how do you administer that relation-

ship, that is the question we are asking here; and I understand this

will be a presentation of a munber of different ways to administer

that relationship.
Chairman ABOUREZE. But that is in chapter 7. I mean, tiro is

what bothers me, is you already have that down below in chapter 7.

It is not logical to me to do it this way, to pick out chapter 7 and

summarize up in the introduction and leave the other chapters alone.
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Mr. Gomm. Well I think, really, that the Federal administra-
tion and the total picture is not just confined to chipter 7.

Chapter 7, specifically, is for the deliver, system and how the
. mechanism is there. But Federal administration would be a summary

of the entire Federal structure, how it has been in the past, what sort
of alternatives there are, how the solutions might have been arrived
at, or the problems develeped in the following sections.

I think it would take care of all of it, all right, but if in the same
picture and it applied To the mechanisms, would be the same as the
legal or anything else. Now, if you would care to, for.a, momentI
might ask Paul to describe how it fits in a similar fashion and some of
the other paragraphs in this process were developed.-

Mr. ALEXANDER. This entire section, of which this chapter is the
last one of three, is essentittily conceived of as laying out the basic
understanding in the major areas that are necessary to deal with the
rest of the report. That is the special legal concepts that exist in
Indian law that are not necessarily understood or common to the
.rest of the legal system in this country.

The historical status of Indian tribes and people in their relation-
ship with the United States and others.

The demographic situations concerning Indians currently, and I
wiil_get right to this chapter.

What our feeling was initially, and it may have shifted somewhat,
was that the notion of how the Federal Government has operated,
what art. the _different systems that it has used and what are the
options or the ideas that people currently have is a crucial element in
understandings all the rest.

I did not necessarily see this chapter, although others may see the
chapter, as a place to summarize recommendations; but to provide
the overview of what Federal administration has been and how crucial
it is to understand that factor in dealing with any issue in the re-
maining 10 chapters.

Chairman Abourezk, on your point about the summary and its
_Al locationthis location is not definitive. Chapter 15, which is. the

last chapter in the report conceives of such a summary as you have
identified. Perhaps it would be more appropriate if this were in the
beginning of the report, but it is theat least the staff recommendation
that there be a summary chapter that lays out the major recommenda-

, tion and theme for each of the areas.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We are talking about two different things.

Let me just dispose of that summary thing first. I personally would
be in favor of putting a summary of the conchisions and reeomnienda-
dons Hight at tl.e beginning and I don't know what the rest of you
think, but it makes more sense to me to do it that way.

Let me just ask, does everybody feel that way.pretty much? Should
we just ask the staff to do it that way then?

All right.
Second, on Federal adminisvration, I am just now getting a sort of

a hint at what you are going to write in that chapter but I am not
really sure yet; and it may be clear to the rest of the members of the
Commission, it is not yet to me.
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D o 1 understtuul vou to say that you are going to write a chapter

on the huportance ot Federal adthMistration of all the Indian policies,
how it has been handled and how it ought to be handled, and the
attitudes of the bureaucracy and things like that?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Alld the different approaches that have been
historically taken. What I guess the issue conies down to is what is
the last part of that chapter; does it lay out conceptually what different
approaches are, or whether it at that point lays out the approach that
the Conunission in fact adopts for its recommendation on the Federal

administration.
And, it could do either and we in a sense need your guidance on

that .

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Adolph. you wanted to make-a recommendation?
Mr. DIAL. I hate to oppose at this phase. You know, they spent

so much time on it, and there are several legal minds and so forth,

but if they want it, I would say lot them have it; but I would also go
along %%it'll you for the summary and conclusion in the beginning.

In this way, I think it would be read.
Mr. GOET9'1No. I think, Mr. Chairman, there is a great concern,

among all of the task forces and all of the input from the Indian tribe"'
and so forth as a specific type of structure that might be recommended
by this Uommission by which the Federal Government actually

tdiiiirim. ;rs all of the rules and regulations and processes it goes

through.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That will be in the chapter?
Mr. GOETT1NO. I think an explanation of how Nee arrive at that

recommendation we make to Congress as to the structure.
One of the elements in section 2 of the law says that we look into

Federal Administration and structure of Indian affairs. And that
structure portion, I think, needs to be covered somewbere in summary

as to how the Commission evaluated the material it has and how it
decided what to do about mechanisms that provide the obligation of

the Federal Government toward Indian people and I think it is a very
important element, a very important subject, to get that out in the

open as well as the legal basis for determining the Government's
obligation as well.

Once the obligation is determined, another question is how is that
obligation to be fulfilled and what mechanisms do you Use and how

do you arrive at those conclusions.
I think a summary of that is
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, we will have a chance to look at it. It

was just not clear to me in the beginning what you really wanted to do.

Any other questions, comments?
If not, the bewitching hour has arrived and we will now adjourn

until 1:30--
Mr. WHITECROW. Vr. Chairman, before we adjourn, may I bring

to the Commission's ;Mention a letter that we received from the
National Congress of American Indians requesting an extension of

time on the submission of our report to the Congress, giving the
Milian people out in the boondocks, so to speak, an opportunity to
address these various issues, and I would like to ask during our lunch

period if vee cound invite Mr. Mel Tonasket to have lunch with us to

(,.plain the reasons why this request was made.
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It is my understanding that our task force reports have not ei7en
been printed as yet and have not gone to the field. So I think we are
into a situation here whereby the Indian people needto have a little
more time in which to review the findings of the task forces and review
our potential report.

Chairman Anoint En. Without objection, Mel Tonasket is invited
to lunch.

MT. WHITECROVi. Dutch.
Chairman ABOUREZIE. We are in recess until 1:30 then.
'Thank you, Jake.
(Whereupon the meeting was adjourned at 12:15 p.m. to reconvene

at 1:30 p.m.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman,Anovnzza. The Commission will resume its meeting.
Gil, are you ready?
Mr. HALL. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. We will get into, now, Section 2Findings

and Reconunendations, beginning with Chapter 5: Federal-Indian
Trust Relations. Gil Hall.

Gil, go to it. .

Mr. Haw.. OK.
/ 4Let me sa3r as an introductory comment--:

Chairman ABOUREZK. Get that microphone a little closer. It's hard
to hear_you.

Mr. HALL. All right.
As an introductory comment, let me say that whereas I was the

lead staff person with respect to summarizing and drafting the mate-
rials on the trust responsibility, it is an area which everybody partici-
pated in at one time or another as being a very complex and difficult
subject.

So, Charlie Wilkinson and others may very well have some com-
ments also.

The first 17 pages of chapter 5 are intended to be very brief,
concise characterizations of task force finding's and recommendations
in the area of trust responsibility. You will find at the end of each
finding, or at the end of each recommendation, a number identifying
which of what task force and in some cases, exactly what page and
what section of that task force repOrt, dealt with that subject matter.

At the end of the chapter, starting with page 18, is a staff smnmari-
zation of what is in the task force reports, as well as any of the opinion
expressed in hearing and other sources.

The concept of trust responsibility is one which virtually all of the
task forces had to come up against at one time or another in the course
of their studies. Fo that reason_, the staff felt that a summarization
at the end of the chapter might be useful for purposes of this meeting
in con. idering the concept. You'll see, starting on page 20, p ciples
of the trust responsibilit3r which the staff recommended the o 141s-
sion adopt as a framework ia drafting that chapter of the rep rt.

These principles are consistent with all the task force
Indian testimony, and a great deal of information that has be s t
forth and written about in that subject area. Despite the fact tha
trust responsibility is a confusing concept on which there is great
misunderstanding, this is not a definition of the trust responsibility.

83446-47vol.4.-4
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The staff did not attempt to propose a specific detailed definition,
nor did any-of the task forces.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Why not?
Mr. HAM,. It was our determination, and I think I speak for

everyone on this, that t9 do so would be not only extremely difficult
but perhaps unwise for this reason: The trust responsibility as it is
interpreted by the courts and as analyzed in a variety of sources, and
as administered by the Federal agencies is a dynamic legal concept
which is evolvitig constantly, much like the principles in the United
States Bill of Rights.' Thus, for the same reason that we would not
propose a specific definition of any of the principles in the Bill of
Rights, we would not propose a definition of trust responsibility. In
doing so, you might very well inadvertently infringe upon clearly
established legal rights that are already 'there.

As an alternative to that
Chairman Apotroxzx. It is more a question of you are afraid you

might leave something out if you try to define it.
Mr. HALL. That's correct.
As ati &emotive to that, we are recommending six broad principles,

Which we feel eharacterize the trust responsibility as specifically as is
wise in this context, to whom it is owed, and who has the duty of
carrying it out. It is planned that if the Commission gives us an OK
on tliese principles, the staff will then draft that chapter of the report
cor.sistent with these principles.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Gil, one question comes to mind that I am
going to have to ask for each one of these chapters.

You have the recommendations drafted in such a way that it is
capable of being put into legislative language; I mean, in other words,
it is legislation requirement, or is ',his pst a general principle that
ought to be adopted by the administration, by the Bureau of Indian
Affairs?

Mr. HALL. Well, I would see this as eventually constituting a policy
statement from Congress to give guidance in the administration of the
trust responsibility.

Now there are certainly elements of this which could be instituted
immediately by the executive branch, if so disposed. No legislation
would be necessary. I think, however, the preferable view would be
for Congress to give policy guidance to the agencies who, if you review
congressional testimony in the area of trust responsibility, as well as a
lot of testimony from 'Indians, demonstrate confusim as to what the
trust duty is and how we carry it out.

What this is intended to do is to give that guidance to the Federal
agen cies.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Are you recommending the establisnment of
a trust council authority in this section?

Mr. HALL. Well, we have not specifically dealt with that question
there.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Is it dealt with anywhere?
Mr. law, One or two of the task force reports discuss the trust

council concept as a possible solution to the conflict of interest problem.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is it anywhere in the final draft of the report?
Mr. HALL. In the final draft of the tark force report or Commission

report?
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Chairman Asouassit. No. the Commission report.
Mr. HALL. Yes; that is dealt with in the Federal administration

section which is chapter 7.
Chairman Aaouam. OK.
Senator METCALF. I BM concerned that the growth of Federal

tzust responsibility has gone away from many of the patterns of our
traditional, legal trust relationships in civil trust.

You pointed out that there may be some conflict of interest. Of
colirse there are conflicts of interest with the Bureau of Indian Affairs
which exercises a special trust -respo isibility, and at the same time
exercises an administrative responsibility.

I think that any report we make should indicate a deviation from
traditicaial trust law and the law where the trustee exercises his
authority over trust property, as a bank or an insurance company or a
lavger; somebody in a probate proceeding. And, thd reliort should
indicate this special responsibility that we exercise in the course of
legislation, and legislative acts to our Indian trust.

So, I would hope that we would point out the deviations that we
have from traditional trust law and point out also the obvious con-
flicts of interest that are here when we have the administrator of Indian
law exercising the same trust responsibilities that in the case of a trustee
would be actionable before a court.

I think this is a very delicate and important area of discussion.
I haven't been able to read some of the material but as I hear you
outline it, I just feel that probablyand I know that both Lloyd
and the chairman will agree with methat these are areas we are
discussing and arguing about on the floor of Congress from time to
time.

Mr. HALL. I would agree wholeheartedly with you, Senator. You are
absolutely correct that it is not ciihsistent with all common law
principles of trust as we know it in the law.

There are certain elethents that are common but it is a uniqae
relationship 'and that relationship should be set forth very clearly
and I would expect that this chapter would.

Chairman ABOUREZIE. Is this the chapter we have in this notebook,
is this what the draft looks like in other words, if it is not changed,
this is what will appear in the final Commission report?

Mr. HALL. No.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. What will?
Mr. HALL. This is intended as a very, very brief suggestion of what

is going to be in there, but the chapter itself has not been drafted and
shall not be drafted at least the way we are operating now, until we
have guidance from the Commission With respect to the principles
under which that would be drafted.

And, it would deal with basically the five subject areas that are in
here: The nature of the trust, the trust property, to what it runs, the
beneficiary of the trust, and the various roles of the executive agencies,
the. judiciary, and Congress.

Chairman ABOIIIIEZIK. All right, sir.
You are asking the Commission nowyou set down on paper a

series of concepts. You are asking the Commission now to either
approve or disapprove these concepts, and after that time you will
undertake to write the first draft then?
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Mr. HALL. That is correct, and of emis, that is when the Com-
mission would take a look at that first draft.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Let me ask you about the length of your first draft, and this will

be true with all of these. I want to admonish that you can't make this
thing too lengthyneither can you leave out anything that is impor-
taut.

Congressman MEEDS. What if those are mutually exclusive?
Chairman ABOUREZK. I would suggest those of you that are doing

the drafting get i book on word economy and I am not saying that
you hafen't done so here, Gil, I'm just saying that writingcskins'
going to be very, very important when you finally do that because you
can put people to sleep. Yet, you want to make certain everything
is in it.

Mr. HALL. That's true. As a matter of fact I've gotten the comment
personally with respect to thjs chapter asking how I could sum up
several thousand pages of-tk force reports in several pages and I
said, "Because I did,' and I use as few words as possible.

Chairman ABOUREZK. You have to.
Mr. HALL. Right.

. Chairman ABOUREZK. Unless there are many more comments at
the outset, do you want to startin

One other thing, and I think the same thing ought to be true with
each chapter% and I would like the Commission to comment on 'this
if they want to, the same thing ought to be true with each chapter
as it is with the entire report. The recommendations ought to come
first_and then follow that with your findings of fact and so on.

Mr. HALL. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That should be done, Ernie Stevens, with

every ,ihapter, unless the Commissioners think it ought be done
otherwise.

Jake?
Mr. WRITECROW. Taking a look at the vast responsibilities that

we have with these reports, we do have those reports that have been
submitted by the various task forces along with their findings. I,
know that each and every one of us have gone through these task
force reports, but I think it would be most appropriate from .a
standpomt of this Commission to go through these reports, recom-
mendation by recommendation and discuss those recommendations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is what I intended to do.
MT. WRITECROW. OK.
ChairMan ABOUREZK. Any other comment on the location, on

the recommendations themselves?
If notgo ahead, Lloyd.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, that may well be a good

suggestion toward the final report, but I see the format here is back-
ground or findings and then recommendations. Could we follow that
procedure today at least in our discussion?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; it doesn't hurt in the discussion; it
doesn't matter. I'm just saying when you do the final draft.

Congressman MEEDB. In terms of a final report and who is going
to read a final report and what part of it they are going to read, I
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think the recommendations should be first, too. That is supported
by the findings and background.

But, I see that it is. not in that form today and it might be easier
Dto follow for us..

Chairman Asotratzs. I think that's true.
Congressman Nizions. At least those of us, hopefully only one,

who has not had an opportunitY to read this.
Chairman ABOURKIC. OK.
Do you want to start at the beginning then, Gil?
Mr. HALL. Now again, on page 2, you find the first statement

of findings and the recommewiations from the task forces. That's
'what it is, it is from the task forces.

Now this *is not synthesized by my own ideas. It's a summariza7
tion. It is intended to be summarization

Chairman Asounzzs. Can I stop you a minute? Does anybody
else feel like it's warm in here or is it just me? Has anybody gone to
see the thermostat man?

OK.
Mr. HALL. In order to save time if it is agreeable with the Com-

mission, I'll just start with page 2 slid in a sentence or two, character-
ize the findings on that page, and unless there are questions, I'll just
go through it that way.

Chairman ABOUEEZE. That's a good way to do it.
Mr. HALL. OK.

, The essence of that general finding is that the origin of the Federal
trust responsibility rests in international law and in treaties, statu-
tory law, and Federal judicial decisions.

It is a concept that predates the formation of the United States in.
that it appears in colonial agreements between. Indians, and England,
Spain, France, and the Dutch.

Despite this lonN history, though, of the Federal-Ihdian trust rela-
tionship there is still disagreement as to precisely what it means.

I think it is a fair characterization of the task force fmdings that
the Federal trust responsibility and Indian self-determination Are not
necessarily contradictory policies at all. You can have self-determina-
tion and still have a permanent trust responsibility toward the
Indians. That can come about because the trust responsibility does
hot mean control of Indian resources and Indian lives, it means
protection. It means an assurance of their survival.

Congressman MEEDS. Could I, in the findings, just get some more
of this historic background and rationale for No. 2.

"Their lands and property shall never be taken from them without
their consent." What is the background and basis for that?

Mr. HALL. That is a direct quote, I believe.
Congressman MEEDS. From the Northwest Ordinance?
Mr. HALL. From thii Northwest Ordinance. That's correct, and

that is placed in there because four of the task force reports felt that
the Northwest Ordinance was an excellent starting point for some
appreciation of what trust responsibility is.

Congressman MEEDS. Do you feel the Northwest Ordinance is
binding on, the 13 Original Colonies and now on the 50 States?

Mr. at L. I do, yes.
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Congressman Mans. As a moral or as a legal obligation?
Mr. HALL. I think as
Congressman.Mass. Or both?
Mr. BALL. I think as both moral and legal, with the caviat, of -..

course, of congressional plenary power. There ma:y very well be some
modification in exactly how the responsibility is carried out but I
don't think that necessarily changes the legal responsibility.

Congressman MEEDS. No I assume you would feel that means
that Indian lands cannot lx; taken by condemnation by the Federal
Government?

Mr. HALL. No, I don't think it necessarily means that. I think
tlkere is room for condemnationwe are not talking so much about
whether it can or cannot be done but rather the process by which
it is crone.

It should be done with complete participation in a _process on the
part of the Indian tribes, plus the possibility of allowing for an
exchange of lands rather than therely offering money for condemned
land, thereby not diminishing the Indian land base. This is important
because since 1934 approximately 134 million acres of Indian lands
have been lost through Government condemnation.

Congressman MEEDS. Well" laying aside for the moment the au-
thority of the State to condemn, and I think you and I would both
agree that Congress does have plenary authority over Indians, the

ongress can in effect condemn Indian lands by simply passing a
stattite. You get tha question of taking the fifth amendment and other
things, but I thinleyou would agree with that statement.

All right. Unless I am mistaken, the Congress and for instance, the
Bureau of Land Mana,gement or the Department of Defense can
condemn without specific congressional authority, State lands for the
common defense of the Nation for instance.

Would you agree with that?
Mr. HALL. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. Why then should Indian land be any different

than State land as opposed at least to condemnation by the Federal
Government of State land?

Mr. HALL: Because there is no trust relationship between the
Federal Government and the States. Their relationship is set forth in
the Constitutiea which does not speak to any sort of unique relation-
ship between the States and Federal Government. Historically, there
is such a relationship between Indian tribes and the Federal Govern-
ment and that requires that Indian lands be treated differently from
other lands.

Congressman MEEDS. Do you believe the Federal Government
should not, because of that trust repsonsibility, allow them to condemn
Indian lands, trust lands?

Mr. HALL. The Federal Government or the States?
Congressman MEEDS. The Federal Government.
Mr. HALL. Whether the Federal Government can condemn Indian

lands?
Congressman MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. HALL. I think it can do so, yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I think he is asking: Should it be able to do

so?
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Congressman MUDS. I think the* *is some question about it
myself, end I think .that is one of the things we ought to resolve in
this dimmission.

Mr. HAIL Do you want to respond to that?
Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to just make a brief comment to that.
I am Pete Taylor and I am a member of the staff.
Commissioner

'
we have a recommendation further in this report as

it is developing that would deal with the problem of condemnation
of lands.

My recolleotion of the loss of land through condemnation proceed-
ings since 1934 is that it is roughly in the area of 1,800,000 acres.

Congressman MIMS. That is my understanding too. -*

Mr. 'ranon. But the land loss through condemnation proceedings
has been-rather monumental.
I don't believe that we can so restrict the power of the Govern-

ment that they cannot condemn lands in the future. I know that some
people would like to see that as a policy but the solution that my task
force suggested was that first of au, all Federal condemnation laws
be made Subservient to the law which we are proposing.

The law which we are propoRing is that for every acre of land that
Would be condemned, the Corp of Engineers, or whoever it is, must,
in urn, condemn a simnel-number of acres of non-Indian land and
twin that over to the tribes so that there will be no further shrinkage
of ribal land base.

ro me, that is in keeping with simple principles of fundamental
f ess and it carries out the so-calledthe declared congressional
p Hey protecting Indian land bases and seeing that they don't shrink

y further.
I am sorry to say that the Federal land acquisition practices over
e past 40 years have been a mockery of the declared principle, when
e really examine the fasts; and I amsure everyone here would really

with this.
Congressman MDEDS. Then No. 2 would not in any way put this

ommission on record as believing that there should not be at least
me method for condemnation of Indian lands, assuming it is a fair

rocess.
Mr. HALL. That's correct.
Mr. TAYLOR. There must be some disagreement on that. I think

I would see it the same way Gil has. I think the principles on that
northwest ordinancein fact, every time we condemn a parcel of
land, condemnation by itself says it was taken involuntarily:

So, there may be rome area for discussion of ;ust what is meant
there.

Con,gressman MERDS. That is the thing that bothered me, the
whole concept of condemnation is that it is acquisition by a procedure
in which you don't have a willing buyer and a willing seller or a willing
giver.

Therefore, it is not voluntary.
Mr. TAYLOR. If we gave this offsetting acquisition of land to the

Indians to compensate for what we are taking involuntarily, perhaps
chat would constitute a compliance with this commitment that lands
are not being taken without consent; because it is being continually
replenished.

39
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Congressman MEEDS. I don't want the reiord to indiete that I am
agreeing with you that that is the only way the Federal Government
can condemn Indian lands: My personal opinion is that the Federal
Government ought to be able to condemn Indian lands the same as it
on my lands or the State's lands.

Now, there is a disagreement here.
CUAIRMAN ABOURRZK. May I interject, Lloyd?
It seems to me you could handle that somewhat better because this

statement does, yor know, leave a lot of questions unanswered if you
ileave it just as t is. Wouldn't it be better to say that it is going to be

the policy of the Government to no longer erode the Indian land base,
aud then wouldn't that leave room, if there is a necessary condemna-
tion that must take place, for some kind of replacement of the land.
. Now most non-IndiansI think this is a fairly accurate statement,
are not happy with the condemnation of ,their property; somehow stay
willing to accept money for it, and in sonic, cases, even an exchange of
land.

But, because of the great concern of the Indian people over the
erosion of their land base, it is easily understandable that they would
want that replaced in the event there is a necessary condemnation,
so couldn't you change the language and accomplish what you want?

What does the rest of the Commission think about that?
Mr. WRITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak to this trust

responsibility Question in that I have always wondered where does
trust responsibility begin and end.

From a standpoint of the treaty relationships with tribes and/or
other legal relationships that are 111 existence, a trust responsibility,
as I see it, requires the Federal Government to provide the protection
of the land holdings of a tribe and its tribal members.

Also, it provides for those employees of the Federal Government to
administer this trust responsibility at every 'level. I think if we do
anything with this, we are going tO have to be assured that it is worked
in such a manner so that every employee involved in the delivery and
the aKdication of trust responsibility fully understands what his
responsibilities are as an employee of the Federal Government.

For instance, recently. I am aware of one particular instance whereby
a tribal member wanted to sell her land. She requested that the Bureau
of Indian Affairs go through the, process of selling her land for her.
The Bureau appraised her land at $6,800. a 40-acre tract of lan as I
recall; and as she went on the open market, and seeking bids of her
own, she received almost $1,000 per acre for her land.

Now to me, this was a violation of trust' responsibility of the
Federal Goverr-uent. And it would also indicate mismanagement in
this particular aspect.

So, I would think, if we make this approach, we should certainly
guarantee these treaty rights and the protection of our tribal rights,
so that there would be no infringement from the state upon treaty
obligations of the Federal Government.

I personally liave had many opportunities in the past several years
to make presentations in regard to this and I have had some peof.
ask me, 'Well, how long do you think the Federal Government
should continue wiping your nose as an Indian?" And, I tell them
that I don't think the Federal Government needs to wipe my nose as
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an Indian; but I do feel that the Federal Government is responsible
to live up to their treaty obligations, to give all Indians the oppor-
lunity of developing as we choose, under the Constitution of the
United States, and under the protection of the treaty rights.

Then I usually, end Alp my conversation with these people in asking
thbm how long did you expect the word of the Federal Government to

. be good, arid I would hope that we all look for the Federal Govern-
ment's word to be good for as long as we have a nation.

So I think this trust responsibility is a very grave issue and I think
we need to lay it down as a Commission, e, very solid base for the

1 future, because this might be the last opportunity we will ever have
to approach this question.

Thank you.
Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, when you get a patent from the

Federal Government it says that you have this-land to hold forever,
just the same as the language of some treaties, and the next day the
Federal Government can come out and condemn that . land for a
highway or a roacl,,or a Corp of Engineers dam, anything of the sort.

I think that we are dealing with a special sort of situation here, where
the Indians are very much concerned about their land, their land base,
the land that has actually been left to them.

A few years ago I foilght a bill, and fight similar propositions still
that when the Federal Government takes any land under the sustained
yield of forestry provision, it would provide additional land to the
person or the lumber company in compensation. Originally that bill
provided that they cotildso into the Federal courts, for instance, and
acquire some forestry land and that would take the place of that sus-
tained yield operation.

I don't deviate from my opposition to that proposition, that by and
large, even though we say to somebody that this is yours to have and
to hold forever, we could compensate the landowners, as the chair-
man has said, by monetary payments.

Nevertheless, it seems to me that there is some little difference
here in trying to preserve the little land that is left to our Indian
communiti, but I would certainly not want to take away completely
fly the ederal Government, or say that we should deny from Con-
gre:,6 the opportunity to either legislate or delegate, the right to take
some of the land for a higher, public purpose.

Nevertheless, I would abandon my customary opposition to com-
pensation by land in the special-Indian situation. I would hope that
something along the line that the chairman has suggested, that we
would say, we would not erode the Indian land base and we would
try to replace land with other land of equivalent value or something
of that sort when the Federal Government takes Indian land.

Although, I am not abandoning the proposition that insofar as
taking land from non-Indian corporations or something of that sort,
we compensate them with monetary compensation.

But I would hate to go as far as suggested here. I think the chairman
has made a strong suggestion that we try to preserve the Indian
land base and at the same time prevent erosion t, but we should
get permission in the greater public interest to ..±ce certain Indian
lands and compensate them with other lands.

Chairman Asou7. Lloyd?
vr.
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Congressman MEWS. Mr. Chairman, I find myself in agreement
with some of what the gentleman from Montana, the gentleman from
South Dakota has said, and certainly recognize and also believe that
there should be no erosion of the Indian land base; but again, I hate
to restrict the sovereignty of the Federal Government to deal with
the Indians and Indian lands in any different .way than it can deal
with State lands for instance.

And I would suggest that perhaps the staff could grant a recom-
mended condemnation procedure to be used and utilized in any
instance by any department or agency when condemnation was
contemplated of Indian lands in which the principle is set forth that
there is a desire by the Federal Government not to erode the Indian
land base, and that all steps be taken which will allow tradeoffs or
compensation in like land or similar land; if that is possible.

But if it ;Q not possible, I do not want the Fed.eral Government
limited to condemnation only when it can replace the land.

Chairman ABOIIREZE. Charlesyes, Commissioner Borbridge?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, in examining this

entire question, I rather come f,.om the other end of things.
I think that in part, understandably, we have sought to analyze

the possible impact in terms of the restriction of the power of the
sovereign. I think that we cannot argue as to the specific powers
that the sovereign is able to exercise.

However, I see an overlying theme here. In looking at the findings
I see it as No. 1, and as such it deserves repetition: the utmost good
faith shall always be observed toward the Indians. I really have no
difficulty in accepting point 2 as an outgrowth of point 3. 'lheir lands
and property shall never be taken from them without their consent.

We agree that there is a special relationship between the native
Americans and the Federal Government which, in my view, tran-
scends and is important to the exercise of the power of that sovereign.
The U.S. Government needs to admit at this point that there is a
specific origin of this special relationship existing between native
Americans and the Federal Government. If we, at this point, as a
Commission advance a recommendation that there should not be an
erosion of the land base of the native Americans, I think that it is
important that we be able to demonstrate that such a concept or
such a principle if adopted as policy, was derived from the course or
history and from the Indian treaties, Federal statutes, and judicial
decisions.

I think is quite important that the native Aniericans be able to
point not only to the fact that if we do come out with a proposition
that the land base should not be eroded there is a reason for this which
is historic and goes far beyond our present feelings here as a Comniis-
sion. It is important that we should go on record as stating that the
above should be a policy because it is firmly based on rights that are
derived from the Federal trust relationship and are derived in turn
from the treaties with tbe Indians, statutes and judicial decisions.

I wotild be hopeful, therefore, in the process of our developing such
a reconiiiiihded policy that it might be considered under point 2.

Point 2 should not be considered without reference to the rights
which preexisted. On these rights, we base the recommendation that
we are considering, namely "that the land base should not be eroded."
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I think it is quite important that the two not be separated.
Mr. WILKINSON. Mr. Chairman,if I might fust of all make clear

iwhat recommendation 2 on page 2 s.
The staff has taken, all of the findings of the task forces and has

. come up with consensus task force lindmgs simply as background for
the Commission. What is on p_ege 2 is not a staff recommendation to
the Commission at this time. This is an indication of some of the dir-
ferer matters the different task forces have studied.

Staff will later be recommending a consent requirement to the
Commission. The staff recommendations are at the end of each chapter
and begin here on page 18. So, perhaps it would be helpful for the
Commission fully to appreciate that this passage is not a recommenda-
tion of the consent requirement. This is simply a statement of what the
Northwest Ordinance
. Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me ask you this, Charlie, do the staff

recommendations come anywhere near the task force recommenda-
tions?

Mr. WILKINSON. What I was going to say. however, is this is a
statement of the Northwest Ordinance.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand that.
Mr. WILKINSON. Well, later on we have a task force statement that

does include a consent requirement but that is at the end.
This is background information.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Well this' has been presented to the Commission as a finding which

we either adopt or don't adopt. Now are we wrong in that notion?
Mr. HALL. -What we are asking for, Senator, is on page 20. Those

are the six principles we are looking at and No. 4 goes to the question
we are discussing.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Why don't we then shift, like the Dallas
Cowboys do occasionally and let's take up what we have to deal with.

In other words, we need from the staff, let me make it very clear
to the staff, we need to be presented by the staff the issues we have
to decide, and I don't think it is fair to bring anything else up in
front of the Commission except the matters that we have to decide
and so, therefore, if you direct us to a page that you say you are going
to write your final draft on the report on or your first draft on, that
is the one we want to deal with. And, if you sion't direct us to it we
assume that is not going to be in the report.

We have to assume that because we are not going to let you put
anything in the report that we don't pass on as a commission.

So, if you say that this is just out of the Northwest Ordinance and
that you are not going to write it in anyway, I wish you would have
told us-

Mr. HALL. I'm sorry.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That's all right.
Mr. HALL. We were reversing the process there and considering

findings first.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We just want to make you feel guilty.
Mr. HALL. Let me clarify then.
Page 20, "Recommended Commission Action." There are six

items. Those are the ones we are asking for a vote on.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. Now these are going to be the recommenda-
tions if we adopt them__, right, starting on page 20?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. At this point, what we are askingand
these are derived from the task forces and from other information
are the adoption of these general principles.

If you adopt those or some variation of those, our next step would
be, we think, and that is what we ask in the very last part of it, page
21, is to go back through and come up with specific recommendations
and a draft of the text for you -to then reconsider at your next sitting,
or your January sitting.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is fine.
Now, what wtfi the text look like; it will have recommendations,

No. 1?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Your suggestion was, and that was within our

thinkingt to start off with the recommendations and to have a text
section that discusses the law, the testimony and input from Indian
country and others. That would follow that as a supporting.
documentation.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Now you also put in the backup material to the recommendations.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Just in the event that the Commission

decides to vote against the task force recommendation, you would
also state then, in the backup material, that although testimony and
research could bring only one conclusion, that the Commission decided
it should be otherwise.

I think it should be clear. It should be made clear that way, that
in fact it was a Commission action and not a task force action. Of, if
it agrees, if the Commission agrees with the task force, that ought to
be stated as well on these major points.

Now, does that sound good to the members of the Commission?
Congressman MEEDS. Could you restate that?
Chairman ABOUREZK. What I said was, if we decide to overrule a

taskforce or a staff recommendation, assuming the staff recommenda-
tions have adequate documentation and backup material, that
should be so stated in the report.

Is that fair?
All right. So, why don't you start with what the general thrust of

your drafted chapter will be so that we can discuss that ant: tell you
whether you are right or not.

Mr. HALL. OK.
No. 1, on page 20, the "United States Trust Responsibility to

American Indians" iS an established legal obligation which requires
the Federal Government to protect and enhance Indian resources and
tribal self-government. This includes the duty to provide whatever
services are necessary for such protection and enhancement.

That would be a principle or a modification of a principle that would
guide us in drafting that portion of the chapter dealing with

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Now the second sentence of that paragraph; what services are you

talking about?
Mr. HALL. Well, we are not suggesting there, I think. that we

itemize the services tha t number one requires. We are suggesting
that there are some services that, are required of the Federal Govern-
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ment pursuant to their trust obligations and those are specifically
related to the Indian resources and land and self-govemment.

Chairman ABOTTREZK. Give us an example.
Mr. HALL. I think a good deal of the services, for example, that

now are being provided by Martin Seneca's office in BIA is an obvious
one: Technical expertise and assistance with regard to preventing
land erosion, development of mineral rights, forest management, and
others.

I would think that would include also services like those in section
104 of Public Law 93-938, which are intended to stabilize an-I
strengthen tribal government.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What is that specifically?
Mr. HALL. You ought to address that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Those are the moneys of 638 which replaced the

tribal government development funds that were utilized previously
to strengthen the operations and the mechanics of operating tribal
governmentrecords, assistance, whatever, those types of funds.

Chairman ABOVREZK. five us some more examples of the services
you have in mind.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The economic development, technical assistance
moneys, the Indian Finance Act and its declarational policy provides
a basis for enhancing and de veloping tribal government awd tribal
resources consistent with the self-sufficiency concept which is found -
within 93-580.

Chairman ABOVREZK. What is in 93-580?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In the preamble is a statement, which I would

gather is congressional policy, that one of the purposes of the Com-
mission is to enhance tribal self-sufficiency and Indian Finance Act
and other congressional declarations have provided us with guidance
in defining what types of services that go to protecting tribal resources
and enhancing and developing those resources; both in the govern-
mental-sense and in the land-naturat resources component.

I am not sure if tl 'at answers your question.
Chairman ABOUREZX. Well, yes. Some of it.
Any other questions?
Congressman MEEDS. I have a similar question, Mr. Chairman.
Let me give you an example, and I know there is some question

about tribal members and food stamps and things like that, but I am
just using this as an example.

Assuming that because of the income level of a member residing on
a reservation, he would, as would any other person, be entitled to
receive food stamps. Then let's assume that the tribe applied for and
got a nutritional program through some other program to upgrade
the nutritional standards of the entire tribe; and to make it work it

/I would be necessary that all people in the tribe participate. By the
last part of No. 2, am I to understand that the member would be
able to turn down one or the other of thosewhichever he or she
chose?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, this is what we 'rould consider the concept
of dual entitlement.

Congressman MEEDS. I have no problem with dual entitlement.
We have certainly thrashed this out in the Alaskan Native Claims
Settlement Act,.
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I have no problem with dual entitlement except that when as a
member of an organization, when that organization participates,
then I don't think you are entitled to dual entitlement in some other
program.

I want to be assured that you arc not intending to cover that kind
of situation.

Mr. ALEXANDER. TO use the example that you gave us, food stamps
and a nutritional program, I think this gets us back to why we say
it is an evolving concept and so much of the trust relationship depends
on the dependency status and these notions may change as economics
and situations change.

In a current situation where a food stamp program is generally
acknowledged to be not totally sufficient to meet all needs, there
would be nothing inconsistent whatsoever with a dual entitlement to
both programs.

-Now, in a situation, if we can project it hopefully with a nutritional
pattern in Indian country, it is sufficient. Then the Federal Govern-
ment's obligation under the trust may in fact shift in terms of what is
needed with respect to nutrition or food stamps, with the Indian
citizen as part of its U.S. or State citizenship is entitled to under the
14th amendment is a completely separate item.

If he meets those standards or die meets those standards under
those categorical programs, they are entitled.

Congressman MEMOS. I don't have any problem with whet you
said, none whatsoever, and perhaps I can clarify my position by
asking you why is it necessary to enter the word "citizen, ' use the words
"or which his tribe may receive," on the same basis as any other
governmental unit?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Because the trust relationship is conceived of. as
arising from treaties and dependency status between one political
unit with another political unit and running through the tribal gov-
ernmental structure to the Indian citizen in terms of the trust
relafionship.

Now in the draft, the several pages that precede this draft, there is
talk about the prime trust relationship and other components of the
trust relationship.

What we were talking about, just now in the food stamp example,
is something that may in fact change. It hasn't yet but it is a de-
pendency status through the course of dealings that in many situa-
tions gives rise to special needs in education and health and social
services. Those needs may not exist forever in time.

The basic prime components of the trust relationship that we are
talking about in the other component which relates to the permanency
of tribal government, the protection of the land resource and the
protection of tribal government, institutions do not change as they
may change in the operational sense of what moneys are required,
what particular governmental actions might be required to protect
those attributes in litigation.

But, they do not change conceptually. The facts do not alter that
necessarily. And, that is how we laave defined the two baseline com-
ponents here.

Congressman MEEDS. Could you say U.S. citizenship or as a mem-
ber of an Indian tribe?
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You see, what I do not want to get into is a situation where as a
governmental unit, a tribe is entitled to certain things and then an
individual Indian says, "The hell with that. I want to take it over here
somewhere," and ruins the operation-of the tribal thing.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I have no problem with the language that you
suggest. The only thing that I would reemphasize, and in case I have
not made it clear, is the notion of dual entitlement.

Congressman ftlinns. No problem.
Mr. IkLEXANDER. OK.

. Congressman MENDS. I think Indians are entitled to treaty rights,
to the rights of trust r ;ponsibility to be exercised, and to rights as
U.S. citizens. I don't in any way want to impinge on that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you.
Mr. BORBRIDGE. As I understand it then, the change which is

proposed for consideration would have no adverse impact on the
principle which is being advanced; and that is tribal status conferring
or an individual's basic rights which are alluded to in part 2.

Contressman MEEDS. That is right. Not in my view.
Mr. BORDRIDOE. OK.
Congressman Minns. And yet, will avoid the problem that I had

at least tried to articulate.
Any further discussion of the numbered recommendations 1 through

6?
MS. DEER. I jilit wanted to say that in my opinion this will greatly

enhance the understanding among everyone concerned with this whole
trust concept, that I think many people are unfamiliar with the fact
that thero has been mismanagement of the trust and I feel that if we
adopt these basic principles and it is clearly understood by all con-
cerned that it will save a great deal of litigation and dollars for every-
one in future years.

Congressman MEEDS. Further discussion of items 1 through 6?
Mr. WRITECROW. I would like to call the Commission's attention

to No. 3, whereas the trust responsibility is a legal duty required of
all Federal agencies and instrumentalities. There should be one prime
agent of the trust.

,Currentlly, the Department of Interior is charged with insuring that
the trust is carried out faithfully. I think one of the bigger problems
that we have had in the past is the fact that so many different people
are defining trust responsibility' and many of them have actuall3r
defmed trust responsibility as to mean control; and I think we need
to really get into this aspect of it to be sure that we have a deviation
between what the trust responsibility is, what legally binding trust
responsibility is, and what control is.

Now, are we covering that aspect of it?
Mr. A.LEXANDER. Commissioner Whitecrow, what we set out here

are principles that hopefully we can integrate in specific findings and
recommendations.

We have a number of very specific recommendations that will
become apparent particularly in the tribal government area which
defines in some great detail the Specific problem that you have ad-
dressed sad makes a number of recommendations on what should be
the scow of the Secretary's (or wherever that authority should reside)
power with respect to the tribe, what options are open to the tribe,

"
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and perhaps, some suggestions in relationship to negotiations of the
trust component.

We are very specific on that in Chapter 6.
Mr. WHITHORM. OK.
I am fearful of the fact that we may find those responsibilities, that

definition of responsibilities, someplace within the report and I think
that IF. one of the major issues that we have here, the actual definition
of what a trust responsibility is by an employee out there in the field,
actually functioning on a day:by-day basis. .

?Ls an example we had an individual within our community in ithe

past 2 weeks whereby we had discovered a, man or a family cutting
wood on tribalry-owned land and we had a Bureau employee who

'refused to 'do anything about it because he said, "Those people may
have a shotgun." .

Now, where does that trust responsibility begin and end 4.nd I
think we need to define that from the standpoint of this report.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The example you give ls but, just one. Every
field hearing-that I sat in on has numerous examples of specific prob-

, lems and there are recommendations that will be c..ominp up to hope-
fully deal with those problems.

.Mr. Taylor, if you will, has some comments on your point.
Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioner, we do deal with this question of the

secretarial control in chapter 6 on tribal overnment which we may
or may not get to this afternoon, I'm not sure.

However, on the issue you are raising, what chapter 6 is doing is
limiting the power of the Secretary and his control. It is not getting to
the essence of the problem you are raising now, and I think that per-
haps we need an adiitional paragraph here under this trust responsibil-
ity thing.

We are talking about the trust responsibility here, but I really believe
that the only way this trust responsibility is evttr going to be adequately
carried out by the U.S. Government, whatever agency it chooses,

is if there are rather fixed 'principles of liability against the United
States for the violation of the oust.

The instance you are talking about, where trespassers come on
trust land, steal your tithber, you notify the Bureau of Indian Affairs;
there is a clear responsibility to protect that asset and yet, no action

is taken.
Now, the Bureauis hampered because it doesn't have the personnel

to afford this protection, but the reason it doesn't have the personnel
is because there is no squeeze on the United States where these
violations occur.

If liability is going to be attached fur these failures to protect trust
assets, I believe the Idureau and OMB will put proper budget requests
in front of Congress to carry out these things.

So, my suggestion, or something I think ought to be discussed right
now, is the possibility of adding a seventh paragraph here dealing with
liability on the United States for the breach of these trust obligations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, that brings up a question. I think--
I'm trying to find the number here. That should come in No. 5,
paragraph 5.

Well, let me go back just a minute, before we get down to five.

Jake, were you d.one?
Mr. WHITECROW. Yes.

,
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an, ABOUREZIL. I wonder if it isn't a mistake to saywell,
actuall I guess you don't say it, you say, "Currently the Department
of the rior" I would keep that probably as one prime agent
of the trus because otherwise it would13e contradictory to the other
parts whe you are recommending that the Indian Bureau be taken
out of.the Depaffment. But I see that is only a parenthetical reference.

Mr. HALL. If we take some other action which would not leave the
responsibility resting with the Interior, we would strike that relation
and make it consistent. ,

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
And, also, before we get down to No. 5, ifPm just talking about

procedute nowso far as how you write the actual recommendation
itself, and we are not worried about the backup material for purposes
of this discussion right now.

The recommendations, I believe, ought to be in a form that if there
is a bill needed to be drafted, then the Commission and Congress will
know from reading that recommendation that it will have to go into
legislative form. Or, if it is something that can be done by Executive
order or a general policy statement, that's how the recommendation
ought to read.

In other words, just as an example, your recommendation probably
ought to readone of the recommendationsought to read the U.S.
Government should adopt a policy, a policy that such and such and
such and such is true, or that the U.S. Congress should enact legis-
lation that such and such will take place, or the President should sign
an Executive order dictating the following.

Does that make sense to everybody?
So that we will very clearlY know exactly what you're recom-

mending--there should be no ambiguity.
Mr. ALEXANDER. No problem.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Congress? ian MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, before we get quickly by

No. 4, let's take on that knotty problem right now, shall we?
Now, I notice that there is an enlargement in the general statement

or principle contained in No. 1 and in the implementation of No. 4.
If I had trouble with No. 1, I've sure got trouble with No. 4, haven't
I?

Could someone tell me what nontreaty rights are to be protected
and not taken without the consent of the holder?

What are nontreaty rights?
Mr. WILKINSON. VVell, if I might speak to that, Congressman, I

think the present law on abrogation of treaty rights and other tribal
rights has gotten to the point where it is almost completely clear.
And it is very close to recommendation No. 4, although there is a
difference that I will point out.

But first, I do want to say the condemnation of Indian lands has
definitely been treated differently by the courts than has condemnation
of non-Indian land. If my land or your land is to be condemned, it
is treated differently.

Congressman MnEr.s. I am aware of that.
Mr. 'WILKINSON. And the courts seem to require an express state-

ment by Congress. In other words, if this Congress gives the Array
Corps of Engineers general authority to condemn land in the West,
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that doesn't give them authority to condemn Indian land. Non-
Indian land., yes,_ _but not Indian land.

Congressman Mimes. Some circumstances, it has required three-
qiiarters consent df the people involved and the tribe.

Mr. WILKINSON: That's right. r
Now, when we say nontreaty rights, we nre talking about a very

important concept that has also been recognized in the cases which is
that the courts are no longer lookini just to treaties to determine
basic Indian rights. There are many, many cases now which extend the
trust relationship to Executive orders, to agreement reservations which
have found hunting and fishing rights in agreements as well as in
treaties. So the law, which ;n our judgment is clear now, and which we
are asking this Commission to recogmze ndt just treaty law.

Much of the law started with treaty' law burit has now been ex-
panded into other areas, such as agreements, statutes and Executive
orders. And we think that the language "nontreaty rights" is very,
very important because there are many Indian tribes who don't live
on treaty reservations.

The courts are respecting thae tribal rights just as they are treaty
rights, and we are asking for eis Commission to recognize those no.u-
treaty rights specifically.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, tribes don't have to live oh reserva-
tions to have treaty rightl.

Mr. WILKINSON. That's right.
Congressman MEEDS. So merely because they don't li e on reserva-

tions is no reason they should have to have nontreaty rights rather
than treaty rights, is it?

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, I don't necessarily even mean to limit it to
reservations. But you are speaking of the situation in which a tribe
has rights, whether they are Executive order, treaty, agreement or
statute. And those rights are recognized as part of the trust relation-
ship, not by law but through consent

Congressman MEEDS. Could you give me some examples of those
please?

Mr. WILKINSON. I think hunting and fishing rights are a classic
example. The right to hold land is a good example. I think many of the
benefits that have been discussed

Congressman MEEDS. What hunting and fishing rights are there
that are not treaty rights?

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, Antoine against Washington, a 1975 case,
involved rights by agreement.

Congressman MEEDS. By Executive?
Mr. 'WILKINSON. No, by an agreement ratified by Congress.
Congressman MEEDS, Well, I don't have any problems with those,

you know, if they are ratified by Congress or anything like that.
But, if we adopt No. 4 now, we are saying that there shall be no

condemnation of Indian land by. the Fedei al Government or anyone
else without the consent of the tribe.

We are saying, No. 2, any other treaty rights which may not be
rights in land which can also iDe subject to condemnation of citizens.
. For instairerif I have a business right, it can be condemned and
we're saying that cannot be done now with Indian tribes or individuals.
And, they have certain unspecified nontreaty rights which are the
kind you described that
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Mr. WILKINSON. They could be reserved rights also..
Congressman MEEDS..Well, I would hope that those are treaty

rights. Reserved rights are treatx rights/as Judge Bolt will tell you.
Mr. WILluNsoN. Yes; but it is very important.
Congressman MEWS. I have no problem with that either.

.. Mr. 'WILKINSON. Well, I guess I should say that treaties are one
way in whicktribes can lose rights, and if rights are not given up in a
treaty, they fetain thoSe rights.

Congressman MEEDS. They are retained, exactly.
Mr. -WILKINSON. For instance, basic rights of self-government are

.. not given to a tribe through a treaty. They are rights which a tribe
always had.

Congressman MEEDS. Or given through IRA., .

Mr. WILKINSON. That's right.
In other words, these rights preexisted the formation of this union.

Indian tribes were sovereigns. The law is very clear, and there is no
more important principle mjndian law. Felix Cohen stated it exactl3r.
this way, that II:to:Han tribes are sovereign.: They are governments and
they retain all sovereign governmental rights unless those rights are
taken awayby tfeaty or by the express aot of Congress.

Tribes do obtain some very, ver3r important rights by treaties. But
. equally impartant doctrine is th.at tribes have sovereign rights and

if hey don't give them up by treaty they continue to keep those
. righ .

Co gressman MIDEDS. The same concept as the 13 States retained
all rig ts which they did not give to the Federal Government?

Mr. ILKINSON: t's very similar, that's right. I think that is a good
analogy.

Congre an MEEDS. Well, Charlie, I don't know who else might
feel that In 'en rights ought to be subject to the same kind of con-
demnation procedures, compensation, everything else, fair hearpg, all
the protections ,of the 5th and 14V t amendments and all other amend-
ments; but I feel they ought to bk. oie same. .

If we accept that, if we accept No. 4, we are denying that that Az a,
true statement.

Mr. WILKINSON. Mi. Congressman I think you know I'm going to
say this: The courts do not now recognize that those rights are the
same. .

The courts have very clearly said that in the area of condemnation
Indians have more rights. Therefore, if we now say that Indian rights
are .going to be the same,. we are taking away very important rights
from tribes.

CORMSSIBRII MEDD& Very important interpretations of the courts.
Mr. WILKINSON. The courts said we are- interpreting' the existence

of rights.
Claaiiman ABOUREZK. You are beyond condemnation now. You are

into otherfishing,Iunting rights and all. Water rights?
Congressman /VIDEOS. Oh, yes.
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes.
Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question? Do these

nontreaty rights include the right to pollute the air or the right to
pollute the water on Indian reservations to the detriment of people
who live off the Indian raservations?

I.
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Mr. WILKIxsow. Mr. Senator, I think you have opened a very
iimportant area of inquiry and it s a fair question.

Let me say this: The real question in the area of air and water
pollution .is whether this Congress is going to assume, as it does with
the States, that the tribes can properly control their own environment.

In other words, what tribes really have is not the right to pollute
the air or water, but rather as governments, the right to regulate on
their own reservations to be certain that the air and water isn't
polluted

Chairman ABOUREZK. May I interrupt, Charlie, at that, before
you go on any further. Did I hear you just say that the Federal
Government doesn't regulate the States in those regards?

Mr. WILKINSON. No, I didn't. And I think the Senator from his
State will appreciate that. I think it is literally true, that the cIetinest
air and the cleanest water we have in this entire -country are on
Indian reservations.

Senator METCALF. Despite the applause, I would modify that to
some of the cleanest air and some of the most polluted water comes
from Indian reservations and some of the most polluted air comes
.from Indian reservations.

What about such things as other resources? For 4 years Congress
has worried about strip mining and reclamation and restoration of
resources. In all of the legislation,' ive have never had a congressional
action to control the Indians' resources, except the general delegation
of power that we have given to the Secretary of Interior.

iWhat if Congress said that the ,Indians n their leases iE their
administration of their land, had to abide by the same laws and
regulations that we imnose on non-Indian land. Would that be a
violation of nontieaty rights?

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, there is no question that Congress does
have the power to do that. There is no question.

Mr. HALL. It's already been done to some extent.
Congressman MEEns. Whether some administrative agency has

the right to condemn Indian lands is questionable, but therd is no
question that Congress can condemn Indian land.

Mr. WILKINSON. That's light.
Congressman MEEDS. There is a question whether the Corp of

Engineers can condemn Indian land without the consent of the
Senator M ETCALF. But Congress can delegate that.
Congressman MEEDS. Not if we adopt No. 4.
Senator METCALF. I know. I'm just trying to make an inquiry

here into areas of nontreaty rights opened by the very distinguished
Congressman from Washington. 1. it a nontreaty right to allow an
Indian tribe or a foreign government to pollute water or pollute air or to
pollute the general environment and cut off waterflow or is that an
excepted right.

Mr. HALL. Senator, Congress to some extent has already addressed
that in the National Environmental Protection Act which applies
to tribes as well as States. The Department of Interior and the
tribes have spent a great deal of time preparing impact statements
pursuant to that act.

Senator METCALF. Do you agree with that?
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Mr. HALL. We haven't rcached a staff position on that, to be
honest with you.

Mi. TAYLOR. Senator, I would like to respond to this problem too.
It seems to me that in 1973 the Congress started on the right track
leeslatively on how to handle these conflicting matters between
different sovereigns, the tribes and the States; one State vis-a-vis
anbther State too.

It was tho Land Use Planning Act that passed the Senate, and
it included provisions in that act to authorize tribes to regulate
land use within reservation boundaries.

It also required that their land use policy some way accommodate
the plans of the State; also vice versa; that the plans had toand the
State had to in some wayaccommodate the tribes. I think that's
an extremely enlightened legislative approach to the problem and
it incorporates the kind of principles that I think Federal legislation
needs to showa recognition of tribes as governments and a recogni-
tion that they have regulatory powers.

Bringing them into the intergovernmental structure here in these
things like environmental protection, et cetera. Charlie Wilkinson
already mentioned it. And when powers are going to be delegated to
the States to regulate clean water and clean air, the same powers
ought to be delegated to the tribes within he reservation boundaries.

Tribes have as much obligation to act responsibiy as States do,
but the Congress, in tbe contemplation of tribes, as governments,
must take them into account as governments.

Senator METCALF. Now let me ask you another question in view
of the fact that its been alleged that the Indians have the cleanest
air and the cleanest water.

Do they have a nontreaty right to protect themselves from State
and Federal pollution of air and water on their reservations without
an environmental proitection agency or without special Federal
congressional legislation?

Mr. WILKINSON. The basic point we would make Senator, if I do
understand you correctly, is that the question of regulation on the
reservation should be first of all a tribal matter.

Congress has the power to act, if Congress decides that there are
serious problems on a reservation. But it is not a State matter. I
think that's the key point. v..

Senator METCALF. I think that's important and it is what I'm
trying to bring out. Isn't tribal authority to act in areas on the
reservation analogous to the State authority to act in areas under
the State jurisdiction? Isn't that correct?

Mr. WILKIssos. As a very general matter, yes, they are both
separate governments and the tribe does have that authority on the
reservation; yes.

Mr. DIAL. I wanted to say that it seems to me that we are beating
this point of trust responsifiility to death today and what I believe
the men want to really get to is an overview of some, you know,
general recommendations and we will hammer out these &tells later.

So, I wonder if we're not giving too much time to this today. That's
what I have to sav, and since I haven't said very much, may I also
say that I hope that we will aiways include the 1787 paragraph of



utmost good faith, because this is a good reminder to the Congress
and to the people of the United States that we've gone astray many
occasions when it comes to the treatnient ofindians.

Congressman MEEDSI Mr. Chairmant I will be glad to pass this for
the time, you know, without adopting it or rejecting it, if the Coin-

-. mission thinks we spent too mueli time on it.
However, I think it is a very, very i4iportant question, and a kind

of key question as to where this Commission goes. We get ultimately
to, and perhaps we should have started discussion on, the question of
sovereigntybecause that is what we are dealing with.

If we take a position which I know is judicially supported and
which has been enunciated by members of the staff, we will be treating
Indian tribes as complete sovereigns, with the whole bur dle of stick.s
called sovereignty. The gentleman from Montana's concern is correct.
They can regulate the waters on the reservations; they can regulate
air, pgllution, just like the Canadians can regulate their race horses
at thCborder.

They may regulate activity, except ts might be altered by treaty
if we accept this position. I don't think that's a position we want to
get in in this Cominission, because if that's the kind of recommenda-
tion we're going to make, we're going to find ourselves in real problems
with the Congress down the road.

Now, I believe that the maximum amount of sovereignty which
- can be given and utilized to tribes ought to be either reserved or

given to the tribes whichever way you look at it. But ther is a
sovereign power, wfaich isI hats to use the word "superioeabove
not only Indian tribes, but States., That sovereign is the United
States and the sovereignty of Indian tribes and Indian peoltle has to
be subject to the sovereign power of the United States. If we find
ourselves or get ourselves either knowingly or inadvertently in some
other posture, this report is not going to go very far. It's not going to
go very far. I know a lot of you people out there believe and properly
so withi all your hearts and mhids and desires that Indian tribes are
complete sovereigns and indeed the courts have in many instances
treated them almost in that sense.

I am aware of that. But when we get down to the fmal question
of what is workable in this Nation, we cannot have 244 or 368 or how
many other reservations there are of sovereign nations within a
sovereign natioit. We cannot have it. We cannot have it and still
function as the United States of America.

Now I hate to be in the position of reminding or at least admonishing
that that is the situation, but I fully believe that if there is total
sovereignty within Indan tribes that sovereignty has to be subject
to the 'higher sovereignty of the' United States.

If we don't enunciate that principle, and as I sayt I'm perfectly
willing to pass it. over because it's a big issue on which I think we
could spend days and probably not reach any proper solution, it is
a key to whether or not our report is going to go anywhere, as I see it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The way I read No. 4, correct me if I'm
wrong in this, I think perhaps some of the staff comments have gone
someivhat beyond what the lan_guage of itself is. But I read it to say
that it is a statement that the U.S. GoverAiment will stop abrogating
treaties; that it will be adopted as a policy statement for that purpose,

54
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not limited to that purpose, but that's one statement that No. 4
makes.

Am I wrong in that?
Mr. WILKINSON. That's one statement it makes, that's correct.
Chairman AbouKEzx. Then second, if they do abrogate a treaty,

it's got tit) be done with the consent of the tribe itself, right?
nr. WILKINSON. That's correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And, third, you are saying that if the tribe

ipproves of the abrogation, then the abrogation has to be ratified
by Congress.

Nir. WILKINSON. That's correct.
Senator, if I could say one sentence to clarify one thing. The

consent requirement is probably not existing law. The express action
by Congress probably is the existing law.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Right.
Mr. WILKINSON. So the consent is really what would be new in the

kind of analysis you are talking of.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Right.
Now, the law as it now stands is that if Congress should adopt this

as a policy, of course, it can abrogate this policy later on by another
congressional act. A succeeding act overrules a previous act; is that
correct?

Mr. WILKINSON. That's correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
I would like to make one dther statement before we go on to the,

other Commission members. It is my belief that this report should be
a statement of the Indian people as to what the American Indian
policy 'ought to be and I don't say that we ought to say in this state-
znent unreasonable things, things that are totally unreasonable.

I think we should say in this report things that reasonable men can
differ upon.

Now, Congressman Meeds has a vigorous difference with the con-
cept that, for example, the treaty rights cannot be abrogated by a
congressional act.

I belie ve they can be .abrogated by a congressIonal act, they _have
been, they can, and they will continue to be. Whatever policy is
adopted can be abrogated by a later congressional act, Lloyd.

Mr. WILKINSON. Many Indian people nre deeply saddened by this,
but I think the law is now clear that Congress can abrogate Indian
treaties.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And if this mere adopted legislatively to-
morrow, it could be changed the next day.

Mr. WILKINSON. That's correct.
Senator METCALF. They would have to be compensated.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That's the case now, in fact. That doesn't

change at all.
Mr. WILKINSON. That's right. They are entitled to be compensated.
Chairman AtIounEm. What I'm saying now, the final point I'm

trying to make, is that the report, the Commission report, ought to be,
in every instance that it can be, a statement of Indian policy by the
Indian people, and if the statement. was by Congressman Meeds, that
it, may not sell, well, maybe very well, it may not in Congress, but my
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tendency is to be against trying to limit what the report says at, this
point.

I mean there may be things that I may not agree with, but I wonder
if it might not be better to allow that statement to be made.

The Indian community is on record as saying_ _what it wants and
the Congress can eit7Ler adopt that or reject that. Now, I'm not saying
that we ought to go into a lot of crazy stuff and just say well, this is,

you know, everybody, there are 800,000 Indians, we ought to have
800,000 individual opinions and you can't do that, of course.

But to the extent that we can, I wonder if it might not be a good
thing, and I would like to hear from some of the other Commissioners
on that viewpoint as well.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman
Chairman ABOUREZK. I'm sorry. I guess, I.Tours'is first.
Mr. BRUCE. I only wanted to respond to Congressman Meeds'

statement. We have about 800,000, in this country, different kinds of
governments. What's wrong with adding maybe 46 more. You were
talking against that.

Congressman MIEEDEI. None of those 800,000 have complete
sovereignty. K.

Mr. WILKINSON. But, Congressman \feeds, I want to say this,
that there is nothing, absolutely nothing in the staff recommendations,
or to my knowledge in virtually any of the staff reports, that would
suggest that those sovereigns are not subject to congressional power.

Congressman MEEDS. Without their consent?
Mr. WILKINSON. In this case, it involves taking away some rights

without-eonsent, yes. But, there is no suggestion in existing law that
the tribes are not subject to plenary power. And plenary power is the
notion that is accepted in the task force reports.

Congressman MhEos. There is this in No. 4, that they shall not
abrogate it or in any way infringe upon without the consent of the
affected Indian tribe. That is not now the present state of the law.

Mr. WILKINSON. That's correct.
Congressman MEEDS. They can be now subject to condemnation

by act of Congress, not by administrative agency or there is some
question about that-but presumptively not.

And, what I am saying is that No. 1, they are not only to be subject
to the plenary power of the C'ongress without consent, but they also
ought to be subject as all other American citizens are and as all other
entities are to a higher power, which is the U.S. Government through
its agencies and administrative boards and other things.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, I think it is implicit in the law, but I
would have no objections to making it explicit.

I mean, it's there anyhow and then, if it would be better, it might
be better to make that as a statement that it's recognized that the
Congress has plenary powers and that any act of Congress obviously
will supercede another aet .

I think that is what Congressman Meeds is saying, but it ought to
be made a clear statement.

Congressman MEEns. Mr. Chairman, what I'm saying is I don't
think we ought to take an act which we will clearly supersede down
the road somewhere. We've done that quite a bit in our history, as
most, of these people can tell you.
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Chairmin ABOUREZIC. John'Borhridge?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Having participated with the assistance of very

good congressional friends present here, in the lobbying related
to the settlement of the Alaskan Native Claim Settlement Act,
certainly am in a position to recognize that the sovereign has certain
rights relative to Native Americans. Certainly one of the very im-
portant findings of the court in the case of Tee-Hit-Ton Indians v.
T.Inited States was the tight Of the sovereign, if it chooses, to unilat-
erally extinguish Indian title.

But, I am not suggesting that we challenge whether or not the
sovereign has thAt authority. Instead, I suggest that even the sovereign
itself be subject fc certain standards of conduct, and that the sovereign,
with all of its power, should recognize' whenever it has acted in con-
travention of basic Indian rights. We are saying, therefore, even the
exercise of such basic sovereign powers must be sensitive to the causes
of justice and humanity as they relate to the recognition of the abo-
rimal rights of our first citizens. Thus, the Government has a higher

-obhgation: it has a responsibility, when exercising these rights, to
rt....ognize what these prior existing rights are.

Thus, the sovereign may, in fact, proceed to the condemnation of
land. But it ought to have before it, in capital letters, a clear recogni-
tion that, for the Indians, this is a far different proposition and tittit
such compensation is not compqnsation in terms of the Indian. It's
compensation couched in terms developed by the non-Indian world.

The only compensation we Native Americans really recognize that
is basic to our roots is an acre for an acre. And even then, we may
suffer some dimunition of our base. I do agree that the attorneys coulil
very effectively argue with me in 'terms of what the rights of the sov-N
ereign are, but I say the sovereign, the- Government, has a clear
obligation and that the obligation of the Commission is to identify
these areas where it has clearly fallen short of meeting those obligations.

The fault of the Federal Government, as reflected in the history of
this country, is that it has failed to consistently recognize these rights.
It has failed as a matter of policy to recognize and to acknowledge its
obligations. Thus, we must help guide the sovereign in the just exercise
ot its power and evaluate its impact.

I would suggest then that we have a twofold responsibility: one, to
recognize what the nature of these rights as the v relate to Native
Arnericans are and what the ne.1,67e of the rights of the Indians are.

Two, to so phrase our recommendations that we have a higher
standard of conduct in the exercise by the tiovernnient of its sovereign
rights: Then I think we will be fulfilling more accurately what I, at
least individually, °recognize to be the primary responsibility of this

.Commission.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Louie?
Mr. BRUCE. I just wanted to ask a question here. On pttge 20 we are

looking at the second paragraph: "Congress often contributes to the\ misunderstanding of the Federal trust responsibility." And then it
goes on to say, sometimes inadvertently prevents Federal agencies
from adminiAtering it in the best interest of Indians." And, it goes on
to say some -More, "even to the extent where a matter for appro-
priations for Indian programs indirectly encourar agencies to restrict
eligibility for their trust services and programs.

.".
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All right. If we are saying all of that, then we get down to item
three. Are we saying then that we. are recommending really that the
Department of the Interior be the responsible agency?

Mr. HALL. The ultimate responsibility still rests with Congress but
in terms of administration of the trust it may rest with one agency. The
law is clear now, I think, that the trust responsibility° applies to the
U S. Government generally, blit it may be administered principally by
one agency.

That's all it says, but still, it rests with Congress in terms of carrying
it out. °

Mr. BRUCE. OS. I hope we're not overlooking that one item there.
Mr. HALL. That could very well be clarified, Commissioner, yes.

That's a good point.
, MT. BRUCE. OK.

Mr. WHITECROW. In all of the material that I have read thus far, I
can find nothing in that that really insinuates or indicates that
Indian tribes are in effect wanting to be totally sovereign. That is hav-
ing sovereignty to the same point of pressures that the Federal Gov-
ernment has. I could find nothing there that would indicate this kind of
an approach.

I would like to also state that coming from the state of confusion and
the State of Oklahoma, I have really had serious doubts in my rela-
tionships with American Indian governments as to whether or not we
have any sanity at all, because the area of Indian country that I come
from, tht. State has certainly put us down to something similar to a
civic organization.

Our tribal governments have really been put dowr to this particular
standpoint. When in effect we begin looking at the jurisdiction ques-
tion in the State of Oklahoma and as the education that I have been
able to receive through these many months of reading, I really fral
today that the State of Oklahoma is in somewhat of a questionable
status insofar as jurisdiction is concerned, and the sovereignty of the
tribes should possibly be aligned with the sovereignty of the State of
Oklahoma.

I eio not feel that anything that we have in this transcript today
really infringes upon the sovereignty of the United States of America. I
do feel that it brings the sovereignty of the tribes up to the same
level, at least, with that sovereignty that a state recognizes and prac-
tices. I'm in complete concurrence with Commissioner ,.? bridge. I
certainly feel that the Federal Government has the nu (Ayr oy to make
the final decision, and I think the Congress has exhibite,i t!iw attitude
in its past, and I feel it will continue exhibiting it.

But, I think this particular report from the American Indian Policy
Review Commission should very definitely display the thoughts and
feelings of the American Indian, because the American Indians are the
people that have experienced MO to 200 years of injustice and in-
equities in its treatment.

Then after this report is submitted, then let us go through the polit-
ical processes to get that legislation passed that needs to be legislated.

h ank you .

Chairman Awn: HEI.K , Ot her comments?
Well, the staff is very clear as to what they should put in there,

right?
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Mr. ALEXANDIIR. Can I respond to something that you and Com-
-missioner Whitecrow have just said that might cast some light on
provision 4which is the consent provision which has engendered so
much conversation.

You both said that this should iieflect the views of the Indian
--eQuntry and the Indian tribes. This is a reflection of those views.
That consent provision is a position almost word for word, taken by
NCAI in its recent Salt Lake City convention. It is supported by the
tribal reports that have been submitted to us and it, has been sup-
ported in principle by the Indian input that we have had and as staff,
we felt it incumbent to put it in the statement that we presented to
you because that is what Indian country has told us.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Would you, then, in your draft, include this language, include a

statement that it is recognized that the Congress has ultimate au-
thority, which is a true fact, and then there will be fitither action at
the time you put it in your draft. Then Congressman Moods and any-
body elseI think you knew this, but anyhow, everyone will have
an opportunity to write a minority report on any section in the event
his point of view is not carried or if he feels strongly enough about it
to write a minority report.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, we are not passing or reject-
ing this as a completed work at this time, are we?

Chairman ABOUREZK. No, no, no. I am merely suggesting to the
staff that they include it. You know, there is some controversy about
it. It ought to be included as one of the parts of the fmal report which
will be acted upon then.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, then, may I also have the opportunity
to write a suggested subpart 4?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Absolutely.
Congressman MEEDS. Which we can either vote up or down.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That's right. We can work it around so we

can vote it as an amendment or vote it as an alternative or whatever.
That's right.
OK. In No. 5, I wanted to ask a question following up on Senator

iMetcalf's question. A statement, I think, ought to go n No. 5. He
asked at the outset, if you recall, that there ought to be some sort of
distinction made between how the Federal trust is carried out toward
the Indian people and how a regular trustee undertakes his
responsibility.

I think, perhaps, in No. 5, that will be a place to set out that
difference.

Mr. HALL. No probleni at all, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. On No. 6, I don't know if a distinction is

important or not, but when you say the United States holds hare
legal title to Indian trust lands, it just seems to me that it might be
better to say the United States holds all the trust title and that
equitable title is held by the Indian tribes.

Would that be a more accurate reflection of the existing
Mr. HALL. Well, I think they are both saying the same thing. I

think everyone here would agree that No. 6 is an accurate statement
of the law as it is now and it is intended to just emphasize that the
Federal Government is a trustee and that the owner of the land-
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Chairman ABU., 'AK. Well, My Mterpretation of legal title,
whether it's bare or fully clothed, is that that is total title. So, it
doesn't seem to follow logically to say that to me, at least.

So, unless there is objection to it, I would just as soon you would
say that they hold trust title to it.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I don't know about South
Dakota, but in Washington, the words legal title and equitable title
are words of art, and I think they say exactly what these gentlemen
mean to say. I agree with them that the Federal Govertment holds
legal title, which Is bare, and equitable title in any kind of trust
relationship where the title is held by the trustee. It is bare legal title
and the equitable title is held by the persons for whom the trust runs.

These are words of art as I understand it.
Mr. HALL. That's correct, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Well, apparently this was drafted by people

up in Your part of 63 country. That's not the way I would do it in
South`Dakota.

How about if you said you hold bare legal title in trust, so we take
in both sections of the United States. Well, you might want to work
on that some more, come up with something that would be acceptable
to everybody.

Mr. HALL. As Congressman Meeds said, they are words of art
and this principle is intended to make it clear that we are not talking
about complete control over Indian land. We are only talking about
legal t i tle.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK: Anybody else?
Ms. DEER. To summarize my thoughts and feelings on this, we'll

get down to the question of a sovereignty and jurisdiction and the
amount of the degree that the tribes want; and speaking on behalf of
myself, I don't think of many Indian tribes across the country, the
tribes want more sovereignty and more jurisdiction.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, we di.d have one question about
whether a provision should be added n here with respect to the lia-
bility of the trustee.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What would you put in in that regard?
Mr. TAYLOR. It would be a provision at the end of paragraph 5.

It would be, I suppose, in the nature of the U.S. Tort Claims Act. It
wouhl be a waiver of the immunity of the United States authorizing
suits against it for damages sustained by a breach of the trust
obligation.

Well, there would also be an attorney fee provision. I'm not sure
whether that would ome here or later in this book.

Chairman A HOU It El.K. I have. already had one attorney's fee bill
named after me this 3-ear.

Mr. TAyLon. While I have the microphone, I would like to add just
one more thing on this item that you raised, Mr. Meeds, regarding
condemnation.

My inclination is in your direction. I don't think I favor putting
language into recommemlations that come out of here that clearly
are going to be violated within the next 2 or 3 years.

That is why I like the idea of a condemnation statute that requires,
as Mr. llorbridge says, an acre for acre compensation. I would rather
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build in machinery that will be able to work and still meet trust
obligations.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, I'll just advise you, Peter, I'm going to
draft or have drafted a substitute for that which would set forth a
vehicle for condemnation which would clearly set that up; and some
other things. However, condemnation would be utilized only in rare
instance4, and with the benefit of the person to whom the trust runs in
line and with the requirement that there be replacement of land and/or
other rights which might be taken, where thoso rights can be compen-
sated in kind.

Chairman ABOIJREZK. I wonder also if it might not be a good idea
to deal with the concept of 3overeigftty.

You really dance all around it in this section. Have you got another
section on it?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 6 is rifled through with it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK. Well, then, I will wait and speaking of

chapter 6, unless there are other questions or comments, we are ready
to go to chapter 6.

Congressman MEEDS. Have we been through all the recom-
mendations?

Mr. HALL. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. Just those six.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Those six.
The second component of that is that we integrate specific findings

and recommendations on the basis of those six principles and what in
effect xvn have asked you for is guidance based on those six principles
to adopt, to tell us to proceed on that basis, and so on.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, Mr. Chairman, before we pass this
area I'd like to ask some questions and make some comments. I have
not had the opportunity to read all of this, but what I have read
appears very good.

I did read the staff summary on the task force report, and as I
understand it now, your recommendations contain all of the recom-
mendations which are going to be made with regard to the task force
No. 1. Is that correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. ItS bald outlines of consensus and what we have
filtered out of task force 1, -also task force 9 and other materials.

And, we would follow along the policy guideline with specific types
of recommendations which may be directed towards Executive action
or specific legislation or so on.

Congressman MELDS. So we may find some of the specific recom-
mendations of task force No. 1 in chapter 6 or 7 or 8 or something
like that.

Mr. HALL.,,Yes, six.
Congressman MEEDS. May I just ask quickly then, where does the

establishment of the independent agency for administering Federal
responsibility occur then down in No. 7, probably?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 7, Federal Administration.
Congressman MEEDS. And that then would contain all the recom-

mendations, if any were accepted with regard to the full-time Secretary
and the Board of Indian Control and other things which were con-
tained in task force No. 1.
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Mr. HALL. Yes, sir. I can see alternatives in this chapter also. For
example, Senator Metealf's comment about NEPA. There is a task
force recommendation with regard to NEPA application to reserva-
tions, and I personally do not agree with it. We may very well end up
presenting two or three alternatives to the Commission to resolve
those specific questions.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to askErnie, have you
been in a position insofar as indexing the various subject titles in
this report?

We seem to be pretty well hungup on trying to determine where and
in what chapter such and such might be in. I know we've got a table
of contents by chapter but we don't have any special index by subject
matter. Do you plan or is it planned to put that kind of an index into
the report so that anyone picking up the report would be immediately
able to go to a specific page to make a determination?

Mr. STEVENS. We can do that. Maybe Paul or Gil ought to elaborate
on it.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is our conception of the final report printed
document that it would be professionally indexed with cross references
to any subject. -

Commissioner WHITECPOW. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Any other questions on chapter 5? If not,

we will take a 5 minute recess before we go to chapter 6.
[Brief recess.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. The Commission will resume its meeting.
I don't know, Commissioner Deer just suggested we- have a motion

of some sort to get you guys on the way with chapter 5 and with each
succeeding chapter. I don't know if we necessarily need that, but I
think in the context of what you have presented to us, and our dis-
cussion, I think you should feel free then to go ahead and start drafting
based upon all of the discussions we've had today, and which you
have given to us; if we didn't object to it, you've got to assume that
that should be in there.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, could any of the Commission
members reserve the right to make suggestions to the staff or have
later amendments or embellishments of what has been said?

Some of us have not had an opportunity to read all of this. I would
like to expedite the procedure and I appreciate what the chairman is
doing, but I would like to have an opportunity to read over all of it
before 1, in effect, pass it except for tho-se things that are already noted.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Absolutely, tine.
Congressman MEEDS. I don't want to make a lot more work for the

staff or anything like that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. No; that's very acceptable to the chairman

and I a.ssume it is acceptable to everybody else.
OK. You are ready then with chapter 5. Do we need a motion, do

you think we need something like that?
Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, in view of the discussion, and I

think the discussion has been useful, I don't think we need a motion.
The staff understands some of the questions that have been raised
and some queries that have been raised and we can go forward and
see what develops.
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I think all of you understand that there axe some problems involved
here that are minor and some that may go to the Supreme Court.

- Chairmen Anormizzit It may not even be possible to form a motion
of that kind anyhow.

Senator METCALF. I don't think it would be advisable right now to
put such a motion.

Chairman ABOUREZIL. All right. Then do what you have to do, I
guess. All right. Chapter 6.

Let me announce nght now that today we are going to adjourn a
bit early, at 4:30. There are some of the members who have to do
other things today and will come back in at 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning.

So, chapter 6, tiibal government, Pete Taylor and Paul Alexander.
Mr; TAYLOR. I would like to introduce one other person who will

undoubtedly be speaking to the issues of tribal government, Pat Zell,
who worked on the task force number two report and has alsó been
working with the staff formulating some of the issues that impede
the tribal government in its operation.

I will start the discussion of chapter 6 by explaining the breakdown
of that éhapter.

We have a table of contents page at the very front of chapter 6,
at least I hope it got into all of the Commissioner books. I had to
insert my awn this morning.

Basically, this is broken into five different sections which we have
listed A, B, 0, D, and E. The first section is legal status of tribal
government, generally. One of the principal issues under this section
is tribal sovereignty.

So, I suspect that we Will not have finished our conversation by
4:30. Part B is governing capacity. This section will examine some of
the typical problems that are plaguing tribal government today. This
is the area where Dr. Zell will be addressing the problems.

Part C is tribal jurisdiction. This gets to the ramifications of what
tribal sovereignty constitutes; and I think, more importantly, where
the polidy of Congress is going to be leading us over ,he next few years.

Part D is the tribal justice system and problems associated with the
justice system, things that need to be done in order tolet's say,
make it more functional.

And, part E is economic development. I might say that this booklis
in rather prelimfimy shape and my inclination is that part E will
probably be moved farther back to chapter 8 dealing ith natural
resources. The recommendations that we have on legal status generally
appear on page 9.

The discussion starts at the very bottom of page 9 and it runs
through pages 10 and 11. Now I'll briefly go through what the findin_g3
are, and I would like to reemphasize that these findings are essentially
taken from task force reports.

I think this recitation of our findings has to be accepted by the
Commission as very much preliminary. It is based on summaries
that were prepared of task force reports. As Paul explained earlier
this morning, these parenthetical numbers refer to the task force
report and page number from which that matter was extracted. It is
not a verbatim statement from the task force report and I think in
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many instances we will have to go back to the reports themselves in
order to put these findings into proper context.

But I believe this does generally reflect the shape of the way we
would expect to develop the chapter.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The gpecifIc action with respect to legal status of
tribes is found in the staff statement on page 10 which you may wish
to focus on.

Mr. TAYLOR. If the Commissioners would like, I would be happy
to wait g, few minutes while you look at that or I could proceed now.

Chairman Anouninx. Why don't you proceed.
Mr. TAYLOR. All right. Then, I also think I'll throw in a short

summary of the findings and I will start on page 2 of the chapter.
Well, I think I have to ask for directions. Do you want me to go

through shortly the summapr of findings or should we go immediately
to the conclusions?

Chairman Anormimx. Well, I think it went better and it was more
clear when you started with the conclusions in chapter 5. It seemed to
me it went better and we can ask you to back up your conclusions
with whatever fmdings there were.

We assume that your conclusions are based upon valid findings
right out of the task force reports.

lqr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. So we are now discussing recommendations?
Chairman ABOUREZX. Yes; I thought, unless you all think it's

better to do it the other way, I thought he should go through the
recommendations. We can discuss those rather than go through all
the fmdings and discuss those. Does 'that sound better to everybody;
it would seem to make more sense that way.

Congressman MEEDB. Reserving the right, to go back to the other
things, of course.

ChairmanABOUREZE. Well, yes. That goes without saying. s

Mr. TAYLOR. Then our discussion part will start on page 10, para-
graph No. 1.

The purpose of paragraph No. 1 or the basis of it is to supply an
explanation of the source of the powers of tribal governments. It gets
to the very fundamental issues of whether tribes are sovereign.

The acceptance of that 'proposition, that tribes are sovereign, it
seems to me, is beyond question. All of our laws have been tailored on
the concept that tribes are sovereign. Federal laws applying to the
tribes have been ones of limitation.

I think the 1968 Civil Rights Act is a perfect example of that. The
Termination Acts are a perfect example. Termination Acts do not say
to tribes you don't exist; what they say is that we are withdrawing
Federal recognition from your tribe.

The' 1834 Trade and Intercourse Act obviously accepting sover-
eignty. The 1934 Indian Reorganization Act was premised on sovereignty.
The question of tribes being sovereign I don't think is a debatable issue.

What is debatable is what it means.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Can I stop you there?
It is my impression that tribal sovereignty was established in

probably the first big Supreme Court casewhat is itCherokee v.
Georgia or whatever; what was the name of the case?
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Mr. TAYLOR. 4rorce8ter ,v. Georgia and the Cherokee Nation* v.
Georgil.

Chairmim ABOUREZK. It was about the Cherpkee nation: What
specifically was that holding thatconcerning sovereignty?

Mr. TAYLOR. You almost catch me flatfooted. It was simply a very.
, clear recognition that we have drawn treaties with tribes. We have

treated them as separate sovereigns, independent nations. We agreed
to boundaries around reservations.

It was acha owledged that the reservation of that Indian nation
was within the boundaries of the State of Georgia, but the basic hold-
ing of it was that, No. 1, they are separate sovereigns, but the reserVat
tam is within the State boundaries, but it is virtually extraterritorial
to the State. The State laws could have no application whatsoever
within the boundaries of that reservation.

Now, that doctrine has been eroded and the erosion came in
MeBratney v. Draperpardon meU.S. v. McBratney and Draper v.
U.S. where the Supreme Court accepted the concept that the jurisdic-
tion of the State reached within reservation boundaries as to offenses
by one non-Indian against another non-Indianwell, Draper was
1896, so in 1832 when 'Worces s decided until 1896 when Draper
was decided, the State of he law as that Indian reservations are
virtually extraterritorial to St and not a part of it.

Essentially, the only right t e State lad with respect to a reserva-
tion was a preemptive right of first purchase if the United States
consented to it and if the tribe consented to it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, doesn't that kind of do in your argu-
ment that the sovereignty of the tribes is inherent? It seems to me
that the tribes aceording to law, draw their sovereignty from both
Supreme Court' decisions and from, acts of Congress. Is that correct?

Mr. TAYLOR. No ; I wouldn't agree to that, Mr. Chairman. The
'point is the tribes draw their power from their own independent
existence and this is well recognized in case law. In fact, there was a
case that came up in 1956 called Iron, Crow v. Ogkda-Sioux Tribe. In
that case, a Pine Ridge Indian was charged with adultery and he
was up for trial in the tribal courts.

He took the case to Federal court and challenged the right of the
tribe to maintain a court at all or write laws that proscribed his
activity at all. He was a member of the tribe. In the Iron Crow case
the court fouud that the powers of the tribe sprang from their inherent
sovereignty. They were here before the U.S. Constitution was drafted
or before the first white man came to his country, but the power sprang
from within the tribe, not from any Federal grant whatsoever.

The doctrine of sovereignty is that tribes are totally independent.
In fact, in the Navajo Nation v. Native American Church, decided in
1959, the court stated that the tribes, in fact, from a legal standpoint,
enjoy a status superior to that of the State. There is a whole series of
cases that held that the U.S. Constitutioriand the 10 amendments
did not apply to tribes at all.

The first one was in the late 1800's, Talton v. Mayes, dealing with
the legality of an indictment in the courts of the Cherokee Nation.
A five-man grand jury had issued an indictment. Under the U.S.

.\nstitution
a grand jury is normally comprised of at least six people
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and this guy was contesting the legality of the indictment, because it
was only a five-man grand jury, and the court there held that the U.S.
Constitution does not apply to tribes at all. That was the break-
throughthe imposition of some standards for Federal review is
what the 1968 Civil Rights Act was all about.

Chairman ABOUREZX. But you are also saying in the same state-
ment that in any conflict relating to the power of tribes, the burden
shall bd. upon the opponent to show the act or treaty by which power

` has been taken away from the tribe.
In other words, you are also recognizing that Congress has virtually

total power over the tribe to remove whatever sovereignty that
Congress might want to remove.

Mr. TAYLOR. That's correct.
Chairman AM:MEM Is that recognized in this?
Mr. ALEXANDER. This is in a sense, a classic reformulation of the

principle of Worcester v. Georgia and the principles that are laid down
by Cohen, and it is not to get very specific to the statement that you
made previously a' lout the earlier Supreme Court decisions.

That is a recogr ition by the U.S. judicial system of the preexisting ,
sovereignty, It is not a grant from that judicial system.

Chairman ABOUREZK. So, you would say then that the sovereighty
which was total can be limiteci by an act of Congress, and in fact, are
you saying thatis a true legal fact?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is the legal fact under United States Law. Now,
I think it is incumbent upon me to reflect some of the views in Indian
country -. there is a limitation to the U.S. law and that is it is the law
generally of one party to the conflict It is not Indian law; it is not
necessarily international law. The fact of plenary powers and the
powers of the U.S. Government exist because the U.S. Government
ultimately is a powerful government, and its own recognition of its
powers is not necessarily a recognition of powers by the tribes. The
States, not the tribes, gave the U.S. Government ih the Constitutional
Convention a grant of powers.

This gets you into treaties somewhat, because there are grants of
powers from tribes to the Federal Government in some specific areas
in treaties where treaties can limit the inherent sovereignty, and that
conception is spoken upon frequently in Indian countries and by
thinkers in this area.

I feel it ny obligation to report that.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I just want to rephrase

a basic point so that I correctly perceive what is being said. A little
while back there seemed to me to be an intimation that the WorceRt( r v.
Georgia case posed on an example of the derivation of sovereign power
by the tribes, and I want to be sure that we clarify that was not the
case, but rather that the sovereignty of the tribes is recognized as one
which preexisted the formation of the U.S. Government. Thus, if we
view them in the context of legal decisions derived from litigation, or if

we examine t;lertinent legislation, the impext is more one of modifica-
tion or clarification. These tend to be more limiting than they tend
to convey to tribes any power which they did not have previously.

Would this be pretty much whato we are seeing here?
Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioner, perhaps they cut both Ways. The

judicial decisions that have come down in recent years, at leant, 1
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wouldn't sa,y, limit tribal powers, but recognize, those powers as they
are asserted. 'It is what is leading to many of the jurisdictional ques-
tions that we will be addressing a little bit later in this chapter.

I don't think these jurisdictional questions are really that relevant
to this pFticular paragraph.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. If I may comment there, because if I
let the attorneys go on too long, then lose the sense of what I'm

'getting at here.
What I see here then, to come back specifically to the point, is that

it doesn't follow that in order for the tribe as a sovereign to exercise
its power or to have its power implicitly recognized because of its
current sovereignty, that this power necessarily has to be recognized
as a consequence of a judicial clecision. In inan3r instances, a judicial

does not establish and is not the origin of that power but
merely recognizes what already exists and what perhaps may be
legall3r challenged for the first time.

Is this essentially correct?
Mr. TAYLOR That's totally correct.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Thank you.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The tribes at'sthis point operate not under

sovereignty but under modified sovereipty, don't they?
Mr. TAYLOR. That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

, Chairman ABOURBZK. If I can remember the definition of sover-
eignty, that means within the boundaries of that particular sovereign
the people and its government have total control over what they do
within that government.

Nobody from the outside is able to tell them what to do.
Mr. trAYLOR. That would be a perfect severeignty. However, I

might elaborate on that slightly. Gil Hall was pointing out to me just
before we started that in fact there are no perfect sovereigns in the
United States, including the United States.

The United States derives its power from the grants from the
States and in the 10th amendment the States withheld considerable
numbers of powers. So even the United States is not a full sovereign.

Neither are the States because they gave the Federal Government
certain powers in the Ccinstitution.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But in spite of the fact that they have given
up powers they are, the States themselves are, perfect sovereignties
in that they at one time had 100 percent sovereignty and gave up
part of it to the Federal, whether or not they can get it back.

Mr. TAYLOR. That's true. Without getting into the Indian issue,
I would say that that is true, what you just said.

Mr. WILKINSON. I think, Mr. Chairman; Congressman Meeds has
been using an example of sticks in a bundle. I think that really is what
sovereignty is. The United States doesn't have all the sticks in the
bundle, the States don't, and the tribes don't either

Conmssman MEEDS. WS just a matter of defining what sticks are
left which gives us problems.

Mr. WILKINSON. I ani not sure, but I think that is true. I believe
we will find out as we go along that the law in this area, for the most
part, is clear. There are unclear areas, but on the whole the question
of tribal sovereignty is generally as clear asAtate sovereignty in most
areas.
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5o, there are unclear areas but most areas are clear.
Congressman MEEDS. Wellolet.nie raise one of those unclear areas

if I may.
In that first paragraph at questions relating to the powers of tribes,

the rule should be that tribes have all of the powers of any local
sovereign. Could somebody define for rue a little more what they mean
by powers of any local sovereign?

NIr. TAYLOR. 'You have prob bly put -Your finger now on questions of
jurisdiction. I would say that thi. statement is a statement that should
reflect the policies of Congress iii the direction that Federal Indian
policy is going to pursue. It has been said, particularly with respect to
the k'iye Civilized Tribes before the Curtis .Act which almost destroyed
those tribes

Congressman MEEDS. rkfore what?
Mr. TAYLOR. The Curtif; .ket of 1906. In 1856 the Attorney.General

of the United States ha:0,o render an opiniOn on the tribal jumdiction
of the Choctaws over a non-rndian in a civil matter, and he equated
thL, jurisdiction of the tribe with that which a State would exercised

over a person going through the State.
\ What he said in that opinion, and what the Supreme Court a!so said

in Morris v. Hitchcock which I think was decided around 1906, is that

before the Court would find that a tribal government was lacking any

power that would normally be recognized in a normal sovereign, it
would insist that it be shown by explicit words in a treaty Where that
tribe had given up that power; and that power, the power of a local
sovereign is general police power, general taxi power, regulatory
power, and these are the jurisdictional issues that we will be corning
to inif I -may refer to my outline, in part C.

It is a part that will be modified by our discussion when we get to

that point.
Congressman MEEDS. Back to the original statement. We are just

talking about thenot what is in the bundle of sticks but the
generally, the bundle of sticks, the thing called sovereignty and from

where or how it was de And that general principle enunciated in

Worcester, I believe you ;d, has never been overruled; is that a cor-

rect statement?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman M EEDS. And that is all the first part of that is, down

to the end of all inherent s vereignty. That is merely a restatement of

the doctrine in the Worce ter case?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. Tithout regard to what it is.

Mr. TAYLOR. That's co rect.
Congressman M EEDS. That might have solved determination, how-

ever, it might he later impinged upon by other factors and other things.

That's where it came from.
Mr. TAYLOR. And down to that point, it's not only reaffirmation of a

statement of Worcester, but of many, ninny, many judicial decisions.

Congressman MEEDS. Which have never really been overruled.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, that's correct.
Mr. WHA RTON. For the purposes of analysis and approach to this

thing, I guess when you come down to analyzing that, when'you look

into the sovereignty of the tribe, the search as to which sticks are

d.
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missing and where.you can identify those stickshmthat particular way
and r.ot to find out which sticks are there.

Congressman MEEDS. So we are really getting now to wheie it is
kind of a statement of principle. We are now in the second sentence,
ge4mg into the meat of this thing is What is jurisdiction, what is a

frovereign, what are the powers of any local sovereign?
Well, the powers of the drainage district are sovereign in certain

respects and the powers of the city are sovereign in certain respects,
and the powers of the State and of the Federal Government are in
certain respects. So,, what do we mean, any local sovereign?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the term local is a legal term and word of art
just as our discussion was on what trust title means. As the Attorney
General used it in his aoctaw opinion, T believe it was, it is, I believe,
the general rule in determining the authority of a "local government."

Local is really State or its equivalent to the State. The powers of a
county, the powers of a mun-apality, are derived from the State. They
are delegated powers. The State has itspowers by virtue of its sov-
ereignty and that power is all encompassing. It includes zoning, police
powers, tax, the whole thing.

Congressman MEEDS. So you are talking about in effect the powers
of the State. When you say local

Mr. TAYLOR. Equating them with that, that is correct.
Congressman McEns. So thlt would include the power to tax both

Indians laid non-Indians, the irlwer on reservation lands, fee land or
trust land, to zone, the power 1.1 provide police and fire protection,
the power to regulate under t;i, :)chee power. You are suggesting that
we adopt a general statement oi purpose that Indian tribes have all
of those powers on reservations?

Mr. 'NyLOR. That's correct.
Congressman MEEDS. Even though you know that under the pres-

ent state of the law, they do not.
Mr. TAYLOR. That they are not exercising those powers?
Congressman MEEDS. Well, there are even court interpretations

which indicate they do not.
The whole question of zoning, for instance, is up in the air. The

whole question of taxation is up in the air.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well it opts to what. Commissioner Borbridge said

though. There haven't been any judicial decisions sayin; that the
tribes do not have power yet.. And, you know, it's a question of when
and whether the Federal court will recognize it.

Congressnum MEEDS. And if we adopt this general principle, we
will say that Indian tribes do have the power to tax, have the flower
to zone, have the power to adopt all regulations necessary for admin-
istering the police authority on reservation.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think, Congressman, in orderI Would like to
keep the discussion at this point, and I understand exactly what you
are saying, within the context of reservations that arelet's say,
semiclosed.

In fact, the Menominee situation, where you have 2,300 Indians
within the reservation and 300 non-Indians. It seems to me that that
is an excellent example to be framing our discussion in ierms of.

I realize there are significant problems where we get to reservations
where little land base is left and perhaps what we need to be talking

6
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about there are limitations of the geographic application of those
rules.

Nee Paul shaing his, head
Conwessman MEprisi Nrdoing the same. thing,
Mr. TAYLOR. Pm not conceding the point. I am saying the dis-

cussion will le us. .

Commissionei ."11113RIDGE.., Mrii Chairman, if I might comment,
please.

I think this is where I have some problems as a6layman. I will ifave
to give this a lot of thought because, on the one hand, I start with
what. I call my starting point and that is I perceive'as a Commissi&ner
that what we are dealing with is inherent tribal sovereignt*..1, *ink
history relates.quite accurately and, quite graphically that th4,0 has
been an erosion of that sovereignty and I might add that it has
occurred at the instance 91 tcall it a stronger, more powerful
Government.

I don't think there has been a willful, happy giving up of.that power
the sovereign which in this instance is the tribal governing body.

4ight ,now, we agree that we are not sure which of these many
so-ereign rights, which I call the inherent -rights tliat a sovereign
tribe, still has. They still might be a part of auk powers that the tribes -
may exercise. We need to be very careful when we say thaethe Fed-,
eral Government, the Congress. ShouN confer upon Old sovereign
tribal gavernments, the right to do certain things, because then I
question whether such a starting poi& is correct.
AziThe tribal governing body 'had sovereignty as an iniseiaht*righ,k
It seems to me then that it had the right to do these 'things, mHf .
the Congress acts, the Congress acts -as to clarify tirii fact that these ;
rights do exist and perhaps may.be exercised for' the firAt tithe%
some instances. Part of my layman's perception', here is Viat1When

'litigation arises, it generally arises because the trib.ois exercising its
specific power as a sovereign. Litigation, as, very1Often does legi a-
tion, tench to restrict the exercise of-that power, by tmagikifyin it 1I

This is just a layman trying to work his way out.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think your discussion rises above. .ey.' layman's':

discussion, Commissioner ti orbridge. I would agree fully.
Congressman MEEDs. Lawyers like lavmen'S tliscussions.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would agree fully witti, what you itist saiild by.

this paragraph, I don't think, we are not proposing filiatsthAi gFant
powers to the tribe, but rather it is a Lecognition-of Tiowers. It.-
is a doctrine virtually founded in international law ilnd whete4.1,-

the Federal-Indian law comes out ofthese principles of interinttionak'
law.

I think recognition of these principles wonhi help much flunking of
marw"people, Congress and Federal.akpinistrators and.State people,
you know, if that perception were more clear. But.1,%, are only talking
liere about recognition and 'this rule down here that in any conflict
wheri- a question of a power of a tribe is drawn, in issue that tile burden
would be on the person question;pg the tribal power to show whereit

iwas taken away. That s a restatement of the position enunciated. in
court decisions and in Felix Cohen's work at page 121.

Mr. BORBRIAE. Mr. Chairman, I might say the atto'rneys are ba.ck,
in my good gisace's.

(A
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Chairman ABobsREZR. It doesn't take much fo keep him happy, I
ciuess.e... \ ,

ial Congressman MEEI*. Well, if we adopt at least the econd portion
of that, however, we at. b settling the

iquestion
of what powers, essen-

tially what powers, what sticks are n the bundle called sovereignty
for Indian tribes. .

. And then, we will include similar poNors Which states.that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is exactly right.
Congressman MEEDS. So that there will be the power to take

criminal and civil jurisdiction.on reservations over Indians and non-
Indians and to assert all tlie powers that a State can issert.

\Ir. TAYLOR. Th ars correct.
Congressman MEEDS. N.ow, is that the recommendation of all 'of

you people there? .,

Mr. WHAwrox. Subject of course to the plenary power of Congress.
That is the recommelnhttion.

Mr. TAYWR. Mr. Meeds, I suppose the question comes up, when
we .!et over to the jurisdiction issue where we start talking in terms
of: Did the allotment and opening statutes that Congress passed at
the turn of the century where the United S ates issued fee covents
to surplus Indian land, to the opening of tho. reservations, to home-
steading and settlement constitute a taking a vay of a tribal power?

' 'I'llat's the context that the legal issues are presently framed- in. It
frankly hasn't been decided in the courts yet, but ultimately, certainly
what we are recommending. 'amt.! think we are all in agreement on this,
is that the ultimate objective-of Federal Indian policy should be to
put the tribes in a position where, in fact, let's say 20 years from now,
we could without hesitation say that that's the rule.

. Reacquisition of land base, beefing up tribal governments to the
,_'... ...point where they really are functioning fully, which the3r. are not

: right now. They have no funds: they have no tax base which virtually
any government has. On,the one hand, we say they are.governmeut.
On the other'hand We say they don't have a- single power that a
government is endowed with and then we turn around and say, see,
you're so inefficient and so totally dependent. Of course they are
'dependent. They are kept in that state.

Although, I do feel that once t.he issues get fully discussed, then we
are all going*to have to begin wondering. But, I go along with what
D'Arcy MeNickle said this moriiiiig. We stumbled into this thing.
Dawes was -a good man and led a good movement, but the Dawes
Act turned out to be horribly disastrous, and, I think, what we are
doing here is trying to talk about correcting some of the things that

, happmed out ol that Dawes Act. [ .

. Bringing tribes back to the point where they are, in fact, the govern-
ment within the reservation and they do, in fact, have all of the powers
of any local sovereign, and if we frame our discussion on -this point,
not in the context of those reservations that have been so completely
opened up b,ut rather in the'context of the Menominee, 2,300 Indians
and 300 non-Indians end,ihose 300 non Indians didn't go in there
under the Dawes Act, I ',I-On'ethink.

,. ....-.. I think they went in aftertermination where the tribe was so hard
piessed for money and had to sell off someland.

. ,
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Congressman MEEDS. Well, Peter, I'm sure that we would both
agree that there are degrees of sovereignty which can be properly

'corrected and without impinging on any other rights which may have
been acquired, rightly or wrongly. There are degrees of sovereignty
which can be asserted within the general framework of sovereignty
of the United States and not cause a lot of problems. And there are
some by some Indian tribes. Clearly the Navajo can utilize many
more sticks in the bundle than can the Agua Caliente or some tribe
that was impacted by civilization end State laws and by a lot of dif-
ferent things. However, with this general statement we are conferring
all of those powers on 41 of them.

The Yakimas can assert a lot more sovereignty, it seems to me,
within our framework, than can the Lumbee because the Yakimas
are not impacted by some of these laws and the mistakes we may have
made in the -past.

But, :.have a question here, too. You equate the powers of local
sovereign to the powers of the State. Now, the States are subject,
as someone pointed oat here, to prohibitions because they gave r
certain powers. They are subject io the commerce clause. They ,e
subject to public welfare, they are subject to a lot of things which
the Federal Government exercises.

Are you contending then that tribes are subject to the Same prohi-
bitions or the same grants of power that they have given to the
Federal sovereign?

Mr. ALEXANDER. With respect to tribes and the States, I guess
the first point is that we are not saying by the adoption of this principle
that we are conferring any power and I have to return to our previous
statement which is that we are recognizing the state of existing maw.

With respect to States, when you want to define what powers the
State of New York does not have, you have to look specifically to an
act of Congress, to the constitution of the State of New York, what
authority it may have &legated to New York City as opposed to
other charters that it may have granted to the city of Buffalo. With
respect to tribes, getting us to the second portion of principle No. 1,
you have to shnilarly look, aml because of the trust obligation of the
United States, you have to Mid what specific deli gation by the tribe
has been made, or by the power of the United States: what specific
thing has been removed from that tribe, and that, in fact, may vary
from tribe to tribe.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, let's take an example. I see Lucy
C'ovington sitting here. I oun't think the Colville specifically gave up
the right to impede the flow of the Columbia.

Are you saying that the Colville shouhl have the right to impede the
flow of the Columbia? Lucy will say that they do have; isn't that right?
They are in court right now on it, I think.

Mr. WILKINsox. Well, Congressman Meeds, obviously, it's a ques-
tion that came out of the blue to us. But to me, the answer is that
they have as much right as the State of Washington does, The per-
ception is that the State of Washington isn't going to go out and act
unreasonably in damming the Columbia and the tribe won't either.

Congressman MEEDS. Indeed, the State of Washington has no right
to impede the fall of the Columbia because of the commerce clause,
because it is navigable waters. And I think, to follow your rationale
of inherent sovereignty, which would include all the sovereignty that
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was not specifically given up, it would allow the Colville to impede
the flow of the Columbia; I would suggest they still have that right
under your theory.

Mr. 'WILKINSON. No, because Indian tribes are specifically men-
tioned in the commerce clause. The Congress shall have power to
regulate commerce among the States, foreign nations and Indian
tribes. Therefore, the tribes are in the same position as Washington
and they are subject to superior congressional power also.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Which gets us to the second part of the statement.
There is a specific section that was just referred to where the United
States via its power has acted.

Congressman MEEDS. How do you mean has already impeded the
flow of the Columbia?

Mr. ALEXANDER. No, but has taken the authority to act in that area
and it may take specific court determination and I am not familiar
with that particu ix situation, but it may well take court decisioin
to shake out what the specifics are in each individual situation. But
clearly in the case tat you present under the commerce clause, the
United States lia signed to itself power in this area.

Chairman A13OUREZK. I think this is a good point to break off. We
are it little bit over.

We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. Thank you all.
[Whereupon the meeting was adjourned at 4:45 p.m., to reconvene

at 10 a.m., on Saturday, November 20, 10701

C.
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Meeds, vice chairman, Senator Lee Metcalf, Commissioners Ada Deer,
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Staff: Mr. -Ernie Stevens, staff director, Ms. Ernie Ducheneaux,
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Staff members: Paul Alexander, Peter Ta3rlor, Ras Goetting,
Donald Wharton, Charles Wilkinson, Patricia Zell, and Chuck Peone.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. The Policy Review Commission will resume
its session.

I've got a couple of announcements to make before we start and
that concerns getting in and out of the building today. It's Saturday.
The building Closes at 1 o'clock. For those people who are going to
leave and come back in after 1 o'clock today, you will have to use the
Independence Avenue entrance, which is one floor down and just a
few steps over that way.

There will be one of the CommissionI'm sorr3r, the other way--
one of the Commis.sion staff people down there identiffing people

iwho do not have ID cards to get nto the building. So, if you come
back in after 1 o'clock, that is the only 'door you can get in.

The, cafeteria in the Longworth uilding is open today but it
doses at 1:30. Yes; it will close at 1:30. We'll break here about noon,
so that will give everybody time to eat down there.

We don't know yet whether we will resume our session tomorrow.
I guess it depends more on our progress today. What we might do
tomorrow, is have a 3-hour session from 10 to 1 o'clock and then just
quit at 1 o'clock and start Monday morning again; so I think we can
all decide later on whether we feel like coming in tomorrow. It depends
on our progress today.

So, have we finished with chapter 6 yet? We're still on it.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, when we concluded yesterday, I

think we have reached the third sentence of the first paragraph.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Third sentence ; that's good progress. How

did we get clear to the third sentence?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think very clearly, we are in probably the most

sensitive and the most vital area of anything that we will be discu ;.;ing
in tribal government.

I suppose from my own perspective, I view it as the most important
thing we are dismissing here this weekend : The power of tribes and
tribal governme t, And where We are headed.
1X1-c- C oa4, (71)
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Now, we had some conversations after the hearing yesterday, and
we note a rather notable lack in this paragraph.

What we are talking about here is the powers of the tribes, and it
is all tribal government. There is a countertheory that I think is very
important, from the Federal _perspective, and that is that Congress
has plenary authority 'bver Indian tribes. It is virtually' an unre-
stricted authority. It reaches to the point where judicial decisions have
upheld the right of Cong, ess to terminate tribes, to even go in and
tear up a fee patent; a fee that was issued to, I think, all five of the
civilized tribes. This is the. most basic document in all of the Anglo-
Saxon Law, the fee patent deed. And we simply said it didn't exist
anymore and we proceeded to allot out the property and the courts
have upheld that.

So, when we are talking tribal sovereignty here, we have to re-
member that ultimately Congress does have plenary power over this
thing, and if situations start to get out of hand, it is possible always
for Congress to step . in on a case-by-case basis, a tribe-by-tribe
basis.

So, I think it's an important thing to keep hi mind as we discuss
this.

Congressman MEEDS. Pete, I'm certainly aware of that. One of
the reasonsperhaps the major reason that this Commission is func-
tioning todayis to lay out some legislative guidelines so that there
is some certainty, both for Indian people and non-Indians, in dealing
with these questions that we are considering. If we simply say that
Congress can step in later, we do nothing but continue the chaos
that exists today between court decisions and a lack of policy which
exists at the Federal level with regard to Indians.

so, it seems to me that this Commission has got to at least establish
some guidelines as to whst Federal legislative policy is with regard to
tribes and to Indian people so that they can know what their rights
and prerogatives are and so that other people can be on notice 'as to
what those are.

We certainly agree that Congress has plenary authority and, in the
absence of the adoption of some of these recommendations, will
continue to have that authority. But, I still think that we've got' to
do more than exercise that authority on an ad hoc basis as problems
arise.

We have all kinds of problems now and we clearly will have more
in the future that we ought to lay out some legislative guide-
lines for

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the difficulty, Mr. Meeds, is that we have so
many different kinds of tribal governments and strengths of tribes
that are involved here. We do recite that as an introductory paragraph
further back in jurisdiction, which I think we will probably have to
turn to.

Perhaps we can run on through these basic pointsand on this
third sentence in the first paragraph, I understand your reservation
and your hesitation. In fact, I've got a marginal note here, "I think
a decision on this sentence should be reserved until we talk about
jurisdiction."

Rut the problems on jurisdiction in these tribes arethe Menom-
inee situation is an excellent ore, as we discussed yesterday. Twenty-
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three hundred Indians within that reservation, 300 non-Indians.
That's the kind of a situation, I think, that should govern our initial
consideration at least.

Congressman MEEDS. And also, a reservation that covers a county.
The county borders are coterminous with thereservation borders.

Mr. TAYLOR. Which is not always the cake of course. The Navajo
traverses three States. -

Congressman -MEEDS. So you've got some obvious advantages to
the exercise of mOre of the powers of government with the Menominee
than- you have with a lot of others and the same with the Navajo.

Chairman ABOUREZR. Was that Menominee that was your
example?-

Mr. TAYLOR. YeS.
Chairman ABOUREZK. There is another pxample that I want to

raise too and see if I can get some discussiorigoing on it.
In South Dakota the Rosebud Reservation now encompasses

Todd County. Are you familiar with the area out there?
Mr. TAYLOR. Vaguely.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Todd County is the Rosebud Reservation.

It's majority Indian population. What used to be an addition to the
expanded parts of Rosebud Reservation, encompasses Milette
County, which is probably majorityr Indian but not overwhehningly
Indian, maybe. Pin not even sure, but there are a lot of non-Indian
people living in Milette County. Tripp County is overwhelmingly
non-Indian. Gregory County and Lyman County, overwhelmingly
non-Indian, in fact, Indians in those counties are distinct minorities
as opposed to Todd County.

Now a legal defense lawyer for the Indians at Rosebud brought a
lawsuit a few years back, claiming that the original boundaries of the
Rosebud Reservation were illegally diminiShed and, you know,
putting aside what happened on the sale of the land and how it got
into the hands uf non-Indians, 50, 60 years ago. The fact today is
that four county case and the issue is, will they be included in the
Rosebud Reservation boundaries?

In terms of talking about sovereignty, should :t be the policy of
the Congress to restore sovereignty to places where the Inclians do
not live anymore, but which at one time, were a part of the original
reser vation .

I would like to hear some comment on that..
Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, task force 4's report in recommendations

in that area, tend to deal with land requisition and land consolidation
RS a functional, jurisdictional base, regardless of the way the particular
diminishment case .would go on tlw basis of the treat and language
of specific statutes that opened up the Rosebud Reservation suit.

The functional has to do, in the view of t hat task force at least, witit.,
the requisition and the consolidation of the land base. But, thwaddi-
tional point en that in that task force recotnmendation, is that this
is something that slit odd be worked out with a mechanism estab-
lished by Congress between the patties in the area.

There are perhaps ja)sit ions that con be reliched on what should be,
for functional tribal purposes, reservation boundaries. But to disyoss
it in total abstractionsnot total abstractions, I'll withdraw from
thatbut in broad genoralizations w here the 1:u.s1 bud case is different
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'from the Sisseton. ease and is different from each and every reservation
throughout the Dakotas, changes drastically when you hit the south-
west and the northwest. It almost requires, almost, a case-by-case
deliberation.

The important po:nt that we try to emphasize throughout the
tribal government section is whatthe tribe has, if it is ever to come to
the negotiating table with the county or a State, to define how they
should cooperate on law enforcement, or who should do what, and how
they should work out tax agreements as tribes in South Dakota have
in fact done,

The tribe has suckbasic governmental powers, that it needs to come
to the bargaining table with. Otherwise, it has no position at all
within the negotiation framework.

Mr. WHARTON. There is at least one other position I feel obliged
to report to you, which I'm sure you are aware, but for the purposes
of the record, the treaty councils, especially in South Dakota, take
the position that the only boundaries which are appropriate boundaries,
are the treaty boundaries Ind that anything less than that is an
illegal act of colonization under the United Nations Charter.

I report that. to you as part of the testimony that we have taken in
treaty country.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Now, as a practical matter, and I guess what I am trying to explore

with you is some workable alternative to what I see coming us a big
problem out there.

Mr. WHARTON. I think that specifically doesexcuse tne.
Chairman ABOUREZK. If the Supreme Court conies down and says

the original boundaries are within the four counties, well, there are
almost no Indian people living in those four counties and that means
that the tribe out of Rosebud is governing an area that for them, is
practically ungovernable.

Mr. WHARTON. I guess, Senator, that the. response to that, is that
I expect that the Rosebud Siow; Tribe will act responsibly. They
probably don't want to govern four counties because they probably
don't have the equipment or the administrative ability to do so.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I'm not worried about the tribe. That's not
my problem. I'm afraid there is going to be a war, not started by the
tribe, but what I am leading up to is to follow Mr. Alexander's point,
that if the tribe by a Supreme Court determination is determined to
have jurisdiction of the four counties, when they come to sit down
with the State of South Dakota or those three counties over which
they probably do not want to have jurisdiction, they've, got some-
thing to bargain with.

They can sit. down then, and say, neither one of us really want
Indian jurisdiction over those three counties, but what we do want as
the Rosebud Sioux Tribe, and I am obviously conjecturing at this
point and not speaking for them at all, is sonic sort of solid land
base and jurisdictional base from which we can function.

Chairman ABOUREZK. They have that, you know.
Mr. WHARTON. They (10 have that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The tribe really does exercise. pretty much

complete control over the reservation area within Todd County.
Mr. WHARTON. I guess the thing is that they work on some sort

of agreement with the involvement of the Federal Government to
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redraw some treaty boundaries and to redraw reservation boundaries
consistent with the needs of all the people involved.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. That sounds all well and good, but I don't
have to tell you what the passions are in a place like that and in the
northwest and so on.

See, what I'm afraid of is, I'm not worried about the tribe itself,
because I've talked to the tribal people out there and they are more or
less willing to work something out, because they know, they realize
that so far as they are concerned it's ungovernable. They can't
afford to cover four counties. They don't really know what to do with
them.

But, what I'm afraid of is, that the reaction of the non4ndians
might get the tribe's back up, and you are going to have a confronta-
tion where one might be able to avoid it. I don't know how to do it,
anti that's just what I'm kind of asking.

I mean, your theory is fine, but I need something more practical
to talk about I guess.

Congressman MEED:i. Mr. Chairman, may I suggest at least a
framework in whieh we can begin to work to offer a solution to that
problem? That is the suggestion for legislation, which Will tIo defit.o a
reservation so as to prevent the very thing about which you are
talking.

Now, I know this k no easy matter. But, it seemS to me, that it is
elear that this country is mit going to stand for the Sioux administer-
ing nd governing the boundaries of the original Sioux treaty of 1862-
1851. maybe. We have to define or recommend to the.Congress that
reservations be so defined as to prevent the very kind of conflict
about which you and I both know. I think most reasonable people
in this Nation would not like a definition or a court interpretation
of resAvation, which leaves Indians and Indian tribes in a position
where they are governing large amounts of geography or large amounts
of land in which they are not predominantly inhabited by Indians.

Under some of the interpretations that might be given, we would
have in our area Indhtns administering the City of Tacoma. Now,
we've got to be realistic. This simply is not going to happen, and it
seems to nw that we have an obligation lusre :o so define or at least
hty forth the guidelines for definitions of reservations, w9hich would
prevent that kind of obvious conflict.

Chairman ABOUREZI. Well, I guess what rm.-looking for, and it
seems like Lloyd is lo.tking for the same t hing, and perhaps you might
want to discuss and proviths some sort of guidelines in your discussion
of what several alternatives might be undertaken in insttmees like this,
where in effect, new facts have been created through the fault of
nobody living today.

And. it might help as some sort of approach to it or a policy that
might be itdopted.

Mr. WHARTON. I ftpl the need to respond briefly to that because I
think it is an extrenwly important point, and I think if I understand
t hi position that you tIre outlining, Congressman Mends, what we are
talking about effectively i t abrogation of Indian jurisdiction over a
litr!re geographic area, predonnnantly inhabited by non-Indian people.

And while I understand the practical and this emotional justification
for t hat, I feel like it is not legally and morally appropriate to take that
kind of position from tins congressional point of view.
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Cha an ABOUREZK. Take what kind of a position?
Mr. ARTON. That jurisdiction be abrogated by_Congress. I do

think theke is a middle ground, and that middle grouild is to set up
processes by which those soveremns can sit down and negotiate some-
thing that is mutually acceptable to both of them.

Mr. ALI/KANDER. To take the Tacoma situation, it'seems that if we
go back to D'Arey McNickle's historical piece that everything the non-
Indian community(and take Senator Abourezk's pointthat it is
not the Indian community that he is particularly worried about in that
.particular situation)is angry at the Indian community or wishes
something that the Indian community possess by a right, it is the
Indian community that ends up losing; that the solution is to only
focus on taking away something the Indian community may in fact,
win in court cases, based on the existing legal documents. And, what
we end up with is one side raising a stink and the other side receiving
nothing functionally.

What we have suggested in task force 4 is a process that perhaps
what is appropriate, is for the City of Tacoma and the tribe to sit
down and determine perhaps if there is not a unified alternative land
base that that tribe could have that would provide for its economic
future and the hopes and aspirations of its people, and then to come
back to Congress with that.

But, if each case is so different, each factual situation, then a solution
across the board to remove jurisdiction by an act of Congress from
Indian tribes where such exists in the law, can't ignore thedistinctions
and variations between the tribes.

What we recommend is a negotiation process with Fedbral, support,
with requisition of land broes, with tradeoffs, if that is what the tribe
is willing to do, rind if that is what the individual non-Indian commu-
nity is willing to do. There is a substantial showing as the hearings
record across this country from non-Indians, beyond the emotional-
ism, of being willing to leave those reservation areas and sell out.

The Standing Rock Sioux have offers to buy back 50,000 acres
within tbeir reservalon area. Even in the northwest, from some of
the most vocal opponents to future problems that they perceive, may
come With tribal goliernments. This statement is that the Federal
Government is to blame; that the Federal Government is the entity
that misled the tribes and misled the non-Indians coming into reserva-
tion areas, and if there was an equitable way for thnm to be bought
out, to have exchanges of lend, that some of those non-Indian persons
would be willing to adopt that kind of reasonable position.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think that *works in a place where there is
a majOrity of Indian population, but I don't know that it would
work se well, Paul, in a place where there is a ery extrema minority
of Indian population; and there are hundreds of thousands of acres
of very expensive land that you have to fmd money to buy.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, we intend to address this in the :juris-
diction section and we have a paragraph that I think is pretty
importan t.

The operating assumption of the Federal Government, I think,
through our history, has been the non-Indian community, the non-
Indian States and counties, will act responsibly and fairly toward
Indian people as well as all others. We have a 200-year history now
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lat shows that this is not the case. It's time to turn the table over
a Id operate off of an assumption, until it is proven otherwise, that the

ItVana pens in Tacoma, Wash. I understand that there is some saber
s are going to act responsibly and fairly and let's see what

h
rattling out there and that .the Indians say they are going to im-.
pos a tax on the city of Tacoma. It's ridiCulous and that's what
the plenarypower is about.

If4hey tried it, the lifetime survival for that tribe is about 24 hours.
They,are terminated just like that. These people are not going to
comni t hara-kiri. They are not going to run out and propose taws
that t ley know are going to so inflame the non-Indian community
that t ey are going to wind up terminated.

I fin it also, and I really feel compelled to address this, this idea
that a tendency toward criminal misbehavior of non-Indians is a
cause to \reduce the Indian reservation; this idea is abhorrent. That's
the history of this countr . That's what Worcester v. Georgia was all
about an everybody in t e establishment knew that the frontiersmen
in Kentu y were stirring that thing up.

We rem ved those tribes to the West because we couldn't spend
enough mo ey to raise an army to defend the treaties that we had
entered into with those people. That's how the Black Hills were lost.
Gold was di. covered there and we didn't have enough troops out there
to protect th , Black Hills, so we finally threw up our hands and said,
"Well by God, we'll turn it around. We'll take the Black Hills away
from the SiouX. We'll let the miners have it."

understand that's where William Randolph Hearst's first fortune
came from, was out of that. Then we did it in Oklahoma--

Chairman AROUREZK. The Federal Government got $1!6 million of
that back yesterday.

Mr. TAYLOR. 'And I'm so emotional about this issue and this argu-
ment that I think I better stop while I'm ahead.

Commissioner BRUCE. You guys are beginning to make some sense
now. You're turning around and saying, "We're not the bad guys,
that we are capable."

That's the best thing you've said so far. Now if we're not going to
make legislative recommendations, what do we say about the present
interference al a x*;ult of congres.sional authoiity that allows these
people, the FBI people, to come in on reservations and do all these
things?

Don't we need to draft some kind of legislation that prevents them
from doing these things? You know, and we talk about Tacoma.
What's wrong with Indians running Tacoma? I'm all for it. I think
we've got to change this around. All of our lives we've been incompe-
tent to this very day.

You know, I don't even signI tisethis as a favoriteI don't
even sign my lease. I don't know what's in the lease for my allotment
at Pine Ridge: I don't sign it. The tenant. signs it. Are we going on
forever with this kind of thing, saying to me even, maybe I'm not
you're not competent, you know, so we have to take care of this and
we have got to change that thing around. We are competent and we're
proving that we're competent to do these things.

So, let's not get bogged down with blaming us for all the things that
you know are bad.

82-749--77vol. 4--6
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Chairman ABOUREZK. Lou, I hope you didn't misunderstand. I
didn't blame the Indians for everything that was bad.

Commissioner BRUCE. I don't want those guys to get on that.
- Chairman ABOUREZK. What I wasqooking for was a practical way
out of what I foresee as a very immense political problem shaping
up out there.

Mr. TAYLOR. And I agree that we have to find it, but the concer
that the answer lies in reducing the reservation boundaries is such an
anathemawell, you saw the way I reacted.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But I mean in &facto, those boundaries
have been reduced over the last, I guess, 75 years, something like that.

Mr. TAYLOR. There has been a great influx of non-Indian population.
Chairman ABOVREZK. Under the color of law. Now, it might have

been illegal, but it was under the color of law: those people have been
misled by the Federal Government, there is nocquestion about it.

Mr. TAYLOR. And I think the important thing is that the Rosebud
Sioux Tribe, as you indicated they are willing to do, needs to sit down
with the non-Indian community. I don't believe that that tribe wants
to exercise powers over all four counties. They can't. do it. By the
SIM(' token, the State can't exercise jurisdiction over the Rosebud
Reservation. They tried it at one time, the State of South Dakota
had that jurisdiction, and they ceded it back to the United States
because they couldn't do it.

The tribes and The local county government should sit down and
workith each other. Congressman Meeds, at lunch yesterday, there
was some discussion about sort of primary authoiity and secondary
authority. Within Todd County, the tribe would want to have primary
authority, whether the person is Indian or non-Indian.

Outside Todd County, perhaps the State ought to have primary
authority. Primary implies a secondary authority, too. Now, I think
the Rosebud Tribe would like to have jurisdiction over their own
members for crimes they commit within that four-county area; for
divorce, for custody of children, like the De Coteau case, civil com-
plaints, and contracts among their members.

The conception is that the need is for 'the tribes and the States to
sit down and start talking to each Alien I think that is vitally
im portant.

Don Wharton and I had a conversation with some of the Inter-
national Game people. I don't know their full correct title, but that's
essentially the thrust of what we talked about with them, that this
fishing controversy out there in the Northwest is not an unresolvable
thing. It doesn't have to be resolved through condemnation of the
Indian fishing rights.

It can be resolved by responsible State action and responsible ribal
action. There are burdens on tribes here too, and we have to recognize
that; but we have to seek solutions that will accommodate these
problems you are talking about. They are very real.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Senator Hatfield and I went and held hear-
ings in the Northwest recently. Senator Hatfield came up with what
I thought was a fair, workable solution.

It's kind of similqr to the Ilopi, Navajo Commission that wes set up
to provide for negotiations between the two various factions and there
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was some wdy to work out, what the ultimate solution of that problem
will be.

Now we did the hearings too late in the year to introduce K., ;lotion,
but I understand Senator Hatfield is draftingat any rate, Tom is
getting it ready and he will drop it in next year and I tliink he'll have
cosponsorship for many of the people up in that Northwest territory.
I don't know if Lloyd bas been in all that yet.

In ether words, I 'asked .every witness, Indian and non-lndian,
what they thought 'about that and the overwhelming majority of
both sides thought it was a good idea. So, you're right, they're reached
the point where they can do that, but I don't think .that point has
yet been reached in South Dakota, primarily because everybody is'
waitinglor the Supreme Court decision to come down, and my only
hope is that it's cot too late after the decision comes down to be
able to work out something like that.

It should ke done before everybody gets their backs up. Another
question, and I'm going to raise this question about the FBI being
in on the Indian reservations.

Have you addressed anywhere in this section or any other sections,
the notion that the FBI ought to be gotten the hell off the reservations
and perhaps have some other investigation agency operating there
instead of the FBI?

Mr. ALENANDER. Yes; we have.
Mr. WHARTON. Yes, sir; we have.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, before we get into that,

may I comment on some of the items that we have been talking about
here?

Chairman ABOUREZE. Yes.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Thank you, sir. I wbuld like to ap-

proach this particular aspect of reducing the jurisdiction boundaries,
geographic boundaries of a tribe from this standpoint. Every place
that I've been in these past 5 to 10 years, I hear comments from
American people all over the Nation saying something should be done
about the Indian problem.

The Congress of the United States should do something about it.
They look upon the Indian situation in the United States as a black
mark upon our Nation, a black Mark upon the honor of our Nation.

I would like to can to our attention a comment that was written
from Secretary f War Knox to the President of the United States
on July 7, 1789, at which particular time they were discussing the
situation of the Indians in the Southeast part of the United States.

They wanted to do something about the Indian problem down in
the Southeast corner of the United Stiztes. They wanted te relocate
them and they are fortunate to be alive, even today. But, the Federal
Government, at that particular time, through the Secretary of War
proposed the following:

Missionaries of excellent moral character should be appointed to
reside in their nation; who should be well supplied with all of the
implements of husbandry and the :wcessary stock for a farm.

These men should be made the instruments to work on the. Ind:ans,
presents should c.onimonly pass through their hands or by their
reNnumendions. They sliould, in no degree, be concerned with trade
or the purchase of lands to rouse the jealousy of the Indians.
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They should be Made their friends and fathers. Such a plan, "al-
though it might not full3r affect the civilization on the -Indians,
would, most probably be attended with the statutory effect.of attach-
ing them to the interests of the United States.

It is particularly important that something of this nature should be
attempted with the southern nations of Indians whose current situa-
tion might render them proper subjects for the experiment. The expense
of such a conciliatory system may be considered as a sufficient reason
for rejecting it, but when this shall be compared with the system of
coercion, it should be found the highest economy to adopt it.

After reading that and also picking up last evening's paper, I read
something that is quite in correlation with this, a situation that is
happening to many otherof our Indian citizens in this hethisphere.

I would like to call the Commission's attention to this. In the
Washington Star of last evening, there was an article headlined,
"Anthropologists Charge Firms Peril Brazil Indians." I would like to
read this anthropologist and those academic types who spend their
time prying into people's matitg,habits and other private business,
have joined'a long list of groups' taking pot shots at mu)tinational
corpora t

And, a pair of anthropologists representing what they describe as the
first public interest anthropology research group of the United. Stites
has issued a report saYing that mining activities in the Amazon base of
South America destroying local, primitive Indian tribes. As described
by the principa author, Dr. Sheldon Davis, of the.,Massachusetts
Institute of Teci,,,,:bigy, the summarial is this:

Mineral right', dieovered in remote jungle. Greedy, profit-lusting, multi-
national corpora a -ombine with repressive military regimes to exploit the
deposits. Roads we forced into remote areas and construction boomtowne spring
up as mines are epened.

The local Indians are conveniently eliminated by outright killing or disease or
are drawn into the modern economy, such as it is in the jungle. The loss of tradi-
tional culture is a clear point of conflict between scientists and businessmen.
Anthropologists develop theories of behavior by studying primitives. A developed
Amazon wipes out any laboratory.

Davis' description of the intrinsic behavior pattern of U.S.-based
multinational corporations is based ottwhat he terms their "geologicals
imperative" to continue pumping minerals and energy into the indus-
trialized world. Tlw chief elements in this phenomenon are large multi-
national minerals and enemy 'corporations and the powerful govern-
ments and international raiding and developnlent institutions on,
which they depend at private economic gain.

The remedy, both Davis and coauthor Robert Mathews talk hope-
fully of congressional investigations on the impact of the multi-
national's activities. Ideally, we would like them to leave, Mathew3.
says.

When I read that last evening, I began taking a look at what it is we
are doing as a congressional commission, lroking at V relationships
of our Indian tribes in the past and what is happering t Any in this
modern world and South America.

Something quite similar to the same thing that has -appened to
American Indians, North American Indians, and citizens of the United
S t tes.

A
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I think the feeling of the country is the fact that they want to oh-,
literate this black mark against -our great Nation. I really feel truly
that the Indiail people and non-Indi',a people alike would like to
correct these :njustices.

I think onoe it is pointed out that historically, the tribes still have
the sovereignty, they still have the jurisdictional -process, and the
tribes are still governments that can govern, then I believe the Amer-
ican people will begin to accept this. However, Itfdlly realize that
tempers do rim high. r, too, have been the viethn of some of the preju-
dice that has been shown around the Nation, twen back _in the days
'Oren I personally was refused the opporttmity of purchasing a bottle
of beer m New Mexico, and this was quite a few years ago that this
Lappened. But, I can tell you from a standpoMt of experiencing a
situation ,such as this, it really brings down home what it is that we
are all about.

At that particular time, when that happened to me, I was a soldier
in the U.S. Army, fighting for this Nation and within the Nation
itself, I was refused the right of purchasing cue bottle of beer in one
of our Stat.N. NoW, that to me is ,leplora ble and it made me begin
to wonder why is it, if I cannot be treated like other citizens in these
United States. why should I fight I'm it.

Now I think this is a very serious thing that we're talking about,
-atul I think the non-Indian population in and around Indian country
-should be made aware of what has happened hi the past and I fully
believe this is a congressional responsibility to do so.

I think th States and the tribal g,overnmen' imuld, and ctmld,
-through .v mediation of the Congress, bring a relationship
whereby jurisdictional processes could be worked out and also, sov-
treiguty could bu worked out so that we could have a once-and-for-all
correlation between tribes mid State government. because that's
where it's at. That's where the feelings run high, right out there in
Indian country, not here in the ITnited Sta ts Capital. but out there
in the fiehl. That's where feelings run high and that's where we have
bloodshed occasionally.

That's when we have lots of black and blue marks and brui'ses a
lot of fights. a lot of stabbings, and a lot of discussion such as this.take
place out there.

I think it's our responsibility to recognize this and to work out an
agevement whereby the Fedend Government could be the mediator
and bring about the relationship between State and tribal government.

Mr. WILKINSOS. This discussion is moving toward what I think the
staff sees as the absolute central crest of this report. The ultimate
problem iii tlw last 1.0 y!,aN is one most of you ai.e itcutely aware of
m your own constituencies. It is happening all ecross the country. It,
is the fact that- local non-Indian cit:zenries a r. really, to one degree
or anothcr, rebelling against Indians, tind ni natty situations are not
willing to work with them.

We see the thrust of this report to be a statement of very basic prin-
ciples, such as the fact that Indian tribes are governments. Congress-
man Meeds, I suggest that the problem is not that the law is not clear,
and I will stand behind this 100 percent. The law is clear. The problem
is that the States in some eases, and I don't mean to say in all cases-
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there havbeen some wonderful agreements worked out at the toed
levA ibut n too many situations, the States are not recognizing what
the law is.

/ This has been a continuing pattern in the northwest litigation.
o Judge after judge has thrown up liis hands and has criticized the

Statesror refusing to cooperate with the tribes. Nbw, what w'e- are\tttiggesting, for example, in paragraph 1 on page 10, is not to make
new law, itot to take any radical steps, but to set forth" a clear con-
gressiona1 statement in this report and then itt)a statute, presumably,
that Indian trilies are governments.

I can't tell you the frustration I've felt at bargainim! tables repre-
F.enting tribes in many situations across this country. The people on
the other side of the table either sav or act as though my client is
nothing !mire than the Elks Club. Trial's not the law.

Indian tribes are more than the Elks and the Supreme Court
for 150 years has stuck to that principle and has done so this calen-
dar year in two cases. And I think it is time for Congress to state
that Indian tribes are gbvernments, and state it in very clear terms.

What this will do is to allow tribes to negotiate at the local level.,
The Senatmois concerned about the county level and that is a matter
of deep tonrern, there is no ,(ntestion about that. If the count :5 wish
to come to Congress for a solution to eliminate tribal jurisditMbn, t he
staff .sbegests that those counties should conic to Congress and say,
-We have sat down with the tribe and negotiated and tried to work
this out. We have .sat tbe with that other govehiment and we
reached an impasse." There is no tame laisie point in this report.

The problem is that they are not taking those steps. They are not
sitting (low n with the tribes. This Commission can do things to en-
courage that kind of negotiation .A the kcal level, RINI that is where
the long-term solution is needetl.

The city of Tacoma may have a real problem, Congressman, I agree
with vN completely. But\I don't believe Congre,:s should intervene
or tale tiny-action until those two governments have sat down and
tried to w'ork it out in good fatfli. That hasn't happened yet. .

If we reach that kind 'of impasse, then perhaps Congress should
intervene. There are suggestions, and we'll see them as we go through ..
the staff recommendations, of different techniques to attempt to give
the tribe a congressional sanction as to existing law so that they can
sit 'down as equals at th? bargaining table. There will be a proposal,
for example, for Federal funding of negotiations with local agencies,
and perhaps with the use of Federal mediators in some situations.

Mr. BORPRIDGE. May I interrupt, Mr. Chairman, at this point,
just to clarify my own thinking here?

What we are saying, essentially, i.. that one of the attributes of
tribalism is sovereignty and that over the years, in the relatiouAlip
with the Federal Government, there have been erosions of this sov-
ereignty. We are not always able to be precise as to what character-
istics of this oower have tieen eroded other than to say they reflect
the tremendous diversity in the tribes. As consequence, some have
j-ireserved a greater degree of the atmoutes of sovereignty than others
have.

Therefore, we are saying, that with respect to the broad spectrum
of residual tribal sovereOlty, that is, the sovereignty that is left,
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there has not been in most instances, a precise or, if you will, official
ot congressional determination of what specific sovereignty still resides
in these various tribes.

I sense that what we are saying then, is that there should be an
Indian involvement in two phases as I see it. If I read the findings
and recommendations correctly, point one, there needs to be a
determination specifically, almost on a tribe-by-tribe basis as to.
wha t elements of sovereign'y are still retained. We are saying further
and here we come to the heart, I think, of the potential effectiveness
of the Commission, that point two, as a result of these findings, we
will no doubt determine through whatever means are used that
there are instances in which practically unworkable situations are
noted. But, we are not suggestmg that the Commission go on record
as advocating unworkable or unattainable solutions.

What we are saying is that when we do move into the second area
of Indian involvement, -the determination of tribal sovereignty, that
it should not be done unilateralk. The Indians should be involved in
that determination. That procesi has become something of a gray
area in our history.

The second one, once recognizing what tribal sovereignty there is,
then there is this sense of negotiation that takes place. This negotia-
tion would proceed on a much fairer basis if there is a feeling that
when the Indians sit down with whatever other sovereignty, I mean
government, be it county or whate-,er, that if there is Congressio itil
intent that the issues should be resolved at that level; then it would
so proceed.

The thing I want to make quite clear is that I think it's quite
important for the record to state that the Indians are not seeking the
unietainable. They are not seeking what can no longer be done. We
are not talking about restoration of those areas which for all practical
purposes can never be achieved again because, if we take that stance,
then we're also going to sacrifice in the process some of our effective-
ness and some of the workable solutions that we can achieve.

What we're suggestitT, is that at least we would urge that there be
a sense of negotiation. 'lhis wou7.I be a reverse of the trend which has
been a historicel MO in which the Indians have been a passive re-
cipient of whatever has been determined unilaterally by the Federal
Government.

I'm giving my understanding of this--
Mr. WILKINSON. I notice the Commis:ioner no longer dares to

begin his statements with disclaimers of heing j-st a layman. Yes,
you did clarify what I was attempting to say, yes

Congressman MEEDS. I would just say, Charlie, you started out
by saying that there is no dispute, or the law is clear, or something
to that efiect.

You know, I just can't agree with that. You ask about the FBI
agency on the Rosebud Sioux Reservation, while the Federal Govern-
ment has reserved jurisdiction for the 10 major crimes on reservations,
and the FBI is the instrumentality, whether you agree or disagree.
And, I am not any great friend of the FBI, whether you agree or
disagree.

That jurisdiction has been reserved. The Indians have not . ried to
assert, nor do I think anybody is really seriously asserting that the.
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new government under this constitution. And, once it's appoved,
and I would like to state that I think some of the non-Indians there
may be moremay be willing to submit to the authority of the
tribal courts than I think we are assuming that everyone will not
wish to parti*ate or to be subject to the tribal courts and that I
think that this is understood.

We may see some different results. I would like to also state that
the FBI has been on our reservation, and I know that this is a very
emotional issue, but I feel I just have to state this.

I don't think they learned a thing from their experiences out in
Pine Ridge. There hits been a lot of mismanagement. 'They've missed
catching people, and it was my feeling that if we had the power and
authority, we could have goneby "we," I mean the tribe. We
could have hatidled the situation and I think the applieation here is
that we need to think about the Assimilated Crimes Act and Major
Crimes Act.

My point in stating this, is that I think there needs to be considera-
tion for a flexible mechanism that tribes can utilize; that the tribes
defer, and that as it is now, there is very little choice and that I think
in setting a new policy, this should be' the flexible mechanism tht
tribes can sit down witli the states and with the Federal Government
and work out some of these things to avoid some of the confrontation
kind some of the other problems that we have all experienced.

And, in our area we are setting aside trouble moneys to acquire some
of this land and we hope that over a period of time some of the land
that has been lost will be brought back under tribal title.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I will abide the Chairman's
admonition that perhaps we're going over this ground too many times.
However, I feel really seriously that this is the core question tliat this
whole Commission faces: the question of !..c :ereignty and powers and
which ones can and should be exercised by Tndian tribes.

And, just very quickly, I will iterate my understanding of that
second sentence of the first paragraph and as'k if my understanding is
correct.

With the understanding that sovereignty is the power to govern
all those diverse elements which are required of (rovernnwnts, that
sentence means to me that the question of who s%all be governed,
what shall be governed, where they shall be governed, how they shall
be governed, is all encompassing.

It is saying that Indian tribes have the. inherent right to govern
everyone within their jurisdiction 'or all purposes. If I understand
what is coming down the road, that definition of where will probably
be, perhaps, former boundaries of reservations or at least that is a
question for negotiation with local governments.

Also that sentence means that the power will be for all things. And
I just want, for the record, to indicate to you that I think that if we
were to adopt that policy, it would be totally unrealistic in keeping
with the facts and that it will be totally destructive, totally destruc-
tive of both Indian tribes amid Indian people in this Nation.

Mr. WILKINSON. Mr. Congressman, I just want to emphasize that
I think what you say is a literal reading of this sentence. As Mr.
Taylor indicated before, we fully- recc>gnize that that total sovereignty
is subject to the plenary power of Congress.

9
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Commissioner WhrrEcnow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to add to
what Commissioner Bruce has said here.

Some of the things that have been happening, I too have lived with
the situation all of my life with the State of Oklahoma and the Federal
agencies breathing down my throat all my life; and one of the things
that was really enlightening to me, was the fact tlmt when I finally
discovered that if I should inherit any tribal or trust land, I would
immediately become; as the Bureau calls it, a ward of the Government.

I currently don't own any land that is being held in trust, nor do I
have any money in the individual money accounts of the BIA.
Therefore, I'm a i'ree agent. I'm a full-fledged citizen of these United
States.

But, if I should inherit aoything of this nature, I would immediatel3r
become a ward of the Government ind in order for me to have control
over my own property, I would hay., to go through the State court and
prove my competency.

So, therefore, I feel under the shadow of this thing all of my life
also, and I think one of the thingsthe argument that's been pro-
sented here, that we can have bloodshed in the event we return juris-
4liction back to the tribes; one of the things that I think we need to
consider is the fact that these tribes are not militant people.

They have leadership out there that are genuinely concerned about
their people and they have feelit igs to treat their fellow man like fellow
men. TheF have the feeling of following the Ten Commandments of
Jesus Chr st. They know what Mother Nature is all about. They are
fine peoph,.. They are good people aad the only reason that they have
received this relationship msofar as any kind of militancy is con-
cerned, is the fact that they have been driven to it and they are not
really militant from that point of view.

A:1 they want is what is right, what is legally right and what is
theirs, and there is a need to face this issue as a Commissio/.. and we
cannot stick our heads in the sand and act like an ostrich out here.

We do have the problems and, Mr. Meeds, I am in complete con-
currence with you. I don't want to see aly bloodshed either and I
think we can truly bring about a relations ip with this Commission
that will sure enough set it down, whereby governments can sit down
and negotiate these relationships and I think it is very essential to the
future of our country.

Congressmat, MEEDS. If the gentleman will yield, since T don't
think I have Imyplace forecast bloodshed, I simply would indicate
to you that I think that if we were to recommend Allis kind of broad
dfinitio' nf sovert4gnty which is inherent in this second sentence of
paragr: a 1, we will flnd congressional action which will much
more severely limit tribal sovereignty than anyone in this room is
prepared to accept.

I don't say it will be by bloodshed. I think it will come very cleanly
and very quickly. We will, by our deliberations, have brought that
about. That's what I'm saying.

Mr. WILKINSON. When you say the second sentence, do you mean
third sentence?

The second sentence is that the power.; of tribes flow from their own
inherent sovereignty:

9
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Congressman MEEDS. No, no. I mean the third sentence. It says
"and questions relating to the powers o; tribes, the rule should be the
tribes have all the powers of env local sovereignty."
. Mr. WILKINSON. Again, our clear position is, that it should be read
in conjunction with the next sentence which does indicate that powers
can be taken from the tribe and there is no question about that. I want
to make that clear.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
I think that pretty well exhausts this subje.- . So, we ought to go on

to No. 2.
Is there any comment on No. 2?
-Congressman ME1ms. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I have a question.
Chairman ABOIREI.K. Congressman Meeds.
Congressman M KEDS. In quoting from that it says, "Indian people

to form their own tribal governments in whatever form they choose."
Now, let's assume that they choose to have a form of tribal govern

ment in which the leaders are picked by inheritance and diet there is
no right to vote by the members of the tribe for that leader. Would
that situation be proper under that terminology?

Mr. WILKINSON. That's fully permissible. the 1968 Civil Rights
Act does not inipose a republican form of government on the tribes.
That was debated by Congress.when that act was passed and yes,
that would be permissible. I think that the thrust of the 1968 act was
to specifically permit that, in large part because of .some of the requests
from the Southwest 'particuliuly.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let ine ask a further question to follow that
question, Lloyd.

flow will the tribe dochle that that's the way they are going to have
their government; will that. be done by election or ,You know, what ; will
there be any basic protections for, say, a majority of t.he tribe that
do,sn't went it that way, but say somebody Paine Hong and imposed
it on. them one way or the other. How are you going to do that?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I d )n't think there is any provision in
here that would safeguard a situation like that.

This is a restate.ment of acknowledged law. It's a restatement of the
premise that was recognized in the Indian Reorganization Act. of 1934.
I brought with me a copy of a solicitor's opinion that was written by
Nathan Margold within about 4 months after passage of the 1934 act.
It is 60 pages long and I'm having 15 copies run because I would like
each of the Commissioners to read this.

The title of it is "Powers of Indin Tribes." It is a very, very
exhaustive analysis of the powers of Indian tribes.

Chairman A.nouREZK. You haven't answered my question that how
aro you going to get to the point whore the tribe will say we're going
to c.hoosv our leaders by inheritance?

Mr. TAYLOR. It is not up to Federal law to tell tribes how they are
going to ,organize. The Pueblos are organized along the lines that I

believe you describe. I believe some of the New York Nations have
inherited chiefdoms. Now, Pr' not sure of that. I'm no expert on the
organization of Indian governments.

Many trilK,s have gone cver to a eonstitutiored system; mo.4 of
the tribe; of South Dakota, if net all. I don't see how they would ever
get am: from it and I don't -Pall.; think they would. want to get
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away from it. They have adjusted to the democratic, electoriat
type of concepts.

Is it the function of the law to tell tribes how they are going to.
organize?

Congressman M EEDS. Members of tribes, in addition to being
membe-rs of that tribe, are also American eitizei s, and have certain
constitutional guarantees.

Chairman ARM; REZK. Whitt protection of individual rights will
there be in that kind of government, if you don't have an elective
system? Is there a way to Inotect the rights?

Mr. TAYLOR. Not through Federal law other than the 1968 Civil
Rights Act. I know the 1968 Civil Rights Act is not liked by tribes
but I think it's their saving grace. I constantly find myself falling back
on that as a ji:stification and I think every lawyer dealing in this busi-
ness finds himself in that Same position. iiut, anything beyond that is
not really the business of the It ederal Government and Congressman
Meeds, to go to your point there, Indians arc citizens of the United
States. That is very true.

They are also citizens of their tribes and it goes back to the comment
:Yesterday about international law. There is case law on the books.
Standing Bfdr v. Crook, argued in around 1860, I think. It established
two facts. After 4 hours of arguing by the U.S. attorney to the con-
trary, the jw Ige finally rules that Iildians are human beings within the-
meaning of the law. Incredible.

The second part was that they also had the right as citizens of
their tribes to expatriate themselves. 'I'hat is an international law
ceneept. That's what has been lost in recent years. We've lost the
original conception of where this body of law originated and I sin-
cerely believe that if we go back to these fundamental points, solu-
tions are there. .

Wt, are complicating it by the way we are trying to approach it.
and if we would go back to these fundamentals, the thing will work
much more expeditiously than it is working now.

Mr. ALEXANDER. To pick up on your point of how things will work,
we almost seem to be dealing in a re(: herring situation.

I knov we have had the example of Pine Ridge, which is on many
people's minds, but we should not generalize front one example
where a proeess feil down and then was picked up by the tribal people
and solved.

Tribes are experimenting '1 over the country within their own
tradition as to how to resolve conflicts between indivhltial Indian
tribal citizens and tribal governments. The Apache's talk about special
committee; of eldr.vs to negotiate problems out. It is not necessary
that all systems and all remedies fall within classic Anglo triparte
government systems.

Government is based on people's consensus as such. Tribal govern-
ments. whoever form that consensus takes, whether it be an election.
be it the fact that if a chief was not acting appropriately, in yettrA
gone by, the elders of the tribes in many of the (72Nes, the elder women
of the tribe, told him and he stopped or he learned that he was no
longer the chief.

The!.e is a multiplicity of systems. No one is suggesting that we
can return to a 14 t h century system. "I he tribes are governments
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within the 20th century context. Nobody knows how tribal govern-
ments would have developed had not this continent been colonized,
but tribes have come to have the flexibility to be able to make govern-
ment systems reflect their people's needs within the context of their
cultures and their traditions.

Anti, those answers are going to come up through individual tribal
minims. The 196S Civil Rights Act provides basic kinds of Western
civilization concepts to the operations of tribal governments. The
individual Indian citizen's rights 'alder the 14th amendment in the
Bill of Rights, run against State governments and run against the
United States, not to t le tribe.

Their rights and relations to the tribe are based upon their tribal
constitution and their consensus, it can gct back 3,000 to 4,000 years
as in the case of the Pueblos. Those are systems that are going to
have to be worked out, and people all over the Indian country are
taking hard looks at those constitutions.

There are several hundred Indian lawyers that exist today. There
are tribal court judges that I would hold up against any legally trained
judge in the United States that are operating today. There is en
evolving, growing tribal government community, and we have to see
and give it the support to see how it's going to be developed.

We can't make specific generalizations on that evolving system.
Mr. WI-maws. I think there is one other important point here

that has to be separated out. Thare are two questions involved here.
The threshold question is whether or not Indian people can choose

thei* own form of governmenti and our answer on that, to that, Of
course, is they can.

The second question is ho* do you project individual members'
rights, and the answer to that is, that tiv3 1968 Civil Rights Act does
that, whatever form of government they choose to govern under.

You cannot guarantee indivhlual rights by imposing a form of
government. That's not appropriate. You cannot protect the indi-
vidual rights under whatever form of government they choose to
govern by througl. the 1968 Civil Rights Act, so I think that there is
a two step analysis here an& that it is not necessarily one kind of
thing that goes on and I thiYik that is an important difference in
analyzing this thing.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Clhairman, would the 1908 e:vil Rights
Act cover the situation of a form of government in which a specific
religion was dictated?

In other words, a state religion. Let's take the Pueblos. Does the .

1968 Civil Rights Act impose upon the Pueblos the obligation to
allow freedom of religious exemise by their members?

Mr. WILKINNON. The Civil Rights Act applies the freedom of
religion protection but does net apply the bar against the establish-
ment of religion. So the Pueblos wouhi be permitted to have a tribally
established religion. This was the reason this distinction was made in
the act. But, they are bound under the Civil Rights Act to accord
free exercise of religion.

Congressman MEEDs. So that. only those 10 amendments, which
differ in some respect from thci 10 amendments of the U.S. Constitu-
tion are imposed upon trihe ii their organization and not the other
guarantees of the Constitutiou
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The 14th amendment
Mr. WILKINSON. Due process and equal protection are included

in, the Indian Civil Rights Act. It's not an exact application of the
fitst 10 amendments at all. Some are picked and chosen.
' For example, the right to counsel is treated differently. It is right

/(o
retain counsel. Due process is included and very importantly,

equal protection is included. .
Congressman MEEDS. Well, doesn't due proce.is carry the right

to have a vote and a say in the direction and the form of government?
Mr. WILKINSON. I think the legislative history of the Civil Rights

Act indicates pretty clearly that the republican form of government
is not included.

Now if the tribe does decide to vote, and then some due process
issues may come in. But thev would have the right to have I tribal
government by nwans other than voting. \.

Congressman MEEns. But, as Senator Abourezk points out, if 'here
is no right to vote initially, as in a case where leadershiOs sdlected by
inheritance and where this has always been the case, right down to.the
present, then a vote is ratifier meaningless on that question, is it not?

Mr. II ILKINsON. I just 1 ave to say what a wonderful form of govern-
ment the Pueblos havf, nd how much Congres should encourage

- that. If the tribe had ih tt hereditary form of overnment and still
has it, I think present iKlicy would encourage t at tradition. And, I
hope very ihuch this repOrt would encourage that.

Congressman MEEDS. But do you think, and this is the basic prob-
letn I have, that this system unCler which we function can tolerate
and I use that word advisedlycan tolerate nonrepublican forms of
government within our system. Or ,. this deleterious to the whole
coneept which we all ho ,f. so basic: The right to have a say in the
management. of one's affairs; a vote, whether you get your %say or not
is immaterial as long as you can voice your opinion. Well, i' not
-immaterial, but the premise is that olive you had your.say, you abide
by the majority opinion. That is an overriding principle upon which
this country has functioned for years.

Now, I (.Ion't say we can impose this on the people outside of our
boriloN and I have often fougnt against those who tried to do this.
But it seems to me that we must impose this obligation and give that
ri!rht to everyone within our borders or we are ultimately going to be
4 lestruetive of our own system. You know, there is some question
about the Civil War being 1.aght over a question somewhat like that.
That situation is not totally analogous, but it is similar.

Mr. Wit.ticroN. (!ongressman, T guess the thing that most immedi-
ately comes to mind are the remarks of Nit% MeNickle. earlier on in

\, this meeting and that has to do specifically with the relationship o;
, the trilws to the government and the guarantees involved therein, in

that that involves a process by whi l'i the tribes change because. of
their rehttionships and they choose ) take on those accoutrements of
the dominant govermnent whore t ey are appropriate and amenable
to their form of government anOio not take on those which are not
etatsistent with their form of gO'vernment.

A vote is not the only way that people have a say in their form of
r074-verninent.
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Congressman MEEDS. Are you suggesting that we should not aveh
passed, the 'Civil Rights Act then, because people would ultimately
come around to the right position? Are :ou saying that we should-not
have imposed the obligation on storeowners and bus companies and
cothers; that the law of this land was such that it required equality
and that we simply sat back and waited for it to occur?

Mr. WHARTON. Not with respect to the non-Indian governments,
because we in the formation of our governments, chose to have a
republican form of government. That is not the form ofgovernment
which Indian tribes chose to have or have had historically. Their
governments, particularly with respect fo Pueblos, have functioned
for thousands of years and it seems to me appropriate to their society
and to their wayof life.

One of the basic tenets of our government is a separation of church
and state. The Indian tribes, by and large, do not choose to separate
the spirit from the body and they have found that appropriate to their
existence and their government and it has worked well for them.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the various _pieces of civil rights legislation
which yow have just referred to, the period frotn the late 1950's
through the 1978 act, Congress reqUired a very significant and a
substantial showing as to the pattern of civil rig.hts violations; Con-
gress went from the general 1958 act, which essentially dealt in a very
general way with the votingand the U.S. Commission on Crvil Rights
into more specific remedial pieces of legislation down the road,,requiring
'specific showings of patterns and practices of abuses by private
companies2 by State and local governments, significant evidence was
presented m these areas. Yards bf litigation.

The whole history of the Voting Rights Act of 1964 and its amend-
ments is based on, you know, enormous support and enormous legal
analysis. Enormous factual analysis showing substantial, significant,
nonending problems where the good faith assumptions that our country
placed upon local governments were not being met and we designed
and devised specific remedies.

We shifted burdens of proof. We took things,out of State court. We
put it in the Federal district court. We gave the Attorney General a
role and so on.

There is not that pattern of evidence with respect to Indian gov-
ernments

Congressman MEEDS. I understad that
I am in effect, disagreeing with' the general statement that you

simply sit back, as I understood Mr. McNickle's statement yesterday,
and there are obviously degrees and we ore talking in degrees. But,
the general concept that brings them to work themselves out is kind-
of foreign to my belief ; that sometimes it is necessary for a gm ern-
ment to take actions which dictate, in efT ect , a course of actioh, rather
than to simply allowing things to work themselves out.

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, I think implicit in this recommendation,
Congressman Meeds, is that Congress took very substantiall and in
the eyes of many Indians, extreme action of exactly this kind in 1068,
and applied due process, equal protection, many bill of rights'guaran-
tees to the tribes.

There has been a mountain of litigation under that. act. There have
been actions against tribal governments that have been overturned.

9
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the State of Washington; that the form and focus and the function of
Indian gqvernment should be allowed to vary as the local history,
needs, and culture dictate.

I think Commissioner Deer's own example of the Menominee and
how they drafted their constitution to take into their needs in coordi-
nation in their whole process with their local governmental officials,

and a strong point of issue with the State of Wisconsin is a classic case
example of an Indian government designing for their own needs.

Mr. BRUCE. What about the traditional people. You know, if I
don't like the way my tribe sets up its government, can I gather
together a few people and set up Dther one, or can I say that our
trad4tion is thus and so on, and we want that, and that is the situation
as a Commissioner I used to get into. Don't listen to this IRA group,
white man's groupcome down here, we're meeting down here,
traditional people who are the original.

What do we do about that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't think we're suggesting that tribal govern-

ments in a particular tribe split up into three or four different govern-
fhents. That's suggesting that those tribal people who haVe a con-
tinuum of a history together and a political identity be allowed to
choose the system of government that meets their needs and whatever
traditional components and whatever U.S. goiemmental concepts.

These are many forms of government in this nation that work l'or

different people.
Mr. BRUCE. Don't you think we ought to deal with that traditional

thing; it's real?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't want to interrupt the cothersation you're

having on this, Commissioner.
Yes; I believe that traditional governments could be formed. I

think I have been sitting here biting my teeth waiting to get back to
Mr. Meeds on the application

Mr: WILKINSON. Anybody who can look forward to a confrontation
with Congressman Meeds s a hell of a man.

Mr. DIAL. Most tribal governments: Do you consider a republican
form of government?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think there is an interesting phenomenon. Most
tribal governmelits today are basically structured to look somewhat
similar to a traditional Western European government.

Even when Congress passed the 1068 Civil Rights Act,'many of the
tribes pointed out that similar provisions were contained in tribal
constitutions. There is divergency. The Iroquois Confederacy in New
York State and going through Canada has a different form, of govern-

ment. The Pueblos have a different one, but most woulsi bewould
seem to be

Mr. DIAL. Most would seem to be republigan in form, that is electing

officials; right?
.Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. DrAL. But all would appear to be democratic; correct?
MT. ALEXANDER. Limited.
Mr. DIAL. Limited democracy?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In the Pueblo situation there is a mix between a

theocracy and an election system for Pueblo councilmen.
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Many others haven't been, but that aet provides an extremely sub-stantial safeguard fOr Indians and:mon-Indians alike who claim abuSesby the tribal government. It is not a popular act in Indian country.It was, as I say, a vei.Y substantial action by Congress, and I thinkexactly the kind you are suggesting.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are not suggesting that Congress should not

J act where there is a significant showing.
We are suggesting that Indian governments have been hobbled bythe lack of funds, by impositions of other systems and that' Indiancountry is trying to develop its own systems and that they need sup-port and there well may be abuses which develop which require specific

congressional action.
There is an important point that gets back to what Peter has said

earlier, and what Mr. McNickle said earlier about the assumptionabout tribal goverment.
The evidence before Congress on the 1968 Civil Rights Act showedthat mostand on Public Law 280, where law enforcement became avery substantial issue, the term used in congressional debates oftenwas a hiatus in law enforcementthe evidence showed that much of the

problem was due to the lack.of significant resources to run the systems.
The evidence on the field hearing by Senator Ervin's subcommittee

showed as much, if not more, substantial abuses in the law enforcement
pattern by non-Indian government against Indian citizens in border
towns. This evidence is overwhelming. There are cases, there are casestudies by Federal Government institutions; but the assumption
seems to be, and that is what we are challenging, that Indian govern-, meats are somehow inherently less competent than non-Indian
governments. What we are -sa3ring is that assmption is not valid andthat they deserve the same basic operating principles, which is that
they will act fairly and competently and jucliciously and that theyneed support.

We've talked about the 1968 Civil Rights Act and the cases arisingsunder it. I would submit to you that the pattern of litigation under
thein 1968's Indian Civil Ftights Act is substantially less than it is
for non-Indian governments in terms of abuses of power.

We cannot point to one case, one single, solitary case where anIndian government has been shown to abuse the taxing power, whichis a heavy, emotional issue that is raised time and time again in
field hearings. We get allegations and we ask non-Indian citizens totestify in the field hearings. We never got a specific example. We nevergot a case. There is not a reported case and we've looked.

Mr. BRUCE. May I ask a quick question?
Is it possible that under 2 here that you say sovereign authority

of the tribes is the righ L, of the Indian people to form their own tribal
government? Does that mean that it's possible to have more than onegovernment on a reservation?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would submit to you the Hopi situation. They
have a central government and they have delegated authority, some-what similar to a State, to local governments to run mini, :pal services.The IIopis have a central government in the nature of a centralized
State government, theyhave local governmental authority. But what

ithat term really means s that an Indian government does not have tolook the same, whether it's located in South Dakota or be located in
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Mr. DIAL. If the people of the tribe, you know, are perfectly happy
with this existing government, whatever it happens to be, let us
assume it's a theocracy, isn't it somewhat a 'democratic form of
government if they allow it to exist and if they want it to exist as
such?

I'm sure you are tiot implying that any tribe is imposing a govern-,
ment on their members that the members, you know really oppose, a
majority of

Chairman ABOUREZK. Would you yield that point?
Mr. DIAL. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. A- more specific way that I would like to

ask that same question is: Isn't it true that it is a democracy unless it's
imposed by some kind of force upon the people; if they accept a
theocracy, that in effect is a democracy, because it's the.body of their
will?

Mr. ALEXANDER. If the government rests on the consensus of the
people, then it's a governnwnt of the people. Democracy is not an
Indian term, necessarily. It is not necessarily an Indian term. It is
our term.

Most governments and the information here is somewhat distorted,
because most of it comes from anthropologists, rested on consensus.
They are a consensus system.

Mr. DIAL. But it's not a white man's term. If you try to define
it, you know, we can't define d.emocracy. The minute we try to define
democracy it is no longer that.44o I am simplysaying that we can only
say that democracy has certain characteristics and that the Narious
characteristics that we find -in tribal government' zeems to me that if
the people like it and they want it to exist, that is probably more
democratic valuesin tribal government than we are willing to accept,
maybe. Right, Pete?

Sir. TAYLOR. Commissioner Dial, I would like to respond to that.
I would say that you are right, that in fact what the 1934 Reorgan-
ization Act did, and the constitutions that were drawn up under it
is, induce tribes into adopting a constitution.

I'm not going to say those were imposed, so I'm going to phrase it,
induce them into adopting a constitution, which put tnbal chairmen
in office for terms of 2 to 4 years to head this tribal council.

The significant point to ine is that they put the tribal chairmen in
for a fixed term of office. To me that's fokeign to the way the Indian
nation s. did it in the plains areas. I frankiiy would like to see those
tribesNo. 1, I would like, to see Interior Department advise them
that there are alternative ways of organizing their government. There
is a real lack of im.gination in that department over there.

I think a parliamentary system would be very close and akin to the
traditional way those phtins Indians were organized. We were talking
about it last night. Pick up AMJUR and read why we couldn't
recognize tribal governments.

We couldn't recognize them because they were so damn democratic
we didn't know who the leader was. People followed who tht y re-
spected and when they stopped respecting him, they followed some-
one else. My God, that's democracy under the Acorn Tree, or some-
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thing, and we couldn't live with it because we didn't know who .we
were negotiating with.

OK, so we've got' to have .somebody we can look to and say, well
this gu, is the leader of the tribe. He can sign papers, he ean do this,
but a parliamentary system is closer to the traditional. I cannot for
the life of me; understand the Department of Interior, 49 years now,
who haven't gone out and talked about it.

To get over to this other point, the 1968 Civil Rights Act and the
Pueblos. There were 7 years of hearings under that'act and yet I don't
believe once the concept of how, a tribe forms its government, partic

i
.

ularly in relationship to the Pueblos, came out n those hearings.
It may 'Ave been. discussed, but the act clearly was not designed to

interrupt that form of. government. If that was the intent of the act,
then I now understand why the Pueblos want terget out from under it.

Congresf-man MEEDS. Peter, if I may interrupt you there. I had
just a little bit to do with the 1968 Civil Rights Act and as I ques-
tioned the Pueblos about these very things . I was assured by the .

Pueblos that indeed they did not prevent the' free exercise of religion.
The Pueblo chairnian knew that he wasn't tolling me the truth and I
knew he wasn't telling me the truth. We .all knew that the Pueblos

zt-' -impose state religion and we all knowthere are instances of the Peublos
running other religions off the reservations and everything else.

So I hope you don't just take the record as indicating what the
fact was.

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't want to take the record; but you know, I have
another feeling too, that we keep looking at Indian tribes as if before
we're going to give them full recoznition on this kind of thing they've
got to become model cities. They've got to become paragons Of virtue.
\Slat do we do with a guy out here in Prince Georges County that six
cops put 54 stitches in his head and the Department o'.!- Justice after
you lived here many :,ears, you know what's happening in Prince
Georges County, and Lie Department of Justice W on ' t investigate it.

Congressman MEEDS. I've lived in Prince Georges County for
several years.

Mr. TAYLOR. I won't live there. I live in Arlington.
And this 'FBI thing. You know, we talk about it. We're so worried

about tribes and my God, there's no evidence of' these abuses against
the Indians. Loolbwhat the FBT did in Pine Ridge and I don't know
what they're doing at Menominee right now.

I do know that one appropriate answer to it is, Senator Abourezk,
what you did in, the last term of office. You introduced a bill that
would provide statutory guic:elines for when the FBI puts on their
flack jackets and get out there with helicopters. They need that.
Thev need guidelines.

The Secretary of Interior needs guidelines on recognizing tribes. I
feel soy y for the Secretary. For a radical guy, I think I'm awfully
darn conservative, lie does need guidenes and you are right too when
you say that we .need guidelines on State and tribal cooperation. We
do need to come up with that. But I'm 100 percent behind Charlie
when he says the first step is rccognize these people as governments.

If Congress will say ves, by God, John Marshall was right and so
was Thurgood MarshaStates will start to talk to tribes.

1 o
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We also have to trust that ,the tribes are going to be responsible
and this is the premise of S. 2010, the Public Law-280 thing. I've
said that at conventions of small tribes. I remember when it was an
NCAI convention and die qqestion was why should NCAI support
S. 2010. Some small tribes actually were opposed to that at first
because they said we need State involvement with us and Ave don't
want to take it awa3r.

Then it became clear this wasn't forcibly removing the State, it
was putting in the hands of the tribes the option to say how much
*they want the State involved ; and once the State gets involved, if'
the State really screws it up, they can pull it back and say, no, we're
going to do it ourselves.

These kinds of options are really vital and it really is what we're
here about.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I thizik it's now a good time to break for
lunch.

Congressman MEEDs. Could I just kind of summarize at least
what I feel, however, that this section provides. It is a denial of one
of the basic rights of all Americans, or a basic tenet of our constitu-

-0,ional foim of government ; that government derives its power from the
consent of the governed. Paul, if you read it and literally interpret it,
it means that you can have a government which is a theocracy. You
can have a government which is a dictatorship; a government which
is parliamentary form. Or you can have any other form that those
who have thepower on a reservation or within a tribe wish to impose.
There is no right for those who are involved in the establishment of
that government to vote for it.

Now, is that an incorrect statement?
Mr. TAYLOR. I would agree that it violates our Anglo-Saxon con-

cepts of the way things should work, but we're also looking_at the
external4rface of this thing.

I think probably Don and Paul are right when they say that these
governments are responsive to their people and they really do rest
on the consent of the people who are there.

The one comment I would make is that from what I've seen in
PE.blos, most of them are so small they could have their own 1776
ifW guys would pick up a shotgun, you know, and if the system is
not resting on consent, we would have had 12 guys pick up a shotgun.
A little revolution to have their own constitutiOn.

Congressman, I suggest that the people in Pueblos like the system
that they have and the day they don't like it they will do something
about it. There isn't an individual that's filed a petition with the
Department of Interior to suggest iweventing those things.

Congressman MEEDs. That is so reminiscent of statements that
used to come out of the South, that blacks like the situation they
have. So reminiscent, Pete.

Mr. ALEXANDER. But I guess the difference here is in that situation
'ou had the white Governors and attorneys general of those States
testifying.

Mr. Summer of Mississippi iF probably the classic example of what
we're talking about here. This comes from field hearings on the
Indian people and not just tribal chairmen. People have problems
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with those tribal governments, nobody is denying that but when you
follow up and say how do you want to resolve that and they say we
want to resolve It. in our tribal government, we want to build those
mechanisms in our tribal governments that meet our needs.

Those Indian people were not tolling us in our field hearings across
the country that they wanted the Federal Government to come in
4md impose structures and standards on those tribes. They wanted
the Federal Government to provide tile support mechanisins to help .

them to develop the full governmental systems that met their loc.d
individual needs. e

And we had complaints. We had complaints from councilmen, we
had complaints from hulividual Indians about-how a particular house
was allocated and so on, but they wanted to be able to develop those
mechanisms and those remedy systems through their tribes. And they
suggest remedy "systems that are different from those that are used
by the States and that are uged in the Federal system.

Some of them are innovative and some are creative. I'v,e seen more
responsible tribal government than I've seen in my_own county which
has a good reputation. Those tribal governments go on their local
television and radio shows every Saturday morning and inform the
people of what's going on and use newsletters. There is more local
going on on those tribal levels, there's more creativity coining out of
there today. I would rather be in Judge William Rho-des' tribal court
than in most courts of the State of Maryland if I got arrested for
something, because that man is fair and just, and those tribes are
creating viable, evolving systems that need support and need to be
diffetent.

Mr. DIAL. I believe we will have one more statement before we go
to lunch, right, Mr. Chairman?

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Mr. DIAL. Paul, the Constitution -1 the United States guarantees

the States a republican form of government, right?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The (!onstitution of the United States is a grant

from the States to the Federal Government, delegating authorities
for the Federal Government.

Mr. DIAL. OK, yes. Now, no amendnwnt of the Constitution, the
original Constitution, the orieinal article n nies, o anclinentswhat,
do we have now, 25 or 26, crenies tribal government or says that
tribal government, has to have a republican form of government,
right? :eo, we would assume then that certain inherent rights reside
within the people of the tribe to determine their own destiny in the
way of government as long as it doesn't make war on the United
States.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You're back to 1789 which is thethe answer is
but there are

Mr. DIAL. OK.
Mr. ALEXANDER. There are two minor clarification point,. The

tribes were not a party to the U.S. Constitution. The nwntion of the
tribes are in that the United States took unto itself the authority to
regulate Indian nations from which in this legal system stems the
plenary powers doctrine.

Mr. DIAL. The whole idea tiough is there is nothing there to deny
in fact.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. NO.
'MT. DIAL. OK.
Chairman Anotrazzic. We'll be inrreoess until 1:15;
(Whereupon the meeting was adjorned at 12:15 p.m: to reconvene

at 1:15 p.m.1
AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman ABOITREZX. The session will ,resume. The chamber will
come to order.

I want to just inform the Commission that we are going to have to
disreuss on, probably, Monday a question of reviling dates for ad-
ditional markup sessions and maybe we will have to discuss extendirig
the time for the submission of the report and I have asked Ernie
Stevens to put some stuff together-for purposes of that discussion.

We'll spend a short time on that Monday, because as more and
more people are coming up and telling me that certain timetables are
vilal and so on and it's something we're going to have to take up and
deal with. Where did we leave oft'?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We were on page 10, No. 2. Inherent in the
authority of the tribe is the right of the Indian people to form tlieir
own tribal government in whatever form they choose.

Chairman A:Boungzit. All right.
It seems that we have gone rather thoroughly into *that subject.

like to move onto the next one, unless there is a member of the
Commission who wants to discuss that further.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I won't dwell on this, but I
think it's something that we certainly have to consider. We've con-
sidered the authoritythe form of Indian governmints. We have not
discussed over whom this control and authority reiches, and .I think
I know the answer of the Panel. However, we should discuss it just a
little bit.

If I have the basic philosophical problems with the concepts of
total sovereignty and the right of tribal governments to choose forms
alien to my Anglo-Saxon concepts of government over Indians, I
have the same kind of problems in the assertion of those powers over
non-Indians who do not have any voice in the promulgation or exercise
of those powers.

Let me just give an example: the power to tax on Indian reserva-
tions. Let's use a reserve tion which encompassing checker- boarding
in which non-Indians have resided for many years and received title
to their lands because of expansionistic policies by the Federal Govern-
ment. The non-Indians acted, in good faith. Let's say a decision is
made by the governing body of the tnbe to impose taxes or for that
matter to assert any of the powers of the tribe. These non-Indian
people have no right to vote or participate in the decisionmaking
which leads up to the decision to tax or to assert any of the other
powers.

How do the task force reports or the recommendations of the
Panel deal with that problem.

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, first of all, Mr. Vice Chairman, the report
does recommend that Indian tribes continue to have jurisdiction over
non-Indians and in the area of taxing specifically. That recommenda-
tion will come up soon.
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Congressman MUM In another place; perhaps we 'should wait
then. ,

Mr. ALEXAN DER. About page 58 of this chapter, when we get into
very sRecifie jurisdietionatissues, 58 B and C.

hairman ABOUREZK. Of the same chapter; if it's in this chapter
you mayas well discuss it now rather than putting it off.

Mr. WILKINSON. All right. First of all, I know I am repeating my- -..

self, but it is important to repeat this Congressman lkiteeds, the staff
retommendations do not involve a; concept of completesovereignty,
of tbtal sovereignty. It is a limited sovereignty, as all sovereignties in
practical terms are, and so we are not talking about total sovereignty.

The Congressman poses an example bf taxing non-Indians. I wish
to majce it .clear on the iecord that the most exhaustive series of
hearings in the history of Indian affairs has uncovered,4o my knowl-
edge, no examOe of any claim of unfaii takation by any Indian tribe.

So we are talking abouta situation that has not been shown to exist.
Congressman MEEDS. Before we get sidetracked, I used the tax as

an example. I dOn't have to use that. We can say any decision which
affects the lives of people who reside in an area by a body in which they =-
have no say, no vote, no representation, and so on.

I used the tax as an example, just as a measure which 'would be
representative of this broad area of decisiomnaking without the input
of those who are affected.

Mr. WILKINSON. All right. I think it is appropriate to begin by
saying that those same hearings uncovered very, very few, and I
think we're ta4kink about one or two examples of non-Indians claiming
abuses by tribal councils of the kind in your hypothetical.,

There are concerns
Cowessman MEEDS. Well, they didn't hold any hearings in north;

West Washington then, / have to say that.
Mr. WILKINSON. Well there might have been various reasons.
Congressman MEEDS. That'i beyond the point.,I'm asking a theo-

retical question.
Mr. WILKINSON. All right. First 'Of all, I think there is a series of

decisions by the Supreme Court of the- United' States that in my
judgment is extremely important and hasn't been mentioned yet. I
think it might be worth menaoning.

In Morton against Mancari, a 1973 decision; in FWier against District
Court, a 1976 decision ; and in Moe against Confederated Tribes, a 1976-
decision, the Supreme Court of the linited States for the first time, I
think, spoke with absolute clarity to the question of equal protection as
it applied to Indian tribes.

In /vlorton aga;nst Mancari the Court found that a hiring preferenc% -
in the BIA in favoe of Indian tribes was not unconstitutional, because
it wasn't based on race, it was based on a political relationship.

In the Fisher case an Indian was not permitted to go into State
court because the situation involved a guardianship which had reser-
vation contacts. The Court found then that Indian matters must go
only to- tribal court and that that's not a violation of equal protection
because a tribe is a political body.

It is also established that tribes have the power to determine their
own membership. Those principles taken together, along with many
other statements and cases, I think, make it clear that existing law does
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prevent the kind of situation the Congressman is sPeaking of. But, I
think the Congressman is going further than asking is this fair. Ile is
asking whether it should continue. And I wish to emphasize 'that it is
another extremely fundamental question as to whether non-Indians
should somehow have the right to participate in tribal government.

The clear message from Indian country is no. 'rho belief is unanimous,
I think, that tribal governments are tribal affairs and should be
limited us such.

Now, if a non-Indian claimS to be in anyway disadvantaged by
action of the tribal council there is an extremely sophisticated and
adequate series of remedies under the Indian Civil, Rights Act of
196S. And again, I emphasize because I think it's so crucial, the
eqtml protection and due process provisions have been applied to "the
tribes under the Indian Civil Rights Act.

That speaks directly to questions which I suggest are hypothetical
at this point, but nonetheless clearly should be inquired into, con-,
cernina discrimination on the basis of race.

The''Civil Rights Act does speak specifically to that and it perlits
recourse to the courts. That is not an act which is favored by Vs,
but it exists and does provide those kinds of remedies.

I would suggest again as a final matter, what in my judgment,
is one of the four or five most basic principles that the staff has rec-
ommended to th Commission. I just thk it is so terribly important
and ought to be a guiding principle for congressional policy. It speaks
directly to the Congressman's question. It is the very simple statement
on ptlf.,T 5611, which could go a long way to determining how C.ongress
is going to deal with indian affairs in the future.

T ihis s the finding that staff recommends the Commission endorse
that I believe is most directly relevant: "Federal policy concerning
tribal govereignty must be premised on the assumption that when
confronted with Options the Indian people will act intelligently,
responsibly and fairly when exercising powers of self-government."

There has been no showing that tribes are acting otherwise. Cowress
so Often only acts when there is a substantial showing and where
there is a serious situation involved. There has been no such showing '
here that' the tribes are acting otherwise. It just seems to me that
recognizing the fundamental principle that has just been suggested
that tribes act fairlyis not only an appropriate way for Congress
to act but is based on emperiml evidence that has been discovered
in the field:

Congressmen MEEDS. Are.you aware of any cases that have been
brought in any courts in whieli\non-Indians have alleged a violat ion
of the equal protection provision'of the Constitution because they
did not have representation or an inpht, of some kind in the decision-
making process in tribal bodies which regulate them?

Are vou aware of any cases involving that basis?
Mr.'`PAYLOIt. Congressman Meeds, there is total silence from this

table, which I can only interpret is that all thr-e.e of us answer no, we
are not aware of any.

Mr. WILKINSON. I'm not ;mare of ono. I am aware of cases brought
up in the act by non-Indians but not on the point you sup:gest.

Congressman MEEDS. You are aware of the case of Baker v. Carr
which the U.S. Supreme Court held, in effect, that due process in-
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'eluded not onlY the right to have representatid, but that represen-
tation had to be based on a proportion of the population of which,
was mea4ingfu1?

That is to say equal protection meant equal input in the selection
of those who represent the Government.

Mr. WainNeost. Yes. and that dealt with the republican goyern-
ment clause, I believe, Which is not involved here.

Congressman MEER& Well, I think it dealt also with the equal
protection clause.

Mr.. WILKINSON. Ye_ it did.
Mr. TAYLOR. Also, Mr. Meeds, it dealt with State compliance with

their own constitutional requirements ard Baker v. Carr was limited
to one mar, one vote in the House of Representatives. There was a
second case 1 year later that extended that doctrine to the. Senate in
the State Governments.

I can't recall the name of.that second case. It's my persopal opinion
and it tilwayb has been that the Supreme Court rewrote the history of

'this country in that decision: I think they were absolutely ivrong in
that second case, hut in Baker v. Carr they fmally said, after I think
40 years of efforts,, to get reapportionment cases into the Federal
courts, they finally said, well, we.said it's a political thicket but at
long last We're going to step in and do what we should have done 40
years ago.

Congressman MzEns. Well, let's assume that the theory of Baker v.
Carr Was apPlied by some non-Indian within the borders of a reserva-
tion who was affected by a decision over which he had no representa-
tion and no input. Don't you think a court might hold that "due
process" means that people who are affected by the decisions of tribal
c,ouncilsjn which they had no input, might be denied equal protection?

Mr. WILKINSON. I would be deeply surprised.
The Supreme Court. has made a series of decisions involving the

Navajo Nation, concerning questions involving non-Indians. I'm not
suggesting that the question you are raising was discussed by the
Court. But there has been such a continual ratification by the Court
of the Navajo form of government, the Court contiRually pointing to
it in a very positive way and emphasizingthe strength of that govern-
ment, that it Would just be very surprising, and I know of no case
which would support that kind of result.

My recollection is, and I should have it in front of me but I don't,
that the recent ninth circuit decision in Oliphant against Schlie dis-
cusses the argument that you are suggesting. But I am not suggesting
that it isn't a question worth raising.

I just would find it very hard to believe that a court would rule
that way.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Baker v. Carr typecases under-the Indian
Civil Rigfits Act pertained exclusively to Indian afts under reap-
portionment with a councilmanic district and there is in Groundhog
and Keekr a finding that it was Snot the legislative intention to force
tribes into a republican form of government for Baker v. Carr purposes,
however, sothe following line of cases, where tribes selected such a
form of government and used council districts they would be held to
those standards.
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So, the courts are fairly consistent in this area in not takia the
whole voting reapportionment line of Federal cases under the I4th
Amendment.

Congressman MEEDS, As to Indians?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; tlhose cases are as to Indians.
Mr. WILKI\SON. Now I want to return briefly, and I hope this is

even.more responsive, to the recent cases involving equal protection.
Thev hold that an Indian tribe is a political entity, a govern-

mental entity and not a racial entity. We have lots oftnoncitzens in
the United States who can't vote. The noncitizen of the tribe residing
on the land should be in the same position. If that person has not
been accepted into the tribe, into the political entity, that person
should' not be permitted to participate. 1 really am satisfied that
that is how the court would come down.

1 feel obligated to repeat, that any question of permitting bon-
Indians to vote in tribal affairs would be one of the most extreme steps
of abrogating tribal sovereignty that the U.S. Government has evertaken.

Congressman MEEDS. But you wouldn't deny that Congress has thepower to do that.
MIS. WILKINSON. There is no doubt in my mind that Congress

has the power to do it. I just start thinking of the mid-I950's when I
think of that kind of concept. I think it's that fundamental.

Mr. Txvi.on. I would condition that remark to the extent that
Congress would have the power to deny recognition to the acts of
tribal governments over non,Imiinns, unless they . allowed non-
Indians to participate. The Congress does not have the power to open
up the tribal politieal provess andl, allow non-Indians to vote in those
tribal processes. You can conOition the power of that tribe but I
would say that it's beyond tire jurisdiction of the United States toopen up the political processes of the tribe and dictate electoral
process.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Tile part about beyond the jurisdiction of the
United States needs to be expanded on and that is simply a point
that it is the U.S. courts that determine whak the U.S. jurisdiction
is and to repeat what was said to us frequently in Indian country.

The question of the power of the United States which is based 'on
its system is a quetion of might in its final analysis.

So that needs to be stated.
Congressman .MEEDS. Isn't any legal system, in the final analysis,

based on the ability to enforce. Isn't that what you are'saying?
Mr. ALEXANDER.ACti.
Congressman MUDS. I wouldn't disagree with that.
Mr. WHITECROW. Will the gent lenren yield?
Congressman MEEDS. I have finished. 'Thank you.
Mr. WHITECROW. Thank you.
I would like to'find'out just exactly where we are now for my own

personal information.
Let me tell you what I think I understand after all of this conversa-tion now. I think that -it's my understanding now that we are rec-ognizing that a tribe is a government, that a tribe has sovereignty,

that a tribe would have jurisdiction over its geographic boundary area.
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Now, one of the questions that I ur .rstand is under consideration
here is 'whether or not non-Indians would have legal voting rights
within that tribal arca.

NOVTI one of the questions as I see it, is the fact. that a.tribe has the
right to determine its own citizenship. I would like to pose this ques-
tion to the staff.

Supposing a tribe then assumed a jurisdiction over its geographic
boundary, applying its sovereig:n right, coming under the plenary
powers of the Congress recognizing all of those citizens within its
boundary es members of that tribe.

Now, we're getting away from blood relationships here; In this
event then, would the Federal Government still be responsible for the
delivery of services to all those tribal members whether or not they
were of Indian descent? .

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, I'll answer that, and I hope people will
speak up, if they have an addition to make. ,

I believe right now, under presentpractices, that the Bureau would
jnot provide those services. In my udgment that practice is highly

questionable, thet it may well be required of the Bureau to recognize
that tribes have the power to determine their own membership

Mr. WnrrEcnow. Say for instance we did. Say for instance this Com-
mission did come up with this recommendation, that allowing a .tribe
to assume those jurisdictional processes and recognizing the fact that
the tribe has the sovereignty.to do so. Then, if the tribe or then those
non-Imlian persons residing in its geographical area as members of its
tribe, -would we not have to recommend legislative action also to ex-
pand those treaty rights?

Mr. WILKINSON. I think that the kind of problems you're sug-
gesting would come up. Yes. I think that there would be a number of
additional acts that would have to be passed to account for this
unusual situation. Yes.

!qr. ALEXANDER. To get back to our trust discussion of yesterday
of the prime obligation of the United States being to the political
entity of the tribe, they will decide the notion of social services from
that moment. There would at least at minimum, be an obligation to
support the government and the resources of that population and the
government services which relate to the permanency of that
government.

Mr. WHITECROw. It goes back to my basic question from the initia-
tion of Allis whale Commission.

Did the Federal GOvernment make treaties with quarter blood
Indians, did they make treaties with half bloods, full bloods or did
they make treaties with tribes; and did they at that time tell the
tribe who its members were?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Federal Government's relationship is a polit,
ical relationship between a government, the United States and a tribal
political unit, a tribe. Not treaties with individual persons and not a
political relationship with individual persons,

Mr. WetrrEcaow. Well, knowing Indian people as I do, I' am sure
that. very few of them would actually accept any non-Indian into the
tribal membership. I'm sure this would never come about. But what
I'm trying to get over hero is what kind of process could be developed,'
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whereby the non-Indians in that geographic area could have some
form of representation.

Mr. WHARTON. Specifically to respond-to that, Mr. Whitecrow, it
wouldn't require a tribe to accept into its menThership as a member

jof the tribe, all of the non-Indians within its territorial urisdiction to
accomplish what it is that you're getting at.

A tribe for instance, to take the cxample of taxation could set up
specific taxing districts in which non-Indian people could have repre-
sentation and a vote with respect to specific things like taxation, like
zoning, like environmental control which wou:i not require member-
ship in the tribe but would allow tkem representation in those issues
which specifically relate to powers being exercised over them on those

- kinds of issues.
Mr. WHITECROW. I suppose what I'm getting at here is the fact

that a tribe would haveif a tribe has sovereignty, a tribe would have
that sovereign right to determine its membership the same as tha.
U.S. Government has the right to determine who is a citizen of the
United States; is this not correct?

Mr. WHARTON. That's correct.
Mr. ALEXANDER. On Mr. Wharton's point, there is an example as

I understand it that came up in our northwest hearing where the
zoning commission has non-Indian representation on it.

Different governments organize all of these functions differently. In
some States we have alTointed school boards. In some places we have
elected school boards. The populations that respond or choose those
entities that exercise zoning power, taxation power, education power
are defined by the gov-rnment. But, they may be appointed, they
may be elected, for some purposes they may be narrow districts, they
may be broad districts.

All of this though, negates one point in the tribes obligation under
existing law in exercising any of these functions, it still has to, use
fundamental due processthe administrative due process.

If you are determining to zone someone's land, they have hearing
rights, they have the same rights that you have as a citizen in Okla-
homa with a piece of land in Nevada. You have administrative rights
as to what is done with that land. You have representation, you Inive
court action, possible to protect your interest. 'Which is how most of
us in fact do protect our interests, through these various and sundry
proceedings, be it taxation, be it land use, be it an environmental
'Nue.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Well, then what I see hereI don't
really see a great deal of difference in what we're talking about here
and what we currently have in existence in the country.

The fact that when I come into Washington D.C,. or for that
matter, any of us when we come into Waslaington, D.C. We pay
taxes within the District of Columbia. We also pay taxes wherever
we may go and we don't have representation on those city sales taxes
and what-have-you, so I can't really see whereby we would have any
great difference, if we'll say as an example, a tribe would apply a
sales tax within its geographic boundary area of jurisdiction.

I can't really see that we're having.that great of a problem. Now,
maybe I'm wrong. Maybe I'm not seeing the whole picture.

Congressman MEEDS. Will the gentleman yield?
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Commissioner WHITECROw. Yes.
Congressman MEEDS. The major difference is that most Americans

have some representation in the decisiOnmaking processes in the place
of their residence.

It's- clear you don't have any input into the decisions of the city
of Washington, D.C., if you don't live here. But if you do live here,
you have an opportunity to vote for the people who make the decisions
which affect your life where your residence is. I think due- process
requires that opportunity not m South Dakota or someplace else.
but in the place where you reside. That's the difference.

Commissiofier WHITECROW. Let me ask this question: In that case,
how aboUt these people who are aliens and they are subject to taxation
without citizenship?

Mr. WILKINSON. That is the situation I was thinking of.
I think that there are many, many people who live here who are

not American citizens who have no vote atall. However, they have
chosen to come here and are not citizens of this country. People chose
to go to an Indian reservation and traditionally did not have a vote
in that government.
--And; in My judgment, that is not unconstitutional.

Congressman MEEDS. Well, again. there 'is a distinction^ there.
You're talking about aliens who have come into this country
voluntarily.

In the instance where an individual goes to en Indian reservation
and resides, be is an American citizen and he is residing on American
territory. Although it is an Indian reservation, it is still part of the
United States of America.

So that's a very substantial distinction.
Mr. WILKINSON. Well, again, it's the t:iread of international law

that weaves through Indian law that is not a figment of anyone's
imagination. It is not a radical notion. It appears in the cases and I
deeply believe that the analogy is fair and would be upheld by the
court that a person choosing to reside in an Indian reservation does
not have a right to vote in that tribal government and that that is not
a denial of any constitutional right. 'rhey would still have the right
to vote for State officers, for Federal officers! but not in the tribal
government. They are not a member of that political unit.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to ask a question in
regard to this: If this is the case, and if this is the situation that we're
looking at without representation, what about thewe'll say the
nonmilitary individual, entering a military reservation and coining
under marshal law?

You have no representation in the dcvelopment of those codes.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think that's right.
Mr. ALEiCANDER. His representation just to take the point that.

Charles made a while ago, his representation and his vote is through
the U.S. Congress.

Mr. TAYLOR. I have a little difficulty debating these questions on a
high theoretical level and I think it might help if we talk about sonic
cases.

First of all, on a theoretical level I would like to express my agree-
ment with Mr. Wilkinson and Paul. But, it oc curs to me we're (kaling .

here. with some very practical problems and if the tribe is going to be
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the primary government within the reservation, it has certain re-
Rionsibilities. Hopefully in the long run, what wa're aiming for in
itribal government is that they are economically independent, that they
function on the same financial base that the *other governments in
this country are functioning ander. And I think that the due proeess
protection under the 1968 Civil Rights Act provides a cushioning
effect here, which tends to cut out arguments of non-Indians about
their fears.

But, wheh we start talking practical cases, I was at Lummi Res-
ervation and that reservation sits on a peninsula, a -very attractive
land out there and hen-Indians have purchased parcels of land out
there and built nice homes. And Conmssmah, I'll have to defer to
you on this one, but I don't think there is a fire station within a good
many miles of that place. Now if the Lummis are going to have
government and one of their functions is going to be to deliver fire
protection, the obligation should be to deliver that protection on a
nonascriminatory basis to everybody on that reservation.

By the same token, they should have the tax power to raise the
money to buy the fire engine to go fight those fires.

That's the kind of tax authority. we're talking, about. Ada Deer
Reservation, Menominee, with just 300 non-lhdiansare we gOing
to say that 2,300 Indians have to pay for the fire engine that has to
also be used to help those 300 non-lndians?

think those people have an obligation to participate financially,
Now, I do like the idea and I hear this thing aboilt- 1 akima,

It more or less supports a paragraph in here that tribes are going
to act intelligently. There they've come up with a system on their
zoning ordinances where they are allowing the non-Indian participa-
tion in the development of these decisions.

1, wally think the record, if we stop and take a look at it, time and
time again will show tribal cooperation or at least the extension of
the hand of cooperation.

Congressman MEEDS. Peter, if I may depict a bad example. The
Lummi Reservation is in fire district 13 as a matter of fact. It's a
very bad example of what you are trying to point out. The facts are
just the opposite.

The fire district which covers the reservation is a fire district under
State law. The fee holders are the only ones who are taxed for it. An
average of 78 percent of the calls are made for Indian homes and
families, yet the Indians pay not 1 cent toward the maintenance of
that fire 'district and the non-Indians are incensed about it, and I
don't blame them. I've met twice with the tribal authorities there.

On one occasion I met with Sam Cagey, on another occasion with
Vernon Lane. In the.meeting they indicated they agreed that it was
not good situation ana that the tribe ought to be participating and
that they would try to see that the tribe did participate. The first meeting
I had with Sam Cagey was about 18 months ago and there's been no
participation from the tribe as yet. I hope it will be forthcoming.

But, that is not a good example and I want you to know that. I
wouldn't have pointed that out except for the fact that you brought.
it up.

Mr. TAYLOR. I'm glad we hit on this because these are the kind of
hard cases that are bothering you and they are bothering me. I thinl.
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the example of Lummiit's too bad I chose Lummi in view of the
response, but it does show, I think we are getting this outwhat we
are trying to say in this document, perhaps Quinault or Warm Springs
would have been a better example or 'Menominee, but it's pointing
two things. It's pointing, I think, to allowing these governmental
processes to go. It's also pointing to the need of Indian tribes toward
accepting responsibility. This Commission, we have to point our
fingers at every sovereign in this country, that Indian tribes are not
exempt from that, but so are States, counties, municipalities, Congress
and the Executive.

Mr. ALEXANDER. But, it will also take us one further step, whfch
is something we were discussing this morning, which is a need for a
mechanism to work out the intergovernmental relations supported
by the Federal Government. The situation on Lummi, on the fire
district could be in total reverse.

It could be. northern California or southern California where there
is denial of fire services to Indians. In the Colville Reservation, you
have had an example for quite a number of years before the tribe
started its own police department of a substantial economic contribu-
tion to the county sheriff's department in the six figures. And you
now have a situation where a tribe-is frustrated hy the lack of the
ability to get appropriate nondiscriminator services from its non-
Indian neighboN and has reasserted its concurrent jurisdiction on
law enforcement and has done it to such an extent that non-Indian
.1.overnments in the area are contracting services from the tribe, in-
stead of from the non-Indian county. That type of tribal government
needs to be supported and mechanisms neeil to be established and
developed to try to help this process along, which takes .is back to
where we were this morning.

Commissioner WHITECROw. Mr. Chairman, I certainly wouldn't
want to put one of our fellow Commissioners on the spot here, but
we have one of our Commissioner s. that is the chairperson of one of
our recently, newly recognized Indian reservations and I recognize
Commissioner Deer as a very able and capable individual, fair in all
respects, not only to the Indbin but to the non-Indian alike, and I
would like to ask a Nlow Commissioner how you view this particular
situation, jurisdiction, sovereignty and due process whereby you
would provide services, provide for relationships with the non-Indian
in your reservation area.

(7ommksioner DEER. That's a big question. I was just commenting
to Congressman Meeds about it, and our situation and Menominee.

We do have a cooperative rehitionship with the county government.
We do have c.ontracts that have been negotiated between the Menom-
inee Restoration Committee and the county government for different
arrangements.

We feel that being in the majority, both in the restoration committee
and in the county government, end I must say, that 11 of the members
of the county board of supervisors are members of the tribe, that we
do have an obligation to the non-Indian in our area.

In response to your question about the jurisdiction, I would point
out by reading earlier of our association of jurisdiction in our
constitution.
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Now, of course we realize that there perhaps will be court cases
on this' but this is what we are doing now, asserting our jurisdiction
and I think that this is what tribes need 'to do across the country.,
assert some of the sovereignty and jurisdiction that has been eroded
'and has been diminished over the years.

I don't feel that in our situation at Menominee that we will have
an antagonistic situation. That we are taking a reasonable approach
with the county and with the State; and I feel that once our tribal
government is m full force that tlOs will continue.

Now, I don't know if this answers all your questions, Commissioner
Whiteerow. I'll be happy to respond to any points you think I might
have missed.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Thank you, Commissioner Deer,
ust one thing that I think really has a great bearing upon our

whole total discussion here insofar as recogmzing a tribe, its tribal
government, recognizing that a tribe as a government must begin
trying to finance itself and function as a representative of the people.
I would like to go back to Public Law.93-580, a law that really sets
this up. I would like to read the congressional findings that established
this particular law.

Congress, after careful review of the Federal Government's his-
' 'toiiéal and special legal -relationship with- American Indian. people,

finds that the polioy implementing this relationship has shifted
'and changed with changing administrations_, and in thepresent years
without apparent rational design and without a consistent goal to
achieve Indian self-sufficiency.

iThat self-sufficiency to me s something that the Federal Govern-
ment is after, something that the Federal Government really and
sincerely and truly wants to come about, and the only way that I
can see Indian self-sufficiency can be attained, is through reestablishing
a tribal government so that it could become self sufficient.

If we are really and truly looking at that, I think we must look at
this as sweeping change and we must realize we are going to have an
'educational process.

And, Commissioner Deer, I think your attitude and your approach
to this is certainly a very reasonable and a very intelligent approach
to what you have going on and I feel that I can speak for all of those
other tribal leaders that I am familiar with. Thei too have the same
concern, the same approach and I don't feel we can look for Any kind
.of radical change insofar as their approach to their responsibilities.

Congressman MEEns. Will the gentleman yield?
CODIM1Ssioner WHITECROW. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. The gentleman just recited some words which

had some connection. I must say that from time to time I've been
called upbn to eat my own words and I've found them largely palatable.

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't know whether we've exhausted this tax thing,
but I feel that some of these questions like gribal jurisdiction over
non-Indiansthe criminal law field is a good one to examine this in.

I'm sure all of us at this table have some special situations we know
of but, you know, law and order is obviously something that is to be
desired. lslon-Indians want it, Indians want it.

-1 1 4
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I don't see how you can have law and order if you say that a tribe .
rannot, per se, exercise jurisdiction over a non-Indian.

That's a position that the Department of Interior has taken for
about 40 yeaN. Actually, this case is finally coming up, Oliphant v.
Sehliei just decided by the ninth circuit. It comes off the Suquamish
Reservation and, incredibly, the reason that the tribe took jurisdi-
tion of a non-Indian was that they had only recently gotten a consti-
tution or regained tlwir legal status. I'm not sure just what their
situation was then. They were a very small tribe and they lutd not
been tokl yet that they didn't have jurisdiction over a non-Indian.
They fell into the thing.

Thie first case on the Suquamish Reservation arose on a parcel of
tribally owned trust land within thc; ro*:rvation boundary. rrhe fact
situation is very compelling. The tribe was having an annual cere-
mony powwow or something. Every year there is a very large number
of people that attend thatthat had gone to the reservation.

The tribe call,ed the local county sheriff and asked him if lw would
station a couple of tleputies out there to help maintain law athl ortler.
Ifis response was, 1 don't have the manpower to do it ; I'll be in my
office; I'm 40 miles away--I think it was 40 milesand if ttny prob-
lem arises, just give me a call.

They had a complete absence of law and order authority. Sure
..'enodgb,`tiboutaco'Clock in ethe morning.a.non-Indian.got (31X1:4,41-

a tribal police ofhcer went over to try to restrain him and the fellow
took a swing at the cop. A very unwise thing ever to do to any poliee
officer. So, lie wound up in the local jug, which happened to be a jail
downtown, a non-Indian town that they had contraet with.

All right. That's the fgiphant v. Sehlie case. There's another one
coining behind it, the Belgarde case. The next question is, does the
tribal jnrisdietionwell, tile Federal court upheld the tribal jurisdic-
tion over the non-Indian in firphant. The, Ilf`xt case NNW+, does that
jurisdiction extend to fee patent land within the reservation; and this
is the Bettionte case. Olipltunt is involved in this one, too, only a:, a
passenger this time.

Chairmtm ABOUREZK. Is this the same guy that got drunk?
Mr. TAII,Cfn. And I think he's probably drunk again. I want to

qualify thisI believe he was drunk. I don't want to find myself in
court as a defendant.

Bilgemle (.11se involved a vehicle chase around the reservation.
Now here you have the checkerboard system. Part of the chase was
on trust-allotted land, part of it was onI guess State-owned land,
non-Indian-owned land. and probably part on trilmlly owned !and.

Wlwn they finally pulled Belgarde onto the side of the rot4l, and
Oliphant was a passenger in the car, they were on fee patent land at
that point.

The tribe had a brawl new police car, pulled it up in front of Bel-
garde's car so he couldn't movestandard police practice. Belgarde
got mad, jammed on the accelerator and rammed t police ear. 1\ ow,
are we going to say that a tribe doesn't have jurisdiction in a situa-
tion like this?

I'm sure that the Feder41 court is going to say that they do. We
have to accept the premise that the tribal jurisdiction over e non-
Indian is not excluded per se. When we start talking large allotted
reservations, we have genuine problems on land use and taxation.

11
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'But, we cannot have the.positionanyone who believes in law and
order cannot have a po4ition that tribes cannot exercise jurisdiction
over non-Indians, per se.

Congressman MEEmisaireallairman, you would nat disagret.with
me however, that if the recommendations, which we have before us,
are adopted by the Commission and implemented by legislation,
the Edgarde case would be, in effect, legislatively decided. We would
also be deciding whether tribes had jurisdiction over a nonrIndian
who committed first-degree murder.

Mr. TAYLOR. If we adopted paragraph 1 on page 10?
*Congressman MEEDS. Right.
Mr. TAYLOR. My answer is, yes, I think we would be legislatively

.deciding the Oliphant ease.
Congressman 1VEEns. And also first-degree murder.
Mr.-TAYLOR. Well, you have the 1968 Civil Rights Act, which

limits tribal jurisdiction to $500 fine and 6 months in jail. It raises
another question, which is tribal jurisdiction over a major crime type
offense.

What you have are separate sovereigns. The Department of Justice
has taken the position that some Federal court decisions have stated
that the Major Crimes Act withdrew jurisdiction from the tribes and
vested it exclusively in the Federal Government. That's never actually
been clearly decided yet. The Federal case statements on this are
;dkta but the Department of Justke-adopts this-position.

I will speak personally on this one. My feeling, .and I know I
speak for everyone at this table, is that jurisdiction was not taken
'away from the tribe. The tribe has concurrent jurisdiction. They are
also separate sovereigns, and a prosecution by the tribe should not
bar a subsequent Federal prosecution.

These two sovereigns can go hand-in-hand on that, just as the
Federal goes hand-in-hand with the States in some of their situations.

Congressman MEEDS. Are you aware of any tribal jnrisdiction over
any of the 10 major crimes, which has been asserted since the passage
of that act?

Mr. TAYLOR. I'm not aware of any cases on it but I am aware of
the fact that the Hopi, through the law firm of Boyden anti Kennedv
in Salt Lake City, revised their code and proscribed the crime Of
murder so the Hopi Tribe does have that jurisdiction asserted at
least in their code.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I'm not sure if the case has arisen yet, but it is
being given significant consideration and I think that the factual
problem that exists needs to be somewhat explained in this context.
There is a significant and substantial failure by the U.S. attorneys
generally to prosecute felonies that have arisen on Indian reserva-
tions. We have heard that all over the country. The National Tribal
Court Judges Association, to a certain extent, has documented that
in its series of studies.

What impact that has had on the Indian reservation is significant
and substantial. Where someone is able to walk around on the reserva-
tion, having escaped prosecution for a felony, it creates significant
local law enforcement problems, and so forth.

Judge Rhodes, who I have mentioned several times, says that
personally he can point to six persons on lis reservation who have
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escaped prosecutions. The reasons for this are complex. The FBI are
significantly distant from Indian reservations. They are not neces
sarily appropriate investigators when they get there. They don't
necessarily know the locaLlicene or interact well with the local people.

They are the second law enforcement authorities there. The BIA

or the tribal police are both the prime law enforcement authorities
on the reservation. They do not appropriately utilize those local
resources in law enforcement.

The lack of major criminal prosecution is a serious problem for
tribal justice systems and police cooperation.

I want to point out one otht e case example. Gila River, the tribe
south of Phoenix in Arizona, were some of the first tribes, vis-a-vis
consent order to extend jurisdiction over non-Indians in a functional,
operational sense. Those tribes were forced ,against the wall to that
position. They were losing tribal assets. The lives of the people in-
that tribe were in danger by ..lot exercising that jurisdiction pre-
viously.

There are stories of mesquite wood, which is a valuable asset, being
ripped off by people coming into the reservation, for commercial and
personal purposes and just driving away with impunity.

The stories of hunters coming into that reservation, chasing through
residential areas and firing guns through people's clotheslines, yards,
and so on, are what forced that tribe to extend that jurisdiction.

. etYSince 1972 the Gila River.Court-has run over 3,000,cases and there
has not been one single, solitary Indian civil rights appeal against
jurisdiction over non-Indians in Arizona in those cases; and Peter
has told a story and he knows it better than I, of a non-Indian lawyer
representing a non-Indian client in the Quinault court; came out of
that court system and said that was the best judge and the fairest
court system that he has ever been in. That he would rather be in
that court system with his client than in any of .the other surrounding
county or State court systems.

Anil that's what gets us right back to No. 1. The premise is the
assumption that ther will act intelligently, responsibly, and fairly when
exercising power; mid that is what we are talking about.

Mr. WHARTON. I think an additional comment with respect to
major crimes jurisdiction is relative here. There are 14 enumerated
major crimes, one of which was most recently added, which is to
deal with the kidnappings between Indian people that occur wholely
within the reservation.

I think ne of the things that that points up, is that tribal courts
do have jurisdiction over those serious crimes which are not enumer-
ated in those 14 serious crimes in the Major Crimes Act ; so in fact,
tribal courts do exercise jurisdiction over serious crimes.

The only problem is, of course, that when they do exercise such
jurisdiction, they are limited to 6 months and $500 fine.

Congressman.MEEDS. Just one more question in this area. Is there
a recommendation that the Major Crimes Act be repealed, insofar as
it Ili es to the Federal Government and non-Indian?

Mr. TAYLOR. No; I don't think the Indian people would want the
Major Crimes Act repealed. I do think they would like to have it
interpreted.
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Mr. WHARTON. The thrust of the recommendation
Commissioner WHITECROW. Excuse me. Don, and Mr. Chairman,

may I ask a spestion?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you have a question that will follow

...Ap on this or is it a new area? -
Commissioner WHITECROW. Yes, sir. It will follow up on this.
You don't thinkthere is no recommendation for repeal of the

Major Crimes Act, but what would happen, say with the assimilated
crimes act in a tribal.geographic area?

Mr. WHARTON. Assimilated crimes act is a separate issue involvingthe application of State
Commissioner WHITECROW. We will cover that later then.
Mr. WHARTON. Yes; we will.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I would like to, before you start, Pete, the

police in the building have said that if we want to come in tomorrow,
we're going to have to make arrangements now and I think the Com-
mission had better decide Whether or not we want to have a session
tomorrow.

My view of it is, that once we get beyond the Federal delivery
system, we will not have so much discussion or controversy as we've
had in these other sections and it's going to go a lotquicker; and my
feeling is we may not need a *session tomorrow.

Besides that, there are two football games on
[Laughter.]
And -we know where our priorities are, right? So, what's your

pleasure? What's the pleasure of the Commission. Do you want to
come in tomorrow or should we wait until Monday?

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, are we talking about
adjourning this afternoon now and then coming in tomorrow?

Chairman ABOUREZK. 1No; not adjourning now. Adjourning at
5 o'clock and coming in tomorrow.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I was going to suggest that if we wanted
to adjourn now, this would be a good time to begin realizing that
Oklahoma State University is going to win the Big 8 Conference
today by overthrowing and defeating Iowa State; but personally, I
would lace for us to come in, because I see a tremendous amount of
workload here and I would like to at least spend 2 or 3 hours tomorrow.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Louie, what's your pleasure?.
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes; I think we should meet tomorrow.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Adolph?
Commissioner DIAL. Ten to one tomorrow.
Senator METCALF. If the Commission wants to meet tomorrow,

then I'll be here.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Then it is the consensus that wo will meet.

The decision has been that we come in at 10 and adjourn at 1
tomorrow. That sounds good because the game starts at one.

Senator METCALF. Can we go home at 4, so we can see the USC
game?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Today, well, all right.
Patty, will you notify them that we would like to come in at 10

and aajourn at 1 tomorrow. It will- be the Independence Avenue
entrance, right down this way.
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Mr. ALEX AN DER. What, arrangements can be made to make sure
that the audience people, the people who do not have identification
can come in.

Chairman ABOUREM. Patty, will you make arrangements that
nu--.7-0.&41-0,-Staff can be there abont a quarter of 10 to identify members

of the audience.
And one thing, we most likely will get to Federal delivery systems

by tomorrow, so for the benefit, of the audience and those people
interested in that, that will be .most likely tomorrow, unless we get
hung up further on this subject today.

CommiiSioner BRUCE. Could I ask one question, Mr. Chairmen?
I'm sure you all have a copy of the article concerning the Phoenix

decision in Arizona. Does that strike that what wc're talking about
here, Arizona has no right to extend the application of its laws to
an Indian Reservation. The Arizona Supreme Court, in an opinion
Wednesday, extends the guarantee of sovereignty to Indian reserva-

. tions* created by Executive order.
Chairman AROUREZ K. Isn't that just a restatement of existing law?
Mr. Wmaxsox. All I can say is, I'm glad to hear that the Arizona

-court has reached that position. I will be anxiously awaiting the results
from the States of Washington and Utah, which are still forthcoming.

Chairman AROUREZE. All right. It's 2:30it's time for a 5-minute
recess and we'll be back in 5 minutes.

[short recess:1
Chairman ABOUREZE. The Commission will resume its consideration

and deliberation.
For the information of the Commission members, we have a small

item of business to take up before we continue on this particular
subject.

Nearly every member of the Commission has received a letter from
Sam DeLoria. I have not seen my copy yet, but I am now reading
from Jake Whiteerow's copy of it and I'm sure a couple of other
copies have been received by Commission members.

I want to read the letter
JAKE WHITECROW:

DEAR MR. WHITECRow: I have just finished reading a document sent to me
from a source outside the Commission which purports to be the final report of
task force No. 3, Federal Administration and Structure of Indian Affairs. The
sonree is usually reliable and I must conclude that this document is an unedited
version of the i eport of the task force of which I, at one time, believed myself
to be Chairman.

I have not been privileged to receive from the Commission staff a final report,
nor have I been consulted in the editing process. This letter is merely to dis-
as,ociate myself from the above docunient -representing to me that the sum of my
own conAusions nor the quality of my work product. It also does not fairly reflect
the many months of labor of a host of dedicated people, much of it volunteered. It
is inevitable that there will be casualties in pursuit of a task the magnitude of that
set by the Congress for the American Policy Review Commission, and it is clear
from an attempt at reading this report, that. Task Force No. 3 was Dunkirk. I
would like to extend my apologies to all concerned for any failure of diligence,
executive leadership, or political and fighting skills on my own part, which may
have contributed to this totally unacceptable final product.

As a famous American once said, "I accept full responsinility where the blame
should go to others." I would like to extend to the Commission my sincere best
wishes for the successful completion of the difficult task before it

Respectfully yours, SAM D aom.t.



I am not clear fro ;this letter exactly what Sam wants done. Sam ig
not here to prov el Commission with an explanation of the letter,
because it's ob .that there are unanswered questions to it. Ob-
viously, he did not take part in the writing of the report or the editing
and I. don't know why he didn't. I don't know if anybody else knows
why he didn't.

Congressman MENDS. Well, Mr. Chairman, Winston Churchill was
given an opportunity to write the problems of Dunkirk. Perhaps Sam
ought to be given an opportunity to furnish us what he thinks the
quality of his work would represent and the report. I think we ought to
extend that opportunity to him to provide us with his critique, or a
minority report if he wants to be referred to in that way, or ex-chair-
man's report or something.

He certainly ought to have an opportunity to have his input there.
Chairman ABOUREZL I don't disagree with that.
Can I tisk who else is on this task force? Ray Goetting? Ray was

Sam DeLoriadid Sam take part in the writing of the report of your
task force?

Mr. GoETTINo. Yes; he did.
Chairman ABOUREZK. he took part in it?
I mean on the final outcome of it; was it a situation where he was

outvoted by the other two members on what should go in the report?
Mr. GOETTISG. No; unfortunately we were unable to schedule ell of

us to be at the same place at the samelime too often, so it wasn't a
matter of a vote on everything. We dievote on a couple of occasions
but I don't recognize or remember any particular specific controversial
area. I really don't.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Adolph?
Commissioner DIAL, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me then, this

.would apply to any of us, that anyone who wishes to make a minority
report may do so. 'When a report, is written, it's written. That is his-
tory. It cannot be changed and you recall, at some meeting back in
the summer, there was a motion to the effect that we would accept
task force reports as written. All task force reports as they are.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That's true.
Commissioner DIAL. And so I would suggest that Mr. DeLoria's

letter become a part of the record and, if he wishes to present some-
thing else, he has the opportunity to do so before this work is finished.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
You and Congressman Meeds have about the same idea. Is that

put in the form of a motion?
Commissioner DIAL. I would put this in a motion.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there a second?
Commissioner WHITECRONV. I'll second it, sir.
Commissioner ABOUREZK. Without objection, the motion is agreed

to.
All right, direct the Staff, Ernie Stevens, to write a letter to

Sam DeLoria, telling him that his letter will be appended, unless he
doesn't want it appended to the final report, and as a minority view,
and if lie would like to further detail his minority views, he will be
given that opportunity. We will have to apprise him of the time
constraints, when the report will be published and so on, but you
might want to do it by telephone even, if you feel like itand then
follow it up with a letter.
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COMMissiOner DIAL. Mr. Chairman., you understand I was includ-
ing all task force reports and all people involved'in this motion.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand it now.
Commissioner DIAL. Let that be part of the record.
Chairman .Asousszic. OK. Ant.you will write the letter, Ernie?.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Here is Jake's letter back. OK.
Are we finishing with No. 2? Does anyone else have any comments

or Auestions on part 2?
ow about put 3 then, meving_right along here.

Mr. TaioR. Mr. Chairman, I think by covering these first two
pardgiaphst we've pretty well explored the problems of jurisdiction.

I was going to suggest thatwell first, I think we've covered the
jurisdiction thing. I think we see where the problems are. I think we
see the concerns that are being expressed here. I don't know when
the Commission will meet a4am. There's been talk of a December
meeting and there's also been talk of moving it to the first week in
January.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. We will decide next week, Pete. After Ernie
has put together some optional dates for us and so on.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, my suggestion at this point is that we, as a staff,
considerI think that some degree of consensus has come here.
Perhaps a motion or w discussion should be had, but I think what
we as a staff need to do, is take these recommendations which I must
say were done in hastel to get ready for thia meeting.

There are imperfections here. I don't think any one of us would
want to stand up and say this is a final document. This is an extremely

aportant meeting because it's helping us to shake down ideas and
wording and all kinds of things like that, so I think we need to come
back to the next meeting with a more refined treatment of the subject
and one which attempts to take into consideration some of the concerns
that have been expressed here.

I would see them as perhaps alternative considerations. I certainly
yield to none on the question of tribal sovereignty and tribal juris-
diction, but I do understand the problems here, and I think also in
this discussion, particularly when we start talking about actual cases,
I have the sense that what is coming out of this meeting is open-
mindedness, a willingness to make further consideration of the
problems.

So, saying thatthere is one paragraph back on page 58 that's
jurisdictional that I think we should run through very quickly and
then these next paragraphs here on page 10 deal with a subject totally
unrelated to jursidiction and I think we would have to cover those
quickly. .

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Let's cover those as quickly as we can. We
are talking about, in effect, a transfer of power away from the area
and agency superintendents and more toward the tribes; isn't that
correct?

Mr. TAYLOR. No. This section is more directed toward adminis-
trative practices.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But a transfer of power nevertheless. You're
talking about who can veto what and how a veto will be handled and
so on?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, that's correct.
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Chairman AHOUREM. All right. We can deal with those. I don't
believe they area8 controversial as the area that we just covered; in
facprobably11iotbing will be,as controversial as jurisdiction.

We are'still on page 10, paragraphs 3, 4, and 5.
Mr. TAYLoR4 I Wilk just read the first sentence, plragraph 3:
The authoritY of the Secretary of the Interior to disapprove a proposed tribal

government initiative should be severely limited to a definite procedural safeguard.

The proposal here is relating to purported powers that were trans-
ferred to the Secretary of the interior by section 2 of title 25 of the
United States de. It's a statute that dates back to either 1832 or
1834, which des ated the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to ad-
minister Indian a airs.

Clearly, what was intended by that section is that he should admin-
ister acts that are passed by Congress. It was not a transfer, a dele-
gation of congressional authority to regulate all Indian affairs.

An interpretation such as that is clearly unconstitutional. If there
was such a delegation, it woiild invade the separation of powers
doctrine. But Interior has operated on that premise, really, for 150
years.

In connection with that, the Secretary has taken unto himself
powers to veto tribal ordinances, to pass judgment upon the power
of a tribe to bivy a tax on dogseven that belongs to members of the
the tribe. Questions on whether or not the tribe can pass an ordinance
that would haul away junk ears that are laying around.

I don't think section 2 was ever intended to give that kind of power,
and if in fact it did, certainly, the Congress ought to say that that's
not goinpo be the power anymore.

iSo, this s a recommendation that we limit the approval po wer of
the Secretary of Interior to matters that relate to the trust assets.

The intent of this is not to totally remove the Secretary from a
process, a governmental process if the tribe so desires. I think the el 0
tribe should have a right to ask and insist if they want that the
Secretary review statutes that they are passing so that they can get
the input and the expertise of the Solicitor's Office or whatever agency
is there. But essentially, what section 3 is doing is saying that we've
got to put a limit on the approval power of the Secretary and give
some definition to it.

Chairman ABOITREnc. OK. I have no problems myself. I don't know
about the rest of the Commissioners.

Then, let's move on to paragraph 4.
Mr. TAYLOIL It relates to the power of the Secretary of the Interior

in the management or supervision of trust resources or the exercise
of his approval-..power, as set forth above in paragraph 3, should be
subject to tribal review.

There's really two proposals going herecoming from two different
task forces, but I think they interrelate. The first proposal, which is
in the second sentence, is tlaat the Secretary, when he disapProves
of something the tribe wants te do with its trust resources, would
have to make written findings of why he was disapproving that,
explaining the concerns he had about dissipation of trust assets or
some such thing. Then supply the tribe with that so that they know
-why he is taking the position he is taking.

1 2,6%
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Right now, he doesn't really have to do that. The second provision
here would be one that woad permit tribes, in the case where the
Secretary said, "No, you know, I'm not going to approve your dealing
with a trust-asset that way," and he serves the tribe with his reasons..
The tribe can sit down and say well, "Now we've taken into consider-
ation your reasons: We don't think they're valid. We think your fears
are unfounded, so we are going to overrule 3.our disapproval."

The trust obligation should continue. The tribes are afraid, vey
rightfully so, of losing the continued trust obligation if they override
that secretarial approval. But the proposaLhere would say that the
liability of the Lnited States for the -trust would be diminished or
would be exoiwrated. The United States to a limited extent, would be
exonerated from liability to the extent it involves suits by reason of
the tribe overruling the Secretary's disapproval. His trust obligation
and liability then would be to help.the tribe in the administration or
implementation of whatever decision it was they made, and that's
basieallY the.proposal that's laid out here.

NIr. WiirrEcitow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak to that.,
if I may.

What we're t..,.!!;ng about is self-sufficiency of a tribal government
and the things that I hoe heard Indian people say is, let us function,
give us the authority to operate. Let us learn by doing that ; sure, we're
going to be making mistakes, but let Ils be responsible for our own
mistakes. I see this approach as allowing the tribe.to do that.

Nil.. TAYLOR. I think that's correct, Mr. Whitecrow. I am sometimes
concerned about this. This proposal would make it entirely optional
with the tribe. They are very concerned about their trust resources
and the role of the Secretary in helping to protect those and they
don't want to just lose that, but I think it does reach to this thing of
allowing tribes to have much greater input in the management of their
resources and limiting the power of the Secretary in the management.

I could go further, if
Congressman Meeds, you look a little puzzled and I don't know

whether I should stay on this.
Congressman MLEos. I am in general agreement with 'this. It will

change a lot of thing:4 anti I think we have to recognize that. If the
Commission goes on the record in adopting a lot of the other recom-
mendations, it would be incredibly naive to continue the authority
which the Commissioner is now exercising with an effective veto power
over most any tribal action that is taken.

Tiott, of t'onrSe, is premised on tlw basis of the trust relationship,
not only for resources, but for tlw persons and actions of Indians. And,
I think what you are doing is eliminating that portion of the relation-
ship which deals with the actions of Indians. It s sonwthing we should
have done a long titnago.

Mr. TAYLOR. We'll(' trying to do that very cautiously.
Congressman NIEEDS. I understand anti I underst amid what the

effect will lw. I don't know that when we get, all finished that I'll
he in favor of limiting the trust resiamsibility. I don't know that some
of the other protections which I'm m favor of will still he around. But,
yon know, I have no linsic disagreement with that philosoi)Ity.

Mr. TAYIMIt. I wonld like to just
Congressman NIEEDs. As a politician, I recognize it as just a pawn.

1.2 cs.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Maybe I should keep talking.
Congressman MEEDS. And I've never been one to use a pawn:
Mr. TAYLOR. I certainly don't view it in that context, but. I think

it is important to say that this is not a removal of the trust responsi-
bility. It simply is allowing, let's say areas of negotiation between
tribes and the Seeretary.

Congressman MEEDS. It's a removal of the authority of the Sec-
retary or the Commissioner or other agencies to.substitute his judge-
ment. for that of the Indians.

-Mr. TAYLOR. Without termination of the trust.. Now, that's a very
.critical point. I mean, termination was sold in the name of freedom
from paternalism and from my own standpoint

Congressman MEEDS. Perhaps it's a removal of that paternalism
purt.

Mr. TAYLOR. Fine. I think we understand each other.
All right. Paragraph No. 5 deals with problems the tribes have in

relationship to Federal statutes .of two different natures. One is
Federal statutes that provide for the dAivery of domestic assistance
programs, programs that are ayailahle to States, counties and mu-
nieipalities and that all too frequently, tribal governments are ex-
cluded from participation in, because of the way a statute is phrased.

There was a-study done by the American Indian Law Center under
contract from ONAP called the FL DAI? study. They identified many
of these statutes. There was no firm proposal for reform that came in.
Two of the task"forces recommended an approach that would declare
that for purposes of Federal domestic assistance programs, tribes
shall be considered on the same basis as States as being eligible. So,
that's the first group of Federal statutes.

I think what we're asking here is just that again it's something
that we need to do more work on the drawing board and we findI
think the basic concept is good. I might say the FIDAP study that
was llone under the ONAP cmitract did not like the idea of a sitnple
declaration that tribes would be consblered the same HS States, so
there is a dixision of opinion on how to resolve the problem. There is
unanimity in the opinion that there is a problem.

Senator METCALF. -Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment?
A few years ago, Senator NIansfield aml I went to a hearing, I was
Nlember of the House of Representatives at. the time, am We 1111d

the ITlians testified on behalf of a iwovision permitting Indian tribes
to qualify miller all the criteria of a bill for--I've forgotten exactly
what the bill was.

But, -that was the first time that We pia billions under one of the
el feral grant programs. From time to time, we've addell the Italians

to other measures, as eligible entities. I don't know when we failed
to do so, bet I certainly woubln't like a general proposition of saving
that Indian tribes shall be considered ns beneficiaries of all Otese
grant programs.

Sometimes we only make the program: directell to say school
districts or sometimes to comities anti sometimes to States. I agree
with you that you shouldn't filter the tribal government's grant
through the Statu's grant ; but I think, again, we should go back to
the proposition that this matter should be consbkred on an act-by-
act and legislation-by-legislation basis.
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The 0E0 program has done a great deal more for. the Indians than
ahnost any other program that I can imagine, because the Indian
tribes are especially and peculiarly situated to benefit from self-
hel_p building programs and things of that sort.

But, a general piece of legislation I think would be wrong and we
should consider it on an act-bv-act basis. I have always found that
Congress is responsive to including tribal governments whenever
the question has been raised and a good case has been made.

Mr. TAYLOR. We have, in addition, input from the American
Indian Law Center that conducted the study. It took what I consider
a conservative approaci .. to correct the action.

I appreciete the- concern you are expressing and so we now have it
from you who sat in tlk first act which was, I think, an Area Develop-
ment Act, wasn't it?

Senator METCALF. Yes; it was an area redevelopment program and
Senator Douglas was holding the hearing and one of the Indian law
firms asked us to go over and make a pomt that unemployment and
the failure of Indians to attain certain levels of income and all those
things were worse on the Indian reservations than in any other
areas, but that the criteria of eligibility should apply.

Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps we should accept this thing here more as
an identification of a problem that's awaiting some further recom-
mendations.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to just
state this.

Senator Metcalf, from the standpoint of the 0E0 Act of 1964, I'm
in complete concurrence with you in the fact that it did more for
American Indians than any other single piece of legislation that
we've had come down.

However, it did not come down uniformly, down to the Indian
people throughout the Nation. It was only in 1973 available to 20
percent of the Indian population in the State of Oklahoma and it
was not because of the legislation as it was written. It was because
of the rules and regulations that were interpreted by the adminis-
trative section.

So, I think if we should relinquish atvthing insofar as this No. 5 is
concerned, we shouhl certainly take into account that rules and
regulations shouhl be provided so that all Indians, Indian tribes, et
cetera. tiS we are referring to here, would be eligible in any single
piece of legislation that might come out.

Senator METCALF. I am in complete concurrence and I merely
wanted to say that it seems to me that sometinws Public Laws 874
and 815 go directly to school dist rkts for example; and sometimes to
Indian school districts, we bypass the States. It would seem to me
that on a case-by-case and legislation-by-legislation basis, when someone
would raise this question, I never had anybody oppose inclusion of
Indian tribes, but you had to make a good case for it if you wanted
it included.

Nil.. TAYLOR. It's possible, Senator, that perhaps.what we should be
recommendingI know that the examinatton of all of these statutes
is a tremendous undertaking. The Indian lawyers have worked on the
problem fur at least 1 year. They had access to the Library of Con-
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gress, computer4apes that allegedly tell you what programs you can
get into.

Perhaps what we would wind up with; as a recommendation, would
be a special task ferce that would be funded to do something about
the problem, or perhaps additional contracting through ONAP for
the followup work.

But;it is a very significant problem. It's not thd kind you can resolve
with a limited staff. But I think your caution is well ta-ken. The other
group of statutes that we refer to here is that Federal regulatory laws
Inust be revised to give due account to tribes as the primary instru-

- ment of government within the boundaries of reservations.
Chairman ABounEzz. Give us an example of what you mean by

that.
Mr. TAYLOR. Environmental protection laws that are passed that

authorize States to assume certain enforcement responsibilities,
sdmetimes even adopting their -own alternative plans to a Federal
plan. Coal Mine Health and Safety Act did that.

Before I was in Indian law, I was in coal mine health and safety
and I am reasonably well acquainted with that particular piece of
legislation.

There are jurisdictional problems going here. We did identify the
1973 or 1075 Land Use Planning A.ct as an example of what we
felt on our Task Force 9 as being a very enlightened legislative
approach to this problem.

les one that does take into account tribes as units of government,
but these are the kinds .of statutes that we are referring to. Occu-
pational Health and Safety Act

Chairman ABOUREZK. Unless there is comment on that, why don't
you move to that other part of this chapter that you want to discuss.

Mr. TAYLOR. Right.
I would like to refer to page 38D. I guess there are really two parts

of it to address here.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Did you say B?
Mr. TAYLOR. "D" its in dog.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Compliance with the Commission's mandate.

This directly relates to date concerning Indian needs and recom-
mendations to strengthen tribal government, is that it?

Mr. TAYLOR. No; it's page 58D, Senator, in chapter 6, the juris-
dictional things that we've beqn talking about.

Chairman ABOUREZK. OK.
Mr. TAYLOR. Our recommendations on jurisdiction actually start at

page 58 with our staff statement and what this deals with are all of the
conceptual issues that we have been discussing here now forwell,
roughly a whole day, and which I have suggested that we try to firm up
our positions on this so that perhaps we could have a more definite
discussion.

But the two paragraphs that appear on page 58D, the two items that
we haven't dealt with yet. This paragraph No. 6 identifies certain-
specific Federal laws which we feel. should 13e amended to achieve the
results that we're talking about,

Chairman ABOUREZK. You're talking here about details, which is all
right. We have already covered these concepts in a conceptual manner.
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Mr. TAYLOR: We have but I think I can run through it in about 2
minutes.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. That's fine. I'm not trying to stop you, I'm
just saying that I want to clarify that I think we have already covered
these concepts. Everyone has expressed their views on the principle of
t ribal sovereignty and it seems to me that these are mere implementing
klet ails, right?

You can go ahead and cover them.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think they run slightly beyond.
Congressman MEEDS. If the chairman would yield to me, this state-

ment about details reminds me of a story of a man and a woman who
had been married for 40 years and got along so well that finally some-
body asked the fellow how come they got along so well. He stud, "It's
very simple. I make all the major decision§ and she makes all of the
minor deusions. I decide for instance whether we're going_to recognize
Red China, what we're going to do about the Middle East and she
decides where we're going to -live, whether we're going to have a new
.car, and those mundane things."

We are now dealing with those mundane things.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I could tell a story too, but I'm not going to

do it.
Mr. TAYLOR. Pardon me just a second.
I think Charlie has something that should be said and I cOncur with

him on this.
Mr. WILKINSON. I was speaking with the director, Ernie Stevens,

.over lunch and I felt as staff, that we perhaps don't have complete

.direction on where we should go from here.
I know we've had an extremely fine discussion. That is, I think, very

fruitful. There are some poin's Congressman Meeds has raised that
clearly will result in the shifting of language and very important shifts
in language. But Ihe general question as to whether the Commission
wishes the staff t_ti proceed now in line with the staff recommendations,
with the suggestions Congressman Meeds has made and a couple of
(;t her suggestions that I think the chairman and others have made,
is still at least not to me entirely clear. I think we could use some
guidance from the Conunission.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What's the question?
Mr. WILKINSON. The question is: Do you wish us to proceed in

redrafting and drafting further recommendations and findings in
accordance with the principles set forth here?

Chairman ABOUREM Well, I think so. I thinkthe point is that-
unless you run into- -I guess we ought to clarify -this right now.
Unless you run into very stiff opyosition from a majority of. the
Commissiou and we're not voting and everybody understands that
right now, you ought to go ahead and proceed with the concepts as
outlined here and if you feel like some of the members of the Commis-
sion have objections to what you say, write an alternative platform
for him or he'll write his own or she will write her own or whatever.
And, provide it as an alternative when we do come to the time for
vot Mg.

And, if you feel like that you are in doubt as to anyone of these
principles, you might just go ahead and ask u what you ought to
do with it and we'll just tell you to either go ahead or stop it or what-
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----diter;-bUriMiess."soinething is -said-specifically that you shouldn't -----
even put it in, I think you ought to go ahead and put it in because
we're not yet to a point yet where it is cast in concrete. We have
plenty of time to eliminate or add or whatever.

Is that how the'Commitsion feels?
LloYd?
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I find myself in disagreement

with a number of these proposals. I don't want to inhibit the whole
Commission or anything like that, but what becomes increasingly
apparent to me is that I'm going to have to write minority views in a
number of areas. I will, by vote, indicate when the time comes with
which areas I disagree.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, from the discussions we have had,
you might even _maintain the concept that we have discussed and
also put in the views expressed by Congressman Meeds, for example,
and any dissenting views, because you. are working with it. It would
probably help him out a great deal if you would put in his views and
put it in as a draft if you can. If you can't, he'll put them in himself.

Mr. TAYLOR. I feel that as we develop this thingI'm sorry,
Senator.

Senator METCALF. Go ahead.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is, we develop this paper. After all, the House

Office Building is only across the street from our office and I feel that
we have an nbligation to confer with you, Mr. Chairman and with
Senator Mc alf and Mr. Meeds and all of the other Commissioners
to send out our drafts as we are developing these.

I am very concerned about the concerns you have expressed, Mr.
Meeds, and they do need to be accounted for in this paper. I would
expect, I frankly would expect dissenting views.

We're taking a strong, forceful position, and I think people can be
strong behind Indian rights but nat quite as far as what some of the
things we're saying.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, Pete, we would expect you to advocate
them very strongly. If you didn't I think we ought to replace you. It's
that simple.

Mr. TAYLOR. That's the way I feel too.
Chairman ABOTJREZK. OK.
Mr. TAYLOR. But what I'm saying is I know the whole staff wants

to work along with the entire Commission as this paper develops.
It's our responsibility to you.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think so far the relationship has been
perfect. You speak forcefully for your position and we question you
to make you refine it and sharpen it and think about it more, and we
in the procesalearn a great deal, I think, about it ourselves.

And it's workin_ g great so far and I hope it doesn't change in fact.
Senator Metcalf?
Senator METCALF. I am in complete accord with you, Mr. Chairman.

I have listened carefully to this discussion. I find that right now I'm
in disagioement with some of the propositions that have been raised.

I feel that Congressman Meed-s has asked some very searching
questions. I think that the staff should go ahead with the report, and

-if I don't agree with the fmal report I certainly would. join. Mr.
Meeds and 'write my own dissenting opinion. I think that all of us
feel that way.

:a
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The Commission report_sho.uld .be Aiong. I .feel that you've come
up with vivid and viable statements. I am in -coMplete liecord with
the chairman that you go fthead. It may be that you can modify some
of the things in the light of the discussion, but if you want to submit
a report, it's certainly all right with me, and by that time I 'will be
prepared to write concurrent views or dissenting views. Or, just keep

Mr. TAYLOR. I thiA that pretty well covers the jurisdiction. On
reexamination of that page, Mr. Chairman, I think we should move
back

Congressman MEEDS. I just take this opportunity to point out to
the Commission the language of No. 7. I wonder if the Commission
has noticed what No. 7 does.

Mr. TAYLOR. I did not want to stretch the line too far.
Congressman MEEDS. But it does in effectin combination with

some other recommendations with regard to what sovereignty is or
what sovereignty should beextend Indian jurisdiction to tribal
jurisdiction of the Sioux, to a good share of Nebraska, South and
North Dakota for all purposes.

Is that an incorrect statement?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, I don't agree with that.
Congressman MEEDS. No. 7 says exterior boundaries of the original

reservation remain a part of the reservation and Indian country
unless an act of Congress has exclusively stated that a reservation
has been diminished or disestablished.

I know of no such law disestablishing the Sioux Reservation of
1868. Was it disestablished by a specific act of Congress?

Chairman ABOUREZK. What law specifically disestablished the 1868
treaty reservation?

\Ir. TAYLOR. I'm not sure. I'm waiting for expert counsel up here.
Congressman MEEDS. Wasn't that action taken by an act of the

Appropriations Committee, which simply took the Black Hills? The
1868 Great Sioux Reservation was disestablished first by the 1877 act
ratifying that agreement, with the Sioux. Then by later act in 18.49,
I believe Congress established the current Sioux reservation in South
Dakot a.

'Chairman ABOUREZK. And then the court cases have been trying to
determine which further diminishments there were, is that correct:

Mr. WHARTON. That's correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. hitls anybody on the staff put together a

listing or a table of the reservations that there is still a controver.:ey
over throughout the country?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman our 'l'ask Force 9 tientified at least MS
allotment and opening statutes. This paragraph is specifically designed
to legislatively overturn the test that was employed in the De'o1eait
case on the Sisseton Reservation.

It is not intended to restore all of the lands west of the Mississippi to
the tribes as per the art of 1802.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, if it would be helpful to the Conunission
if we knew which reservations would be affected by section 7.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I would agree with you. I
think in connection with No. 7, the staff should be directed to provide
us with a map of the United States of the areas which would be
affected by this. I think it would scare the Conunission, frankly.
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Chairpan ABOURIIMX. All right.
initybe. iiVen.kieitiliefi. of the'. 4* 'feria

. eug4t to hear it.
Chairman ABCCUREZX When will the map be done; that's when we

need to know.
Mr. TAYLOR. I'm not sure the Bureau of Indian Affairs could supply

us with this. You know, we can list the statutes.
I would like to speak a little bit more to this. There is a very definite

, problem here and I think the "Wotan& case, particularly, reflects that
problem. That was an adoption ease or a welfarethe State welfare
de,p_artment taking away a child from an Indian woman.

This woman was a Sisseton,a member of the tribe. She lived within
the original reservation boundaries, but it's iccheckerboard reserva-
tion. A part of the time she lived on trust allotted land,part of the time
she lived on fee patent land, and the State welfare authorities came in
and asserted jurisdiction to take-her c-hild -away-fromher. The whole
thing turned on the question. of whether that reservation survived
allotment and opening. If it did, if the external boundaries of the

ireservation were still ntact, then any proceedings involving this
woman and her child would have to have taken place in the tribal
court.

This decision, the DeCoteau case, said the external boundaries
had been wiped away. The court left the Sisseton with essentially a

--checkert.oard reservation. What they have done is restored tO the
jurisdictional field the problein that Congress was trying to address
m 1948 when Congress clefined Indian country, title 18, section 1151,
where they said Indian country was all land within the external
boundaries of a reservation.

. It was to get away from the platte book jurisdiction. And consider-
-7ing-the fact-that-theres108 statutes out, the potential for jurisdic-

tional disputes is just monumental. The Indian tribes will be facing a
tremendous financial drain tryin,g to litigate these things.

What we're trying to achieve here is to freeze things in status quo
and then let Congress look at these on a reseriation-by-reservation
basis. But in the meantime, let's close the doors to the- floodgate of
potential litigation. In fact, I would take this paragraph one step.
further and say let's restore the external boundaries of Sisseton. But.
that's not in this paragraph and we don't have to debate that today.

Mr. ALEXANDER. To take it a step further, what this is talking
about is in the DeCdteau case, the court was faced witt. ambiguous.
congressional language. All we're saying is adopting the iule of con-
struction that has existed but in fact were not applied, we have to act
specifically, when it wishes to diminish An Indian reservation.

This should be read in context with proposals made in other sections
of the report about setting up Federal; mechanisms on a congressional
basis. It's what we will recommend to facilitate, reservation by
reservation, to stop the floodgate of litigation so people can sit down
and work out their problems together.

Chairman ApounEzic. I'm going to ask you to go up to Sisseton
and explain that to those folks up there. I was up there a couple of
years ago or something like that for a meeting on Indian jurisdiction.
That was before the decision came down abolishing the boundaries of
the reservation, and there was a fellow, an old non-Indian fellow
got up and asked me from the audience microphone what was it

.4.1m , V,11. Aig * -e.0,?011
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that gave the Indians the right to Indian land and I started to explain
that.perhaps.we ought to go back as far as the 1868 treat3r to establish
the rights to the land and he interrupted and 'said, "Well, let's go.back-
further. Let's send them all back where they came from." Anti when
I asked him where that ought to be, he said, "Across the Bering
Straits," and he said that besides that, thpy are all on welfare, they
are all on unemployment and, "We're supporting everyone of them."

And about thatthis is my time for the story right nowabout
that time there were, I suppose, 400 or 500 whites in the audience and
about 20 Indians sitting all by themselves up in the bleachers in the
auditorium. The tribe had boycotted the meeting because they didn't
want me to hold it in the first.place, but there were these 20 outcast
Indians who were not recognized by the tribe nor the white com-
munity, and a young Indian woman, about 25 yeqs old.jumped out
of the bleachers and ran down to themicrophone and pointed" at this

fellow who had gmw back to his _chair and said, "Do you want to
know why we're on welfare? I'll tell you why we're on welfare. You
white guys are screwing us Indian women and we're having your
kids and 3-ou aren't supporting them, and that 's why we're on welfare."

And she said, "I can name eight or nine of you right in the room."

[Laughter.]
And, vou would have laughed to see how many guys were diving

under tlieir chairs because their wives were with them, so I welcome
you to go up to Sisseton and explain.

Congressman MEEDS. The implementation of these recommenda-
tions would effectively abrogate Public Law 280 also, right?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Tbere are specific recommendations in this chapter
on Public Law 280 and what is recommended from the staff
basically, what task force four recommended in their remarks, which
is approximately 10 general principles upon which a retrocession
statute should be drafted.

It foil., ws in large part the principles that are contained in S. 2010.
There are differences with respect that have been identifiod through
review of existing retrocession situations particuhirly in Nevada, that
there is startup help required even to draft the plan for retrocession.
S. 2010 provides for resources where a plan has been rejected. In
addition, it provides for some restrictions on Secretarial discretion,
mostly procedural in terms of specific lingings upon an application, a
review process and so forth.

Chairman ABOUREZIC Your recommendations are in this chapter on
the retroecssion?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes, sir; they are.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Ant 1 clear in understanding you, that they

run along the lines of S. 2010, with some minor
Mr. ALEXANDER. YeS. The principles incorporated in 2010 with some

mod ifica t ions.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, OK.
We're going to have the map and you will leave the Senator w:iere he

can look at the map.
Mr. ALEXANDER. With respect t o the map, I would suggest that the

existing map put out by the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and we will dieck
this, basically, the one that has the yellow sections for federally
recognized tribes.
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Chairman ABOIJREZK. Ernic is going to draft a new map for us so
--he'll take care of that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
Mi. WHARTON. I did want te respond specifically to whai you asked

Congressman Meeds.
These principles as laid out here, do not retrocede juiiidiction, be-

cause Public Law 280 was passed pursuant to the plenary power of
jCongress and was a specific delegation. of Federal urisdiction to the

States with sonie exceptions which they specifically delineated.
So these principles, although adopted and recognized would not in

and of themselves retrocede 280 jurisdictions. .

Congressman MEEDS. What then is the report ofor purport of
subsection D.

Mr. WHARTON. SiX D, is that what you are asking?
Congressman Minns. Six D, as in dog.

--Mr-.-WitAirroN. Six D talks about retroceding 280 but that would
provide for legislation to do that.

Congressman MEEDS. Yes, but if we were to accept this recom-
mendation, it would be the recommendation or retrocession as it
might later occur in more detail. This is a broad general principle
statement with regard to retrocession, but unfortunately I (lid not
hear it correctly hiterpreted.

Mr. ALEXANDER. For your information the specific recommendi-
dons are on page 34 of Chapter 6.

Mr. TAYLOR. It would mclude other types of statutes too, Con-
gressman Meeds.

Congressman MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. TAILOR. In line with the discussion we previously had. I

think the Public Law 280first of all, I think the recommendations
in here are consistent with the recommendations that are being made
on Public Law 280 and the S. 2010 bill.

Congressman MEEDS. As I understand it, we will have a map
which will show us the original boundaries which have not been
explicitly stated by legislation to be diminished or disestablished.

Would it be possible to construct that map in such a way as to
have an overlay which will show the boundaries of reservations which
may be diminished or disestablished or parts thereof, but not by
explicit legislative action of the Congress?

We're talking about Tacoma again here now. I hate to get specific,
but I read this. The city of Tacoma is within the original 13oundaries
of the Puyallup Reservation. That reservation has been disestablished
by Executive order, but not by explicit action of the Congress.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would question the authority Of the President to
disestablish a reservation. I didn't realize this had happened. I do
see the Tacoma thing as a very special type of problem and I would
hate to have our conceptions of tribal government and where we are
headed with this framed in the context of that tribe.

ConEessman MEEPS. That's why I want the map.
Mr. TAYLOR. I understand that.
Congressman MELDS. I would like to see these areas which have

been disestablished but not by a specific act of Congress as this
reo uiren.

Mr. TAYLOR. Frankly, it's a big thing you're asking for here and
I'm not sure that we can do what you're asking for.
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Congressman MEEDS. I don't think we ought to be making any
kind of recommendations on this .Commission where we don't know
what we're doing, Peter.

You know it's great to talk in theoretical terms if we recommend
something we should try and implement it. We don't want to come
along and find that we re dealing with something that by no stretch
of the imagination are we going to be able to implement.

We will just be preparing another one of those reports that's going
to be stored on the shelf and I think we all vowed when we started
this business that we were serious about what we are doing.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman and Congressman Meeds, I need to
talk with the staff about the mechanics of constructing a map. I need
to discuss it with them.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Ernie, let me ask you this: Does the BIA
have somebody up there who makes maps?

Mr. STEVENS. I suppose.
We can construct a map. The Bureau has a map.
Chairman ABOUREZR. VVhat about the Library of Congress?
Mr. STEVENS. That's possible.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Then do it this way. Make a map

of the United States, State by State if necessary. In other words, you
don't need all 50 States because it doesn't apply to all 50 States, but
first of all find out what the law is, find out w-b.at is considered existing
reservation boundaries, find out what the reservation boundaries

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, could we
Chairman ABOUREZK. Could I finish?
Find out what the reservations are, if section 7 should become law

and make that as an overlay. Obviously that would be a bigger area.
So we can lay down a piece of plastic over a piece of paper and see

what it's all going to be like. In effect, you might want to clo it just on a
State-by-State basis.

Mr. WILKINSON. If I can make one point very briefly. This is an
important issue. There is strong consensus in Indian country that in
areas that were disestablished, that ai.e often now largely non-Indian,
tribes should retain jurisdiction to the original boundaries.

That's an issue that is presented here. This is an attempt to overrule
the DeCoteau case. It is J)resented in that context.

This recommendation is to change existing law. Please distinguish
this from the situation where reservation boundaries are clearly
established and there is some checkerboarded land inside it.

In other words, you have a reservation that is mostly Indian with
some non-Indian land inside it. The law now is clear that that is
Indian country and that the tribe can legislate within that area.
We're not seeking reform there.

As we talked about earlier, concerning where these checkerboard
areas, if the tribes aro maintaining law and order within reservation
boundaries where it is predominantly Indian-owned land, then the
tribe needs to maintain that. That's not a law reform change.

Congressman MEEDS. Charlie, you keel) saying it's clear. It isn't
clear. For instance, in the Agua Caliente area with regard to the
question of zonirg, it is not clear with regard to taxation. It is not
clear with regard to zoning, even in the State of Washington where
you probably have the strongest case on zoning. So, it isn't clear
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what. jurij11ctlon tribes fiave Over non-Indians on fee patent land,
even in iesenUy eistablished reservatipri boundaries.

There are conflicting cases on these tyings.
-

What I'in saying Ia aleir that' the totirts have treated the situa-
tion -differently. It is -Indian country., The Supreme Court of the
United States has indicated that section 1151 wili cover did matters.
What I'm saying is that section 7 deals with the question of reestab-
lishing old reservatton boundaries.

Now, all I'm saying again, and I should never use the word clear,
beciuse weprobably imow nothing is clear, but what I am paying is

ithat there s a clear distinction between that and section 7,_ whAch
would extend reservation boundaries into predominantly non-Indian-
owned land for jurisdictional purposes, not ownership, so the tribe
would have power to legislate out there.

That's No. 7 here. It is a very different situation where the tribe's
interest is extremely stron,g in terms of law and order in regulating on
checkerboarded areas _within_ established reservation boundaries.

Commissioner DIAL. Would the Congressman ykid?
Congroinan MOMS. r don't have the floor. Clo ahead.
Comniissioner Dm. In this work of cartography here, are you

speaking of State reservations also, or all reservations or what are
you speaking of; only those with the Bureau or what are you saying?

Mr. Wroartsox. I think at the moment, we are ta1bng about
Federal reservations.

Connnissioner DIAL. All right. You are talking about Federal
reservations?

Mr. Wnatntsoiti. Yes.
Commissioner D/AL. Wouldn't it be well for some mapwork to be

made also for showing State reservations or, you laww, something
that takes care of the eople in Maine and so forth?

Mr. Wuarszeor. ell, I think you are absolutely correct. It's
saying that there ire nonfediaiellytecognized tribes, terminated tribes
to which these principles may also apply.

Commissioner DIAL. But, if you're going to show the reservations,
why not show all of therm

just show them in a different color.
Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioi ar, I think in order-1 minute, maybe

make a different map. Ernie probably has some funds there where he
could hire some good, work done in this area.

Mr. AL:MANDER. Commissioner Dial, in the existing BIA map
which has reservations identified which you may be familiar with

Commissioner DIAL. I'm familiar with that map. It's not a very
good map.

Mr. ALEXANDER. But the State reservations that do exist are on
that.

Commissioner DIAL. Louie said he had it made.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You had it made, OK.
Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioner, it seems to me that in order to develop

this map, as for here, No. 1 it relates to tribes that are exercising law
and order or governmental powers and I may be wrong here, but I
don't think State recognized reservations are doing that. I certainly
open myself up to be corrected.
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Commissioner DIAL. That's not the point. The point is that while
you are dealing with the map I am only suggesting that you extend
that, as_you see.

Mr. TAYLOR. The next. point I wanted to get to is what is being
asked for here, I believe, are land distribution patterns within these
reservations. Now, I know of only one source to obtain that and
that's from the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

If BIA can supply us with figures, yes, we can draw the map but
BIA does not have these land figures.

Congressman MEEDS. I'm not asking for a land distribution system
within the original boundary. AU I'm asking for is the original bound-.

aries which have nut been changed b3r explicit congressional action.
Mr. TAYLOR. Then my answer to drawing the map is yes. We

would be very happy to do that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I just want to settle this'wait, wait, wait,

Pete. I've got it all'settled. Ernie is going to do the map. It is not your
res

ommissioner WR1TECROW. Will this map reflect all treaty 'bound-
-akieS.of all Ttbe of geoghipliie -areas ofill tribes?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, it should reflect whether treaty or not,
anything that has been de facto diminished, when it should not have
been-4f it were notin other Words, there are sonic reservations that
just y erosion have been diminished. Just by people coming in and
settli g and there's been no specific statute diminishing that reserva-
tion; and if there has been a specific statute, it will not show it, if
ther has not been, it's supposed to show it where it's been diminished
and when it Was not supposed tO have been under the statutes.

C mmissioner Dial. May I add that it shows erosion?
airman ABOUREZK. That's what we're doing. We're showing

era ion. That's the only thing that it will show.
ommissioner WarrEcaow. The map will actually show the original

are and the overlay will show what's taken place.
ommissioner DIAL. I'd like to see a series of nmpsI know they

do 't exist, but that show everything. What happened to the reserva-rj
tiu, system. Maybe you don't have time but maybe you could begin
o.

hairman ABOUREZK. If we have time maybe Ernie could do that
bi t I think the other one is top priority.

OK. An 'thing else in this section we ought to talk about before
go to ederal delivery?

Senator METCALF. Mr. Chairman, it would be interesting to have
a specific example to show the expansion of the Tongue River Reser-
vation of the Northern Cheyenne, where there was a larger re,erYation,
or maybe Indian country as Congressman Meeds suggested, and how
some of that reservation is not occupied by Indians at all, but the
exterior boundaries were taken away and there was a subsequent
congressional action giving the reservation additional land.

Could we have a special map showing what the Tongue River
Reservation originally was, what it became after they sent the
Cheyennes down to Oklahoma when the President took away some
of their reservation?

I think it would be a good example of all the problems that we are
confronted with in these various matters that are under consideration
here.

Chairman ABOUREZK. lie's ir :Heated he will do that.
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OK. Is that it? Last chance. Onto Federal Administration. Federal
Delivery System, chapter 7, Chuck Peone. Erine Stevens. I want to
thank you all very much. I know you are going to come back on other
sections, but we appreciate your help on this, for the last two.

We'll take a 5-minute recess while everybody is rearranging
themselves.

[Short recess.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. In operating the platoon system, we find that

the taxi.squad is not quite ready here and so to give them a chance to
prepare themselves to give everybody a chance up here, let the Com-
mission people shift mental gears, we're going to recess in just a minute
until tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock.

Before we do, I have some announcements to make. There was a
ring left on the conference table inside there. It's a lady's ring and I
have it and if someone has lost it and if they would like to identify it
I'll be happy to give it to them.

Mr. DIAL. Mr. Chairman I want to make this statement before you
adjourn.

Chairman Au max. Go right .ah.ead.
Mr. DIAL. I believe it's necessary on this map business; Ernie, no

one can come up with a good map 'before this report is due; not the
kind that I was speaking of and Senator Metcalf was speaking of and
many others were speaking of. Perhaps it would be in order that we
recommend that such a study be made and this work take place, if
it be a year from now, you know, we're talking about a project worth
a couple of hundred 'thousand dollars and this is the way I see it,
because we can't possibly have a good one, Ernie, by the time our
work is finished, because if you have one showing the reservation
system as it is today, as it was say in 1934, 1900, and 1850 and BO
forth and with claims overlapping it involves much needed research.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That may be the case, Adolph, it may very
well be the case.

We'll have to get a reading on it when you guys start looking for
this thing. Looking for it, for how to draw the map and so forth.

Mr. SVENS. By the next meeting, we can have the map you've
requested. When I was with the Bureau of Indian Affairs one of the
departments I was in charge of did mapping, so I think I have some
grasp of what can or can't be done. Rather than discuss it further
why don't we do what we can by the next meeting.

Mr. DIAL. I would say you are like President Truman when he
rated the eight best Presidents of the United States and said, "Where
do you stand, Harry?" He said, "Well, I like to say, when my time
runs out, here's o^e who did his damndest."

So, you go out and do your damndest, but you won't come up with
what we really need but you can come up with something, Ernie.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Ok. Anything else before we recess? If not,
we will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

Oh, yes, Wait onefor one other thing.
Max says, leave your papers in a very neat pile and he assures yr e

that no one will touch them. The door on Independence Avenue WI.,
be open; the door will be open to nonstaff people at 9 :15 a.m.

All right, we're adjourned.
[Whereupon the meeting was adjourned at 4 p.m., to reconvene,

Sunday morning, November 21, 1976, at 10 a.m.]
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MEETINGS OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

SUNDAY, NOVELS= 91, 1978

WASHINGTON, D.C.
The meeting was called to order at 10 a.m.
Present: Senator James Abouresk, chairman; Congressman Lloyd

Meeds, vice chairman;_ Commissioners : Ada Deer, John Borbridge,
Adolph L. Dial, Louis R. Bruce, and Jake Whitecrow. Staff Director
Ernie Stevens. Administrative Assistant, Ms. Ernie Ducheneaux.
Commission staff, Paul Alexander, Peter Taylor, Ray Goetting,
Donald Wl...4 ton, Charles Wilkinson, Charles Peone, and Patricia
Zell.

Chairman A130111115SH. The Commission will resume its session.
This morning we will start in on Federal delivery systems and if you,
are ready to go, Ernie, we are reacly.

Mr. STEVENS. The section on Federal delivery systems is chapter 7.
We'd like to begin with the general principles, or the end, and then
return and go over each section.

Chairman AsouNiszE. What page will we be using?
Mr. STEVENS. We start on page 70 under chapter 7.
Chairman ABOIIREZA. OK,
Mr. STEVENS. Before we get started on the principles, I want to

emphasize that Ray Goetting and Chuck Peone are two of our staff
people assigned to the management ptudy team. Ray was the liaison
with the management team and both Chuck and Ray went to the
field, particularly in Aberdeen and Phoenix, and participated with

grate study teams. Also, the three of us, with the assistance of a
c,,,,tple of other people,will be writing the portion of the Federal
Administration Federal Delivery Services.

One of the things we would like to emphasize is that the Commis-
sion has to fundamentally lay down some kind of commitment for
change. There may even be a possibility that we recommenit that the
Indian people make a commitment to fundamental changd. People
begin to get irrational when they start talking about time context.

When the BIA management study was announced, the rumor
started the very next day about who was going to lose at every office.
I don't see how that could happen for some period of time for a number
of reasons having to do with the mechanics of how the management
study is implemented.

I think the tribes and Congress and the executive department
should make a fundamental commitment to 0 ge on the basis of
what's needed in the BIA. What's needed is . make the Federal
delivery system conducive to the tribal planning at the reservation
level.
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If that's done and if it's mechanically dealt with, then what follows
is that the BIA is no longer in the business administering and super-
vising Indians. If they're in the business of technical assistance, then
the very nature of what the Indians need will require those offices as
a part of the process to change.

One of the big problems we had in terms of reaction to the manage-
ment study and all is that people don't understand that what we are
advocating is a process, not an event.

I think moving the Bureau of Indian Affairs into another department
and so on is 11. process. I havd heard the Commissioner, his staff and
other BIA people, ...cluding the Under Secretary commenting on the
management study. It is felt that if we're going to go to an inde-
pendent agency, there isn't any sense of an ind,.pendent anything
unless fundamentally, you deal with the main agency and make it
functional and make it efficient. That's why we must deal with this
BIA man..gement study first.

Chairman AM:117MM. That's right, if you implemented the manage-
mant study, it doesn't really matter where the agency sits. jt's got to
be implemented anyhow and then it's even much better Ilyou draw
out the agency and put it out as an independent sort of thing away
from the Department of Interior. So I think you're. right and that
there's no logic in what the critics of the management, study are saying.

Is it true, I heard this, maybe you can verify this, that the area
directors grabbed the management study as soon as it came out and
said start showing it to the tribes and say look here, this means ter-
mination? Is that what they were spreading around about, the manage-
ment study?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes; they had a special meeting immediately after
the release of the report and it WS interesting because initially, their
attitude was that we were "doing nothing" over here. So when they
saw the management study, they had to get together and discuss all
over again whd,t they were going to do.

The upshot of that meeting was a letter which I had but I don't
have available, from the Commissioner either to the Secretary's office
or to the field. This sort of action is an example of what goes on in the
Bureau. They said, now, we want everybody to understand that this
BIA management studv was done as 1111 independent study. It has
not been ndorsed by tlie American Indian Policy Review Commission
nor by Congress, so what we should do is sit liack and wait and see
what happetis.

OK, well. that's well and good. But they put out an RFP (a request
for propc sal), to order up the machinery for the computer systems.

Cimirman A1101T1tEZK. Recommended in the management study?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes. And we have a problem with that (at a later

point, Chuck None can discuss the technical details since he's familiar
with it). The management study recommends a management infor-
mation system be set up in the Department of Interior that can be
Milde accessible to tribes for their use. This can be dotl rather easily.
The problem is that Ihe system the BIA is installing is something .
they've had oti*shelf right along. It is not in accordance with the
manaoment sttil tAiam's recommendations. It is obsolete now.

Mr7WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, realizing that what we are doing
here is taking a look at this whole entire Federal administration and
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its delivory system. These past few days we've been discussing the
sovereignty of a tribe, we've been talking about the jurisdictional
processes and the trust relationships of the Federal Government and
I believe each of these subjects are most appropriate for what this
entire Commission is about, ah,io realizing the importance of the
Federal administration, its structure, the management review that
we have done on the BIA and also understanding that Indian tribes
are wanting a return of their powers, a return of the authorities that
they A.. ed to make decisions on their own, and we've also discussed
changing some jurisdictional processes and recommending the change
of some laws, particularly that in relation to trust responsibility
whereby a tribe could perhaps overrule the Secretary in a decision.

I would like to insert into the record, if I may. Our historian,
D'Arcy McNickle., and a book that he wrote, They Came Here First:
I would like to read, if I may, the preface to this book to set the stage
for the discussion of this day's activity insofar as this Commission
is concerned.

The preface of this book I think is most appropriate to what we're
talking about here and the fact that re!Tulatios are established and
as a result of these regulations, delivery service of personnel go down
to the American Indian.

The preface reads as follows:
Trouble had come to one of the Hopi Indian villages. The people had been

refusing to dip their sheep. They had even refused to count their sheep. These
were matters which expert range managers considered important. Worse than
that, since this was war time, _these Hopi Indians had refused to register for
selective service and neither would they sign a paper saying that they had religious
scruples against taking up arms.

These peaceful people as their name signifies, were causing serious trouble.
It was necessary to find'out why and to remove, if possible, any causes of just
complaint. The Government official drove up the Mesa Roadperhaps it ought
to be explained that the Hopi Indians live in Arizona and what on most maps is a
blank expanse between the arms of the Colorado and the Little Colorado Rivers,
there are three mesas like the fingers of a hand on which the Hopi villages crouch
in the sun.

The land itself is the Northwood Running Black Mesa which breaks into the
wild country of the San Juan River. The Government official had to ask why
these things were. Perhais it was a misunderstanding. He was there to make
things right.

The speaker for the village had come from the fields in workelothes but he
honored the official by slipping a pair of store trousers over his earth-stained
dungarees. The afternoon wore into evening while he talked to the things that
troubled the villagers. As he talked, the troubles which were in his mind, settled
upon the mind of the Government official and he, who had come to explain away
doubt and misunderstanding, found perplexity instead.

The Hopi spokesman was never cantankerous. His voice was not even sharp.
but his questions had a terrible urgency. He said when the Hopi people came
from the underworld, they found people living in this land before them. These
people had been living here a long time ago and they know ninny things about
the world and the ri ritr.to

Our Hopi peopl ent to them .1nd said we would like to live here with you.
They replied, all ght, you can stay. We have certain rules here, ways of living,
and you will ha to follow these rules, then there will be no trouble. That's how
it was.

The Hopis id as they were told and they never had trouble. After awhile,
the White me came. They did not ask if they could live with us, they just moved
in. They did ot ask what our rules were. Instead, they wrote rules for us to follow.
Now you Art obey these and you won't get into trouble, they said. How do you
explain thalr
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.He did not wait for any response. There were too many questions yet to ask.
Why do you put us in jail? He was not a large man but he spoke with such gravity,
one felt that he was indeed a man of strength and weight. In our Hopi life, we
have had bad people who did not keep the law, who went against the rules of the
village. We haci our ways of controlling these lawbreakers without putting them
in tan.

Now you bring us laws and rules which are not even our own and then you send
us to jail for not obeying them. How do you explain that? Still he wont on. Now
we have a drought. It has been 4 years and seems to get worse. The rains come
less often. The grass is dying everywhere.

You tell us we will have to give up our sheen. They are the only food we have
yet you say we will have to give them up. I:: this sensible? The sheep did not
'stop the rains,It is you who have caused that. You make regulations for us and

. our children. They must go to school. We must dip our sheep. We must count
our sheep. We must write our names on papers we do not understanli. You say
it is to get sugar or to light* war we know nothing about.

You have put so many of these regulations on us that we are confused. We are
not able tfi concentrate on the things that a Hopi must do. The ceremonies he
must do and the thoughts he must have. This is why it never rains and why the
grasses lire scarce.

Before we had more sheep than we have now, yet no one suffered. That is
what I. say.

When the Government official came away in the dark moonless summer night,
he thought of all the answers which an intelligent, civilized official must give in
defense of his ereed and bis position. He even wrote them down on paper when
lie got to a lighted room.

But in the morning when there was sun again, the written answers did not
suffice. Nothing that had been written before by white men would suffice either.

I was present at that conversation on the mesa and I tried to find answers to
the questions: As it turned out, there were hundreds of questions. One led into
another and gave the mind no rest. How did it happen that these Hopi Indians
after 400 years of sharing their ancient land with invaders from anotb.er world,
were not 'crushed? How was it that they could stand off unhurried and ask the
white man to explain himself? This was not tbe vanquished and the vanishing
Amerioan. Here was a living voice and a competent voice asking the white man
to jUstify his works. This was not what one read ir the books.

To explain it, I discovered one had to start way back and explain the Indians.
Where did they come from and when and how? What was it like when they
,first came into the land? Where did they make their homes? Perhaps if one
really tried,. one .could visualize something of what it was like. One ought to
try. It was important.

1, That Co-naudes the preface of this book and I would like to make
just one further.zeMment that I think this Commission should cer-
tainly take ilito account. These kinds of cultural bAckgrounds of
th&-e-kinds of drastic changes to those kinds of drastic changes to
allo.w the. Indian people to become once again users and acquirers of
their culture, of their language, and of their way of lift

A8 a. country, the United States of America needs to ulpe a black
mark out of its history and to once again allow the native peop:es of
these United States to begin assummg once again, asserting those
things that made them SO great insofar as their relationships with
one another are concerned.

I think as we enter this realm of study of determining the Fedeial
'relationship and the Federal structure, we need to take into account
that total application. Thank you.

ChairMan ABOUREZK. Ernie?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I recognize a t this point, Mr.

Chairman, that we are not only taking a look at the whole Federal
delivery system but really discussing as a very important element,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study which has been
completed for and at the direction of the Commission.
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In order to bring the matter properly before us and in order to have
the Comniission on record with -respect to that study, I 'would move
that the Commission adopt the Bureau of Indian Affairs Manasement
Study with the understanding that the staff would be bringing forward
a schedule for implementation of that study.

Mr. Warriocitow. Mr. Chairman, I second that motion,
Chairman, Anouazzic..All right. There ,has been a motion made and

ieconded to adopt the Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study.
I want to, if I might, offer as an amendment to that motion that some
documents handed to me this morning by the staff that include a
Bureau of Indian Affairs organization chart, several exhibits wl..^,h
delineate the funding sources and recipients of those sources broken
down by area offices, exhibits 1, 2, 3, and 4, be made a part of the
appendix of that management study.

. These are apparently-factual data. Ernie,may I ask you, 'Aare were
these obtained from?

.1Ir. STEVENS. From the management team. They didn't include it
in the study.

Chairman ADO:vain& 11C, so it can be properly included in the
appendix?

mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman AnounEzx. I just offer that as an amendment to the

motion and ask if you will accept that as an amendment.
Mr. BORBRIDGE. All right.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right, there is a quorum present this

morning. I think we'd better do this by rollcall to show the quorum
because this is an affirmative action that we are taking.

Mr: BORBRIDGE. Mr. CHAIRMAN, prior to the vote, my intent at
this point is that I fully realiz's as the Commission proceeds that by
virtue of various other reports end recommendations, we may very
well modify this motion if it is adopted and I recognize that.

. Chairman ABOUREZK. It Ls possible to do that. The Commission can
override itself or monsider this at a later date but I think I'm appre-
ciative of your modon and the support for it since I think it's im-
portant to show that we are making a great deal of progress and that
we do have this management study that is a fairly final form. It's
not like the other--yes, it's been printed is a committee print for the
Senate by the Government Printing Office?

Mr. STEVENS. Government Printing Office.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And I might just add by way of colloquy on

this, I have been in touch witti(,arter's people who were handling
Iiidian affairs for him during the campaign. 'We sent them a great deal
of information of the work of the Commission as well as the manage-
ment study and they indicated that as sort of the management study
specifically that jived right in with their reorganization program and
so I think it's especially important that we make this an affirmative
action this morning as the Carter administration starts to get into gear.

So unless there is any other comment, the clerk--
Mr. BRUCE. Does our action here fit in with what you are going to

be doing now? You still will come back and go over the points, won't
you?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRUCE. OK.
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Chairman ABOUREZR. The clerk will call the roll:
MS. DUCHENBAUX. Commissioner Borbridge?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Yes.
MS. DUCHIDTEAUX. Commissioner Bruce?
Mr. Bwoot. Yes.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Deer?
MS. DEER. Yes.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Commiisioner Dial?
MS. DIAL. Yes.
MS. DUCHENEAtTR. Congressman Meeds?
Congessman MEEDS, Aye.
MS. DUCHENEAUR. Commissioner Whitecrow?
Mr. WHITECROw. Aye.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Senator Abourezk?

,Chairman AnomiEzx. Aye.
MS. DUCHENEAUX. Seven.
Chairman ABOUREZR. The vote is seven in favor. There ate no

negative votes. The motion as amended is agreed to and the record
will show that seven members are present all voting aye and the others
were not present and therefore did not vote.

Ernie?
Mr. Blares. Mr. Chairman,_mv I make a comment first because

I've been getting telephone calls since 6 o'clock this morning.
Chairman ABOUREZR. OR Sunday morning, you are entitled to

comment on that.
Mr. BRUCE. You are not going to recommend the abolishment of

the Bureau. I think it should be pointed out here and let me say
first that I'm delighted with the action. I never thought it would
come this soon; we've got a lot of work to do.

I wanted to say that this is one of the reasons why I accepted the
honor of being one of the commissioners because of this study. As
many of you know, I did my best with a team of people surrounding
me to make changes in the l3ureau. I knew it was inefficient; I saw
how it functioned as an inefficient organization.

I think people should understand our people, the Indian people,
that we're not trying to aBolish the Bureau itself. We are trying to
move it somewhere where it can be efficient. I think I said the other
day that an Indian commissioner can't function and do right by his
own people as long as he doesn't have the full say, as long as he has
to report to the Secretary of Interior. They have those powers and
authority.

So the Buremi of Indian Affairs and whatever we set out to do and
that's in the separate organization, will include a 'corps of employees
of the Bureau of Indian . Affairs. As we go along, I am sure we are
going to be facing some of these issues and as we do, I want to point
out some of the personal experiences I had in trying to carry out and
making the Bureau a more efficient organization.

So I think we ought to go over this carefully even though we have
passed it. The key to all of it, and you know that 75 different reports
have been made over the years, is that none of them have been un-
plemented. So that's the key. Can we implement this report so that
it can be a more efficient organization?
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This is the strongest, largest, toughest bureaucracy in the Govern-
ment. I know how it functions. Before I (wen had words out of my
mouth concerning an area office, the word went out through the
whole country and everybody began to put on their skids and hang
on and drag their feet and set up organization meetings to combat
what we've tried to do and it was sad from my standpoint to move
out of the Bureau and not be able to accomplish the things that I
felt were necessary..

In joining the Commission with support of the Commissioners, I
am delighted to have this action take place and I want to do all we
tan but I want to po'nt out again that how we implement this is the
key. I don't think the general Indian public ought to be afraid we
are going to wipe out the Bureau completely because we need to take
a good look.. at how that organization functions in Government
efficiently.

.Chairman ABOUREZIC. Well, it seems to me, Louis, that in my
reading of the management study, it does not abolish the Bureau of

iIndian Affairs. What it does is, n effect, conforms the Bureau of
Indian Affairs to the statements on self-determination that every
'Indian tribe in the country has made.

It says thst the Bureau will revamp its organization, make itself
into a technical service agency to assist the Indian people at budget-

/ ing, and other programs will be done largely' by the tribes themselves
with whatever assistance they need from the Bureau.

It seems to me that that is what the Indians have wantsd from the
Bureau. They haven't wanted the Bureau to be their daddy and
mama all at the same timewhich is what it's beenand it will allow
the tribes, it will give them more freedom and with greater assistance
than they've ever received from the Government.

So those peopke, the politicians and the Bureau who were trying to
do their best to discredit this Commission and the management
study itse_ are not telling the truth when they go around saying
that. I think you brought up a great point and I appreciate that.

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would also like to comment on
some of the words that Mr. Bruce spoke to make this Commission

are of also what happens out there at the very lowest levels of the
delivery of Federal services. I have been on that particular end of
delivery of Federal services. I have also been at that particular end
at the time President Nixon announced his self-determination policy
on July 1970, attending the first intertribal council of eight tribes in
northeast Oklahoma urging the tribal leaders at that parrticular
meeting to begin looking at self-determination with an mative
viewpomtand at the same time, having seen the same tribal leaders
being confronted with employees from within the federal system,
denouncing that particular policy and also preaching the fact that it,
in effect, was termination and that they should be very, very fearful
of a new determination policy becausee the word termination within
tht word determination.

The attitude of those employees at that particular level was such
that they individually and collectively were fearful of their jobs
fearfu:of losing their particular positions. I think this is something
that we need to be very, very careful of and the fact that Indian
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people be made aware that these things happen from a political
standpoint even there at the local level and can throw cold or hot
water upon the Indian people in regard to any change. They can also
apply pressures by indicating to those people who have children in
school that if you want your children to stay in school, you'd better
not approve this particular policy because you are going to lose it.

Those kinds of our lears are impressed upon the. Indian people
daily out there and we must, in this system, in this change, provide
that those employees functioning at the very lowest level, understand
totally what the trust responsibility of the Federal Government is
that they are liable for the delivery of that trust responsibility and
the fulfillment of the Federal Government's trust responsibilities and
its relationship with the American Indian not just for their own en-

.. joyment and not for .their own future.
They are there to help the American Indian, not to hold him back,

not to put more obstacles in it and their interpretation of rule aryl
regulation is most important. I think if we can cover this, then olAr
system will work.

Chairman ABOUREZK. beeil suggested by John Borbridge for
the benefit of all the Commissioners when they go back to their
particular constituencies that an explanation might be required of
them of what the management study does.

I wonder, Ray, if you might be able to put together today and
tomorrow, a very brief, simple, clearly written, easy to read analysis
of what the management study rectuires, and state what it is and what
jtis not. In fact, it is not termination and it is a reorganization of the
Bureau and provide that to all the Commissioners so that +here will
be a uniform policy statement on the part of the Commissioners and
if we can have that before we adjourn and everybody leaves town
this week.

Mr. GoETTINo. Yes, sir.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, one of the things I wanted to tell the

Commission just so that we have it clear and on the record is one of
the chief criticisms against the management study. I have an idea
of where it came from. It is that it doesn't deal with the trust and just
for the record, this was not meant to deal with the trust. It was meant
to deal with management efficiency. That is, specifically

Chairman ABOUREZK. Procedural issues?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. Personnel.manageaent, information systems,

and organization..It was not to deal with the trust at all. In this, we
are merely talking about management efficiency and information and
the handling of personnel and budget.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That should be included in the statement as
well, Ray.

Mr. GOETTING. Right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK, Ernie, go ahead.
Mr. STEVENS. I will read the principles that we arrived at and then

we'll go back to each particular section. The first one will be budget.
There is a consistency between the findings of the Commission task
forces in numerous contemporary expressions of Indlan opinion.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Page 71, right?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. Expresions of Indian opinion have been

stated through tribal resolutions, nationally and in organizational
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.resblittiong and Willey statements as well as an examination of previous
Indian opinions since 1900. Further consistenc3r in agreement is-found
as evidenced through an examination of countless management, tech-
nical programs_, and budget reviews completed by private and public
agencies. The Commission staff concurs, based on its own examination
of the various obstacles from the delivery of programs and services.

The staff, therefore, recommends the adoption of the following
general principles which will provide guidelines for the recommenda-
tions of the American Indian Policy Review Commission which

.would result in an adequate Federal delivery system for Indian tribes.
One: Fundamental change and Federal administrative reform be

proposed to express the intent of Congress and the desires of Indian
people. The exchanges must be conceived as a rational process over
time rather than an event with primary emphasis on Indian consulta-
tion and input.

Two: You already dealt with thisthe Commission should fully
endorse the BIA management study recommendations and further
recommend to Congress that a positive vehicle be enacted to expedite
the proposed implementation of these recommendations.

A specific implementation plah will be proposed as a necessary
first step in the process adhering to the following principles:

The BIA budget syst,em. be modified and improved to include
tribal needs, assessment priorities and goals designed for long-range
'thinning tribes at the local level and placed in the proper perspec-
tive of the total Indian budget.

The BIA personnel system be modified and improved to incorporate
the legal intent of the law regarding Indian preference, by providing
management skills and training to meet the needs of Indian people
at the local level.

Improvements include developing a separate Indian services
discussed in section B

Congr, ssman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, can we have a little more
indepth discussion of that _proposal?

Chairman ABOUREZK. 1 on can stop him at any time.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. Yes; there's an entire section of this. WoLld

you like to go over to that one?
Congressman MEEDS. No; you don't have to go over the entin

section. Could you give us a Hal?, broader stroke of the brush then( ?
What page are you talking about in the report first?

Mr. STEVENS. WS page 54, section D. Wait a minute, section D is
page 49. It's "Federal Delivery Systems Under Indian Preference."

A good part of that basis has been found in the recommendations
from task force 9 related to the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service. A :-,ummary of those recommendations is
consistent with the findings of the BIA management study and task
force 9's anslysis.

Management reports on a consensus of Indian opinion identifying
the adoption of the following broad principles in Indian Career Service
should 'be establisheddistinct from the CivP Service Commission
Nith the following attributes and goals:

Eliminate the institutional barrier created by the discretion of the
Secretary of the Interior and the Civil Service Commission.
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Standardiie and define meaningful employment of Indians and
progre:ms for the,benefit of Indian people.

Project and enhance the development of tribal self-government
through training and development of personnel systems.

Provide a realistic mechanism for tribal govenuneuts.
Assume *control of Federal programs.

iAssist tribal government n developing workable personnel systems
in line with Federal-Indian program set vices by Utilizing standardized
personnel systems designed to meet local community goals.

Develop personnel criteria whereby non-Indian Applicants could
function under excepted appointrnsnt.

The Commission directed the staff to prepare a specific plan. I
wanted to say that a pars related to the recommendations made by
task force 9I know I have personally supported this for some time
is that the relationship by the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health Service with the Uivil Service Coznmission is, in fact, illegal.

The 1934 act specifically proirided for a separate service and, as a
matter of faeti in 1963 or 1954, Felix Cohen, who was this Solicitor
of Indian Affairs, at the time, wrote an article in the Law Review in
which he said the Bureau of II, Nen Affairs was 90 percent in violation
of the law.

When Mr. Bruce and others, including mysell were in the Bureau,
we were preparing recommendations related to a separate Indian
career service, but because we had announced full implementation of
preference as a poliey and knowing the kind of problems the separate
service idea was gomg to get into, we decided to fully implement the
preference at the first light.

Whatever happens, I think that one of the main reasons I would
support a separate service is that it is not that unusual. It would be
unusual in that it would be predominantly Indian. Curiously enough,
the system of using an excepted service for Indians was discussed-in
1934 in hearings and was specifically dealt with as not being appro-
priate for hiring Indians.

Since then, the Civil Service Commission and the Depextment of
Interior have decided to use the Civil Service Commission which is in
violation of the law. The specific wording in the law says "without
regard to Civil Service.' There have also been a couple of court
Cases

Let me read the law. "The Secretary of the Interior is directed"
and it doesn't say shall or may. "to establish standards of health
aids, character, experience and knowledge and ability for Indians
who may be appointed without regard to civil service laws to the
various positions maintained now or hereafter by the Indian office
in the administrational functions or services affecting any Indian
tribe. Such qualified Indians shall hereafter have the preference to
appointment to vacancies in any such positions."

I believe there is further discussion m the case lawthe Freeman
casethe Mancarri case.' I also believe there are self-limitations on
the ability of the Secretary to use any kind of disevetion.

Now, the case law has tightened it up even further. Fundamentally,
the problem with the Interior Department and Civil Service can be
dealt with rather easily. However, as a former Federal administrator,
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.1 can say fhe.re.is a disinclination on the part of. the executive depart-
menti to,rc2ognize that law stands cher Executive orders.

Whenever you ask them and argue.with them about it, they always
point out Executive order so and so or such and such. The fact of the
matter N., the 1984 act. Supersedes any attempts by the exemitive
department,Or 'anybodY. Ass to utilize An Executive order qr adAnin-
isttative act to- ebange thelaw.

Chairman Anotraux. What are you recommending now that the
Indian CommisSioner do with regard to Indian employment? Can
you gir. us just a list? Tick them off one, two, three. What Is your

., recommendation So -at as.employment in Ifidian preference?:.
. Mr. Snyots. WO are itst recommending that the Secretary

Chairman' Apoinuin. ow would be implemented?
Mr. STEVENS.: NW can answer that:
Mr. TAYLOR. I .was the chairman of Task Force 9 ,that examined

this problem at 'some rather great length. Our specialist on that task
Karl Funke, had previouslY written'alaw review- article on the

su .ject analyzing the 1934 act very exhaustively and Karl carried
the am burden in developing the picture on this' thing for ofir task
force.

At le 49 here in the book, there is a reference to our task force
report d the page numbers where the detailed analysis of this is
containb and I think 'probably to get a detailed picture of the prob-
lem. you w uld have to read the task force report.

Chairman AnorrnEnc. Well, Pete, what we would like to know is,
we assume th legal authorization.is there, it's not that we're going
to make it ther o far as new employment practice is now.

What I'm as. . is: What do you recommend by way of procedure
for accompliabin udian reference?

Mr. TAYLOR. m orry, 1 was just making an introductory statement
to try to get to th t. Our recommendations appear on pages 51
through 54 and I wou d just lilt e to pbint out a few of the major ones
which I think will respond to dr nuestion you are asking me.

On page 51, there is the recommendationI should preface 1,Lis by
siving as far as we're concerned, the law is essentially adequate at
this time certainly as far' as the Bureau of Lidian Affairs and the
Indian Health Service is concerned because they are both-bound. by
section 472 of title 25 which Ernie just read to you.

So recommendation No. 1, I think this Commission should rec-
ommend to Congress, to the appropriate committees of Congress,
that oversight hearings be held over BIA and the Indian Health
Service to find out why they haven't complied with the preference
laws. Why a separate Indian civil service has not been set up. This
was dictated by Congress 40 years ago.

I happen to know through conversations with Reid Chambers who
was the associate solicitor for Indian Affairs, he's been grappling
with this problem over the past 3'ear. Karl and I had several discus-
sions with bin, and Reid Chambers agrees that the law does require
separate Indian service.

Apparently, this was agreed upon even as early as 1971 mid I
think. Harrison Loesch was involved and Ernie, correct me if I'm
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wrong, didn't Harrison Loeseh agree that a separate service was
required? ---

Mr. STrivms. Commissioner Bruce was there.
Mr. TAnte1. So what we recommend here are oversight hearings to

find out why they haven't done anything or what they are doing now
to comply ,Ivith the law. I believe there is movement afoot down there
to try to "bring themselves into compliance.

At the very top of page 52 in the first recomniendation there, I will
read this paragraph--

Chairman ABOURVER. Pete, you won't need to read that because
everybody up here will be able to read it themselves. What we're

iasking for s a capsule summary, one, two, three, four. What are you
recommending by way of implementing Indian perference?

Mr. TAYLOR. First, we recommend the oversight hearings. Second
of all, we recommend that Indian preference be extended, to every
Federei agency which is delivering any programs to Indians.

Chairman Aeomtionc. All right.
Mr. TAYLOR. .That was the original intent of the act anyway but

because'of the way
Chairman ABOUREZIC. How are you going tolet me rephrase, the

question. What are you going to do to tram and make certain that
the requirements of athe raw are fulfilled as qualified that Indians be
taken into the Indian service?

Mr. TAYLOR. I would amend section 472 to extend it to ell Federal
agencies as step 1.

Chairman Asmara= Once you've done that, then what are you
going to do?

Mr. TAYLOR. Then should be a lead agency that administers the
separateindian civil servide. Any person in any Federal agency who
is involved in a program thut is specifically related to Indians should
probably undergos. a training procedure under the aegis of whoever
this lead administrator is.

In this thing here, we're saying that the Secretary of Interior
should be the lead person. Now obviously, if a separate Indian service
is created or a separate Indian agency, that lead burden would shift
to the new agency but there should be a training prn.ram. PI

We have, in the Department of Commerce,. the Economic Devel-
opment Administration and the Office of Minority Business Enter-
prises. In the Department of Agriculture, there are specific Indian
programs and also in Small Business Administration. Cowessman
/deeds, I know yau've had correspondence with SBA asking about
some of their policies.

I think that correspondenek reflects the lack of sensitivity and
awareness that would require this sort of training of these people so
that they understand really, what Indian affOrs is all about.

Mr. WRITECROW. Mr. Chairman. Pete, I'm wondering whether or
not it would be better to hold oversight hearings by the Congress on
this or whether it might be better to ask the Secretaries to -come
before this Commission and to explain why Indian preference was.)
never implemented. Is this not one of our charges?

Mr. TAYLOR. The Secretary of the Interior would probably be the-
appropriate person and a man named Hampton with the Civil Service
Commission. I don't know whether he is the director of that Coni-
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<Aniasion or just what his Position is but those two people . would be
the moat Ole to explain this problem.

..,.... --Mr; WmTgoigow.-Would that-not-be ono of the charges as-l-see-our
resposs1bllity in this law? This is one of the major areas of study and

in Just wondering wh ,we did not 4et.thoee people before this Com-
=Molt to respond to . bee types of questions.

Mr. TAYLORi INI1 zWt sure I can answer for the Conimisaion. I

I have to leave this or the
think it might be wise to tlizzp, yes, to explain this. I think

oners to discuss among your-
selvea but certainly either this Commission can recommencl to .
enigmas that they have the oversight hearings or this Commission
itself can hold it.

Mr. WITITZCROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to hear some dia-
cussion among the mmissioners here es to what their feelings are
in regard to this. I think this is a very important issue. If we find that
direction of Congress has .been really put aside for 10 years and I
think we should ce y find out why this has been done. .

. I would like to Jear some discuision of the other Commissioiers in
regard to this.

Chairnian Asotraux. Well, until another ComMissioner wants to
0 speak on iti I'll just givu my own view on it, Jake.

': I -think at one time, it might have been appropriate for the Com-
mission to call the Secretary and make him expreln why. I think it
is late in the session right now for that kind of thing to take place so
far as we are concerned, for a couple of reasons.

We already ,,ow approximately what our 'recommenclittions are
and that is kind of what our task is, to make recommendations to the
Congress so far as implementing Indian preference. That's what
we're trying tO get straightened out now.

So thereto , it's kind of beyond the pale of the Commission tO
q to get t m up and have them explain why they haven't done it.

We could tU them what to do which is what we're going to do with
this report but so far as now hauling up a guy who is just about to go
out of offiçie, Kleppe, I'm not sure whether we would be productive
there. I .

I think we would be much more productive b3r waiting until the
new See etau comes in and when he comes up for his nomination
hearings if james Abourezk over in the Senate Interior Committee
lays in on him and asks him what he intends to do about Indian
prefere ce, it might be an awfully lot more effective.

That's my own personal view of it and I don't know what the rest
of the 'Commissioners think.

Cqnmissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say this.
We e had a lot of authority in the Commission and we've had a lot of
op ortunity to, oh, I suppose subpena if we wanted to, different
Re ple. There was a time whet'. I think and I'm sure all the Commis-
sioners would have liked to have had an opportunity to fire some
q`uestions at these Secretaries and not the guy who sweeps the hall.
ir It's important that they know that we had this right. I don't like

/people saying well, you guys had the right to subpena and you never
did. That was one question this morning. So if you think, that this is
the right procedure and I agree that we are bringing before this group
now, lame ducks, really, and the procedure is to fire away at you and
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their committee at their confirmation, then I go along with that and
I want it on the record that I've always felt we did not use that.

' We didn't get all the information we wanted from those people.
Even I was told, we're not going to give it to you, we don't give a
damn what you say about the subpena thing and that gripes me be-
cause we didn't use it to the fullest and we'll never get another chance
from the Indian Commissioners' staddpoint.

I want it on the record that I'm not happy about the fact that we
didn't carry out this authority that we had.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, Commissioner Bruce, you still
have time even after j'anuary, if necessary, after January the 20th,
when, of course, I guess the neiv Cabinet will have been chosen, at
least we'll know who they are but the life of the Commission is until
July 1 and even when the report is finished, if it's necessary to subpena,
you could do it up until July 1, couldn't you?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, if we are still in session, you could.
Commissioner DIAL. Do you officially adjourn before July 1? ,

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't think so.
Commissioner DIAL. You are alive until then, therefore, you would

have subpena power. It would seem to me you would.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is One thing for us to say, that we should

have done it earlier and we didn't and perhaps we should have but
it's another thing to say we're going to db it just to exercise bur

ipower. We ought to have some tangible benefit n order to do it.
Commissioner DIAL. If the new Secretary didn't coopel.a,e, you

could deal with him but he will probably be a very good man.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The time to get to those people is before

their confirmation.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, if I could make a comment here.

Mr. Bruce, I know that the Indian community ig quite concerned
about the fact that this Commission has not used its subpena power.
In some ways, you know, I think staff had something to do with this
because we were concerned about having ducks in a row before you

; bring a person up to testify.
. But I would like to say this. I think it's hnportaut that the.lndian

community know that the subpena power has not been wasted. One
ot the very first things that happened when I came up to the Policy
Review Commission was that we tried to get soll1(3 documents out
of the Department of the Interior and Interior shnply said no.

Ernie wrote an extremely strong letter to Dave Lindgren who was
they the Deputy Solicitor and apprised him of the fact that we did
have subpena power. It's my understanding that the special assistant
to the Solicitor was heard naming up and down the halls of Interior
the next (Inv saying, my God, I didn't knoal they had subpena power,
and we got; those documents within 7 days.

The same thing happened with the Indian Health Service in obtain-
ing a lot of inforina.'on there. There was a lot of foot dragging going on
and a letter was sent anti this is a part of the Commission records
that will be on file but our letter wits sent to the Secretary of HEW
apprising him of our subpcna power and we got that information.

Subpenas duty not have been issued by this Commission but the
subpena power was in fact used and I think that it's important that
that be on the record.
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Commissioner BRUCE. Are you saying to us now that'you got full
cooperation from all of the Federal agencies?

Mr. TAYLOR. Not at all. I don't mean to imply that. But I don't
wantI don't think it's fair for this Commission to be criticized for
not using its subpena power. I don't think it could have been used.
This Commission was not established with a sufficient lifetime to
actually use the subpena powers if we have to 'have information
that is really necessary. Every one of us knew that when this Com-
mission started.

What I ara trying to say, I am trying to answer the concerns of
the Indiarripeople and the criticisms that are being thrown at this

iCommission because in factE the subpena power was n fact used. It
was the threat of it and telling people, by 'ad, we got this and then
we got some cooperation.

No, we didn't get all the cooperation we needed, not at all, but the
subpena power was not a wasterthing. It was used. That's what I
am trying to establish.

Conimissioner BRUCE. Ninety percent, seventy percent, minus ten,
what? Where do you figure it? Would you say 75 percent of the agencies
cooperated?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, I don't think I would care to'put that kind of
figure on it. From my own standpoint, my experience is relatively
good except for this very first instance and with the IHS, there
was foot dragging going on.

In fact, what happened there was, well, the Indian Health Service
was trying to get figures for us out-of their area offices. We found prob-
lems there, administratively, and the fact that they didn't have
reco,ds immediately available, even though their own procedures
said that they should have them, that's one area of oversight that
could be gotten into. ,

But what happened was that once that information started being
collected, the, Secretary's office got involved and all of a sudden,
all of that information was getting political screening through the
Secretary's office at HEW and rewritten into softer terms, consoli-
dating figures so the things weren't so black and white of the actual
situation.

No, I don't want to say that we got good cooperation but I do
want to say that the subpena power was not a wasted thing. I am
trying to say this in the interest of this Commission.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Thank you. Let me close this portion of our
discussion off. I think we ought to get back to our deal just by saying
that I can't recall and I've been in Congress 6 years, 2 in the House
and 4 in the Senate, and I can't recall ever using this subpena power
or issuing a subpena out of a committee in all that time, even though
the power was there and 1 think as Pete said, the knowledge that we
have it is sufficient in most cases.

So I think it is short-sighted on the part of those critics who have
complained to you, Louis, that we haven't used it. I just don't think
that because you have a gun in your pocket, you ought to shoot
at somebody with it. It just doesn't make that much sense to me.
If you need to do it, go ahead but we really haven't needed to do it
and if we had wanted to call the Secretary of Interior, I think we
could have done it without the subpena anyhow.
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Commissioner DIAL. Just one other remark. I believe the first time
I met Mr. Taylor, it was pointed out that he needed some very
important docuMents and had we not had subpena power, I don't
think he would have been able to have completed his study. Right,
Mr. Taylor?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, that is correct, Commissioner.
Commissioner DIAL. And at that time he was not even hired.
Mr. TAYLOR. That's correct, too.
Commissioner DEER. This subject has interested rad a great deal.

The attitude and the cooperation of the various Federal agencies
in complying with our request for information and I wbuld like to have
staff's assessment of some of the major agencies if they have been
cooperative, if they haven't and what are the reasons and what are
your interpretations of their actions?

Mr. STEVENS. Periodically, I guess the major problems were in
HEW. We had some problems with the P-terior Department. Sur-
prisingly enough, we didn't have many with the Bureau. We have a
recent thing regarding a request we irdtiated with the Inter* De-
partment on May 8tb., 1976. We are still waiting for a reply. We are
on our second letter saying "for the second time, stand and deliver."

One of the major problem areas we had with HEW, was in their
General Counsel's Office. We requested some preference materials
and personnel information from Indian Health Service. I had the
feeling that the General Counsel's Office or other parts of HEW
were interfering. The people at Indian Health Service didn't tell us
that but we heard rumors. So while we can point at the Indian Health
Service and say it took them a number of months to provide us with
certain information,a have a feeling the other parts if HEW were
interfering.

We had a specific occasion in which the General Counsel's Office
just took us on and as we have pointed out, many of our battles were
not public. It took a sharp letter from me or ultimately Senator
Abourezk telling an agency to stand and deliver. That was the time
they usualbkhonored our request.

The reason for this attitude, I believe is that they knew we were a
joint Commission with a short life. They knew that by laying on us,
they could delay. Initially, the Federal agencies thought the task
force reports were the commission report in fact. So they all told each
c)ther, "Well, just lay on. them for a year. By the time they get the
information, they won't be able to use it anyway."

Then when they saw it was going to be a longer period of tune, they
took a different tact. Then a whole process began . . . it wasn't just
the agency being late responding and you reminding them and then
their complying with the request. A whole series of letters and/or
telephone calls takes place. The General Counsel comes down to visit
and then sends a representative to talk it over. The legislative liaison
conies over and so on and so forth and when it's all over, you get what
vou requested eventually or else they give you what you want, and
leave out something that's absolutely key anti maintain they didn't
understand you. Then the ritual dance starts all over again. That's the
problem.

The principal problem has been that the Commission has a short
lifetime.
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Now curiously enough, one of the areas we had terrible problems
with was not the blame of the agencies. There is no agency in the
Federal Government, not GAO, not OMB, not any department of
Governnient, that can define the Indian budget. That's the most
significant part of the budget report which we have been working on
internally and we cannot deliver because nobody can give us accurate
information.

A General Accounting Office report is a crazy domino thing. Some-
body dreams up some figures and passes them on to somebody else and
that person takes off on them with the results being that the .latest
General Accounting Office report on the Indian budget was taken
from department estimates.

The Federal Government cannot account for the Indian budget.
So when an administration says how much money there is, it isn't
'accurate because it doesn't know. What's more, it can't account for
the money after it has been allocated, to my shock and dismay, as
some of my friends say.

One of the area offices in the Bureau of Indian Affairs does not even
-.(bcount to the central office for what it expends. h fact I found out
through one of their people, that the central office ordered this area
director to release the information and he refused.

As a matter of fact, there is no accountability in the Federal Govern-
ment for Federal expenditures for Indians and so when we ask for .
iniormation, it isn't just a matter of calling OMB. We went to the
Office of Management and Budget and asked for the Bureau budget.
We went to the Bureau to aik for the Bureau budget. The two agencies
couldn't reconcge their figures within $20 million.

So the most wsignificant gripe concerning our budget material is
nobody knows what the buidget is and even when you get into line(
items, it's just incredibly hard to keep up with.

So in the case of the budget and a few other items, the Government,
any part of the Government, including our own arm, the General
Accounting Office cannot give us accurate information.

Mr. BRUCE. 114. Chairman, as long as we are assured that the
Congress will implement these recommendations, I'll be quiet

s. DEER. Mr. Chairman, I specifically would like to get some
comments on the Department of Justice. What kind of cooperation
did you get f;om Justice?

Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioner Deer, i I could respond to that?
I had relatively little dealings with Justice but I did work with a
staff member who is not with us anymore that was over at the De-
partment of Justice trying to gath( r information.

The Department of Justice, I. think, is one of the'great obstacles
in the Indian Affairs, particularly in litigation and getting legal rights
recognized. I know y011 had your own problem with them on the
Menominee Reservation with respect to whether or not Menoniinee
was within the cOverage of Public Law 83-280.

The Department of Interior took the position that Public Law 280
did not apply to your reservation and the Department of Justice
refused to acknowledge that position. That I cannot understand.
The Attorney General of the State of Wisconsin was sufficiently
supportive of your position that Wisconsin, as I understand it,
retroceded whatever jurisdiction Justice insisted they had.
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So finally, you pt around the obstacle of Justice. Rudy Ryser, I
think I'm _pronouncing thaLname correctly, was trying to find the
groundwork for hearings, you know, to get to the subpena thing
and bring some people up here that could respond to matters.

Then Rudy went over to talk to ground level personnel because
that's where the problems are known and if you can't talk to those
people, you can't really find out what it is you need to find out and
what you ought lo be issuing sublimes for.

It was an office below that of the Attorney General, a Deputy
Attorney General or something, got wind of the fact that Rudy was
talking to these people and insisted on luiving a representative from
his office, a political level appoiittment, sit in on every interrogation
or question period.

ObviouslY, a chilling effect because no low-kvel guy is going to
reveal the problems of his department or he's !..oing to find himself
stationed in Sitka, you know, it's that simple. There are many proll-
lents. There were substantial problems out of the Department of
Just ice.

We had a situation that we discovered in Oklahoma. It was the
Larry Black, Jr. case wlwre this young Indian boy was arrested by
local police and after about 2 wet%ks, psychiatric evaluations were
you know, there were no suicidal tendencies found in this kid at all.
Ile was looking forward to getting out then and he's found hanging
in his jail cell.

Thc parents obviously were just distraught and tried to gets FBI
cooperation in at least take a look at this thing to find out what had'
happened because they didn't belkve it was a st.:cide. There was a
very bad problem in oetting the FBI to invmtigate this. In fact, I
don't think they ever ''did do it 'until it was obvious this Commission
was beginning to bring pressure.

Chairman Abourezk sent a letter to the Attoriwy General asking
for a full explanation of that case and the policies and procedures
followed by the Departnwnt of Justice in investigating these. kinds of
oNes. This was another instance where we were preparing to issue a
subpena because the response from Justice wits delayed and delayed.

We finally did get a response just about the thne we were prepared
to come back to Senator Abourezk or elmirman Meeds and ask to get
subpenas issued. We've had delays out of these agencie:: hilthave I
answered the quNtion that you're asking?

Commissioner DEER. I want it in the record, some dilment about
the Department of Justice. I would just also like to sa, that I feel our
time was short and I was very interested to kart) triat during your
6 years, Senator Abourezk, no subpenas had been issuNI but I feel
that we have had this power itnd I feel some distress in not being able
to call before us the re+on,ible

I realize we are in a change of itdrninistration and that new people
will be coming in and I think it's unfornmate that we're not going
to be able to call in the people that have liven administerin these
policies and causing these problems.

Mr. TAyLon. I would like to make a suggestion here that Don
Wharton just whispered in my ear and I think is very good. The
lifetime of this Commission is not over yet. The p iwer to isstw sub-
penas i.4 $till wit.h-it. We're in the proeess of putting together a final
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report here. I think we can lay out areas of information that we have
either sought or believed at this point should be sought, people that
we feel this Commission should talk to and if it requires a subpena
to get them up here, then that's what would happen.

I believe we can lay out a program for interrogation and investiga-
tion at this point. My political inclination is more or less with Senator
AbourezIt4 think we ought to be getting the new politicians up here,
the ones that are going to be shaping these policies for the next 4
years along with the underling civil servants that are tbe ones that
really,have to answer these questions.

So I guess what I'm suggesting is that we put together a package
for you that you can consider.

Cominissioner DEER. I would be very much in favor of this and I
would like to see this.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, let's go back to the recom-
mendations on page 52. In the middle of the page, it says:

Congress should amend the Indian preference legislation to extend Indian
preference to all Federal agencies which so recently have assumed the role of
administering programs and services for the benefit of Indians.

What is the rationale behind that recommendation?
Mr. STEVENS. I wanted to say one thing and that is that I'm not

too sure a new law is required but it is what was recommended. The
reason I say that Ls because in the 1934 hearing, that specific area was
addressed by one of the Congressmen or Senators who said:

If you put those particular words in there, you have to remeMber that there is
just the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Or are you going to refer to all the rert of the
agencies?

The answer was yes.
It was the same way in the budget sections where they were con-

siaring the budget process
Congressman MEEDS. What I'm asking is this: Are you suggesting

that tUs Commission recommend legislation which will carry that
recommendation into effect? If so, why areyou recommending that?

Mr. STEVENS. I think I would emphasize that recommendation
particularly on reservations because I 13elieve Civil Service does not
and has not ever taken into account some of the very special qualifica-
tions needed to work with tribal people.

Many times, tribal people are excluded from BIA positions in which
the3r are much more qualified than non-Indians but the Bureau follows
the Civil Service criteria.

Congressman MEEDS. But your recommendation is not limited to
what you are now explaining. You're saying all Federal agencies
which are .administering programs and services for the benefit of
Indians should be subject to Indian preference. That includes Justice,
Commerce, HUD, and agencies on down the line. I think you identified
some 87 Federal agencies that are administering programs that in
some way, at least presumptively, benefit Indians.

Now, are you suggesting that anIndian preference akin to the Indian
preference which applies to BIA and at least through court interpreta-
tion, IHS anti others be applied to all of- those agencies?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. Now,'what's the rationale for it?
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Mr. Orztim: :''s for some of the samereasons. 1 think there are a
couple of things. Une of them is that employment in the Federal service
is a substantial contribution to economic development. Another thing,
is it's control of real estate. In other words, it's a matter oi controlling
our own turf. Indian preference in itself, it's not a

Chairthan Asotrnicm. Would you yield?
Congressman MEEDS. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We're not clear as to whether you mean like

in HEW, the Indian desk, or you know, in HUD, the Indian desk or
the entity department. What are you talking about?

Mr. STEVENS. We're talking about the Indian departments, the
ones that deal specificall3r with Indian reservations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If I might go just one step further. Is there
somewhere in here where you were recommending, for example, the

iIndian desk in Commerce, n HUD and all those people put into the
BIA or should they remain separate?

Mr. STEVENS. I think that should be a part of the development of
the text. It's a part of the.discussions leading to a possibility of a
separate agency. Chuck Peone and Ray Goettingwere trying to
figure out what a separate agency for Indian affairs meant and they
discovered about 20 different variations.

Now, one variation is to combine Indian Health Service, BIA, parts
of Interior, parts of Justice, possibly an Indian trust council and so
on into an Indian agency that would specifically handle primarily
threshold trust activities and services extended by BIA and Indian
Health Service. That would be one part.

The other parts of the Federal agencies might operate separately
or they could be a part of the Indian agency. I personally think that
EDA ought to be in the Bureau. Although I shudder to think how
they would handle it.

Congressman MEEDS. Don't you think that recommendation then
ought to be amended to show that preference should be extended
within those agencies to those positions which deal specifically with
the Indian programs, rather than to all positions in all agencies?

I read the recommendation as affecting all positions in all agencies.
That is what brought m3r question to the floor and the chairman's
question obviously limited that. With that limitation, I clearly don't
have the kind of problem I had with it before.

Mr. PEONE. 7b of 638 uses the same approach in contracting and I
believe in contracting, we get more involved with the issue of Indian
preference and services and benefitct for Indians. There are several
other programs besides BIA and Indian Health that deal with Indian
affairs and that impact on Indian reservations.

Under 7b, we have a section that deals with contracting, sub-
contracting grants from all agencies that have Federal domestic
assistance

Congressman MEEDS. I don't have any problem with that. Indeed ,
I think larobably it's preferable, but I don't think the entire agency
should be encumbered by an Indian preference. So I would ask, Mr.
Chairman, that it be made abundantly clear that it's only with regard
to those positions which are dealing primarily with Indian positions,
problems, contracts or whatever.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I would agree with that. John?
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Conunissioner BOMIRIDGIL I would like .to comment with respect
to that statement, I'm sure, that we all pretty well accept the follow-
ing: As we seek to implement this motion in the manner advanced by
Congressman Maeda, _it would be very clear, in recognition of earlier
stateMenth made by Mr. Stevens, that we would insure, to the extent
possible. that Federal agencies would not be aeeking ways to circum-
vent this by farming out mane of the responsibilities to Federal sub-
agencies that are not ostensibly in the Indian business.

And further, there are quantities of money which are evidently not
being tunneled through specifically identified Indian desks or like
agencies. Havimg had some experience with the bureaucracy, I suggest
thit it would 13ehoove us to be aware of this so that our intent is
fulfilled rather than circumvented. I know this is going to be a lengthy
process.

Mr. Simms. There is something in 7b I think the subcommittees
themselves ought to deal with whenever they get a chance. re were

. thinking about forwarding the results and asking the subcommittees
to act. Senator Abourezk sent a letter to 'all the agencies reminding
them that 7b of the act applied to all agencies. In reply, in very nice
pleasant language, they told us to stick it in our ear. Now the_y are
removing projects from the area of contracting where it calls for
preference and. substantial Indian subcontractors.

They're putting criteria and requests for proposals. The RFP's
of a Defense Department nature. By that, I'm talking about the

inature of how the request for proposal s laid out. It requires that you
have a large dompany in which you have the personnel necessary on a
permt.ent basis and so on and so forth; that coupled with the fact
that these agencies have also begun to Say that if an Indian company
or organization is not Ideated on a reservation or if they are an urban
outfit, they don't receive preference. So the agencies are successfully
able to ace out even Indian contractors in Rapid City. Rapid City
is Substantially part of the Rosebud-Pine Ridge situation and yet
an Indian person could be living on the reservation but if his company
is located m Rapid City, the agencies take the, position he's an urban
Indian. So Indian contractors can't build houses, they can't do
architectural plans fciAd so on. The Federal departments are retrench-
ing and using other devices to circumvent this new law.

Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to go back to some
personal eAperiences that I had with the then CIO and now here's
another event to try to get the agencies to cooperate more where
Indian programs are involved. I attended three meetings, I don't
imow whether anyone is here who was at those meetings but nothing
came out of it, nothing. Not only that but there wasn't a single Indian
outside of myself attending any of those meetings at all and I had no
voice in it. I was just invited to come along.

If any of usand I have worked to get at least in the Indian desk,
I know that most Indian desks arethey have a nice desk -and a
chair, if they're lucky and they don't do anythingthey just sit
there. It took us, I don't know, 15 years to get an Indian over in the
Agriculture Department sitting at that desk without a chair, you
know, and we're just beginning to move.

So I would say that this recommendation here is a start. That if we
can urge them to put iu people who are Indian, use the preference
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thing in agencies, then that's a start. I hate to limit it there. I would
like to have it go through the whole agency but if we can start there,
then we've made some progress.

Just like I think the administration and the White House can indi-
cate its preference for Indians or at least let us know that they like us a
little. Unless they put an Indian in that White House and I don't
care what he does but just let him sit in there, that we know he's
there, we're pointing at that sort of thing.

That's a start and I think any administration, I wouldn't be sur-
prised if this new administration will do just that. But I go along
-with this idea of having it applied to agencies where we 410 have
Indian programs.

Chairman ABOUREZ1C. OK. Ernie, I think what I'm going to have to
dolet me try to do some scheduling of the subjects. We're now
getting a tendency to breakdown and 'bog down somewhat on some
issues and I don't want to demean the importance of all of these issues
but how many days of meetings do we have left scheduled for this
weekMonday ana Tuesday?

Mr. STEVENS. Monday
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Only Monday? .

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. I would like to say that we probably can
handle the remaining subjects on Monday. I don't see why not. Or
else, at the next session, we could cover the remaining parts. I have
a memo which I'll have Ernie distribute.

If we cover through chapter 7 or even up through chapters 8, 9, and
10, it'sgoing to be all we can do to prepare a text for you by the next
Commission meeting and so

Chairman ABOUREM. But I mean we're going to run into time
difficulties, aren't we?

. Mr. STEVENS. Well, at the next meeting we can finish our agenda.
In one particular area, I think it's in chapter 8, I made a
recommendation.

You see what we've basically been able to do is assemble all the
task force opinions and put them in context, evaluate them and so on.
There are gregt big gaping holes in our sections on economic develop-
ment and natural resources.

Chairman ABOUREZE. In the task force material and in every other
kind of material, and what I asked for in that particular instance is to
put that off until the next meeting because it's a tragedy; that par-
ticular subject may be one of the most important ones.

All right, now what is the chapter 15 in general? What do you
intend to cover in that?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There are three parts to that chapter. The first
part is something wd discussed very briefly yesterday which is the
general lack of knowledge about Indian affairs, Indian legal status by
the U.S. population and particularly among those people who work in
Indian affairs at the State and Federal level.

There are some general education-type recommendations. The
second part of it comes from the Commission's organic legislation
whioh requires a consideration of alternative elective bodies and that's
a very short section.

The third part of it deals with task force 9 in toto which is a revision
and consolidation of 25 U.S.C. and essentially what we recommend
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there is that because it's such a complex area, that the report be
submitted in toto to *the appropriate committees with a recommendar
tion for continuing work on. the subject based on the work done by
task force 9.

Chairman ABOIIREZK. All right. If we're only going to meet to.
morrow. What about extending the meetings this week 1 more day?
Will we be able to do that? Do you have enough material for us to do
that?

Mr. STEVENS. Sure.
Chairman ABOUREZK. How does the Commission feel about meeting

again Tuesday?
Commissioner BRUCE. I'm all for it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Does anybody object to it?
Commission DIAL. I could have met Tuesday if I had known.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I see. In other words, you're unable to come

Tuesd ay.
Commissioner DIAL. I have a couple of classes Tuesday morning

and I made no preparation for anybody to take my place.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We still would very much like to have your

presence here.
Commissioner DIAL. I believe we cad finish all of this tomorrow

if we didn't kill so much time.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We could try, -I'm not sure we can't..We don't

want to unnecesstrily restrict anybody in their debate here or their
questioning and so on.

I'll tell you what: We're going to have to finish Federal delivery
today come hell or high water and we ought to try tothat leaves
Pete's areas tomorrow and if we meet at 10, that would leave less
than an 'sour for each area tomorrow.

I'm not mire. What does the staff think about that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, one of those areas, chapter 9, is

quite a large and eidensive Chapter which deals with health, ed.ucation,
corrections, each one of those subjects probably could take an hour or
so. So it is very likely that 1 day would not be sufficient for a full
discussion of those eight remaining chapters.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well. Adolph, what if we took up chapter 12,
nonrecognized Indians, first thing tomorrow and if -you couldn't make
your arrangements for Tuesday, at least you would have one of your
major interest areas out of the way?

Commissioner DIAL. Would you also deal with 9?
Chairman ABOUREZK. We could do both of those tomorrow and

leave resources till a later hour or ii later day.
Commissioner DIAL. I'll try to stay.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand. We'll have toI think in

order to get our work done here, we're going to have to set some sort
of schedule though because we don't have all the time in the world and
we spend an awful lot of time and rightfully so, on the areas that we
have covered the last couple of days and today.

All right, let me see if it's all right with the Commission to do this.
We'll finish Federal delivery today and we'll try to move through this
as quickly as possible. If the staff could be responsive to the questions
of the Commission, if the Commission would be cooperative in asking
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only necessary questions On all of the subjects, I think we can go very
ramdly there.

Tomorrow morning, the first subject. will be nonrecognized Indians.
The second subject, will be social services. Wilkyou change the schedule
to read that?

Mt. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Vhen we'll go right back on schedule again

and try to finish the rest of those off. If we haven't, finished them,
let's meet again Tuesday and until we finish all of there areas. ,

Congressman MEEDS. Mt'. Chairman, I'm delighted to see. a Member
of the other body adopting the rules of the House which means that
aH things need be pertinent and relevant to the discussion before us
and that all responses must also be pertinent and relevant to the
questions.

Chairman ABOUREZ.K. I'll accept that criticism;
Congressman MEEDS. No, it's a commendation.--
Mr. STEVENS. MT. Chairman, could I move to page 15 of chapter 7?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Ernie, before you do that, we have one other

matterprocodural matter to take u ). There was a suggestion ester-
day that we extend the time for the filing of the report and I thin we
had better deal with that today. I also want to notify the ComMi. ion
that 1 have extremely essential business that I have t andm in
my own office tomorrow and I'm only going to be here part ty.

I don't like to do that but I've been out of the country for two weeks.
I have not yet had a ehance to go and take care of my business there,
so Vice-Chairman Meeds will conduct the hearing of the. meetings
tomorrow and that's why I think we probably should get this gthei

'matter out of the way today about extending the lifo of the report

We have to talk about this markup schedule right now, so let's
try to do that.

Ilrnie in this memo you are recommending that we do not haVe the
December 17 meeting, is that tight?

Mr. STEVENS. Y,s,
Chairman ABOUREZK. That instead we have it in early January,

the tith and 7th?
Mr. STEVENS. Or the 13th or 14th.
Counessman MEEDS. Is that premised on an extension?
Mr2-STEVENS. No, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. If there is not an extension, would you still

recommend that?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. How could we possitly finish that?
Mr. STEVENS. We'll just have to have another meeting in January

and another one in February.
Congressma.n MEEDS. lil:Tresh my recollection now. -The date that

this report is to be filed is when?
Mr. STEVENS. February 18.
Congressman MEEDS. And that's mandated by law?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Congressman MEEDS. February 18th?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
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Congressman MEEDS. And the auggestion of not having a meeting
in December is based on the fact that some members can't attend?

Mr. STEVENS. No, sir. It's based on the fact that we are required to
supply you the materials 2 weeks in'advance of the meeting and by
the time we finish this meeting, we'll be aboUt 5 or 6 working days
away from that date and we have to supply you with a first draft of
the written report, the conclusions anerecommendations. We phys-
ically could not do that.

Chairman A.ROUREZK. Ali right. In order to extend the time for
filing the report, it needs a legislative amendment to the original act,
right?

f"ti' Mr. REVENS. Pin not sure but I think you probably would have to
amend the legislation.

Chairman ABOUltEZIC. Well, if we don't file it on time without an
amendment, it means all 11 Corn9ission Members will get busted for
violation of the law so may I recommend to the Commission, that we
.follow this new schedule tliat you set; If we set the meeting for January
6 and 7, that will re you enough time to get the draft in, right?

Mr. STEVENS. 'es.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. And that we, at that point, talk about

whether we have to extend the time for filing of the report. We can't
do anything about it now . till the legislative session starts anyhow
neeause we re going to have to submit an amendment.

Adolph?
Commission DIAL. Yes. I was goillg to say that when we' extended

this the last time, you recall Kirke Kickingbird said that we could
extend 1 month without any legislation.

Chairman AIMITREZK. We did that.
Commissioner DIAL. Right, we did that and if he's correct, we

would have to have legislation.
Chairman ABM/REZA Yes, I think it's the key to the filing of the task

force report. What is it, 60 days from the last filing of those, or 30
days?

Mr. STEVENS. Six months.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All right, so we're right on the dates. We

have to file February 18 unless it's changed legislatively but we're
still in the time frame if we set those meetings in January. Then we
have to set additional meetings in January or early February in order
to get the final draft approved, right?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner BRUCE. Ernie, is that on Friday and Saturday, the

6th and 7th?
-Mr. STEVENS. No one has suggested that We do 6, 7, 13th, or 14th

and those are Thursday and Friday. It could be on Friday and Satur-
day, wbatever you want to do.

Chairman ABOVREZK. Well, Sid Yates u ants those dates, doesn't
be, and we would like to have Sid come.

Mr. STEVENS, Ye's, Sir.
Comn&sioner Baum Is that the 13th and 14th?
Chairman ABOUREZA. No, 6th and 7th.
Commissioner Wurrxcnow. '1'he fit II awl 7th, is that dispensing with

our meeting date we have scheduled for the 17th and Pith of
December?
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Commissioner DiAL. 6 .and 7 is not Saturaayk 9 at4I 10 is Friday
and Saturday.

Chairman ABOVREM. Does anybody have a calendar?
. Commissioner DIAL.Yes, I just looked at one before I came up
here. Your Frid4s and Saturdays are 3d and 4th, 9th, 10th, 16th,
I7th and 30th and 31st. Of course, I'll coma any time. If you want
another 6th and 7th, I'll be here., Chaiman ABOUREZ/C Let me restate it. We will not have a Decem-

'ber meeting. We will have our meeting on January 6th and 7th to
approve the first draft of your report. At that time, reill set an-
otlair date for approval of the final draft.

Commissioner DIAL. Set it when?
Chairman A130111IEZK. We'll set it on Jar uary 6th and 7th.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, why don't you just say at that time,

we'll 'set the next meeting.
Chain= ABOUnnit.'That'Qlight, that's what I said.
Mr. STEVENS. No, you said tire final approval. See, we could finally

approve that the second week in February or s et ling, but between
the ith of January and February 18th, we cou1 have another meeting
if necessary.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Atl right:, that's fine. Is that agreeable with
everybody? Does anybody have any problems?

Coannissiqner DIAL. We're meeting the 6th and 7th, right?
Chnirman'AnounEm. 6th and 7th.
Commissioner. WHITECRow. The thing that I'm concerned about,

here is whether or not we. are going to have enongh time that if it is
necessary to request an eXtension of time before submission of our
final report, will we still lmve that final report completed by the 18th
of February so that we would have time to get that reportf-out to
Indian country so that they could review it? IVill that give uS 'time
to do this?

Mr. STEVENS. We can complete the report by February 18th. I'm
trying to keep these two things separate.

Chairman ABOLTHE7.K. Ernie, that's another question. I'm glad Jake
brought it up. If we approve the first draft on January 6th and 7th,
that's the time the report should be mailed out to Indian country. I
mean, it's not going to do us much good to mail a final report out
because it's finally approved and to get the feedback from Indian
country 59 we can make corrections in the final draft according tothe

Mr. STEVENS. Let me say this about thal.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Mr. STEVENS. I have a problem. We're in trouble with some of our

Own people. By own people, I mean task force members as well as
some of the tribes in that we haven't distributed task force reports.
Just the idea of taking a first draft and completing it will be one
thing. Distributing it, will be another.

There isn't any way possible that we could distribute a firsnraft
for February 1st. It's physically impossible.

Chairman AnocuEzic All right, then we're going to have to get
an extension of tiling of the I.( port. There seems to be no choice.

Congressmim MEEDS. Well, Mr. Chairman, that of course i§
premised on the fact that -we would distribute the report or the
draft or whatever prior to accepting it. Now, I don't. know that I'm
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opposed to that but if we do get it, I think it ought to be a first draft
rather than a final report because it's meaningless to distribute the
final report and ask for comments on it. That's an exercise in

Chairman ABOUREZK. We've already agreed on that.
Congressman MEEDS. Secondly, I think we, as Co missioners,

ought to ask some very serious questions about whether t ought to
be distributed. Again, I say I don't have any great prefere e on this
but we have set up this Commission in such a way that five levenths
of the Commissioners are"Indians. In addition, I think a out 90
percent of all the personnel on the task forces were %dims. -.-

Also the task forces have conducted hearings in Indian country
and .the Indian people were heard from to a much more considerable
degree than anybody ever thought they would be. I want to go on
record as indicating that I think we've alreadyr had a great deal of
Indian input and if we are going to tie ourselves in some way to
making changes which are suggested from the circulation, I at least
want to be on record as saying I'm going to be a little chary about
that. I think we've done a pretty good job of getting Indian iciput
already.

So I just want to notify the members of my persdnal feeling on
that.

Chairman ABOUREZA. I would like to speak to that ,just briefly.
I think it's essential for the credibility of the report with. the Indian
community that the draft be distributed to the Indians to ask for
their comments on it. Then we can take our action after that whether
or not we know ahead of time we aren't necessarily going to agree
with everything the Indian community says. We alight, but it's
hardly likely that there will be 100 percent agreement.

But I think people have to be given a chance to speak on it and I
would support distributing the first draft of the report.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry, excuse me.
Mr. B (ABRIDGE. In line with our new guidelines, very briefly, I

absolutely concur. I think the Commission has come very far in
gaining added credibility and support. I think that the distribution of
the draft report would really nail that down and I think it would
also be of considerable assistance to us when we start to consider
recommendations.

Mr. WHITECRONV. I agree.
Mr. DIAL. Mr. Chairman, I fall somewhere in between Congress-

man Meeds and Senator Abourezk. I believe it's fine to aistribute
the report in the Indian world and let them see what you have. Get
the comments so far.

But you have to keep in mind that this study is finished anait was
made by task force members -and only minor Tecommendations
come in. You cannot come in with I shall not vote for any maj
recommendation from any place if they are major and they differ
from the task force reports.

Otherwise, we've spent 1 year here for nothing. That's why I say
I come in between the two of you there. If we're going to open up a
can of worms of hot debates in arguments and a whole lot of other
things that might come up, then it would have been better to
that we should go on as we are.

Let's face it, such organizations as the national Congress, they
know what we're doing. They're keeping up with us. They've seen
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the report, they've read the reports and I want to make it clear that
I am not supporting any major changes.

You have to keep in mind, loo, the task force reports stand and of
course, what goes to Cohgress is something else. But I would hope that
recommendations from CongressI mean to the Congress are going to
to be based largely on the work of the people who did the task force
reports.

Otherwise, we are spinning our Wheels and playilig the game of
first graders and I don't intend to play that game.0

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to speak to this issue
also. I think it's absolutely essential that the Indian world out there
have an opportunity to view.the entire draft of the reports. Certainly,
our task fOrces have done their job ,and the credibility of those task
forces is recognized.

We also must realize( that the Indian world must have an op-
, portunity, if we have credibility as a Commission, to speak to those ,

reconunendations that we are going to be making. At least the In-
dian world will have an opportunity to see what the issues are and
then they will be looking at us as Commissioners to determine how
we vote on those major issues and then they would be able to see how
the Commission worked and how it functioned in its final prepara- .

tion. 41
I believe we will have support from the Indian world in thiS and

perhaps finally, once and for all, unifying the Indian
Mr. DEER. Mr. Chairman, I think 4his would be inJiie with the

policy of consulting with, the Indian p ei tople Ad also, o in the
past major policies and programs have ome down as a surp e to
the Indian people and I think this woul a be in line with setting a
whole new tone, a -whole new relationship with the Indian people of
this country, by sharing the report before the final draft is concluded.

Mr. BRUCE. 111r. Chairman, I just want to point out here and I
agree that the report should be sent out even though from the urban
standpoint, the urban centers, I was quite.annoyed at the fact that
we sent out a lot of .,stionnaires and got a minimum of response.

We sent out questior ,ires to urban centers and got a minimum of
response. Now they wail, a big meeting ancl I want them to know-
I'm in a position to make some recommendations on this now but I
didn't get help from the urban center people..

But I want that report to go out and let me tell you another thing.
Who is going to help us with Congre- and so forth but our own people
and we want that help and they need to know what's involved here.
So we can't go out and say we need your help to do thus and so. ).4

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, during the course of the hearings and
studies by some of the 'task forces, I had a lot of corresponden m
people other than the Indians who felt that they did not have an
adeoluate opportunity to preant views at hearings.

Now, whether that's true or not, I'm not sure. But in any event, I
think that the proposed draft, if it is to be mailed and sent and dis-
tributed, ought to be sent to people who might disagree with it, .

rather than just to Indian country.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. You mean like some of the rightwing

groups, anti
Mr. MEEDS. I don't prefer to describe them as rightwing groups

but as peopleyto felt that they didn't have an adequate oppor-
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tunity to be represented in the actual field hearings. I think thatwe
should also get comments from them.

Chairman ABOIJIMM. We've got a group of neo-Ku Klux Klans-
men out in South Dakota I would like to send the report to;

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, the Indian people want to be able to
read and revieW and comment on the task force reports and they
have not been published yet.

Chairman ABOUREM. Vi'ell, through no fault of the Commission.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, but if we are able to publish those task force

reports and distribute them, we could get comments back which would
help us in the deliberations.

Chairman ABOUREZB. Well, Ernie, 'there are a couple of physical
restrictions to that. First of all, those are voluminous, the task force
reports. The final report will not be that voluminous. It will be easier
to distribute and will be in fact a final statement and it might be far
preferable just to mail a draft of the final report out for comment
because it's not the task fkirce reports themselves.

There will be the recommendation to Congress, it will be the final
report that will be the recommendation to Congress. What do you
think? 1 t will be easier to do.

Mr. DIAL. Mt. Chairman, Mr. Stevens, I have a question. Ernie,
did you get very much cooperation when you asked for the Various
reports from organizations and tribes and so forth to become part of
the study?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, as a mat4,1r of fact, up until now, the Indian people
and tribes haven't been ver iusponsive. 'We only have a few reports
but they have far exceeded anybody's expectations. In support of
Commissioner Bruce's stateirent, over a year ago, we requested all
tribes, all organizations, all urban organizations by personal letter from
the Senator and me, to submit report. to us. I would like to hAve
hearizip for those tribes that did submit reports. tribes like the Crows---/
and IS orthwest Affiliated and other such. They put together very
substantial reports. If there were a hearing, I think these tribes ought
to be heard on the basis of the teports theysubmitted.

Mr. DIAL. To the Chairman and to Ernie, how do you expect to
make available the comments that come in after you mairthe final
well, not the final report but after you mail the drafts to the Indian
world? Some way you need to make this available to all the task
force members, Ernie, each one and the specialists who took part in
the study. Because this is very necessary so they will know what
comments are coming in on their particular topic.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, I don't know, A.dolph, whether that is
entirdly feasible to call back in the task force kroup.

Mr. DIAL. 1 didn't say call them back in. I said to mail to all the
task force members a copy of any comment that relates to a particular
task force because if -we, as a Commission, pass something to become
law, I mean which may become law when it goes to Congress then I
feel that the ta,k force members need to know this, you know, and
say, well, you know, I've never heard this before and we say, well, if
this came out as a result of the draft that went out, you see, they
need to be acquainted with this at all times as a matter of respect.

Chairman ABOUREM That doesn't bother me at all. Just mail it to
them.

Mr. DIAL. Yes. but I want to make it clear that I want to make a
motion to this effect that we do this.

1 6 5
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Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman could I try to put in some kind of
frameworka method which I 'think we ought to follow. I'm not cast
in cement on it but I think first of all, we ought to mail to all inter-
ested parties', both Indian and non-Indian, a proposed first draft. I
think we ought to set a time during which the people who receive it,
and anybody else, can consider it and make written comments to The
Commission, to the task forces.

Obviously) tn, task forces' work is done with the submission of
their task force reports. The Commission, with its staff as presently
constituted or others that they might wish to bring in, must discuss
and make a disposition of the comments which are received. Some of
them, we may want to accept and to put in a final draft, others we
tnay wish to reject.

However, we should take up the suggestions at least in a general
framework. We don't necessarily have to consider every single one.
But we should group them into categories so that all comments are
handled, and I think we :thou ld specify in the final report how we've
handled or disposed of those comments so they are meaninOul and so
'nit -people will know their comments have been considered in our

final report.
Perhaps we could have a special4ection on disposition of comments

received set forth in the final repWt. We then issue our final report
which will be primarily the task force reports, what we've adopted
from the task force reports, the comments of the public generally, the
disposition of those comments, and the final distilled product.

Mr. ABOUREZH. Will you put that in the form of a motionthat
what I've just said

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, whatever he just said, I will
second.

Mr. ABOUREZIC. All right. A motion has been made and seconded.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I move that the following procedure

be generally followed subject to changes for the convenience of mem-
bers and subject to dates and time frames established in later meetings.
I move tHit on a certain date, we will have prepared and accepted by
the Comtnission, a draft of a final report.

It must be clearly understood that this is not the final report,
but only a suggested final report. This (haft should be circulated to
the Indian and nen-Indian groups who, as we can best ascertain, are
interested in studying the report and making comments.

A time frame slould be established during which those comments
can be made in writing. At the end of that time frame, after prepara-
tion and categorization of these comments by staff the Coninnion
should meet and consider the comments and suggestions that have
been made from interested parties. We can dispose of those in some
fastion by vote.
rAlso, within a certain time frame thereafter, a final approved

tommission report will be made which takes into consideration the
ivork of the task forces, the Commission input, all the hearings, the
comments on the draft report and disposition of those comments.

Mr. ABOUREZE. Is there a second?
Mr. MAL. Mr. Chairman, I second the motion and I feel, Ernie,

that you need a memo with this motion in order to piss it out to
anyone who wants it beceuse that's very good and takes care of
anything.

1 66
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Mr. ABOUREZK. Th,ié a second. All those in favor will say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]

ABOUREZE. All those posed? No? The ayes have it. Let the
record show that a quorum be g. present d seven members'all voice
voted in the affirmative. No oppo mg votes.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, a matter of information. Would it
be possible . to have this sometime before we adjourn? I think it's
such an important element in our process and I think it's going to
meet with a great deal of support and- sympathetic reception.

Mr. ABOUREZE. You mean the memo?
MT. BORBRIDGE. Yes.

ABOIYREZR. We can have that tomorrow, is that right, Ernie?
MT. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ABOITREZIC. And it will be distributed to all Commission members

tomorrow? The action that the Commission took today?
Mr. STEVENS. We could also put it in the form of an announcement

- .1; to the audience. There will be a lot of people here tomorrow, and they'll
be interested in it.

Mr. ABOUREZE. OS. Now, let's get onJake?
Mr. WH1TECROW. Mr. Chairman, I might also suggest with the

concurrence of the Commission members .hat, Ernie, we send out a
communication through the news media:of this at the very earliest

) so that people will accept it.
Mr. A.BOITREZIC. We've, adopted the management study and directed

the staff to distribute the draft report to the Indian community and
non-Indian community.

We only have 45 minutes left so we had better get started.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that we go to page

50. chapter 7. The reason is that it deals with
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, could I just very quickly ask a question

before we get off Indian preference? I don't recall all th.at I read about
it in the management -Rudy but apparently there was some appre-
hensiog among those members.of the task force or the special manage-
ment study about-the whole question of Lidian preference.'

could you kind of enlighten us about what that apprehension was
and how that will fit into the recommendations which are made here?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. I would like to have Ray. Goetting and
Chuck Peone talk to that except to say that there was a lot of dis-
cussion among the participants and one of the things we.all agreed
on was that it was administered rather badly.

Chuck, do you want to talk about what the problems were?
Mr. PEON& The leader, of that particular study group was from

Labor Relations, a Labor Relations' point of view felt that basically
Indian preference in 6he Bureau was very poorly administered,

. misunderstood and felt that by taking Indian preference and modi-
fying it somewhat, he felt that we could do that ider the present
system.

We felt that there was no appeal process in the Civil Service Com-
mission for Indians other than the regular EEO complaint process
and he didn't feel as a member of the task force that he had enough
time to study the background of Indian affairs such as he utilized the
Mancari decision basiGally and went along with the idea that Indian
preference could be administered by a separate Indian career service -
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but felt that he did not have enough time nor enough background to
promote that effort.

Howevd, he did say that the administration of Indian preference
ishould be strengthened n the feport. '

Mr. MEEDS. Are any of the recdmmendations which you have '
made inconsistent with the findings and recommendations of lithe
manapment study?

Mr. Gomm,. I might comment on that, Congressman. In the
management study that we did in the Phoenix area, we had a former ,

Civil Service Commissioli employee with us. The classificatiorrbf
positions is very difficult and it's extremely divided am ne the areas
of qualification so that 'an Indian, when being conside dais actually
disturbed about being the lowest minimally gu th0 are three
levels of qualification'being a plied.

They recommended that t ey use only one. That there be either
qualifications or he would either be qualified or unqualified and tliat
the standards are not being written to be applied specifically to it.
So that when they rlo receive an application, a number of Id.i.gns
won't epply because they are considered, they were only goinL
considered, minimally qualified and therefore would be rejecta

It's a very difficult demoralizing process and that's stated on
page 35 of this report. That paragraph at the bottom of tlitgey
describes that end I migkt give you all example.

Assuming a college graduate requirement is needed, in the positioh.
That may be minimally qualified and then they let people apply for
it but then 5 years' experience, 10 years' experience makei minimum
qualifications highly qualified a differential and then they have the
opportunity to select the individual they want basically on the three
levels of qualifications.

This actually disturbs the entire operation. If they are going to
require "10 years' experience, they ought to state it as the minimum
qualification and then if the Indian has the 10 years' experience, he
is equal and on that basis then, he would be eligible for employment.

So that while they do this, circularization of all the rules, then
fringe benefits and that sort of thing, need to be corrected. One other
element actually exists in ()Her to get cultural qualifications, under-
standing, language considerations and the positions, they are forced
to reduce the grade levels in many instances in order to get an Indian
on the job where an Indian actually is- required.

Therefore, the lowering of pay, the lowering of prestige, the lowering
of the job has a very detr:mental effect on them.

Mr. MEEDS. Well, that is really why I asked the queStion because
through the years, in dealing with this, I've heard a num er of crit-
icisms of perhaps, not the law, but of the practice of taking 4 position,
meeting certain requirements of that position(and of advetsing tor
'applicants. Then upon not finding any Indians who havt, applied,
who are qualified, the position is downgraded. In some iikances.,
hiring a non-Indian who may have applied and is qualified might
make better sense.

I don't think any of 11S believe, as a general rule, that downgrading
a position is the best method for effective administration and maximum
benefit to the population served. Assuming that certain qualifications
are really required for a job, downgrading those qualifications so that
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an Indian can fill that position when none has really come up to those
standards is not a 'good waY to operate.

I am greatly i# favor rif the part ot the report that says we ought -
.. to have an extencted effort to qualify Indians and to really understand'

what qualifications are. I understand, or I believe that there are tests
which are given and qualifications which are sometimes required,
which are not really as necessary as are some others.

I don't mean to be setting any ing in concrete, but I think, as a
general principle, this Cob:mission ught to be adopting the concept
that rather than downgrading sitions to meet people's qualifica-
tions, we should be upgrading people's qualifications to meet the
reTfirements of the best service. ,-

'ow, is that somewhere stated in this?
Mr. GoErrING. Yes it is.
MCMEEns. Ae a policy that we want to achieve?
Mr. PEONE. Yes.
Mr STET/ELS. I would like to say, sir, that no matter what the slant

was, everybody agreed that a better system of handling preference
is needed. An ler example Ahat actually happened .recently is the
advertisemen of a position-in the. Office of Personnel, 'that's a very
exchisive area and takes special qualifications. Ao they advertise.
They don't get anybody'even though they've had qualified applicants
apply. So they readvertise just so they can get an Indian person and
when that happens, they turn around and blame the Indians because
of preference and that's not fair. It's related to what you were stiying.

I think the Indian people are willink to concede that they want
highly qualified people. A lot of tribal people do not yant to be ex-
pr.fmented on even by Indians and so we agree with you 100 percent.

e would underline that.
Mr. MEEDS. It's the old question of I don't want to be operated on

by a brain surgeon. The qualifications are very questionable because
the qualification level has been lowered to fit somebody else. I don't
think Indian people or the Bureau of Indian Affairs, cr any govern-
mental agency policy ought to be doing anything other than qualifying
people to meet positions, rather than lowermg positions to meet
people with qualifications of lower standards.

Mr. DIAL. tr. Chaiiman. Chuck, how does Indian preference apply
to the nonfederally recognized tribes? Would you comment on that?

Mr. STEVENS. I think l'ete Taylor ofight to do thut.
Mr. DIAL. On Indian preference, Pete. Do Indian people who be-

long to nonfederally recognized tribes, do they receive any Indian
preference over, say a white person or a black person? -

Mr. TAYLOR. As the law presently stands, Cornthissioner 'Dial,
under .the 193,t Indian Reorganization Act, an unaffiliated
meaning an Indian who is not a member of a federally recognized
tAbe, does ;qualify for Indian preference if he's half-blood Indian.'

Now, the question was asked a few minutes ago whether any recom-
mendations in liere deviate from that. management study or go beyond
it. There is a recommendation on page 54 in thiw. chapter that goes to
the quarter-blood standard, which is what Ernie mentioned, and Mr.
Whitecrow, I believe this is an area that you would be very interested
in. It's a subject that we could probably debate forwer here today but
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it's one I think we need to refine our positions on and you Com-
missioners need to be very aware of what we're doing here.

As it is set out here on page 54, it's taken from the report of Task
Force 9 and what we're proposing iswe have two proposals there,
alternative proposals, for the Commission to consider and if I may,
I'll just read them. I think it would be easier.

Proposal No. 1 would provide that the membership class, the mem-
bership in a federally recognized tribe and the descendant class of the
I RAand that is people who were living on a reservation in 1934
should be amended to require a minimum one-quarter degree of Indian
blood.

We make no specific recommendations with regard to the un-
affiliated one-half blood class. However, we sugg.est that Congress
may wish to consider lowering the mininium IJlood quantum for
unaffiliated and unrecognized Miens tv one-quarter degree Indian
blood.

So if this recommendation were adopted, it would, No. 1, impose a
quarter-blood requirement on people who are members of federally
recognized tribes. That requirement is not there now. It would also
add to unaffiliated Indians, reduce the blood quantum requirement
from one-half to one-suarter.

Of course, there is a second proposal here which springs off the
first one. I think I should go on with the second proposal and then
allow for debate.

Mr. DIAL. Well, what I'm really saying now, most people in Govern-
ment are non-Indian; right?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. DIAL. You don't have enough federally recognized Indians to

occupy the positions in Government.
Mr. TAYLOR. Not all of Government but if we're talking about

Indian delivery aspects of Government.
Mr. DIAL. All right, suppose you get in some other aspect, why not

include nonfederally recognized tribes at least to come ahead of, say,
whites and blacks?

Mr. TAYLOR. In programs for Indian delivery services?
Mr. DIAL. Noin anything.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, because that, Mr. Dial, I would consider to be

racial discrimination.
Mr. DIAL It wouldn't be any more discriminatory than what you

already have.
Mr. TAYLOR. That's not correct.
Mr. DIAL. I don't think so.
Mr. TAYLOR. My opinion is premised on a U.S. Supreme Court

decision that Charlie Wilkinson mentioned the other day that says
that Indian prefereneeI must admit, that Court was dealing with
one aspect of this only, which was membership classbut it said that
the preference policies derived out of a political relationship of the
United States with Indian tribes and the Indian people. That's a
very critical distinction.

Now, if we were to open up all of the Federal Government and say
people who are quarterblood Indian, regardless of political affiliation
or anything else, have a preference over anyone else for a position,
even in positions that are not related to Indian delivery services, all
we would have is an invidious discriminatory statute.
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Mr. DIAL Would it be any more discriminatory than, say, veteran
, preference?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. DIAL. WhY?
Mr. TAYLO'R. Because it's based on race.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Dial, there are a few things
Mr. DIAL. I understand this. You don't have to take any more time

on it. I only wanted to bri ig it up for the record. You need not explain
it to me, really.

Mr. STEVENS. I think it should be pointed Out that the halfblood
provision in the Indian preference law has not really been recognized
nor has it been utilized. I suspect it has not been used but they are
legally qualified to use it.

One of the problems you get into in certain cases is that if there is
no tribal roll and/or blood quantum, there isn't any way to identify
an Indian and it's hard enough to get the Interior Department to
identify a whole.tribe of people.

Mr. DIAL. Yes, but they would come under the recognition that
.you mentioned here somewhere. I was looking at it a minute ago and
you have five points of recognition. They could fall under two of those
points, you see.

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir:
Mr. DIAL. And I don't see why they couldn't receive Indian

preference in two ofthose five points of recognition:
Mr. TAYLOR. As, individuals as opposed to their tribes being

recognized?
Mr. DIAL. Well, where, the tribe is recognized. Let's speak of the

umbees; I know that Lumbees have been denied Indian 'Preference.
Oli. The 1956 Act of Congress recognized them, as Lumbees but in

the last sentence there wos a disclaimer.
I see no reason that a Lumbee should be denied Indian preference

even if he comes in a second category to the federally recognized
tribes. At least he should come ahead of whites and blacks.

Mr. TAYLOR. Within Indian delivery service programs, I agree With
you, Commissioner.

Mr. DIAL. Anything.
Mr. TAYLOR. I agree with you and in fact, the District of Columbia

Circuit Co t agrees with you in the ease of Mayner v. Morton. But.
it dealt wi the eligibility of 22 Lumbees as Indians under the 1934
act.

Mr. DIAL. et's put tha to the test on preference. Since the main
th;ng is the on decision, OK, that's all.

Mr. ABOUREZ I just caught part of your conversation about
defining an Indian. Is there a place where you absolutely define what
an Indian is? It's never been really done on an overall basis in the
law. Shouldn't we do that?

Mr. TAYI.011. It's a definite problem. Now, we are proposing it in
the context of preference for employment on page 54 here.

Mr. ABOUREZK. What about defining an Indian in this sectiona
legal definition of an Indian for all purposes, not only for preference.

-Mr. TAYLOR. The parts of the report which I am familiar with do
not propose a definition of an Indian for purposes of Federal delivery
services and I would defer to anyone ebe that does know.
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Mr.. STEVENS. I would just like to say something about it. One of the
things I think has to be continuously considered is the facli, that I
believe that a tribe should decide.

Chairman ABOUREZR. That they decide on their own membership
is what you're say_ing.

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. ABOUREZR. Which is fine; I don't have any problem with that.

What about somebody who's not living on .the reservation? What
about urban Indians?

Mr. STEVENS. It doesn't matter, in most cases. It doesn't matter
in the case of members of federally-recognized tribes, for instance.
There isn't any member of any federally recognized tribe that can't
clearly relate back to either his tribe or the Bureau of Indian Affairs

to spec:fically identify
Mr. ABOUREZK. It's an adequate enough definition to say that if

he's an enrolled member of a tribe, he's an Indian?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. In the case of non-Federal, let's take

Passamoquoddy, for instance, it would have been unjust to say that
until they won their recent court decision, that they were not eligible
because they were not federally recognized.

Mr. ABOUREZK. Let's assume that a tribe, if it's not recognized, is

a tribe and that a member of that tribe is enrolled and can be defined
as an Indian. I wonder, if I could hearI heard Louis Bruce over
here. For want of a better word, it was grunty.

I want to know if you will interpret that grunt word.
Mr. BRUCE. Well, I grunt because I would like a nickel for every-

time I've been hit with, who is an Indianthe definition. I have
really given some serious thought to it; and I can't come up with a
definition. But, isn't it IRS that has thellefinition that an Indian is a
person who thinkswho say says he's Indian, who is accepted by the
community and what else?

Mr. TAYLOR. Has substantial Indian blood.
Mr. BRUCE. And has substantial Indian blood without saying he's:

fullblood, halfblood, quarterblood quantum. From the standpoint of
non-Federal, that might be a good definition and they have used that
right along. Dr. Johnson has.

MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I think that somewhere, as a major
recommendation of this report, we have to establish a process by

which, No. 1, a tribe is recognized, and No. 3, bv which a tribe
is given an opportunity and a time frame in whicfi it describes its
membership. In that process, I think certain blood quantums should
be required. This would be much like the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act where Natives were identified during a certain time
period and everybody knew what the time frame and the require-
ments were.

After that time has passed, I think that the Members of the special
class should be limited. That is what we did in the Alaska 1. ative
Claims Act. I think it was a process which worked fairly well. John
Borbridge can tell you a little bit more about it than I can.

Like some of my .ndian friends say, there are too many people with

a braid and a bead out there posturing, who because of some distant
relationship and the desire to find a place in the sun, have beceme
instant Indians. They often aren't a real credit to Indians at all and
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are merely taking that posture to gain the ends of theiruown self-
aggrandizemen t.

I don't think we can come right down to a definition of an Indian,
but I do think there has to be a process which will limit that special
class of people and I tHnk that's got to be through the tribal system.
Again, all of the special rights and benefits which we've been talking
&bout here for 3 d.ays now, don't run to individuals, but to tribes.
They run to tribes.

So I think that's a process that has to be utilized. There should be a
process set up and.some guidelines set up for that.

Mr. ABOUREZK. Let me ask the staff: Should we recommend an
enrollment or reenrollment process of tribes to provide them with
assistance for that over a 2- or 3-year period? What's your recom-
mendation?

Mr. GOETTING. Mr. Chairman, the Commission actually assigned
this problem to task force 3 and we looked info it. One of tlw problems
that some of the tribes have, particularly in Oklahoma and the frac-
tionated area activities, wht t that land that is inherited by minor
blood-quantum individuals, Weir entitlement to ownership and that
sort of thing, and I would not say any particular tintebut until that
problem is resolved to some degree, it would be difficult for a tribe to
include or exclude any liability on its part in regard to an error and on
that basis sometimes, we have a problem of actually deciding where to
cut off.

We ran into that problem. I just wanted to caution the Commission
about establishing too short a period or at least turn this over to the
lawyers to solve some of it.

Mr. DIAL. Congressman Meeds, you know, that was a wonderful
statement if you had not mentioned blood quanturns.- I think when
you mention blood quantums, that you would find many tribes who
ha% e been around for thousands of years but they would have difficulty
in establishing blood quantum.

That's the only trouble I have with what you said but that was ti
grand statement.

Mr. MEEDS. I want to chaffy at least what I meant to say with
regard to blOod quantum. The way we handled this in the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act, was to establish a blood:quantum
process, but then another process by which tribes, in the,te instances,
villages, could recognize other people as members of that group who
didn't meet that blood quantum.

That's the kind of situation I think which illustrates an auxiliary
process where blood quantum is not the issue.

Mr. DIAL. I see.
Mr. IlaucE. I want to make it clear that I'm not against the system.

I'm enrolled in two different tribes and I believe in the blood-quantum
thing. I just say that when we're dealing with services, which is another
thing, that we're going to have to face this issue of who gets services
out t here. And when we think in terms of how the urban communities
accept Indians, that's another thing.

Some will say, well, he's not Indian, he's not enrolled or whatever.
Well, that isn't quite true but I'm not talking against the fact that we
accept blood quantum as we have it now. I'm not sure that I think we
said fullblood at three-quarters or one-half that is right. I think it
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ought to be less. I go along with the one-quarter. So, we've got to face
that and I guess that's coming up tomorrow whatever.

Mr. DIAL. I wouldilust like to say that it appears that every depart-
/ went in government as their own definition of an Indian.

Mr. A.BOUREZ/C. Thai's why I brought up the question of should
there be one standard definition and try to avoid this great big mixture.

Mr. DIAL. Yes; well, the only thing that's wrong with one standard
definition, I could use the Lumbees as an example now, who receive
perhaps something like $700,000 in IEA funds, at least I believe that
was the approximate amount this year, yet the BIA has a different
look at the Lumbees and those funds have been mighty useful.

We've had Indians for many, many years, longer than most tribes in
the country.. Segregated Indian schools longer than most tribes in the
country. Well, wouldn't it be terrible to have some kind of definition
that would cut off IEA funds from the Lumbees?

Mr. WHITECROW. Thank you. I've been wanting to get at this for a
lohg time and I wanted to get my foot in the door here. Of course, I
keep saying this. It's a primary mit of importance but I think, Pete,
with this particular recommendation that you have hdre, on,. stablish-
ing a blood quantum for Indian preference, I have some reservations
here about the fact that if we should recommend to the Congress the
establishment of some blood quantum as being eligible for even
employment or for services, either/or, I believe in my opinion, I think
we are really infringing upon the sovereign issue of a tribe.

If we start talking about establishing blood quantums, we are in
effect limiting the sovereignt3r of a tribe. A tribe should have that

. sovereign right to determine its own members and then the Federal
Government should live up to its obligations all the way through
reg:ardless.

If a tribe says they want to recognize open-ended descendancy,
then that is that tribe's responsibility and authority to do so. If a
tribe says they're only going to have full bloods, that's that tribe's
prerogative. They are limitmg themselves when the3r set a blood
quam,um on their membership; they are, in effect, practicing genocide
on their tribe because we all know, in reftlity, we have a tremendous
amount of intermarriage all over the Nation.

When a tribe establishes its blood quantum, they are in effect,
practicing the ass;milation policy which, in effect, brings about geno-
cide for the American Indian which, in the long run, will reduce the
delivery of services to American Indians.

Will they have iierhaps 50 to 100 years in the future policy establish-
ment with this Commission? I think we need to really look at this
from a standpoint if we recommend a blood quantum on anything,
we are taking away from the sovereignty of a tribe which we are
trying to bring back to them.

Mr. Apotranic. OS, the next area.
Mr. STEVENS. I suggest we go back to the budget section which

contains more general principles. It may help move it along. That's
on page 15, chapter 7, and that particular subpart is the Federal
budget.

This section of the study is in compliance with the purpose of the,
act. The Commission staff has been unable to finalize a significant
report of the Federal budget thus far primarily because t e BIA
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and other Federal agencies do not report on expenditures on behalf
of American Indians in a manner that is conducive to evaluation.

The Federal Government cannot review the effeetivenesg of Federal
expenditures spent on behalf of Indians because nobody knows what
the Federal budget ifi,-mach less be able to evaluate performance by a
program and budget line item.

Consistent with a consensus of findings and recommendations, of
task forces as well as from numerous tribal statements and positions
on tribal organizations, the staff recommends the adoption of the
following general principles for Federtd budget delivery.

One. Enact legislation which would apply to all Federal appropria-
tion acts ascribing to tribal governments the same status as States
and their political subdivisions for funtling purposes to serve as an
eligible subdivision for this purpose when allowed direct Fedefal
funding

Mr. NVHITECROW. Excuse me, Ernie, where are you? What page?
Mr. STEVENS. Page 15, chapter 7.
MT. WHITECROW. OK.
Mr. STEVENS. It's the budget delivery system. Such legislation

may have similar language as that suggested by task force 9 as f'ollows:
Indian tribes which have been recognized by either Federal or-

State governments shall be recognized as independent units of govern-
ment for purposes of eligibility under Federal domestic assistance
programs.

Two: Federal budget requests should be submitted by tribal
governments based upon long-range development plans for community
needs. These long-range plans should include ongoing processes on a
3-year planning cycle including current year, budget yeer, and planning
year, such plans to be amended and submitted annually and con-
form to existing or proposed Federal appropriation cycles.

Three: Federal program standards end/or eligibility require
should recognize the authority of tribal governments to create public:
agencies or corporations eligible for Federal programs.

I'll give you an example of SBA. SBA doesn't recognize the right
of Federal tribes to charter their own organizationswhich they can
and as a-result, in order to deal with SBA, you have to get a State
charter. If you want to use the tribal enterprise, you can't because
they are not willing, they don't recognize tribally cha7ted organiza-
tions as being eligible for some of their programs.

They require you to get a State corporation charter which is not
desirable for a number of reasons. One of them is infringement on
tribal sovereignty itself.

Mr. ABOUREZK. OK, Ernie, when you're reading these recommenda-
tions, just read the outline portion. If anybody has a question, they'll
direct it to you instead of you going clear through the explanation
because there's no use. You know, people have this thing in front of
them. They can read that and you reading the underlined poreons
will give them a chance to stop you if they want to question you.

Mr. STEvENs. Federal funding should be provided with strict
limitations on Federal civil service employment and other administra-
tive expenditures by Federal agencies through which funds are
appropriated.
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F\vo: Tribal program budgets .presented for funding under long -
.

ran0 community plans should be presented to Congress for considera-
tion iyith minimum alteration by aclministrative levels of the executive
department. The -tribal budget process which is decided under the

0 law in\ 25 U.S.C. section 476, should he fully recognized and .imbler,.
mented. That's a part of the IRA.

Mr. WHITECROW. Excuse me, Ernie and Mr. Chairman,- you are
getting into the band analysis, aren't you, ri

Mr. STEVENS. Hopefully not, sir, but i've could talk about it. The
band is M many ways consistent with this particular statute. The
reason fot it is, the lawI think it was sect' n 16, wasn't it, Pete?.

Mr. TA LOR. Yes.
Mr. STE:ENS. This was section 16Qo the Indian Reorganization

Act and it s,ta ted that the Secretary of Interior bad to advise all tribes .

of the appropriation estimates or Federal projects for their benefit
prior to su4nssion to OMB and Congress.

The bank its a method by which they tried to determine priorities.
It is not really an equitable method to comply with this law at all.
What they uspd to have in the old days (and sometiMes you need to
go back to dial, to get some halfway decent things) is the budget line
items.

Mr. WinTEmicow. Under long-range community plans,.I am reading
that tribal program or tribal budgets beprepared at the very lowest
level at the agency whereby that superintendent of that agency Or
that office or whiclever it might be, would have to work with the
local tribal government to determine those budgetary requirements.

Now, is this what I'm reading here?
Mr. STEVENS. Will you repeat that, please?
Mr. WHITECROW. I'm not sure I can.
Mr. STEVENS. Just the end of that.
Mr. WHITECROW. Are we in this particular aspect developing the

budget for local operations at the very lowest level right there at the
tribe, with the tribal government having total input into the develop-
ment process or budgets? .

Mr. 'STEVENS. Yes,.sir.
Mr. WHITECROW. Would this be a deviation froin the BAND

analysis?
Mr. STEVENS. A dec`ided deviation.
Mr. WHITECROW. Very good, thank vou.
Mr. STEVENS. Six: tile Congress should enact legislation that re-

quires Federal-Indian domestic assistance programs to be strictly
accounted for.

Seven: Federal appropriations to Federal agencies for adminis-
tration involved in programs affecting Indians shall be separate and
apart from tribal governnient funds.

Eight: All Federal appropriation acts should exempt tribal govern-
ments from any requirements which might compromise tribal in-
tegrity or Government sovereignty.

Nine: Appropriate congressional and Executive orders should be
issued which call for the compliance of Federal agencies, Federal
regional councils, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the implementa-
tion of the Joint Funding Simplification Art for delivery of Federal
iirograms and services to Indian tribes or to tribal governments.

C.
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Ten: Special funding for services or programs of the Federal
Government for Indians which ere not conducted for ançl by tribal
governments should be requested, budgeted for, and a ropriated
separately. .

-Eleven: Federal funds shduld be distributed with some ense of
equity with such variables such as planning, capability, pop lation,
land Ix:me financial condition being.measurable and justified. Min
imum threshold financiel requirements for small tribes should be
satisfied without regard to equity and variables.

Mr. ABOUREEK. Ernie, now the additional recommendations in the
following pages deal mostly with the management study, is that

icorrect? The only thing left n this program that does not deal with
the management study, is there anything left?

Mr. STEVENS. The mdepondent agency is dealt with here.
Mr. Anotnenic. Let's bring that up now, leave out the manage-

ment study . since we've already adopted it and everybody is very
familiar with it. Let's talk about the independent agency now. What
page is that recommendation on?

Mr. STEVENS. Page 70.
Mr. ABOUREZK. What's the recommendation on that? It's 72, I

think, starting with No. 3.
Mr. STEVENS. Okay,
Mr. ABOUREZK. I've got to say one thing, Ernie, that part of what

you're calling for wouloi be unconstitutional. Where you say there
ivill be proposed enactment of a new prime agencyof the trustee by
'creating an independent agency removed from the Department of the
Interior and independent of the executive branch. Those words right
there, independent of the executive branch, would be unconstitutional.

Under the Constitution, the Executive must be in control of any
administrative agency or executive agency. It has to be there. Con-
gress can't run it.

Mr. MEEDS. Like the Federal Reserve Board?
Mr. STEVENS. Could you conceive that we could name one agency

that doesn't go through the Executive?
Mr. ABOUREZE. You cannot haVe that controlled by the Congress

explicitly or exclusively. You just Ci anot do that. We just had a
Supreme Court case on thatthe Federal Elections Commission.
There were members of the Federal Elections Commission who were
appointed by Congress and the Commission was deemed to undertake
some administrative functions. The Court thiew that ou.t because it
was unconstitutional.

Mr. TAYLOR. In the broad concept that you're talking about, I
would defer to what you are saying. It is possible, however, to create
agencies that do have some mdependence from the Executi- --. As
Congressman Meeds mentioned, the Federal Reserve Board.

Mr. ABOUREZK. That's not an executive agency. In other words, it
does not administer funds.

Mr. TAYLOR. All right, TVA. One thing, it's possible to create
agencies that are not under the same kind of line authority that is
generally found in the executive agencies: I know Bill Veeder wrote
a paper on TVA at one time, as an exanple, and Ernie, you gave that
to me some time ago. There are agencies that operate in a different
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fashion fro:5m the normal scope of the Cabinet-level departments.
Frankly, I haven't explored the legal issues in this tl.'ng.

Mr. .A.BouRnx. I wonder if it wouldn't be not only ,onstitutionally
safer but even more politically feasible and it might even work better
if we had an independent . agency somewhere under the President.

Mr. STEVENS. That's what 3ve are describing. Yes, sir, we're,
talking of an agency like 0M13'and I think we can clarif3r this.

Mr. ABOUREZK. That's' what ,you need to do. We need to all have
an understanding of what you mean and if we understand you don't
mean to.pull it out and to say it's off by itself without anybodyOK,.
(YO ahead.

Well, let me just start this ruling by saying I'm in favor of making
it a separate independent agency, Cabinet leyel preferred. Does
anybody here want to speak against that concept?

Mr. WHrrEettow. I would like to speak for it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ABOUREZK. OK, that's one, two, three, four, without objec-tion
Mr. TAYLOR. I think a few minor peripheral coMments might be

in order. I see there's complete unanimity here and I believe most of-
the testimony of the Indian country also supported this concept but
to sort of alleviate fears, I think what Ernie has said about this thing,
that the creation of this thing is a process, not an event, is a very
important notion.

There are a lot.of different programs that are in different agencies.
I'll just speak for myself here. I can see the Bureau of Indian Affairs
being pulled out of the Depart nwnt of the Interior. The legal office,
the Division of Indian Affairs, pulled out with it and made a part of
this new agency.

I think in the process, a portion 9f the thing beingwhere as this
new agency gains its wings, yea look over to the Department of
Conmwrce am I the Indian desk there and consi(leration can be given
as to whator whether this program should be shifted over and it
would be an on-going process, not a traumatic event that is imposed
all at once.

Mr. Anot-nEzic What about the trust counsel authority? Is that
dealt with in this chapter? We may as well talk about that DOW at the
same time. Would you conceive of a trust counsel authority beingin
the new separate agency or separate m ifro the new agency within t?

Mr. S EVENS. It could be within the same organization and still
be separate in a sense. That particular thing can be done in a number
of ways.

Mr. ABOvREZR. Which way do you recommend? Well, I think every-
body here kind of likes the idea of a trust counsel authority. When
vou conic. back with the draft, pick a nice way to do it and we'll talk
about th m pick t he alternatives and we'll tall{ about t he alternatives.

Mr. ST 'ENS. I want to ask you something that's related. Is the
Conthissi 1, or wouhi the Commission be talking about an inde-
pPn den t akency such as TVA? The reason I men t ion TVA is beca use
of its somewhat similar natureyou're talking about people and
resources and land. You're talking about sonwthmg that is controlled
by those people. Are we talking about something that's partially or
wholly controlled hy Indian people? If 'we are, the trust counsel
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authority, because of its responsibilities, may have to be appointed
wholly or partially by the President.

In Dant case, it would have to be a different kind of arrankement. It
would have to be a two-headed kind of thing, so to speak.

Mr. ABO UREZK. It would seem to me if you had afi independent
°agency, you would have to havethe head of that, of course, would
have to be appointed by the President with the assent of the Congress
Or the Senate. Also, if you can accomplish this thing of having it a
.cabinet-level agency, Secretary for Indian Affairs, if we can get that
done. That's what my preference is. I don'kno* about the rest of
the Commission members.

But there is also another concept that has been explored and I
think I first heard of it from Ernie Stevens a few years back, that the
way the agency be conducted would be through Indian people elected
by the Indian community nationwide.

Say there are what, 12 BIA areas at this point? In other words,
divide the country up into areas, have elections conducted periodically
and have 12 Indian commissioners,who will sit as a sort of board of

c directors to advise and to pass on Indian policy and they would be
responsive to their constituences.

In other words, the policies carried tO the President and to the
Congress by the Secretary of Indian Affairs would be those recom

: mended by the 12 elected people..That's another concept that ought,
to be explored. Now, what does the rest of the Commi4ion think
abOut that?

Mr. WHITECROV Mr. Chairman, I have thought about this-particUlar
aspect for many .years and have always felt that just because the
American Indiav e. .eparate situation, we should have a separate
department of lnP affairs and that we should have it at cabinet
level. I feel thai that should be our first priority to seek and then if
this were not ponible, to shoot for the arrangement that you referred
to with a Commission on Indian Affairs elected by the Indian people.

I think that would be the most appropriate, it would be acceptable,
Mr. ABOUREZK. Not both.
Mr. WHITECRONV. Not both, I don't think both would be workable.
MI . BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to concur with these

!comments. I very much favor that either we get a cabinet level or the
next- highest level with the fullest maximum participation by the
Indian people in the governing of that agency and its affairs.

Mr. 13nucE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to go on record in support
.of that. I do want to raise a question about the regionshow we are
talking about using .,he same area director regions for elections of
this Commission or whatever he's talking about.

Mr. STEVENS. I think the proper way to address this is at the tribal
,or community level.

I feel that everybody's forgotten that we have a mechanismsby
which we can. deal with the Indian people .and it is called tribal
government.

Executive department people, everybody, even t!- Co igress, are
always saying they don't know what we want but they never ask the
.tribes what they want specifically. In other fords, if some ody wants.
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a vote or somebody wants to know what peopk think as a tribal unit,
why don't they write, or go to the tribe and then vote on the basis of
what they say. I think there's really no problem conducting such an
election.

NI nen you try to conduct an election from the basis of k national
perspective, you get into problems because then we get the national
interest groups lobbying to see who gets to handk the action. You
shear right past that by dealing directly with the tribes.

Mr. ROEREZK. Well, that's not hara and fast.
Mr. STEVENS. You can do it by tribe, by area. I don't think it's a

real problem.
Mr. ABOUILEZIC. One other question I have. I had a concept that' I've

been toying with for the last couNe of years, spetifically in the area
of Indian housing and after seeing what kind of bureaucratic mess the
tribes have to go through to get housing programs approved, I devel-
oped a concept that we ought to have a national Indian housing
authority, perhaps again, elected in areas or regions whose sole fune-
tion would be to obtain funds from Congress each year and to allgeate
those funds to the tribes based o.. eography, population, relative
wealth of the tribes and so forth.

The only other bureaucracy involved with tribal housing wbuld be
the local tribal housing authority whose job it would be to establish
housing priorities and then make a request to the national auti4ity
for funds with standards commensurate to the local area.

For example, we find out with the Pueblo, that If UD required
crackerbox housing standards down tlwre when the Pueblo Wanted to,
build them on adobe, which were by .zuperior to the crackerbox
Aandards of II CD. You could avoiu inat sort of thing by having
minimum safety standards everywhere, but yet esthetic standards
and other things applicable in tlw local community as established by
the tribal housing authority.

Now, that's aliother concept I would like to see you explore in the
final draft or in your draft.

Mr. BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, when you're talking about pulling all
of the housing activities in I 1 IS and hi A into this national housing

Mr. AnotliEzii. Yes, pulling it out of all the other agencies.
. Mr. I3aucE. And then funding it into the national housing

authority--
Mr. ABOUREZ}C.
Mr. Baum I'm all for
Mr. AISOUREZK. It would really minimize the bureaucracy in that

regard.
Mr. MEED:3. Mr. Chairman, as an old friend of mine from Texas used

to say, we lire just talking here, but in conceptualizing some kind of
agency, bureau, or Cabinet level position to run a framework of
delivery of services to Indian people, we've got to take into considna-
tion that the new President has smile ideas about how he wants to
reorganize this Government. We ougat not to be operat;ng com pletely
separate and apart from that, but we might to be getting our input
on that immediately. I hope that you people will meet as soon as
powiible with the Carter tran3ition people.

My own ideas are that we ought to have some kind of a delivery
service and organization which would 11-i somewhat in the position
of the Office of Management and Budge., out of the White House.
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Indian input, whether it's by vote, tribal selection, or regional.selec-
tion, should be solicited for the selection of the person who will be
directly responsible to the President for the running of that agency.
There also must be Indian 'repregentation, whetlth it's an advisory
board or whether it's an actual commission which works with the head
of that agency, to get the diversity of representation which will be
needed. I think all of us have dealt with these matters and understand
that thiadiversity is necessary.

Those persons could be chosen by the President from recommenda-
, tions which are- made from the field and that agency cou!..1 then be

ommized along the lines of the recommendations of the Management
Stbudy Group.

I think it would be a mistake to demand that it be at Cabinet
level, that it be thus or SO until we get some input from the Carter
people on this.

There are a number of people who are not receiving the services
to which they would be entitled under the special Federal-Indian
relationship, but we're talking in the final analysis about 1 million
people. Now, if every million people in America who had some Lind
of special relationship with the Government were to demand a Cabinet-
level bureau or agency or whatever you want to call it, we m49ht be
flying exactly in the teeth of what I at least perceive Mr. Carter to
be headed toward, which is a kind of consolidation of those agenc?s,
groups, 'or whatever.

So I just don't think we can make a decision on this at this time.
I think we ought to remaill flexible on it with the caveat that we
recognize that special relationship. We recognize clearly that there's
a conflict of interest in the administration and organization of the
Department today. We can say that we want to get away from
that conflict of interest ; that we want to put special emphasis on this
problem; that we want to have it in an area and in the hands of people
who recognize this special relationship and who are at least presump-
tively somewhat more responsive to those special problems than other
people might be.

'I hat's pretty general.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Can we say for those purposes that the Coir.,

mission should recommend a separate agency and not state where it
ought to be? What do you all think about that? At least, it ought to be
separate and apart.

Congressman MEEDS. Separate entity.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Ye:,.; and maybe the level of it apglit to be

deCided in conjunction with President Carter.
Mr. BRUCE. I feel very strongly .that here we are, backing away

from something thkt we've wanted and maybe if we shoot high
enough and vent it on a Cabinet level, that maybe we'll know that
we'll probably have to back away from it.

But I still don't thinkmaybe it's all right, I don't know how the.
other Conimissionem feel about this. I know what. Congressman
Meeds has skic:. We're always getting that saying OK, well, maybe we
need a department of black affaim and so for :but I think we've got
to remetnber that. we were here first and our arrangements were
different.

We were under treaty and so foith. We need to fight for that and
I'm sure we will as Indian people.
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Congressman M P.EDS. could respond. The trouble with shooting
too high and hitting too low is often if you cast yourself in conerete
about' shooting"too high. It becomes another broken promise when
you don't achieve thnt high target. I certainly wouldn't want us in the
position of asking for something when we don't know whether it's
achievable or not.

I jiNt point out realistically that we may be asking for something
we're not going to be getting, I would hate to be in the poSition of
going into that and knowing it's not -going to happen.

Mr. DEER. I would like to state that I also support the concept of
a separate entity. I think we need more discussion of whether it should
be a special caliinet department or if it should be a quasi-independent
TVA-type agency but I think we con all recognize that perhaps there
needs to be some reorganization and some change from the status 4uo.

I don't think we should approach this though by what we might get
or what we could get. I think we should make our decision mid make
a strong stand for it. I think those of us who have been aware of Mr.
Carter's penchant for reorganization should keep this in mind and
we shonhl take this into account, a reorganizing for the best interest
of our people.

Also, I think there have been comments from time to time about the
international implications here and I think that if we did go ahead
and let's sliy have a separate cabinet-level department, that this would
affefft, ntttive peoples across the world and it would show what the
United States is doing to rectify ancient wrongs and that a change is
possible.

So I would like to bring that into ac-munt. The image that we would
project by making such tt sub4antive change.

:.'hairman ABOUREzli. Let me suggest ,to the staff That when you
bring your draft back, put in the alternativescabinet level lald
we'll vote them up and down. That's-the best way to do that.

All right; what's the next issue?
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, I want to ask you a question. I was

wondering whether the Commission would entertnin now or tomorrow
the possibility of taking a Commission action in relation to what may
be an action of Congress as early as the 4th or lith of Jtumary related
to a sciparate committee for Indian affairs.

Chairmon ABOUREZK. That's a good question. There, is a new com-
mittee operating in the Senate, a comnlittee on Committees that
wants to rmrganize congressional connnittees. That will lw brought up
in the Democratie caucus beginning January 4, It's liable to run for 2
or 3 days bNause tlwre's a leadershi ) fight Is well.

ro.onimended to thu mininittee t'hat th re be a separate committee
on Indian affairs in the Congress and the response I got from them was
film. their direction was to close down a lot of com.nittees and not
f.stablish a lot of new ones.. My arguments about the special treaty
relatimships, trust relationships, and vonflict of interest did not
prevail upon the committee that I spoke to.

I think though that we should iake a position on it and I think
that Ernie's idea is good, that we should take a position today or
tomorrow, preferably today, and recomniend that a separate cont-
!ilium be established for Indian affairs and that can be transmitted
then to the Dein OCra tic cillICUS.

Jake')

s
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M. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I've been aWare of this particular_
action for about a month' now that the Congress was contemplating
on taking this action.'I personally feel that we are in danger of losing
our Indian Affairs su : as mittee in this particular action and I would
move that this Commiss adopt a policy recommending to the
Democratic caucus tha a special committee on Indian affairs be
adopted in both the H se and the Senate.

Chairman ABOUREZ . Is there a second?
Congressman MERV& Mr. Chairman, first of would hope we

will not be taking any formal vote today other than the ones on which
there was 'absolute consensus. I hate to keep playing a devil's advocate
here but the Indian Affairs subcommittee of the full Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs probably handled in the last session one-
one hundredths or one-two hundredths of all the legislation that went
through the Congress and probably handled less legislation than
certainly any full standing committee of the House.

And again, I think we have tu look at the realities of the situation.
With the amount of work necessary, if the recommendations of this,
Commission ikare to be implemeuted, and considered in a timely
fashion, it would almost take a full committee.

I recogtize that, but whether or not we are being realistic by casting
ourselves in concrete on this recommendation, I have some question.
My personal opinion is it's highly unlikely that the Houseand I can
only speak for the Houseis going to create a special standing com-
mittee on :Indian affairs. I just don't think that's going to happen.

I think what we ought to be doing again here is laying out some
alternatives, and not say that this is what we must have.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, I think there's merit to that argument
but I think that we sincerely ought to recommend that Indian affairs
be taken out of Interior because that's where the great conflict of
interest arises.

Congressman MEEDS. I agree.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Interior is generally populated by western

Senators and Congressmen, all of whom have interests out there and
western Senators and Congressmen are subject to great pressures,
political pressures, by the non-Indian community and I don't know
where you would put itthat Indian Affairs subcommittee. It might
be better in Labor and Education or Government Operations, even.

Mr. Meeds?
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I was a memlyr of the ill-fated

Bolling committee in the House where we recommended that Indian
affairs be a part of the Government Operations Committee. I don't
know that that's the best option, but it's the best we could find at the
time recognizing the conflict of interest in Interior.

But I might just take a little issue with the Chairman's statement
or my inference of tl,n Chairman's statementthat it's necessarily
wrong for Members ,fr. n affected States to be on the Indian Affairs
Subcommittee.

We are dealing in this country with reality. I have always personally
been .upset that all the members of the Armed Services Committee,
from the House and Senate, come from areas where there's a great
impact by the Armed Services and a great many of the members of
the Education and Labor Committee are education or labor oriented.
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Members from the Agricultural Committee of both House and Senate
come from farm States and so on. But they do, in this fashion, represent
at least a cutting edge of problems.

I think that we would be shortsighted if we were to demand some
kind of situation in which only those who are insulated from the real
problems in the field were members of the Appropriate Committee. I
recognize that it's also nice to have some insulation, but it's also nice
to be a little realistic sometimes.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What is the pleasure of the committee in
regard to a separate committee? Does somebody want to make a
motion?

Mr. WHITECROW. I have ma.1._ the motion.
Chairman AIRJUREZK. What's the motion?
Mr. WHITECROW. I made the motion that we go on record and

establish that the caucus coming up on the fourth day of January
consider establishing a separate committee on Indian affairs. The
reason that I made that motionand that. would be a sepaiate com-
mittee in both the House and Senateis the fact that if we're going
to be shooting for a cabinet level. then I certainly think we need to
put the same emphasis in the House and the Senate, thereby giving
strong emphasis all the way through in the Federal Government.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Your motion is not necessarily that we put
it in the final report but that we make the recommendation as a
Commission to the caucus?

Mr. WHITECROW. To the caucus, yes, sir.
M. DEER. I second it.,
Mr. BRUCE. Question?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Louis?
Mr. BRUCE. Can we ask you who are in the Congress where this

committee might end up?
Chairman ABOCREZK. I don't know, I couldn't answer that:
Mr. BRUCE. Any idea?
Chairman ABOUREZR. No.
Mr. BRUCE. OK.
Mr. DEER. Mr. Chairman, I would express a point of view that

I have heard from a number of Indian people in regard to this. It's
a feeling that by fragmenting Indian affairs into several other com-
mittees, the Indians are going to get lost, that there will be a great
difficulty in educating numerous people and having gone through
a lobbying process myself I know it woult. be a tremendous job to
educate ninny, many other people in various committees rather than
cow entrating on major committees.

So I would like to speak in support of the motion.
Chairman ABOURE7.K. Any other comments?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, as I understand motion,

what it does is to state that on thc upcoming meeth...; of the Com-
mission, there will be presented to the Comniission a reeommenda-
tion, but I don't quite perceive that it precludes other options as being
placed before the committee.

Chairman ABOUREZK. No it doesn't. I think if I clarify it with Jake
properly, the motion goes towardand I think it will go in the form
of a letter from the Commission to the Democratic caucusputting
us on record in favor of a separate conanittee hoping that they'll

1 s
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act that way. Then the staff will come back January 6 and 7 with a
number of alternativei that we can vote up or down.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Is that the way you intended it, Jake?
Mr. WHITECROW. Just exactly'.
Congressman MEEps.,Mr. Chalrman, if I might, how would it look

if we sent a letter tomorrow or the next day to the Democratic mucus
suggesting a full committee and then later came forward with a
recommendation that it be, for instance, in the Committee on Govern-
ment Operations?

So what we are doing here is taking a
Chairman ABOUREZE. I personally don't see it that way. By the

time we're ready to meet again Januar 3r 6 and 7, we will know what the
disposition of the caucus would be and then we ean take alternative
action at. that time if it's needed.

OK. .P11 in favor of the motion will raise their right hand. Five.
All those opposed raise their right hand.

The vote is 6 to 1 in favor of the motion. The motion passes.
Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman I want the reconi to show I

voted against it because I think it's unrealistic request.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. OK. I'll direct the staff to prepare a letter on

behalf of the Commission. Point of clarification, do you want it to go
to the House Democratic caucus as well?

Mr. WMTECROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. A separate letter to each Demo-

cratic caucus in the Senate and the House and the Democrats are
organizing both bodies. Well, we'll work on the drafting of it Ernie, if
you'll work with me on that.

We can do that, it doesn't have to be done this week necessarily
..but sometime before January 4.

Congressman MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to poh at
further that there will be no act;on taken by at least the Democratic
caucus in the House on the formation of the House of Representatives
itself. At most, this would be a recommendation from the Democratic
caucus to the House because what you are requesting is not a matter
which has to be dealt with by the Democratic caucus but by the
full House of Representatives and the full Senate.

It is an organizational question and would have to be by concurrent
resolution and not by an adoption of a resolution in the caucus.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. No; but ;t '" Congress adopts it, then the full
Senate and full House will r.. since traditionally what the
caucus does by way of orgam,.. matters is carried on to the
floor of each body and the Democrats generally totally support
those renoinmendations out of the caucus.

Congiessman MEEDS. If the chairman will yield, I'll just remind
him of my experiences with the Bolling Committee and with the Obey
Commission and others when that hasn't exactly been the case.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, you can't win them all. Are there oth. r
issues now that need to be brought up in this chapter? We are ap-
proaching 35 minutes beyond our deadline.

Mr. STEVENS. On page 72, I think we address the independent part
adequa4,ly and the budget part and separate career service has
already been dealt with.
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h e next step is to develop a unified program of economic develop-
ment on Indian reservations for Indian people * * * premised on
the development and maintenance of tribal autonomy and sovereignty.
Related to autonomy and sovereignty, procedures would be de-
veloped to provide Indians with an integral board and policy for-
mulation decisionmaking process. We dealt with that..

Develop an organizational structure, decide to shift authority and
responsibility to tho local level. We dealt with that.

Implementation phuis and structural revisions should be prepared
for considerations of the January meeting based on tho above guide-

Chairman ABOUREZK.'Is that it?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK. We are 30 seconds away from adjourn-

ment or recess. This is your last chance.
We are recessed until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed at 1:40 pan. to reconvene at

10 a.r.., Monday, November 22, 1976.1
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MEETINGS OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

Seetion IIFindings and Recommendations

SUNDAY, NOVEXBER 22, 1970
°

W ASHINGTON, D.C.
Present: Senator Jaws Abourezk, Chairman, Congressman Lloyd

Meeds, Vice Chairman, Senator Lee Metcalf, Senator Mark Hatfield,
Congressman Steiger, Congressman Sidney Yates, Commissioner
John Borbridge; Commissioner Louis R. Bruce, Commissioner Jake
Whitecrow, Commissioner Ada Deer, Cominissioner Adolph Dial.

Commigsion staff: Ernie Stevens, staff director Ms. Ernie Duche-
neaux, administrative assistant, Paul Alexander, Peter Taylor, Ray
Goetting, Donald Wharton, Charles Wilkinson, Dr. Patricia Zell.

Mr. MEER& The American Indian Policy Review Commission will
be in order for the purpose of the proposed report of the Commission
and the clerk will call the roll.

Members present: Commissioner Borbridge, Cominissioner Bruce,
Commissioner Deer, Commissioner Dial, Congressman Meeds, Com-.missioner Whitecrow, Congressman Yates.

. Mr. MEEDS. Seven members have answered to their names and a
quorum is present.

The first order of business today is a discussion and explanation of
chapter 12 "Non-Recognized Indians." PaIl Alexander is the lead
staff person on this.

Paul, could we ask you to give us a generkl overview of your task
force reports and then perhaps we could get to the specific recom-
mendations of the staff.

Mr. ALXXANDER. Much of the materials in this chapter
Mr. MEEDS. Excuse me, any of the C- mmission members should

feel free to ask and interject questions at any point. Please proceed.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Most of our materials in this chapter come from

task ferce No. 10 which was both nonrecognized and terminated
Indians, and because of the legal distinctions between the two groups,
we have separated them into two chapters and are only in this chapter
dealing with nonrecognized. In addition, several of Ihe other, task
forces made findings and submissions in this area.

This is an a.ea that the staff does pc, :eel at this point thnt we have
a definitive pattern of reconimenda s, but a gqieral outline of the
direction 1V9 would like to follow and then work out some of the de-
tails. Getmally, hi itorically nonrecognized Indians have been Indian
tribes in the Unitcd States both in the West, but predominantly on
the east coast, who for a variety of reasons, have not been formally

(185)
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satibject to the political relationship between the United States and
the tribal entity.

The term "nonrecognized" is a term dec:ply resented. In field hearings
it is almost 50 percent of the Ailope of the testimony, the notion that
people's names that go back Utep into the histor3r of this country
somehow feel that terminology makes them non-Indian.

One of the prime things that conies from -all of thu field hearings,
regardless of the actual political relationship, the level of services, is
that there be a recognition that. these people are in fact Indians--
as a prime moving statement in this subject area. The otlwr point
that has to be kept in miml, is that there is significant diversity
between the group we have been calling nonrecognized Indians. There
is a diversity of history and there is a diversity of current circum-
stances.

Some of these groups Inive had treaties with the Colonies and in
some cases with the nations that preceded the United States, sonic
have significant land bases with significant population, sonic have
minimal land bases, sonw have fairly intact government:1 uni .

What we have identified and what the task force has identified is-
that there has been a significant problem with how the Department
of the 'Interior, the prime agent of the United States, has operated,
in !._xtending recognition. The notion that people. who conceive of
themselves as Indian I nve to petition the Secretary of the Interior
am' prove tiwir Indianness is sonwthing that is. extremely offensive
to the people in the field, and is spolwn of with great fregneiwy.

I will move +o our page 1 2 iu the chapter. The staff has come up
with a tentative package to try to take into consideration some of
the issues in this area. One issue I must mention before we get into
it, is that there is a significant feeling in Indian country generally,
Iwcause the Indian pie, regardless of the fact that nobody can define
it with specificity of actual dollars, is small. Many of the tribes
currently in the Federal-Indian political relationship, called recog-
nized tribes, have expressed the fear that adding groups, adding trilws
to this package wilt significantly diminish the services that those_
groups are currently getting. And this is a practical political pmblem
which needs to be faced and we think we have tried to face it, to some
extent in our pattern of recommendations.

Mr. Mtmo:i. May I interrupt at that point, Paul, to ask a rather
hasic cowstioli. It seems to me in view of these acts with tlw recognized
tribes, we have premised the obligation, responsibility, and relation-
ship between the Federal Governnwnt and tribes on treaties and
,.toriginal rights. What is the basis for the responsibility of tlu Federal
iccernment to nonrecogqized tribes and specifically to tribe:, which

perhaps, tlwre never were treaties?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The basis essentially comes out of the Kagama

Doctrine of I ss7. Kagama talks about dependency status and that
concept is very hnportant. It is a (*MIN(' of dealings of the United
States nnd its preexisting States and Colonies with the Indian people
which have in effect, placed the Indian people in a wardship status,
in a status of being derndent upon the United States, of having
removed certain land bases, haring intracted in a way that has a
negative impact on tlw political, social and economic viability of tlwse
groups. Nagannt is one of the underlying conceptions ill the trust

1 %
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responsibility area. The facts that show a trust responsibility, be they
'evidenced by treaty or specific Executive order, are generally the same
and even in some cases more mvere, particularly on the east coast.

I was personally struck sitting in hearings in Boston, Mass., to
have a gentleman come up and say I am chairman of the Mohegan
Tribe, contrary to the general wisdom, and there are 200 of us livm

i
g

on a land base n Connecticut.,We had an agreement with the United
States. We lost a great deal during the expat-sion and the Colonial
period. What we are tqlking about is a course sP dealings, mostly .on
the east coasi, and there aro differences on the west coast,- nonrecog-
nized tribes clearly, 'between the States and the Colonial Governments
and the various Indian tribes which put the people in those situations
in a d4 facto, though not necessarily recognizing a de jvres dependency
status.

The citation is Kaganta, 118 U.S. 375-1886. If you would like a
specific quote from the case I am talking about:

It seems to us this is within the competency of Congress. These Indian Tribes
are wards of the natidh. They are communities dependent on the United States,
dependent largely for their daily food.
:And I will skip now4 ,
From their very weaknass and helplessness so largely duo to the course of

dealing with the t ederal Goyernment with them and the treaties which has been
.promined, there arises the duty of protection and powers.

Many of the cases We 'are talking about, and they are in fact, pre-
daing1 treaties, with t e Commonwealths, with England, with
France, and so on, that t is the concept of dependency through a
course of dealings.

Mr: MEEDS. Is there anSr indication that the delegation of iesponsi-.
bility for treaties which may have been signed by Individual Colonies
for-other nations has been accepted, by the Federal Government?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Without being specific, thcre -is a concept in
international law that when fb legal body takes on the obligation of
the preexisting -legal entities, that also, although they do not neces-
sarilythey could and perhaps they should have, and that would
have made life a lot easier historicallyat least on a conceptual basis, .
they took on th3 obligations of the preexisting political entities that
in fact became the United States. .

Mr. MEEDS. I think we recognize all too well what the Federal
Government has dealt with and has provided services and admitted
responsibilities for many years through its lead agency, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, to those Indians who aro ine.mbers of recognized tribes.
By the same token, the Government has generally denied that re-
sponsibility to people who are not members of recognized tribes. I
know there are exceptions.. Now, on what does the Bureau of Indian .

Affairs and the Federal Government premise this denial of responsi-
bilitv? Do they recognize the Kagama doctrine and if not, why not?

Mr. ALEXANDER. In a letter -to Senator Jackson on the Maine
decision laying out what the criteria for what Federal recognition
should be, or are, the Depth.tmeoi, set out five criteria x filch in fact,
incorporate to some extent tilt. Kaganut doctrine. The problem is n..t
necessarily the SeiTetary of the interior, the lead agent of the United
States, doe.4 not re,,ognize, at lea,, in that letter it is recognized, the
doctrine:, and the concepts; but the., are not applied.

.1 8
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There are a number of requests for recognition that are in fact, not
acted upon. And that gets rne jumping a bit to what we have made
he besis of Our recommendation which is shifting the burden of proof

in administrative procedures to determine the historical -political
relationship between an individual tribal group and the United
States.

If you like, I could read you the fiVe stiL.dards the Department set
out in relationship to the Passamaquoddy case. It is on page 1, chapter
12.

Mr. YATES, HOW many unrecognized tribes are there?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The best estimates that we have and this comes

from task force 10, which approached the issue by trying to sel,_uri
the demographics and the history of groups almost one by one. We
are talking about alMost-100 tribes, approximately 00. There is not
a clear-cut number I can giVe you.

Mr. YAIES. It seems to me this is a great riumber. How many
Indian pople are we talking. about when we talk ebout under 1Q0
tribes?

Mr. ALEXANOER. I cannot give you an exact answer to that. The.
data cAect ion for those individuals, which is primarily census-based,
is viewed as being exceedingly inaccurate. Most of the groups that
would fall within that group of the 90 are relatively small. There
are a few groups including the Maine tribes and the Lumbees that
wouhl number in the thousands. Most of the groups would number
anywhere from 50 to 200.

Mr. YATES. What is the total of the census-recOgnized Indian
people in this category?

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is memory find I will go bark and put the
exact figure in the record, but I .1;elieye it is about half a million
people in the recognized category.

Mr. YATES. Since the Kagama decision, almost 100 years haVe -gOne
by. Why had there been no recognition prior to this time? I know you
liqve the five standards that appear on page 1 of your report, but if
th-ose have been onerus and, prevented recognition, and then why
h.as there not been an Wort to change those standards, supported
by some strength?

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman Yates, my name is Peter Taylor. I was
with Inttrior for about 5 years, and had occasion to read some of the
files relating partieularly to the Lumbee case that resulted in a deci-
sion in the DistricL of Columbia circuit. The title of the case is
Mawr V. Morton, in which 22 Lumbees were recognized as Indians
vithin the meaning of the Indian Reorganization Act.

In the Solicitor's file in that case, there is quite a lot of historical
imormation relating to the Lombees. Commissioner Dial and I have
talked about this. In the very late ISOO's, the Lumbees asked the
But"au of Indian Affairs to aid them in their.. school system and
provhie money fo the operation of their schools. Interior haul never
heard of the Lumbee Indians before. This wits their first knowledge
of them.

They did look into this maiier and came to the conelusion that,
yes, in fart, these were Indian people. The response of the Coln-
tniitnacr of Indian Affairs to request for these funds or allay form
of recognition is, "We don't In.ve enough money to do our job.now,
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and before I recognize any more tribes I have to have more more
in the pot."

Money, I think, is the practical basis Tor nonrecognition.
Mr. YATES. You mean over the whole course of almost 100 years,

this has been the deterrent toward recognition?
Mr. TAYLOR. As far as the Lumbee situation is concerned, that was

it. I believe it is a very guiding principle and a practical one,.too.
Mr. YATES. How does this relate to the five standards you have

in 'your report? What you are sa, ing is the Buieau of Indian Affairs
said we havemo money. If they hiid money, would your five standards
have been the test?

Mr. TAYLOR. Those five standards were set forth by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs in a letter to Senator Jackson advising him of the
criteria they recognized

Mr. YATES. That should be fairly recent, then?
Mr. TAYLOR. It iS.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The Passamaquoddy ease.
Mr. TAYLOR. The letter is an exhibit in the report of task force

No. 9. I can pull that letter or show it to you.
Mr. YATES. I presume it will be made a part of the record. But

the thing that puzzles me is you have so many decades go by and the
problem still remains. don't understand why there wasn't any
effort in the interim!, any concerted effort to try to change that situa-
tion to make available to the nonrecogn4ed tribes the benefits that
were accruing to the other Indians, the other Indian people.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the explanation; lies in the historic attitude
of ,the Federal Government toward Indians. Indians were at rock

...bottom in 1934. The policy starting in 11887 was one cf assimilation.
The General Allotment Act as found in the case of U.S. v. Draper,
was to wipe out Indian reservations and do away with the Indian
governments. So, from 1887 to 1934, the policy thrust would cer-
tainly have been away from i.ecognizing any Indians.

The 1934 act came in, and within 6 years we were involved in
World War I, and people were not thinkino. aboUt Indians, or hardly
anything else. It was shortly after Wortcl \far II when we went into
termination. We weren't going to recognize any more tribes then.

The answer is the policies have been away from it.
Mr. MEEDS. I think it should be addeil, and it is probaEy the same

rationale, there has been no effort on the part of recognized tribes
to have more tribes recognized because they realized they would have
a smaller part of the pie if a lot more services were to be made available
to a lot more people. Isn't that a pre!tty standal d understanding?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is what I svti referring to earlier. I think
there is one further component to that. Most of the groups we are
talking about are relatively .poor and 'fairly powerless. So the Pas-
samaquoddy case, which is viewed as ti major breaktin ough in this
area under the Trade and Intercourse Act, would probably not have
occurred had it not been from the fallout of the war on poverty in the
sixties with the provision of legal services throughout the 'United
States. There were not the instrum4ntalities available to these
groups to be able to press their causes until the recent day, and that
is a significant development.

820449 77vol. 4-13
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Mr. DIAL. You speak of the pie. Down where I come from, we have
different sizes of plepans, you !mow. You have a small family, you
cook a small pie. You have a large family, you use a different pielmn.
Somyetimes you forget the round piepans and you just. use a big
biscuit pan and cook some pies. You can call it a pie. But it is not a
small round pie.

/Now, you fellows are going on the.assuluption that Congress has a
,/ced amount of dollars that cannot be changed and federall recog-
ized Indians, it appears if they fight "non-federally recognized"

. and I don'tke the terth and when this study is over, I hdpe we never
use it againthey seem to feel you can only cook a pie so large.

But the U.S. Government in other areas seem to get, as much as
they Want. They can Cook a pie to go to the Moon, they can cook a
pie to do anything for anyone m the Nation or anywher dn the globe,
and they have consistently denied citizens here, the 1i.,4\ Amencluis,
some of`their basic rights. I would hope that this pie be iness would
not continue.

You are right. It did happen in 1890. That was the dateit was
my grandfather, W. L. M rris, who wrote Commissioner Morgan
at that time concerning so!nq funds for support. This was immediately
after legislation was passed f om the North Carolina General Assembly
in 1887, establithing what Jis today Pembroke State University, a
university with approximatly 2,200 students, and 500 or 600 Lumbee
Indians. That .was the begtthing of our education.

The Commissioner did refer to the fact they did not have enough
money to take care of the. Lumhees. Of course, we, as other tiibvs,
and I am a Lumbee, as yeu all know, we have other tribes, federally
nonrecognized, we have fot4.11t various battles of recognition for
many, many yen. We never have had a treaty with the Govern-
ment, yet. some federally nonrecognized tribes 'had treaties at one

It was never necessary that we have a treaty. We neld on to a
go6d portion of our lands. I am proud to say I have 250 acres of that
good land where the Lumbees have always lived, aml some of the
individuals own as much as 1,000 acres. on the other hand, we
do have a lot of poor people and we are concerned with services for
Lumbees.

But getting off of this subject right here, the question collies to my
mind: What is an Indian? What is a federally rect4mized Indian?
And what is a federally nonrecotrnized Indian? And who has the
allthority to say who is Indian and who has the authority to say you
arc not Indian?

I was born and reared in an Indian community. I recall after
earning six battle stars in World War II and trying to enter a white
;tobacco warehouse where a square dance was taking place, I was
'told "No, you can't go into this iilace." FirSt the individual says to ine.
"Are you from Pembroke?" I said, "Yes." Ile said "Are "syou Indian?
I said, "Yes." lie said, "Well, you can't go in. This is for whites
only. And I said "01:," and I turned away.

I was denied all of this for ninny, many years, well up until the
present, if you want to put it that way. The white people there still
feel there, you know, they have something on Adolph Dialwhich
they don'tbut unfortunately they feel that way.

1 9 <;
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It would be hard to tell me I am not Indian. If I pull my driver's
license out, a local white fellow issued them. He did not say, 'What is
your race?" He just put "Indian" on these drivers' licenses. I have
them if anyone wants to see them.

Then, I would hate for the Secretary of the Interior to tell me I am
not Indian. I don't like the idea of the Secretary of the Interior saying,
"Well, you are not recognized by the U.S. Government" I would not
mind him saying, of course, we are recognized as a result of 1956
legislation, but I am sure everyone of the nonfederally recognized
tribes, they don't want the Secretary of the Interior to say, "No, you
are not recognized."

I believe a community should deterinine, and here I am giving you
a report, I. believe a community should determine, a commumty of
Indian people, who is Indian and who is not, and I am sure you would
agree with this.

This, then, leaves the problem of who is going to determine whether
or not you are a tribe. Will you answer that question?

Mr. .ALEXANDER. I think there are two things contained in your
statement. One of them is the acknowledgment of an historical
cultural, political fact of Indian existence. The other is a political
doctrine. And that has its components, it has its origins in international
law. The United States, as a government, may recognize the Govern-
ment of Mainland China or it may recognize the Government of

. , Formosa. That recognition is a political fact. It does not necessarily
deny the existence of the fact the people residing in either of those
places are Chinese.

I think in our discussion and why in our recommendations, we
tried to separate those two components to deal with that. The lack
of political recognition for many of the tribes we are talkina about
seems to at least connotatively carry over into a denial or Indian
existence.

We are trying to approach that in our recommendations which you
and I have discussed for a long time. A separation of those two factors,
which is why the first recommendation on page 12 states: It is the
policy of the United States to recognize all American Indian tribes
or aboriginal peoples of the United States and acknowledge their
ongoing identity without regard to the political relationship which
may exist.

That is just saying Indian people are Indian people and we will
have to move on to decide what the politicr 1 relationship is in other
contexts. That comes from the views erpre sed by the many tribes
in the field hearings held by Chairman Hun in Task Force 10. There
is just an incredible anger and emotional ' ;ustration at the notion
that they are somehow not Indian, regare ss of the social services
that may be delivered or not delivered, an the political relationship
between their tribe and the United Stateio

We tried to separate it out as a separat oncept.
Mr. MEEDS. In the five criteria, I assun0 you feel it is not meeting

the collective requirements which constitute recognition, but meeting
only one requirement. Is that what the task force said?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is correct.
Mr. TAYLOR. If I could address myself again on the recognition,

I have the letter the MA wrote to SenatAr jackson. The date of it is
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. Mr. YATES. But each of the tribes did meet one or more of the
standards established by the BIA?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. As to the five criteria listed on page 1, this is not

our recommendation; this is a finding of the criteria the BIA is
presently using. Our recommendations go beyond this criteria.

Mr. I. ITES. I understood these were the criteria specified in the
letter of Senator Jackson by BIA that it was using as a means of
recogniti n? .

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir. -

Mr., YATES. In respect to my questions before, I think you still
did not testify as to members of nonrecognized Indikns in the coun-
try. I don't remember that yonanswered that; did -you answer that?

If you can't answer it, would you supply it for the record at a later
time?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Alexander said there were approximately one-half
million. This is a figure I have always heard, too. Approximately
500,000 are recognized; approximately 500,000 are not recognized.

Mr. DIA L. About 200,000 on the east coast?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The problem with figures is the way the data is

generally collected indicates service populations. The second half
million figure includes both members of recognized tribes residing off
reservation either in urban areas or rural areas, and nonrecognized
Indians, and it is not very clear from any of the data systems existing
exactly what the breakout between the two is.

All we can say for certain is there 'are approximately one-half
million people in the existing service population of the BIA and the
IHS, and how that other half million breakdown comes out, our guess
is, an educated guess, is the majority would fit into a recognized

ocriteria or standards of being members of the tribes who have a
political relationship with the United States.

I think it is of interest to note of the nine tribes recognized, seven
were recognized in the 1970's. The Miccosukes in the early 1960's, and'
1967 is the next date. Senator Jackson's request was for a 20-year
period. It shows you where the movement has been and it has been
very recent.

Mr. MEF.DS If I may interrupt, recently within the last month, one
additional tribe has been recognized. The Stillaguamish.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct. I would like to make an observation
on these population figures.

Mr. Y Al Es. What form does recognition take?
Mr. MEEDS. It takes the form of acknowledgment by the BIA, the

Department of the Interior, that this is a federally recognized tribe
and I assume that is by letter and by document?

Mr. Y Al ES. This is a decision by the Secretary of the Interior?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Or by the Director of the BIA, which is it?
Mr. MEEDS. Secretary of the Interior, although it obviously comes

up through BIA.
Mr. WHARTON. With respect to the Stillaguamish, lecognition was

still not complete as I read the opinion. It was a limited recognition.
So when we speak of recognition, I think, we need to recognize that is
not an absolute concept. With resped to the Stillaguamish, for
instance, they would not take their land into trust. But I did notice
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they may take some of their land into trust based on considerations
they would make a decision later, so recognition is not an absolute
concept..

Mr. MEEDS. I think that distinction of tribally held trust land as a
method for Federal recognition was always prior to the Jackson letter
of 1974. If you had tribally held trust lands, you were clearly a federally
recognized tribe.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct. The problem BIA had on this, par-
ticularly with the Sault Ste. Marie with that they did not have any
land in trust status, therefore, BIA said, "We cannot recognize you."

.But a person had left the tribe, I believe property in his will ami the
tribe wanted that property taken into trust, BIA said, "We cannot_
lake it into trust, you are not recognized."

So it was Catch 22.
Mr. WHARTON. One other thing about the Stillaguarnish, they were

recognized in the Court in U.S. v. Washington. They had a treaty
relationship of at least fishing rights.

Mr. DIAL. What would you gentlemen say to this business of
Irecognition? t appears we won't find any new Indians, you know, in

the hills or in the valleys or in the swamps anyplace; and yet, we have
been fooling around with recognition for a long, long while. Therefore,
the Ciovernment has gotten itself into real trouble for shirking responsi-
bility they should have dealt with a decade ago and more than 100
years ago.

What do you suggest we should do_ now for recognition and at the
same time keep, we will say, some group in New York City, 100
people, who have no Indian blood at all who decide they are going to
get together and call themselves Indians? Certainly we will have to
take care of that situation. But the Indian people who have been
around now since before 1492, what do you really suggest for this in
the way of recognition?

Sinn it up for us.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I refer you to page 13 of this chapter. In general

terms, what we are suggesting is an administrative procedure, whereby
the burden of proof would be on the Secretary of t he Interior to show
that a petitioning Indian group does not meet one of the criteria, and
generally we have used the same type of criteria, at the moment, that
the Department of the Interior has used; that is not a final decision on
our part but a direction. That, once there is ti decision that the
SecretaD eannot show that a group does not meet these criteria,
these deciqions, of collrse, in the framework we have set out, would be
appealable to a t hree-ludge Federal wart and so 011, that the Secre-
tary s't down with the tribal group and negotiate out in specific
term- what the components of that paicular recognition would be
and make a submission to Congress f or whatever additional appro-
priations would be necessary for that particular agreement.

What is necessary to take into account here is that many of the
groups that have been termed "nenrecognized," do, in fact, get a
number of services in the. education, and CE'rA, et cetera, areas. It
would have to be a factual determination as to what are the existing
resources going into that commutty, and if, in fact, there are any
additional services required.

The reason we did this is because those groups, to the extent we are
knowledgeable about them, are e..trcluely different. Commissioner,
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von have expressed to me and to the rest of us many times that the
Lumbees have no desire for the Federal land management/trust type
relationship that many people conceive of.

Mr. DIAL. I cannot speak for all of the Lumbees. I would say a
majority of the Luatbees are not seeking a reservation. But they do
feel they are entitled to services.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would say at th;s point in history, the testimony
I have read and heard, seems to focus on social service compo-
nents of what we would call the secondary components of the trust
relationship.

Mr. DIAL. Since you are speaking of Lumbees, where would you
sayout of the five there--

Mr. MEEDS. You are suggesting seven criteria any one of which
would suffice? I would say both (A) and (G) the Lumbee could
meet.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You might also come under (C). I would have to
look at the specific terms of the 1956 act.

Mr. MEEDS. Assuming we were to adopt and make this kind of
recommendation, why do you feel the burden of proof should be on
the United States, in effect to rebut that the group does not meet
one or more of these criteria? Doesn't that impose a great burden on
the Government and open the door for almost endless litigatior
and possible delivery of services before the fact?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Today, I think the door is open for endless litiga-
tion, basically because we do not have a pattern of the Secretary
and his agents in the Interior Department acting in an affirmative
manner.

Most of the litigation we have seen coming out of Maine, and
I think what we are going to have to look forward to unless there is
a shift in patterns, is endless litigation in each one of these instances.
The truth of the, matter is, the tribes do not have the resources to
conduct sueh

The Secretary could clearly, with the resources available to him,
make a negative showing in the type of example Mr. Dial pointed
out. Where 12 people with no history decided 'for a lark, or for whatever
reasons, to denominate themselves as an Indian tribe.

I think we have seen throughout most areas of Federal administra-
tion, a lack of 'Willingness on the executive department to act affirma-
tively, so that Indian tribes continuously bear an overwhelming burden
to get the Secretary to act. I think the Menominee example, for
instance, on restoration and Public Law 280, is the kind of example
the burden a tribe has to meet, and why the burden should be on the
Secretary. You have the Solicitor's office, the attorney general,
Bronson Le.Follette of the State of Wisconsin, all saying there was
better than a reasonable case that restoration, in a sense, voided
Wisconsin's 280 jurisdiction over the Menominee.

But using the burden of proof that the Executive used through
the Department of Justice, the Indian tribe could not carry the day,
when most reasonable people would have given the Indian trihe
-the benefit. I also think this incorporates rules of construction used
by the Supreme Court in Indian treaties and agreements. Indian
people are entitled to the benefit of the language. It should be the
Government's responsibility to show the opposite.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. Proof is not di
Proof is difficult in terms of the
available to the individual group
procedure we adopt.

Mr. YATES. You are sa-ying p
Mr. ALEXANDER. Proof is the

is the distinction I wish to make.
Mr. MEMEL I might disagree with

instance, the Lumbee Tribe which i.
could come in under (0), showing tw
of Labor for CETA programs or for r

the sense it does not exist.
conom legal, historical resources
that ould come under whatever

oof is difficu t?
but it is difficult to obtain. That

you very quickly. I thin:i, for
now nonfederaily recognized,

contracts with the Department
ceipt of grants under the Indian

Education Act of the Office of Edu tion, and qualify very quickly.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The circumstances vary between these groups.
Mr. DIAL. We are not exactly nonfederally recognized. Where you

say the Lumbees are nonfederally recognized, if you don't qualify it
aren't you overlooking the 1956 legislation?

Mr. MEEDS. You will have to refresh my recollection.
Mr. DIAL. That was Federal recognition of the Lumbees in 1956.

That was not for the Bureau services.
Mr. MEEDS. That would be another of the criteria under which the

tribe could then qualify.
Mr. DIAL. I did not want .the record to show that the Lumbees

were not federally recognized, because if you say that and let it go
at that, you are saying the Congressmen in 1956 did something but
they didn't know exactly what they did.

NIT.. YATES. I asked about difficulty of proof, but there is more to
this than difficulty of proof. There is a question of who do you prove
it to. Who do you propose to prove it to? Do you propose proof be
made to the BIA, the Secretary of the Interior and congressional
committees or a separate forum? How do you propose to dig up the
proof? Do you propose the nonrecoomized tribes be given the material
assistance with which to find ad present their proof or will they
have to do this on their own? If they are as impoverished as your
testimony seems to indicate, they won't be able to do this.

Third, the chairman indicates there is a question of time frame here.
What is an appropriate time frame in order to provide the proof?
What kind of forum do you have in mind? Do you propose Congress
set up a separate administrative forum to hear this just as they did in
connection with Indian claims before the Indian Claims Commission,
or the Foreign Claims Commission for foreign claims? How do you
propose this be done?

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the proposal we were making, and I will have
to distinguish between the two, I guess coming off of the notion of the
lack of resources among the individual group we were leaving the ad-
ministrative procedure within the Department of the Interior and
focusing on the resources available to Interior, to determine the proof,
which is part of shifting the burden on them.

If we were to go to a situation where the tribes bore the burden of
proof and the Secretary is in a sense in an advocacy position

Mr. YATES. For or against?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It would seem in that kind of administrative pro-

cedpre he would be representing the opposite point of vie w which I
think would be inappropriateit would lae a conflict of interest.

9,9
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I would go for the administrative procedure outside of Interior. That
there is a lot of thinking that has to go into an alternative.

To be honest with you we have not addressed all of the permuta-
tions as to whether or notAnterior should through grant-in-aid provide
for historical research for a period of time.

Mr. YATES. Isn't this of extreme importance?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Oh, yes.
Mr. YATES. If, in fact, the Commission does approve a time frame,

the chairman seems to have suggested, it becomes of extreme impor-
tance to lay out a program of assistance, if you will, to your non-
recognized tribes who want recognition. It seems to me, that carries
with it the necessity for an appropriate form with which to present
their petition after they have been fortunate enough to be able to dig
up the proof that will give them the opportunity to be recognized.

I don't know whether the Commission can do this or whether it is
up to the task force to do this.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to respond to that a little bit. We have
here our preliminary recommendations covering a broad scope of
things. I made this comment with respect to another recommendation
and we have been making it all along, sort of disclaimers, getting our-
selves off hooks. But I would like to say. I think there is a lack of ad-
dressing the mechanical procedure by which this thing could proceed.

I don't think it would be very difficult at all. To me, my notion
on it would be a group that considers themselves to be tribal would
submit a petition to the Secretary of the Interior. This assumes
Indian Affairs stays in Interior. Submit a petition to the Secretary
for recognition. If they can meet and show evidence of any of this
criteria, the Secretary should recognize them. The legal burden should
be on him to recognize them. If he denies recognition, a provision for a
hearing before a Board of Hearings and Appeals or whatever, a hear-
ing examiner-type mechanism, would be provided within this a(rency.

Mr. YATES. Can you tell us how many of the groups that yoir know
about could easily meet one or more of these criteria?

Mr. TAYLOR. I cannot answer that Aquestion. I was not involved
with task force 10. Frankly, I do not know. They have identified, I
believe it was 74 groups they feel have sonie tribal !Jacking or history.

Mr. ALEXANDER. h e problem we face as a staff' at this point, is
that the task force 10 did not get into any of the mechanics of any of
the recognition procedures. The ;eneral recognition scheme you have
is our thinking beyond the task force. What the task force did, as
Peter said, is something we have to take many steps further.

Mr. TAYLOR. I feel developing the mechanical procedure would be
very easy to do. In fact, I think I have just laid it out. With the rihit
of appeal to either a three-judge court. or the U.S. Di-trict Court ;
from an adverse order out of that Board of Hearings and Appeals
there could be judicial review.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There have been possibilities, and we have been
talking about burden of proof which many of us perceive as a problem,
the t a tribe coining in only has to be able to meet a preliminary burden
of proof and then the proof shifts to the Secretary.

There are a number of interim notions we could work out for you on
alternatives.

20 0
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Mr. YATES. You have indicated a tribe received recognition, in
this letter to Senator Jackson, how many were turned down?

Mr. TAYLOR. I don't know.
Mr. YATES. It is something we ought to find out. If any were turned

down and the reasons for turning them down.
, Mr. TAYLOR. There was resistance to the Passamaquoddy. That

/ required a lawsuit. There has been resistance to the Stillaguamish,
which are now being recognized for the first time.

Mr. YATES. Assuming more than one was turned down, do they
have any right of appeal? Can they go to court and ask for recognition?

Mr. TAYLOR. Apparently they can. The Stillaguamish actually filed
a suit and Interior has acceded. To me, I would have Auestions about
it. It is a matter of political discretion.

Mr. YATES. If it is a fact they can go to court and obtain recog-
nition, why don't they do so? Why do we have to set up all of this?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Going to court will only answer one part of the
question. It also contains the disability for many of these groups
that they do not have the financial wherewithal and the access to
attorne3rs to litigate these cases which may require going way beyond
the Federal District Court level.

But once the recognition thing is acknowledged by a court, and
oftentimes it does not come up squarely, in the Stillaguamish situation,
it comes up with relation to hunting and fishing rights. In Maine, we
are talking_ about getting the Department of Justice to intervene in
the case. The extent of that recognition, what it means in terms of
status, is left completely open.

We are suggesting a combined administrative procedure that in
essence takes two steps. One is the initial recognition question and
the second is what are the components of it? That second thing
would still be necessary.

Mr. YATES. You are going to have to provide some kind of assistance
whether they come before the Interior Department or the court,
aren't you?

Mr. JiLEXANDER. Absolutely.
Mr. YATES. One of the fundamentals is to provide the material

assistance to prove their rights.
Mr. DEER. I would iike to speak to the point of the burden of proof

and respectfully to disagree with- you, Comm issioner Meeds. I feel it
is a tremendous burden on the tribe to take o a the Department of the
Interior; take on the Congress. I don't know exactly how much it cost
the Menominees to carry on the battle for restoration, but I know it
was thousands of dollors. We marshaled the best talent, legal talent,
the Native American Rights Fund, the Wisconsin Judi-care under
0E0, and without this excellent legal assistance, we would not have
gotten anywhere.

I feel there are a number of tribes that have been denied recognition
that do not have access to legal help, that may not catch the fancy
of some foundation or other group; I reel oven though we have made
excellent argument on all of our points, we still have not prevailed
in some of our arguments in the -Department of the Interior which
gets into our next point about construction.

20i
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hope the Commission will take a stand on this particular point. I
feel tribes do need help in historical research and legal research and
the burden of proof should not be on the individual tribe or group,
but there should be some mechanism worked out whereby the De-
partment of the Interior or whatever Department it is, has to assume
the lairden of. proof.

I think the Federal Government has tnore resources than the,Federal
tribes.

Mr. MEE.m. I am not necessarily saying the machinery set .up
should not provide funds and historical research and other things,
which might be required to establish identity as a tribe, a group or

band. But I am suggesting that we establish a mechanism and a
timeframe in whieh we are going to either recognize people a:; tribes,
groups, or bands, or we are not going to. We must gt.t some finality
to what is the group of specially recognized people. We etm't let this
thing drng on forever with the.bnrden of proof being on the Federal.
Governnwnt to show they are not furnishing services to certain people

--beettuse.
That is all I am saying. I hope in drafting the alternative recom-

mendation, the staff knows that I am not trying to necessarily limit
the group, butt I am trying to establish a_procedure and a timeframe
in which that recognition would take plane.

Mr. TAYLO% There is no difficulty at all in drafting an alternative.
There may be a problem in fixing some sort of time limit. My inclina-
tion is against a time limit. I don't know what the feeling of the Com-
missioners generally would be.

Mr. DIAL. Mr. t "lairman, I believe it is a matter we cannot settle
this morning or today. By the next meeting in anuary n)77, we need
to have a meeting right away with the stnff and come up with some-
thing concrete, maybe with te.sk force members. of 10, and bring time,
thing concrete to the next meeting to vote on. Maybe several different
plans.

Mr. ALEXANDEn. No problem
Mr. DIAL. That way we can work it out. But T think wP need to

work it out ns much as possible so that staff will have some ideas On
what to work on.

Mr. TAYI.ou. r would like to conelude tlmt connnent on the time
limit. I believe part of the problem k some tribes are so isolated thr,y
do not know whet is going on. In fact, Chuck Down's over here on
my right, has been doing research on a group called the Tunicas in
Louisiana. They were apparently not known to exist down there until
very recently. But on an investigation thuy were clearly an I mlian

Nit.. DIAL. They were incluiled in the report. of task force 10.
\Ir. TAYLOR. Yes, they were. My point is, some of these people are

so isola.pd they are not aware of time Ihnits. Second, 1 think the
mechanism we are talking about is not complex. In fact, I believe it,
is extremely simple. It. is not like the Indian Claims Commission. We
are not having to set up special boards or anything.

But the other reason, and this goes back to your question, Mr.
Yates, as to why we should adopt these criteria. Prankly, I think the
Secretary of the Interior needs help. Ile stretched himself when he
came up with the five. That was brand new.
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I think frequently. the Secretary takes criticism on situations where
it is not quite fairly laid on him. I am certainly no advocate for
Interior, for the Secretary, but, here is a sitilation where there are no
congressional guidelines for him to follow. He reached into some pretty
wild authoety to cOme up with these positions he has.

I believe a little congressional direction and help would be very
helpful to the administration of his office, as well as helping the Indian
people involved.

The Snyder Act certainly authorizes expenditures for the benefit of
Indians, but, the fact is, it was really adopted more to resolve a
procedural problem that existed in Congress on appropriation matters.

I don't understand the exact mechanics of the problem, but ap-
parently appropriations bill could be blocked by a single objection.
The Snyder .Act was intended to get around that problem.

Mr. YATES. Tlat the language is not so limited. I don't think that
has been the limitation the courts have placed upon it; has it?

Mr. TAYLOR. I -think- you are probably right. The Ruiz case that
dealt with on or near reservationthe Snyder Act, does not authorize
a recognition type thing.

Mr. YATES. ()f who is an Indian to be recognized?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is right. I think that is what we are trying to

deal with here.
Mr. MEEDS. For the Imposes of getting at, least, the alternative

recommendations framed, I would suggest a time period of 5 years.
The whole recommendation may be turned down, I don't know; but
I would suggest 5 years. I would also go beyond that and ask that the
recommendation contain a method and timeirame and criteria under
which the tribe would then recognize its own members. We would
then have a method for determimng who is presently nonrecognized
or recognized as tribes, bands or groups, and a method under which
tribes can establish their own membership. As you can see, I am trying
to get, some recommendation, which will give some finality to what
we are doing here.

Mr. YATES. Do we know, or do you know the monetary value of
the services being lost, in services to nonrecognized Indians? What are
they losing that is obtained by the recognized Indians?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I cannot give you a dollar figure on what it is
exactly they are getting. To say what they are losing is hard to know,
because in the views that I have heard, there is no indication that those
groups On the east coast particularly, wish to have each and every
component of Interior services. So until that is known on a case-by-
case basisthat is what we were talking about previously on the
negotiation out of each individual recognition framework--

Mr. YATES. What is the value of being recogn.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The value of being recognized would certainly be

expanded beyond what they are getting now. What they are getting
now relates to manpower programs, Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, title IV type programs, ()NAP type programs, simi-
lar programs. It would not have a lot to do with anv of tho funds to
support governmental institutions. That, in many Of the ,cases, may
not be desired and may not have anything to do with tax immunity,
which is another factor, that would foll into this package.
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It has nothing to do with resource development., resource expansion,
technical assistance. It will really vary substantially depending on
what group we are talking about.

Mr. YATES. I Still don't know that you answered my question.
What is the value of recognition?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The value of recognition is atcess to a range of
services not currently available. Two, the political denomination and
protection a tribal group receives in that recognition framework,
having to do with their tax status, their governmental status, and the
full range there. That may also vary from State to State.

Mr. YATES. Would it be fair to say this would involve a tremendous
amount of monetary value?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It could involve a terrific amount of monetary
expenditures. I could not project that with any specificity what that
would be.

Mr. STEVENS. I think thiA is a fundamental point. There is a resent-
ment on the part of nonfederally recognized Indians, in that they
need to be merely recognized as Indians Just for the purpose of being
Indians. The implication that because the Bureau of Indian Affairs
does not have enough money they should be refused the special status
of.just being known as Indians is rather inconceivable. But that is the
case. That is one of the main resentments of nonfederally recognized
tribes, that the Bureau of Indian Affairs lms the right to determine
whether or not they are Indians in fact. This is like somebody being
refused the right to be German or Irish or something. There is some-
thing other that I think needs to be expressed on this particular
subject. There appears to be developing a kind of situation which,
since the early sixties, since certain services began to be extended
through other agencies, many people have been discriminated against
as groi -ts. Because in programs for minorities, for instance, 1 think
Commissioner Dial ought to speak to that, some services, social types
of services and other types of programs, poverty programs, and so
forth, that started in the sixties, have been extended to Indian people
who are not federally recognized, and when you refuse the right to be
an Indian, then your particular group is denied the right to have these
programs merely on the basis the Bureau of Indian Affairs has refused
to recognize you.

What happens is, an Indian group in a certain area that is not
federally recognized, is put in the position of not being able to have
this service separate and apart as an Indian because they relied on the
Bureau status. Yet, in fact, it doesn't make any difference in the
budget. In fact, that budget will go to that particular State anyway.
All they would receive by this is receive those funds separate and
apart because they are Indians.

That does not have to do with the recognition of our people, federally
recognized people, as political entities in which wl prefer to be recog-
nized through our tribe. It is a thing that is compatible if you could
take it apart.

Mr. DIAL. I would like to concur with what bur Director, Mr.
Stevens, said. Congressman Yates, if there were no funds involved at
all, not one dime, Indians would be very much concerned with recog-
nition. When you leave the Congress, if you do sonic day, suppose you
had no retirement, you would still like the recognition of knowing that

2 0
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you served in the Congress. Yet there is no monetary yalue placed on
it, without retirement, let's say.

We are very much concerned about recognition the subject of
recognition. Too, you don't know what future years will bring. It is
hard to say what recognition will bring 10 years from now or 20 yoars
from now. Certainly I would not see it hurting anyone. It would not
have any damaging effects. And, too, I don't see recognition breaking
up the 11.S. Government. It is something the people have earned.

iIt s really nothing to be given.
Mr. YATES. I am not talking in terms of whether it is given or

whether it has been earned, Commissioner. What I sense from your
answer is that there are two parts to this; one is recognition as being
part of the Indian people, and second, it may have monetary value in
the programs that are being made available to recognized Indian
tribes throughout the country.

Mr. DIAL. You are on the right road.
Mr. MEEDS. Would it be fair to say in terms of Commissioner

Yates' question, that if services which are presently available to
recognized tribes were to be extended to all individuals and groups,
who at least, conceivably could qualify under the criteria set forth in
this recommendation, that we are talking about increasing approprii-
tions and availabilityat least availability of fundsby somewhere
in .the area of double to 50 percent?

Mr. TAYLOR. My reaction to that is, I don't believe that would be
the case at all. The one we mentioned, these population figures,
beforeI wanted to comment on that.

Mr. MEEDS. I think that is what we have to deal with. We are
dealing now thrbugh the services of the Department of the Interior
with approximately 500,000 individuals who are recognized as Indians.
I think by common definition, there are approximately 500,000
people who are not recognized, even though they may be members of a
recognized tribe, but tire somewhere in urban settmgs or otherwise.
There are those who are or who could conceivably qualify as members
of presently recognized tribes, and those who have not been recognized,
and we are dealing with another 500,000 people there.

If you made the same programs available toctill of them that are
presently available to the recognized groups, t e demand would
double. But clearly that, I don't think, will occ There are not
twice that many who are going to ask for this.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't thmk doubling is quite accurate.
The reason is, there are a number of programs that go that are

available currently; that go through States and various other organi-
zations. What would happen witli those moneys? I cannot say whether
that is 50 percent of the moneys that would be needed, or 70 percent,
or what have you is that they would be redirected; some, a signifi-
cant portion of the funds are currently being expended by the United
States.

It is oftentimes a question of who controls those funds. Does the
tribal group control those funds or do they go through various mecha-
nisms, CETA consortiums, State setoffs? VVho gets the administra-
tive expmses to run the programs. I think doubling would be a high
figure.

Mr. MEEDS. I was not in my calculations dealing with those
amounts. Many of those programs are being made available to the
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Mr. MEEDS.' No; that is all right.
Mr. ALEXANDER. To acknowledge the existence of Indian people

generally. That is an important emotional point in Indian country.
I cannot stress that enough. You gentlemen would have had to have
listened to the individuals come up and say it over and over and
over again, with deep-felt emotion.

Mr. MEEDs. I see a recommendation at least a finding, the Indian
Claims Commission deals with the issues other than land claims.
Would you go into that a little, please?

Mr. 11.LEXANDER. What page are you on?
Mr. MEEDS. I am or. page 3, about the middle of the page.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Meeds, that is a finding taken from task force

10. I frankly am not sure what all they have in mind. There have
been claims put before them based on deprivation, or denial, or healthi
or education benefits.

Mr. MEEDS. This is not a recommendation?
Mr. TAYLOR. It is a finding, taken from that task force report.

If you could wait a coup'e of minutes for the answer, I would like to
confer with someone from task force 10.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Everytinng preceding page 12 is summarized
from the task forces. In some cases task force 9, task force 10, or
task force 5. As a staff, we 1113 not recommending at this time, any of
those specific findings or recommendations be adf,pted. We felt it
was important to get the general policy parameters established and
then go back and deal with the various specific things the task force
may have said.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further questions of this panel with regard
to chapter 12?

Mr. BRUCE. We are coming up with another administrative pro-
cedure to cover the seven or five standards now set up?'There is a
procedure for recognition?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. BRUCE. And we have it there in that first paragraph, in the

background? Administrative device used by the Department of the
Interior to delineate which AmeriFa Indians shall receive the services
and the protection of the Departhient. That is a device used now ard
that device was used, I guess, as far as the Passamaquoddy case was
concerned.

Mr. ALEXANDER. One of these is the nature of what Congressnmn
Meeds has recommended, we have also suggested shifting burdens of
proof within an administrative framework, that there are various
alternatives that could be worked out on time restraints.

Congressman Yates points out about the substantial lead-up time
that Indian groups and resources that will be needed by these Indian
groups before the mechanism could even be started. The 5-year thing
that was mentioned might be appropriate once the mechanism is
started. They may need to haw a leadtime of 3 to 5 years with sub-
stantial resources before tribes could even trigger a mechanism.

We will try to go through all of these issues and lay out alternatives
consistent with the notion contained on page 12, the first recommenda-
tion which is, that it be the policy within, the trust obligation if you
will, of the United States to extend recognition.

Mr. TAYLOR. We will go back and provide these alternatives and
administrative procedures or tnechani,Ins. What I want to see today

82-749-77vol. 4-14
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is some sort, of consensus of policy that should be recommended. The
specifics can be ironed out later.

Mr. DIAL. One important point while you are working on this.
You ought to keep in mind during the 5-year period that you don't
put any tribe in a worse position during the 5 years than they are at
this particular time.

It IS very important.
Mr. ALEXiNDER. I understand, Commissioner Dial, and we will

seriously think through all of the potential problems on any specific
time frame. There are many. And we will give you our suggestions on
those time frames.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there furtheik questions?
Mr. BRUCE. The DepartmenN4 the Interior has the right now to

withdraw recognition; IS that righeN
Mr. TA1 LOR. I don't believe they d Commissioner. Congress hag

that. What Interior has done, and this', is related to a different point, it
goes to tribal government, they have Withdrawn recognition of tribal
constitutions. 'They have occasionally refused to recognize certain
elected tribal officiak But they have no power to withdraw the
recognition of a tribe per se.

The other issues I have mentioned go to problems of tribal govern-
ment and it is one of the points we were addressing the other day of
limiting the Secretary's authority on the internal affairs of tribes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I m.ght mention the authority to do what the
Secretary has occasionally done in tribal elections and so far this
is extremely questionable. Extremely. And that is a mild statenwnt.

Mr. BRCCE. I recall the Passamaquoddy case where we worked
hard to assist those people and where we were turned down by the
Secretary and we proceeded anyway.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the same problem exists with the Stillaguamish.
Morris Thompson favored recognition and was vetoed by the Secre-
tary for at least 2 years. In fact, the Stillaguamish had to go and file
their law suit.

When confronted by reality, the Secretary did it.
Mr. M EEDS. Are there further questions regarding chapter 12?

If not, thank you gentlemen, and we will move to chapter 9, Social
Services.

I think we are close enough to the hour of noon. We will recess and
resume with chapter 9, Social Services.

[Luncheon recess, 11:50 to 1:30 p.m.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. MEEDs. The Commission will resuine its hearings. The first
order this afternoon will be a presentation of chapter 9, Social Services,
by Pat Zell. Please proceed, Pat. Please give us an overview of the
entire chapter, including recommendations which we could then discuss
in greater detail. Any Commissioner should feel at liberty to stop
Pat and ask questions at any point.

Dr. ZELL. Commissioner, the main area I was coveringsocial
services--deals with the placement of Indian children and the whole
area of health servives delivered to Indian people. The area of child
welfare placement in social services i an area of critical concern to
Indian people. If I may frame the .issue, most Indian reservations are
served by State social service agencies.
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When a social service worker is called on the reservation to take a
child out of a troubled home, a temporary placement of that child is
made very frequently off the reservation. What happens is, the child
is no longer on reservation property and comes Under the State's
jurisdiction.

The end result is many, many Indian children are placed in non-
Indian homes permanently, and separated from their culture, families,
and society. The recommendations that address this issue would call
for tribal court jurisdiction over the placement of Indian children.
Where that is not possible, and where a specific child would come ander
State jurisdiction, and it was a State proceeding of placement, that
the tribal council would be informed and would be part of the de-
cision as to where that Indian child would be placed.

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is on pages 5 through 7 we are talking about.
I might mention this section,is treated as a jurisdictional issue by the
task force on jurisdiction and is backed up by a survey of 18 States
conducted by. the Association of American Indian Affairs on the child
placement, adoption, and foster care practices in States with significant
Indian populations and also statistics and testimony collected in field
hearings or from State social service agencies.

One of the best set of statistics comes from the State of Washington,
in terms of the data collection system, which I believe was produced
for its testimony on the subject area.

Dr. ZELL. The next area is health, and I refer the Commission to
page 39 of the section on social services. The major findings find
recommendation in the area of health are drawn from the results of
task force 6 and task force 11. At the time those two task lorces sub-
mitted their reports, the Indian Health Care Improvement Act had
not yet passed Congress. So an analysis of the act and its impact on
the delivery of health care services and the health status of Indian
people is not analyzed in detail in either of the reports. Because of this
situation, we feel it is critical Indian people and the Commission have
time to analyze this.

Mr. MEEDS. Could I ask you to back off and give us a general
overview of the entire chapter, which would include such things as
what task 'force reports are included, what areas of concern were
addressed, before you start getting into the specifics of the recom-
mendations?

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is a general chapter that conies from at
minimum at least four to five task forces. It deals with education,
health, State social services. Within the health framework it deals
with alcoholism, drugs; it also deals with some information on cor-
rections which were pointed to by at least two task forces. So within
those two subject areas, we have broken down the recommendations
from the various task forces. The major sections are health and educa-
tion.

You will notice in this chapter there are substantial gap areas that
iire not covered by any of the task forces. The whole system of State
and social

Mr. MEEDS. What are those substantial gap areas?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The whole system of State social services, and

how that impacts, and what the problems or the benefits, conceptually
at least would be, is not treated by any of the task forces in a com-
prehensive manner.
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The issue of juvenile delinqutncy, juvenile services, outside of the
child placement area, is not treated comprehensively bv any of the
task forces. Our own view is in alcoholism, mental health/drug abuse
area, the treatment by the task forces wte4 substantially insufficient.
The treatment by the task forces in those areas dealt with funding
and mechanics of some of the existing programs and did not get into
the basic conceptions of causation, mental health theories, alcoholism
theories.

We view those 11.: substantial gap areas.
Mr. MEED14. Were the task force reports in these areas finished?
Mr. ALEXANDER. All II task force reports have been submitted as

finished. Within the State social services framework, the whole wi.1-
fare system, the BIA welfare systems, State welfare systems, prac-
tically no material is contained in this chapter on that area.

Mr. MEEDS. How do you plan to augment if you do the final report
of the Commission to make up for those so-called gaps?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It varies in each area. In welfare, which we dis-
cuss on page 2 of this chapter, what we have asked for is direction to
staff to go through our files and existing research outside of the task
force's, and basically make a determination whether, in fact, we can
with the staff and resources and the existing research, fill that gap.
There is sonic materialovailable in the files. We have not had the
opportunity to determine whether or not that is finable.

My guess is that this is going to remain an unfillable gap. Part of
that comes from, and I want to mmke it clear, I don't think this is an
excuse for the task forces but it is in the nature of an explanation, the
organization of the task forces which was such that things fell through
that could have conceivably been covered by three or four task forces
which in the final result were covered by no one.

In the area of juvenile services, I think it is our view at the moment,
that that area, juvenile corrections, juvenile services generally, is one
which without substantial additional resources and field experience
that we probably cannot cover, we will have to acknowledge this as a
limitation of the report.

M. Dl:ER. Can yon tell us if there has been any review or allalv,k
of the current literature in these areas of health, delinquency, taco-
holism, and so on?

\Ir. 'YATES. Are We talking about the Indian children and Indian
problems On the reservations themselves or throughout the country,
or where?

Mr. ALEXNDER. We are talking about both. To deal with problems
of delinquency, in my view you wonhi have to treat them separately,
one in a reservation setting and what the resources, particularly in
terms of how the law is written, in terms of is there a gap between
general Federal law and tribal law in the area of juvenile delinquency,
particularly the tribes that operate under 25 CFR: for example, in
the child placement area. We treat it differently in terms-of on reser-
vation or off reservation.

The numbers requhe us where there is a significant identifiable
social problem, with approxhnately one-half million people residing
off reservation, to deal with those situations pragmatically in a
separate solution area.

210
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To answer your question, Commissioner Deer, the health task force
did a general literature survey. I would say the alcoholism and
task force collected a lot of materials. That analysis, if they did ,

not reflected in their report. It is our feeling in the alcoholistn/mental
health area there is a significant amount of material and research that
exists that could provide additional bases for Commission action. We
have notI reiteriatehad the opportunty in many of the gap areas
to make an actual determination of what exists outside of f he Com-
mission. To some extent, we have a notion of what exists in the task
force files as thev were delivered to us.

N1s. DEER. That was my reason for asking the question. I feel
there are many studies in these areas and that one of the tasks I was
hoping would have been completed by one of these task forces would
be to have an analysis of these materials in one place for all of us to see.

I realize again there is a short amount of time. I know I would be
interested in seeing whatever analysis you would have done at this
point.

Mr. ALEXA NDER. I mentioned the health task force specifically.
Although we have a bibliography attached to a number of chapters
in the report itself, there is no way other than where it is specifically
mentioned in the report whero it infrequently is, to tell in fact how
much of those bibilographies, those materials, were in fact utilized.

Other reports are extremely detailed in integrating support and
resource material throughout the text of the report. You can get a

o fairly good idea of what has been used and what has been surveyed;
there is a wide range between. those task force reports in quality.

This whole problem is most negatively reflected in these reports.
Mr. M EEDS. Does this task force cover education also?
Mr. ALEXA NDEH. This chapter does cover education; pis.
Mr. Nf EEDS. Maybe we could take these things by general headings

and have you give us the general recommendations in each area.
Education, mental health, if Oily, alcoholism, if any, juveniles, if any.
Are there any other major areas covered by this?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Corrections.
Mr. M EEDS. Why don't we start with education?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Page 40 begins the chapter. Page 50 has the

recommended ConiMission agt ion. What we have done in the education
section is similar to what we have done in the chapters we have been
di.c.w.,ing the past '3 days. We have laid out a number of general
principles in the education area, which if utilized as direction for the
draft of this section, we would then go back and incorporate specific
findings and reeonunendations. The thrust of the education section

hich comes out in hirge part from task force 5's report, but also
significantly conies out from the direction taken by the individual
tribal reports submitted to us and the stands of national Indian
organizations taken on education generally, is that education should
be controlled by the tribes and Indian communities.

If you had to say one thing about the material that was representa-
tive of this section, that was the major theme. That means the funding
to those entities, participation in the local community in control of
what- in fact happens in those schools. The additional components
relate to increased training opportunities for Indian educators,
curriculum development, college students, and so on.

2 i
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But the major premise or thrust of this chitpter is control of eduea-
tion by Indian people.

Mr. NIEEDS. Should that control be subject to any kind of require-
ments for any prescribed courses or standards of achievement or
delivery by either the State or Federal Government?

Mr. ALEXANDER. By either the State or Federal Government? What
I gather from the tal force report is there is some disagreement on
that point. One, view is that the education of Indian children should
be a partnership between tribes and the State. The other view which
I believe is Ale view the task force report officially takes, is that the
relationship should be between the Federal Government and the tribe,
and that the Indian community or tribe should have significant input
in developing or designing the curriculum and the standal:is that be
applied in the local schools.

I guess the caveat to that is because people move from one school
system to another and have to get into higher education institutions
and the like, that the same kind of system where States work out
what they are going to accept from each other and the same accredita-
tion meehanisms for accepting and acknowledgment of a degree
granted by an Indian school to be utilized to go to Harvard or UCLA
or wherever, that whole mechanism would be somewhat applicable.
And, clearly, of course, in the Federal utilization of funds there are a

.nbmber of guidelines, be they personnel, be they others, that have
ueen attached with frequency by the Federal Government and by
this Congress in the utilization of Federal funds.

I don't conceive of tribal control in this context as a totally un-
fettered apparatus, but more as removing the State primarily from
interaction and taking off the administrative overheads which are
necessary to run the local community schools, and having the tribal
relationship and education be one to the Federal Government for
running their school system.

The Navajo situation is most often cited where the tribe has created
an education institution. There are a number of experiments going
on there which have been doucumented in the task force report as
well as other reports.

Mr. MEEDS. I see recommendation No. 6 here relates to develop-
ment of an accreditation system, and recognition by Federal and
State q:overnments that Indian schools are not subject to State regula-
tions. 1 hat doesn't square with what you have just said.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think the concept there, particularly in relation
to curriculum development in the teaching at traditional schools
within those local systems, doesn't necessarily read that the Federal
and State governments recognize it to be a mandatory recognition. It
is a question of the same kinds of systems that have worked out for
accreditation. If those standards aim are developed to meet the
local needs and controls are acceptable to a particulkir university
system, they will recognize and acknowledge it; if not, thpse two insti-
tutions negotiate and recognize what changes have to be made.
In the University of Maryland, in the State in which I live, tlwv
established certain graduate schools which were not accredited.
Antioch College of Law in the District of Columbia has gone through
a several year process of obtaining accreditation.

But the concept here is there are many things uniq
iue

in the indi-
vidual Indian communities that wish to be integrated nto the 'school
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system. Navajo medicine men, if you will, the use of traditional
crafts and culture as Part of their curriculum. Those things generally
cannot come in under States standards of accreditation.

I don't think the notion at all, and I can Le corrected on this, is
to get away from quality but to redefine quality in a local, meaningful
context.

Mr. MEEDS. What if that is not meaningful in terms of participa-
tion as citizens of the United States? And these should be Indian
people.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am not sure I follow th3 question; I am sorry.
Mr. MEEDS. Let's assume there are certain basic communication

skills which are required for people to hold jobs in our society, for
people to exercise their rights and prerogatives as citizens of this
Nation in voting, in participating in -self.government, and other
things. Let's say that an educatien system decreed by a local school
board, an Indian controlled school boardand I am all for Indian-
controlled schools boards, incidentallydoes not require those
standards be met. Let's say they are just minimal.

Would you suggest this Commission make a recommendation which
would not A equire those basic standards to be met, not only to these
people as Indians but as citizens of the United States?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think this gets us back to our discussion of
Saturday, and the first offer of principle in tribal government, we
suggested, as staff, that the evidence is fairly overwhelming which
is the presumption should be that Indian people act in a reasonable,
rational irld just fashion. If it turns out Indian-controlled education
somehow does not equip Indian people to function. effectively, Con-
gress retains the power act.

However, I would suggest within existing law attached to some of
'the programs we funded, and I am a little fuzzy in this area, we
have as a government, required certain standards to be met in the
use of Federal funds. Most of the education moneys we are talking
about at this point are Federal moneys.

There is no showing, there is no evidence I am aware of in the
Indian controlled schools that are operating around this country to
suggest the possibility that Indian people seeking to control their
education, mak to provide anything but meaningful education. That
education might be somewhat different than the county of Prince
Georges would decide to maintain for their people, ,but there are
divergences between all of the education systems in this country
and what their emphases and focuses are.

There is, however, on the other side, a lot of evidence to show
that even though there have been improvements, and significant
improvements, m educational status over .the past several decades,
that there are substantial problems in the delivery mechanism for
education for Indian students under State and county control.

My answer would be the presumption isIndian people will act
in their host interests and their best interests are clearly to provide
the mos. Tective education they can.

Mr. WHITECItow. This subject of education has been a large
subject very close to my heart and very definitely, I think Indian
controlled schools is an outstanding idea within those areas, whereby
we have those schools presently established. However, when you
start looking at turning over all schools as an example to Indian
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Our proposals track exactly what you are saying. It is to get tho
money clirectly to the tribes.

Mr. WHITECROW. 1 conld not read that flow.
Mr. TAYLOR. It is rather vague because of the way we summarized

it.
Mr. WHITEUROW. What I am saying here is a school district, wher-

ever it may be, if it has a certain number of Indian children today,
they just say "are you Indian," and they send these various little
forms home and the parents say, "Why am I getting this?" All of a
sudden the superintendent of the school says I_ have got to find out
how many Indian children I have in our school because I can get
Federal moneys if I have Indian children.

The parents themselves, up to this point, 99 percent of the parents
I have talked to have no idea why these requests are sent home through
the students, and the only real change that I can see that would really
bring this about is if we are talking about tribal sovereignty and ful-
fillment of Federal obligations to tlu tribe. Then the tribe should tell
us how many members they have, the demographics of their popula-
tion, statistics, et cetera, and then they in effect practice self-determi-
nation. Because they will know where their students are, where their
members are, where they are going to school and they can look for-
'ward to really negotiating contracts with those various school districts.

Mr. TAYLOR. We are saying two things here. No. 1: The tribes be
authorized to operate their own school systems. That was one point.
The second point which I am now just realizing you are talking about,
is as far as .rohnson-O'Malley

Mr. WnrrEcaow. Taking care of those children away from the
tribal area.

Mr. TA 1 LOH. The tribe would be holding the purse strings, negotiat-
ing with the school system as to what would be provided.

Mr. WHITECROW. Yes, that is how I see it. I don't know how the
rest of the Commissioners see it. But that is the way I see it. Those
tribal leaders I have talked to have all indicated to me they want that
responsibility as government officials of their tribes.

Mr. Y ATES. The last conversation was to the effect, the tribal
leaders want funds not only for children on the reservations but off
the reservations. How far off the reservation? Suppose they live in
the cities? Can the parents of city Indian children send their children
to Indian schools on the reservations?

Mr. WHITECROW. I don't see anything that would prohibit that if
they so desire. But if the parents of those children in the city schools,
if those schools were to receive any assistance, they would negotiate
with the tribe of those students. It, would create a little bit greater
administrative workload.

Mr. YATES. Yes, it would.
Mr. ALEXANDER. That gets us almost. into the whole off-the-

reservation chapter. I think it is fair to point out there is some conflict
in this area. The task force 8, which Was basically urban and non-
reservation Indians, the report has been somewhat criticized by a
number of the urban Indian groups who would rather see money go
directly to the urban Indian groups for negotiation on some issues,
rather than a passthrough from the tribe.

There is not a clear mandate when you are going off-reservation to
Chicago as opposed to the Gallup-McKinley School System where I
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think there is much more consistency of view. Many of the urban
concerns were raised after the task force report was in fact submitted,
that is the off-reservation report, and we on the staff have not totally
worked out the differences 100 percent. There are options in that, area.

That is an area where there are at least two viewpoints.
Mr. MEEDS. Could I ask a question at this point? Do I understand

there are only two positions? No. 1, that funding and control of
education for off-reservation Indian children be asserted through the
tribes themselves, or, No. 2, through urban Indian organizations?
Are those the only two alternatives?

LEXANDER. The third alteinative I mentioned earlier was a
eeling, least on some persons' part, that there be a coordinated or
ooperati e arrangement between the tribe and the State olganiza-

tion. I am ot necessarily sure the urban position is one of total con-
, trol but at east increased input and control for certain components.

Mr. MEE s. Let's be specific. Let's take the Chicago school sys-
tem. Let's a sume there are 4,000 Indian children in the Chicago
elementary d secondary- school system, which I am sure there are.

Now, are ou suggesting the direction for education of those 4,000
children in the Chicago school system be through an nrban Indian
organization or through assertion and funding by tribes to which -
those children may belong? Is that what this report is saying?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't think that is what this report is saying.
I think it is saying there needs to be significantly increased input in
terms of the utilization of those moneys that go to the school system,
because there are Indian children in there.

The mechanism for the input is to have the funds pass through
the tribe. That is one alternative. Clearly there is the notion that
the generalized advisory committees that surround the use of some
of the money we are talking about are not a nwchanisin that provides
for significant and substantial input into the decisionmaking process
of the local school &strict. When you do have Johnson-O'Malley
money that is to be used for supplemental education and not for
prime education, that you get the effect of courses dealing with cul-
ture, tradition, and history, if you will, that the advisory committee
system generally is viewed as a failure in the education area.

We, as a staff at this point, to be very honest about it, are not
taking a specific position on what these various mechanisms could
be. We are recommending as a general principle on tribal control of
most education moneys and a significant input. Clearly in the situa-
tions where you are talking about a few Indian children, or even a
significant number of Indian children, hundreds and perhaps thou-
sands of miles away from the reservations. We have not worked out
all of the specific permutations.

What we are talking about is generalpolicy now.
Mr. YATES. Does t he report try distinction between funds for the

education of Indian children and funds to the tribes for Indian health
clinics? Should the money for Indian health go to the tribes, too?

Mr. W,Hrracitow. We are getting into an area I am really being
pushed on back home, and if I may, I would like to expound on this
a little bit.

Here we are, and we have completed now a management review of
the Bureau. In that management review, that review was done to

2 1
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-reflect the allocation of allowing of tribes to participate in the Self-
,. Determination Aet, thereby developing the .buliget processes for that

tribe at the very lowest level.
The only way that the Federal Government can really in effect,

toncur with that budget process as I see it, is that they know how
many people axe going to be affected. As I see the budget process today,
the Pederal Government has no idea really about wh.ere these Indians
are, how many there are, and who is an Indian, et cetera.

I know defmitely of many school superintendents who have sent
letters home to parents saying,. "Are you Indian?" Even if your folks
were seated by an Indian a hundred years ago, you are part Indian,
so we can get some money in from this title IV for our school district.

I think by going through the tribe, and we are laying down a process
of recognizmg tribes, then by going through that tribe, a total realistic
population; actual population, can be developed allowing the Federal
Government to make a determination as to what are those responsi-
bilities and really in effect, once and for alLfulfill those responsibilities
monetaril3r to those tribes in the field of education, and in the field of
health, and without that specific knowledge done at the tribal level.

This is one of the things that has really, in effect, torn Many of our
Indian people away from their tribes. They don't go back to their
tribal government any more. In many cases the Federal Government
has relegated tribal organization to the level of a civic organization or
fraternal or sorority order. Indian people have, in effect, forgotten
their relationship with their tribal government in many instances.
Therefore, they say I am an Indian. What does it mean to be an
Indian? Are you affiliated with the tribe? Do you have any tribal
contact?

If we are, as taxpayers M this Nation, looking at efficient utilization
and delivery of money, we must go through that tribal government
to fulfill our relationships. The tribal governments should-be the ones
_to tell us, or to tell the Governthent, how many Indian people they
have. .

I personallY felt when we started this study, that maybe the Federal
Government is already providing enough funds to fulfill the respon-
sibilities by treaty and other relationships; if somebody could just
find all of the pigeonholes where these appropriations are hidden in

y) this maze of confusion we have.
I think with this BIA management study, it really brings it home.

That is why I support that management study so well. I think that
in itself, will reduce the number of Federal dollars that will help us in
this. It will identify the Indians once and for all and hell) erase this
mark we have got against our country in letting our Congress fulfill
those 'responsibilities; once we determine who th,e Indian people are
through our tribes.

Mr. TAYLOR. I am not this familiar with the task force 8's report.
Mr. WEIITECROW. Let me say that I will speak to the same thing

on health.
Mr. TAYLOR. I can see some real problems on the mechanical

delivery of this money at the urban setting. I share the concern you
are speaking of though. All of a sudden Indians are climbing out
of every crack. It sort of is like with judgement fundswe h.ad a
situation reported in Montgomery County, in the Washington Post,

21
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last w ek which I will retrieve off nrr back porch and add to the file,
but ere is a new appropriation bill which authorizes allocation of

'moitey for Indian study programs. If you have an Indian in your
family two generations back, you qualify. The number of Indians,
identified Indians, in Mentgemer3r County, quadrupled. I think,
as soon as that new formula was there.

I do have trouble with the tribal control of funds in Montgomery
County. Undoubtedly, the number of people out there are from a
broad number of tribes. It would seem to me that would create
genuine problems in administration of those funds, at the tribal level.
I know the report here is saying tribes should have the right to create
and manage their own schools, as far as the Johnson-O'Malley funds
where the tribe prefers to leave their children in public schools, but
assure they are given Indian courses and whatever other Indian
programs are needed.

The recommendation is the tribe manage those funds and negotiate
directly with the public school system. So within the reservation area,
the tribe would have total control, I would sa3r, in the vicinity im-
mediately near the reservation, the tribe would have control over
those Johnson-O'Malley-type funds.

The idea of identifying your own tribal membership to avoid this
execessive number of people claiming to be Indian, with possibly no
support at allwell, the identification of membership that Mr.
Meeds was talking about yesterday, would lend some solution to this
problem in the urban area.

Mr. WHITEatow. An enrollment card, citizenship card, or some-
thing.

Mr. TAYLOR. I detest the idea of carrying a card. I am a card-
carrying Crow or something.

M r. WHITECROW. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, for dominating here,
but this is a good point. At one of the presentations I made, I had a
group of people when I was advocating, that we should identify our
tribal members and our tribal members would like to be identified,
if they had something that would say, look here, l can prove I am an
Indian. because Indian is not right here in the color of your skin, it is
in your heart and in your head, 'aow you think, how you feel.

One fellow jumped up and said, "What the hell is wrong with you;
Indian people won't carry a card." I said, "The hell they won't.
They carry their driver's license, and they sure carry their social
security card." This can prove to somebody they are an Indian;
they will damned sure carry that card, too. I really feel that.

Mr. TAYLOR. I woul stand silent.
Mr. WHITECROW. I would carry my card. Many times I have been

mistaken for a Chicano, especially when I grow a beard.
Mr. YATES. How much money are we talking about here for Indian

education? Has the task force estimated what it would be? Is it the
same amount currently being made available for Indian education?
Is it twice that amount; three times; what conclusion did you come
to? And, how far do you carry the education cycle? Do you carry it
from kindergatten through graduate degrees in college? What is your
proposal?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The task force in a proposed piece of legislation.
I don't have dollar figures, but this is the mechanism they are talking

2 1 8
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Mr. TAYLOR. I understand the task force report does in fact, in-
clude this minimum certification.

Mr. MEEDS. I began to get a little antsy that it wasn't coming
through in the recommendations; coming through by the staff here.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the major problem is escaping these inflexible
State rulesI think we understand each other.

Mr. MEEDS. Right. And there clearly has to be some bending of
the so-called inflexible rules which will allow the kind of thing you
talk about, teaching Indian culture by people who are steeped in
Indian culture and may not have a master's degree, may not indeed,
have any kind of degree.

MI'. TAYLOR. As a matter of fact, I would include that basic waiver
on the basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Elmer Saville,
chairman of the Quechan Tribe, ran his own electronics store in San
Diego for many years; he could certainly teach bookkeeping but he
does not have a master's degree in bookkeeping, so some sort of
system of certifying educators providing they have the ability to
handle the course

M r. MEEDS. That is what education or accreditation is all about; ..
isn't it?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. But States are horribly inflexible about thi:,
Mr. MEEDS. I know. I have been through vocational education on

this. We have managed to make some bending of an otherwise,
inflexible system. As long as that basic concept is kept in mind, I am
satisfied.

Mr. YATES. Let's get back to the money again.
What is the recommendation of the stuff? Is it to be from the Fed-

eral Government, the Commonwealth or the State? What level?
Mr. ALEXANDER. As I understand it, it is entirely through the Fed-

eral Government. The element I was about to get to, and it comes out
in several places, tribal resources, be it from taxation or what-have-
you, be also utilized in supporting education.

Mr. YATES. Would this be an apportionment then between the
Federal Government and the tribes of the education function? What
about the States?

AN. SCHEIRBECK. I have a few comments. We have a cost analysis
study of this but I would hesitate to talk about that unless you looked
at the entire report. We said what it would cost in terms of the board-
ing schools to do certain things, what it would cost in terms of title
IV that is not in the report, but it could be added. We have al:0,
Commissioner Yates, done a contplete biography of, the literature
survey. If someone would type it for us, we would be happy to add it
to the report. That was one of your interests and would be one of
ours ako.

I would like to make the point that all of the task force members
agree on; that. is, there is not any clear policy in Indian education.
Mel we dlii propose a vehicle for getting clear policy and in that
vehicle we have suggested a way for the tribe and the State to negotiate
with each other. But the 'vehicle is the method to set standards in the
policy to deal with things iike the accreditation issue and other item:,
and I would encourage you to look at the proposed bill which is a part
of the recomtnendation.

I am sorry; I did not understand your question.

2 2 ti
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Mr. YATES. The last question was how will the money to pay for
the education be derived; from the tribes and the Federal Govern-
ment alone, or will the States make a contribution?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. We are suggesting the Federal Government con-
tinue the compensatory type and supplementary efforts which they
atenow providing in Indian education. We are also suggesting tribal
resourcas be add.ed to that. We are suggesting States in revenues
generated from tribes or Indian communities fund that money back
into those areas for use in educational programs and purposes. That
would certainly take SOME negotiations that we feel could be done.

Mr. YATES. 'What would you do with a situation such as we
experiemed last year with the Chinle School, where they were com-
pletely deprived of tax funds?

Ms. ScHEIRefitx. We would look at that very closely. We used
that school district to projeat the cost analysis. I happen to feel one
would have to have a sliding scale where a State and local school
district on the reservation would not agree to put money,.up; and
would have to ask the Federal Government to put up at least 90
percent of that money.

Mr. YATES. Won't the ultimate burden fall on the Federal Gov-
ernment?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. Unless the Federal Government is willing to
strengthen its enf cement powers, and I am sorry to say I don't
think HE omg that very well, I think you are correct in your
anal sis.

. r. YAyEs. What would the States role be?
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. We found it difficult to say what the State's role

would be in Indian education. We surveyed all of the 50 States and
that is included in the final report. We were not able to talk to you
on that point; it was not clear what they said. I think the Federal
Government has to decide what its policy is in terms of supporting
Indian education. Are they willing to go 90 percent in some instances?
If the State is not willing to put money up, are they willing to say,
*yes, States_you have got to do it, at least 50 percent of this.

I think Congress is going to have to look at that very hard.
Mr. YATES. You are offering several proposals. But isn't your

principal thrust a relationship between the Federal Government and
the tribe and bypassing the States?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. We are talking about all Indians in this report.
We are talking about tribes; Indian organizations.

Mr. YATES. You propose. bypassing the States then, don't you?
Insofar as channeling the funds are concerned?

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. Yes; but we have proposed an interesting role
for the State and that role is really in plannmg, in assisting the tribe
in planning, and information gathering.

Mr. YATES. How does the State got paid? Out of its own funds?
This would be the State's contributions?

MS. SCHEIRBECK. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Do you have any idea of whether the States would

approve this method of funding directly to the survey?
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I asked that question in the survey and inter-

estingly enough, many of them said "yes". I cannot quote the figures.
Mr. YATES. I find that somewhat surprising, I must say in all
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on an Indian controlled schoOl board in Chicago as you used on the
Navajo Reservation.

Ms. SCHEIRBECK. What we suggested on that was the compensa-
tory moneys, only we would use the title IV model for those people
you are suggesting, the compensatory education money, come into
the local/education agency but where that agency refuses to work
with the Indian parent committee, that the law be amended so that
the parent committee could receive that money. We do have that
kind of recommendation in the report.

Mr. MEEDS. SO that would be for the Chicago school system, the
Everett school system; but foz the Gallup school system you have .

to have another situation?
MS. SCHEIRBECK. That is correct.
Mr. MELDS. Because of the tremendous impact of Indian school

children on that system?
MS. SCHEIRBECK. Yes. I would like to correct one thing in the report.

Two members of the task force did not recommend that NCOIE be
abolished, and that isit appears in the report. The Task Force
mem be'. 1 rs Loraino Miasutzek,.. Infute.- reconunendations-,- recom-
mended that NCGIE be abolished The entire Task Force did
not recommend that.

That was only one member, Mrs. Miasiazek's recommendation.
That should be reflected in the recommendations.

Mr. :AMBRIDGE. As I. gather, some of the thinking pertains to the
following: Starting off with the proposition, it is practical because
you can identify -due to tribal reservation boundaries or anything
similar to that. The element of tribal control becomes a much sunpler
one to apply, and in that instance, you want tribal control.
' We have just discussed a variation of 'Wilt with an infinite number
of variables, which make it difficult to apply one simple structure to
implement tribal control. And very likely there you are ialking about
what I would refer to as a spectrum of control possibilities. On the
far 'end of the spectrum, we may be talking more about the right to
participate due to one's status as the member of an Indian tribe
through the tribal government. Another form of involvement may
well occur through parent committees or similar entities.

Is that basically what we are looking at here?
MS. SCHEIRBECK. Yes.
Mr. BOBBRIDGE. The other thing I am mncerned about is one who

has spent 12 years in secondary education, the mat ter of accountability,
of how one assesses whether tlw goal: set out have been achieved. I
think the othnr Commissioners have been alluding to this. It would
appear to me Na' are talking about the input in a circumstance in
which we not only have a seeondory,elementary school situation, we
have those goals which are usually associated with such institutions,
where there are Indian children. We very likely have added elements
of what we think the goals should include, because that school in-
cludes Indian chihlren. I guess that is another thing we are saying
here, then.

The usual ooals and expectations that one would have of a school,
a public schotil must necessarily be expanded became, there are certain
specific and unique needs that Indian people have that ought to be
recognized ;11 determining where the educational process ought to go.

82-749--77 tuI. 4---13
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I think the matter of accountability, measuring eftectivenessI
want to state from my experience that this whole kucational process
is in a constant state of flux and change and reevaluation, and certainly
one of the very pressing issues in all of education right now is
accountability.

Where are we going? I rather resent the articles "Why Johnny
Can't Read". It kind of picks on those named John.

But look at such articles. If one were to pick up the Post from the
last two days, there is a query about why young people don't come
out of school with a sufficient backlog learning of the kind that will
help them in running a home, budgeting and purdiasing a home,
and so on. The point I am making here then, perhaps in a roundabout
way, is this: the fact that Indian country is still in the process of
determining what its specific educational goals are, how it. can best
achieve those, and how it can assess its effectiveness through a system
of accountability itself, is in a state of flux.

I warrant what we find this year, and next year, would vary, and
in so doing, it would do no more than to reflect what is ()mulling in
the total system of education here in the United States. What I am
saying is, the concerns are very legithnate. But we do not want to
impose unreasonable, the expectations in assessing where we want
to go in the education process. If we do, we are demanding of the
Ina country what the United States is not able to achieve yet.

Ms. SCHEMBECK. We were extrenwly mncerned and we (lid say
in our report no one is closely paying attention to the quality of
education that Indian children are getting. That bothered us very

As I say, we have proposed a vehicle, that we had hoped would do
something about this.

Mr. MEsos. To summarize what I understaml of your recom-
mendations, what we have talked nhout ,0 for, is thnt Indian control
can and shouhl be exercised in on-reservation notipublic schools; that
Indian input, can be exercised on off-reservation public schools through
advisory groups who have some influence on the expenditure of
Federal funds which are utilized for supplementary and compensatory
progra

Is that all accurate statement?
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I think as far as it, goes that is an accurate

statenient.
Mr. MEEDs. How would you flush it ollt a little more to fit at

least the conversation we hove had so far?
Ms. SrliEINBECK. I think the other thing. we are sayim in our

vehicle is we would like the tribes and the communities, and we are
defining community control as lower than the tribal cmnicilwe
are talking about tlic communitiesand we are sayinfr in a number
of those communitie,, the tribes, the communities and the States
s!.ould have a way to negotiate with euch other for public school
systems, not just a II1A system. That is a ;mit of the vehicle, that
kind of element.

If the tribe and the eommunity opts not to do that, they would
stay with the BI A !.y..tetn. So we have added the new dimension of
moving into the public schools if flip tribe!. a nd State,

Mr. MEEDS. ()111' tillestital I have not covered o far. What are your
4. nal recommendations in this dm pter wit Ii regard to boarding schools?

2 2 4
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MS. SCHRIRRECK. I would have to say the task force was divided
on this_question.

Mr. MEEDS. Have you read, Helen, this chapter 15?
Ms. SCHEIRBECK. I have not seen it.
Mr. MEEDS. Are there other people who can respond to this? What

recommendations, i; any, are made with regard to boarding schools?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The primary thrust in this chapter at the moment

on boarding schoOls, comes from the finding on Task Force Five's
part, that there is a substantial problem in the way that boarding

. schools, at least some boarding schools, are being utilized. The manner
and form of the curriculum of boarding schools are not geared to the
population the boarding school has; which means children in some
boarding schools) are sent there because they may have educational
problems they may have behavior problems that may require special
learning ;kills, they may require certain psychological techniques and
so on. The curriculum of the existing boarding schools are not designed
to deal wit,h the particular demography of the students that' many of
them are in fact getting.

Boarding schools along the lines cf the report, and to the extent
they are to be retained, and some of them may need to be retained,
some of them be geared to the social education schools to meet the
specific problems that are being identified.

The task force goes on in its report to indicate where possible
boarding schools be turned over to tribes and indicates in its survey of
boarding schools, that in fact, some of t . tionsfor Navajo,
Hopi, et ceteramight in fact, supp I a school s em within the
reservation, and there be a mov 2. OS away from the bo 4. g school
to special schools to turn over the tribes.

That is the direction we ye adopted also.
Mr. MEEDB. You are su esting that the curricula of off-reservati

oarding schools is an e ucational curricula and many of the young
pe le who are atten mg are attending not piimarily because of
educ ional benefits ut because they may have social problems?

Mr. r special education problems.
Mr. MEEDS. Or special education problems. And what we need to do

is redesign the role of the present off-reservation boarding school.
Mr. A.LEXANDER. At least some of them. There is some substantial

Indian opinion out in Indian country that at least some Indian
boarding schools serve very useful roles, but that you alreost have to
define the practices of that particular school.

Mr. MEEDS. And the use of on-reservation schools, boarding or
otherwise, be increased to prevent young people from having to be
sent long distances to attend. off-reservation schools. I am kind of
glad to hear that. That kind of matches my own experienee,

Mr. ALEXANDER. To cap that, when we were talking aboutluven e
dtlinquency for a brief moment before, in effect what has hapPnied,
given the hiatus of juvenile services, the boarding schools have been
used in some cases as dumping ground.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further questions in the field of education?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. I am confident that this has been done, but I

will ask anyway. I assume the effectiveness of the off-reservation
boarding school situation has been assessed as to its impacts on the
family, social structure, mental health, and such other measurements,
and with respect to some of the other unfortunate consequences that
occasionally occur; is that correct?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. There is a theme that runs through the removal
of an Indian child fronLits home and its cultural and social impacts
on the child and the family remaining at home.

Mr. BORRRIDGE. Dees the report conifiwnt as to whether these
matters which seem so vital to the overall health of both the family
and the individual child have been adequately met or somewhat
inadequately, or very inadequately or how does the report gauge the
response to this need?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The report, or at least some of the task force
members are strongly opposed to the way many of the existing
boarding schools are operated. The component on boarding schools
is a fairly straight, nonemotionally written chapter. There are other
reports we are familiar with which carry out the theme you are
talking about in boarding schools. It is a fairly straight kind of report.
The whole report is nonemotional.

Mr. WHITECROW. After all of this discussion, am I correct in
this understanding we are laying the groundwork here to allow
Imlian,controlled_ schools..on.reservation areas to be the guiding
light, to be the educational ProgriiMS -Off -resiq'vationNow,
understand in task force 5's report, tIn are recommending no
further expansion of off-reservation schools? This would be schools
such as Jones Academy, the Dania, Seneca Indian School, Riverside
School. such as this, in the State of Oklahoma. Also, am I correct
in understanding a compensatory type educational program such
as special impact, title IV, the lian education program, the Indian
Education Act, Johnson-O'Malley moneys, will be funneled through
the tribes with those public educational facilities and negotiating
with tribes for the funds to fulfill obligations to their students?

Mr. ALEXANDER. On the three points as I understand you raised
them, the general thrust is for Indian-controlled schools...We, as a
staff, in this document have not defined that as to whether or not,
that means separate entities within the tribal system.

If you would go back to our discussion of tribal government, and
trust, our general thrust would be those are tribal decisions as to
whether they set up a separate situation or whether that is under the
tribe. The task force's view is there should not be an expansion of the
negative components of the existing system; that you should not
expand those boarding schools and those institutions that serve as
dumping grounds. But there should be where tliose schoolsif you
want to take the Alaska situation for a moment. '1 .iere may not be any
other alternative. I don't know whether there is or not, other than
boarding schools that would need to be expanded.

You have to take a strong look as to what, in fact, that school is
doing in terms of currieulum vis-a-vis the student population.
I think that is the major thrust and not expansi(m. It really eomes
out of the criticism of the schools that are not functioning
appropriately.

wocrErnow. Are we leaving that n-pect of planning within
the educational department of this new recommended agency we are
then looking at?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Theit is what the task force has done. We, as a
stall'. have not taken a position as yet as to whether it should be a
separate corporation, as the task force has reccifilMerDied, tw whether
or not it shouhl come within the purview of an indejaqulent agency.
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Our view was to wait until the independent agenq thing was
flushed out.

Mr. WHITECROW. SO we have more work to do?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We, as a staff, have not taken a position on what

the physical location should be. We are recommending discussing
what the policy should be. I am not-sure I remember your third-point.

Mr. WHITECROW. Indian education. Impact moneys.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think our thrust is to the extent possible, and

certainly in the tribal situation, that those pass through to the tribe
and that is a tribal negotiation Gecision. Helen's task force sets up a
mechanism of how the tribe would interact with the county system or
the State system.

I am not sure what are the various different kinds of mechanisms
that would be necessary for the urban and rural setting where there
is not a tribal 'unit that needs several alternative type recomznenda-
tions.

Mr. WHITECROW. I can see the possibility of a Colville member in
Florida; a youngster in public school in Florida. Then how do we
provide reimbursement to that school for that one tribal member

schoOl district?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't think the staff has a unified position on

this. You suggested earlier that the funds flow through the existing
tribes. There are a.number of 'problems will that approach.

I think Congressman Meeds suggestion of a school system that may
have several hundred different students who are members of different
tribes, that is what I meant when I said perhaps we could come back
,and recommend a number of alternative systems to deal with the set-
ting where the particular Indian child is away from its tribal residence.

Mr. WHITECROW. One of the inequities I see in the Johnson-O'Malley
pronam, as an example, you must have a 10-percent enrollthent that
meels one-qi alter blood requirement before a public school is agible
for those funds.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Oftentimes, we neglect in these discussions the
other Federal programs that should be dealing with this. Johnson-
O'Malley is a specific program and we all focus on it. But title I
moneys that pour millions and millions of dollars into school systems
that are supposed to deal with special needs, I don't think a school
system should escape their responsibilities under either title VII
moneys which are bilingual, bicultural moneys, or title I, ESEA
moneys which are moneys that go for general turret poverty popula-
tions. The Indian children in those areas being counCed for those moneys.
It is an easy out for a school ovstem to say we don't have enough.
But they are getting monev which could also be utilized for special
Indian programs, and that has to be focused in on.

I think that is what Helen is in part referring to when she says
OCR at the Department of HEW is not as effective as it should
be in it.s overview of how title VII moneys and title I moneys are used,
not to mention dropout funds under title VIII. There is a significant
Indian child dropout problem.

Mr. WHITECROW. Today we have Indian parent councils function-
ing under the Indian education program that are not responsive or are
unable to be responsive to delivery of these special money programs
to the students of those schools because in many instances, irate or
radical type superintendents, functioning in those school systems, will
not be responsive to parent councils.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. That is back to what I said before. That whole
advisory council notion in the educatien areas always a serious
problem in implementing suggestions. Helen's bill suggests where an
advisory council is not able to get significant inputt here should be a
trigger mechanism that puts those programs through that advisory
couneil to give them some clout. That is one alternative; there may be
others.

Mr. WHITECROW. If this money could be funneled through the
tribal government, that government would be responsive to that
parent council.

Mr. BRUCE. I wonder if we cannot proceed with the recommenda-
tions that are made, and at our next meeting get back to some. of these
things s wcifically. I have a li)t of questions in my mind; like, why the
bell abo ish the national Indian education system because they don't
like ihe people? How do you get around to ma g that thing work?
I think there is a need for it; a lot of other thin s, too.

I would like to move along and suggest we :tiler give the staff some
guidelines for coming back to us or some specific things that gives us
also an opportunity to deal with them and have some questions and
get the clarifications.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you like to proceed now with the field of bealt
and let us deal with your recommendations? If you would direct
to the page

Dr. ZELL. I would ask the commissioners to turn to
again. I will repeat this for the record.

Again, at the time task force 6 and task force 11 submitted their
report-, the Indian Health Care Improvement Act had not .passed
Congress, so there is no in-depth analysis of that act and its impact
on health care services to Indian people or how it will affect the health
status f the Indian people.

Mr. MEEDS. Does that mean you are going to eschew any recom-
mendations at this time?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There was a meeting with a number of the top
agency officials at the 1115 this past week. It was their position, and
they fiad read the task force six report that most of the problems and
recommendations identified by task force six were cured by that act.

I am not convinced that is neeessarily true. What we have asked is
that the findings, which are identifications of j)roblem areas, be
adopted, if you will, or addressed by the Commission and that we
come back after being able to do a detailed analysis of the potential
of that act against the recommemlations of the task force.

We think it would be precipitous to analyze the task force report
when there has been major congressional action in this area which the
task force just did not considei.

Mr. MEEns. So you would, at our next meeting on January 6 end 7,
be prepared to present recomtnendations for the Commission?

r. ALEXANDER. Exactly.
Mr. MEEDS. If there is no objection, we will pass over health until

then.
Pr. ZELL. Mr. Meeds, what we plan to present are a few of the

findings that a cursory analysis of the act are not covered by that
art, problems that have not been addressed. We would like to bring
those to your attention.
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One of the major problems Indian people have identified
Mr. MEEDS. What page areyou on?
Dr. ZELL. I was going to give you a cursory analysis. One of the

major problems Indian people as well as State health care officials and
IHS officials have identified; is an area of confusion that exists, that
is HIS. It has never been clearly delineated although IHS is the
primary health provider for health services to Indian people.

The States act on this lack of definition by saying that IHS is
responsible to provide health care and to be the primary provider of
health care to Indian people, and in response to that they refuse
service to Indian people.

Mr. MEEDS. You make that distinction between on-reservation tmd
off-reservation?

Dr. ZELL. We found instances of State health agencies refusing
treatment to reservation people or Indian people in urban settings
where an Indian Health Service hospital or facility may btoo far to
go to in an emergency. The State would tend to say go aiher 50 miles
down the road and get your treatment.

We think this is an area that Congress must take SOTIN action to
clarify both for the'Indian people as well as for all of the health care
providers that are responsible for providing health care.

Mr. MEEDS. I think we did address that question in the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act insofar as, at least, these people may
be eligible for medicaid or medicare. Now when you have others wh.o
are not eligible for that, that does present ,a different problem.

Dr. ZELL. That would seem to remain some unclear area. In our
meeting with IHS officials, they felt they did not want to become the
primary health provider to Indian people, and in hearings we heard
the opposite from Indian people.

Mr. ALEXANDER. This also gets in a peripheral sense back to the
notion of the Federal Government's role in discrimination in the
delivery of health care services where there is eligibility along with
other citizens to Indian people.

The task force was raeher weak in its supporting documentation on
the fact there are patterns and practices of discruninatim, but one
can certainly point to other studies which document the pattern and
practices of discriminationand the litigation that has occurred. We
may have to make specific recOmmendations for more effective
remedial action in this area.

Dr. ZELL. Other findings of the task force, I might point to, although
they did not feel it was their position to draw conclusions, were
numerous findings relating to the management of Indian Health
Service.

When we interviewed just last week with the Indian Health Service
officials, they did not seem to feel there was any problem necessarily.
Yet, when you look at the administration of services as well as the
organizational set up, it seems clear there are management problems
and those problems result in insufficient delivery of health care to
Indian people.

Mr. MEEDS. I have a question which relates to all of the task force
reports. They are all available now for Government printing, are they
not?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. They have all been sent over to GPO for printing.
As 1 understand it, it will not be until January 12 when all, in fact;
ti.re off the presses and available. 1 might point out the vast majority
of those reports went over the very first part of September. it has
been a tedious process to get them through.

Mr..MEEDS. MV reading of the Health. Task Force repOrt, at least
to the summary cif that prepared by the staff and our own staff, in-
dicated positive information, conclusions, and other information on
the whole question of drug abuse, alcoholism and mental health.
My general question to you is: Do you have the resources"; the time
and the staff, to put together for the final chapter here, a compre-
hensive set of recommendations with regard to those subject matter
areas?

Mr. ALEXANDER. You are looking at the staff that can answer
that. My conclusions in reviewing this report were much the same as
your staff arrived at, and that is the incidence of alcoholism and
suicide, and those problems being indicators of mental health problems
,are so major and so serious and Indian people point to the problem
of alcohol as being a major problem and of major concern to them. I
think this Commission report Would severely suffer if we did not
try to cover those areas. We are going to put intense effort toward
doing so.

Mr. MEEDS. Very well. Are there further questions or further
comment on the health section?

Dr. ZELL. I would like to put a bottom line. Many measures have
been taken under the Indian Health Care Improvement Act to draw
in tribal input, to allow tribal health twthorities to slowly take over
health services, to allow tribes to determitw whether they want to
take over the delivery of health services to the people living on
their reservations or surrounding their reservations.

We want to emphasize all of these programs or any fmdings and
recommendations when they come up relating to alcohol and drug
abuse, mental health programs. There is a strong feeling they should
be tribally oriented and the Indian people are the ones who can best
approach curing their problems.

_Ellis would also entail brinFing medicine inen more into the de-
livery of he..Ith care services. 1 he task force report culls for an Ameri-
can Indian Medical School, over which there is some debate. But
the incorporation of Indian people into the process, the health process,
is of critical importance and that is one thing we have heard through-
out all of the task forees.

Mr. M EEps. If you read the records of the hearings and markup
of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, you will note that
our effort to put increased einplinsis on Indian mediehie men and on
establishment of an American Indian Medical School were somewhat
thwarted by the legislative process.

Are there further questions or observations by menbers of the
CommissiOn or the staff with regard to chapter 9?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There are two areas in chapter 9. The first I
mentioned to you before, which was the child placement issue. I do
not, at this point, conceive of us going beyond what is contained in
the draft we presented to you other than for a text discusi,ion.

2 ,s
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The thrust of those recommendations are to beef up tribal systems in
placement to give the tribe the right of intervention in off-reservation
settings. So at least there can be tribal input into the decision, as to
what happens to that child, and to functionally expand the tribal
setting for jurisdiction of the tribal court over the child placement
'issues.

I think the evidence we have collected is very clear. It is a very
significant national problem, both in adoption and in foster care. There
is something beyond the good faith of the States. There is evidence
that some,Statesand I use the State of Washington as an example
social services have mark significant efforts in the past 5 years to
increase the placement of Indian children in Indian homes. However,
they still have an 80 percent non-Indian placement. of foster children
and that is an improvement over a few years ago. That is the direction
we are moving in.

Congressman MEEDS. May I make a suggestion with regard to your
statement on page 5 on placement? As in other instances, we should
recognize the wrongdoings of the white society against the Indians
for lothese many years. But we should also recognize that assimila-
tion has not been the, only reason for placement of Indian children in
non-Indian foster homes. There are some very fine people out there
who feel that they are not trying to assimilate anyone; but that they

trying to provide good homes for children. To say right off the
b t that assinnlation is the only reason for placement off the reserva-

ifon is, I think, an overstatement of the case. You might indicate
t iere are some good but misguided people who have had other reasons
f r this.

Mr. ALEXANDER. -One of the things we do point out, and I agree.
here have been throughout the whole social, service mechanism of
rivate and public, good faith efforts, that have had negative effects.

rhere is a serious lack of education. A serious, serious lack of education
of people operating in the social work, psychiatric, et cetera, and
police work that generally get involved, end up removing Indian
children as to Indian culture standards.

The assumptions are so often, sometimes from good people, Com-
pletely negative. Some of the litigation cases are absolute horror
stories. I know Commissioner Deer could give case examples, and 1
could give case examples all day in this area if I needed to.

Ms. DEER. Can you tell me if any of these materials, have ex-
pression of opinion by various professional associations? For example.
the Association of American Indian Social Workers, the Association of
American Indian Physicians, the Indian Lawyers' Association? I

think all of these topics are of crucial importance to us as Indian
people, but we do have these professional associations and I certainly
would be interested in hearing what their assessment is of the variou
findings in these reports.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The only one I am familiar with in terms of tlik
specific component, has to do with a number of professional .ocial
worker organizations that sire running programs particularly in the
bay area and other places. Most of that has been problem identification.

To go back to what has been decided yesterday in sending this
report .out in draft stage to people who are, in a sense, parties of in-
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terest, those are certainly people that this component of the report
should be sent to for their comments.

Ms. Dmen. I would hope this would be done.
Mr.. TAYLOR. With respect to this child placement, these recom-

mendations are founded around a child placement group in the State
of Washington.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The recommendations have been submitted in
the Congress proposal last August. They track a piece of child place-
ment legislation that has been worked on for several years. The
National Association of American Indians in New York 'has been a
leading group in this field. We have worked closely with them.

Mr. MEMEL Further comments or questions on chapter 9?
Mr. ALEXANDER. There is one other areacorrections. We are in

the same state with the corrections as we are with juvenile deliquency.
In Task Force 8, Task Force 11, it was mentioned other task forces
in imssing said, in effect, this is a serious problem. There are not in
our files, sufficient materials to make specific recommendations that
come from the Lask force. There are, however, a number of inde-
pendent materials; we would like the opportunity to go back and look
through whatever we can, to see what we can come up with, some
proposed recommendations. The one .thing that needs to be said,
I think, at this point, is there is a significant feeling in Indian country
that it is a substantial and major problem in the treatment of Indian
prisoners in both the State and Feoieral penal institutions.

Mr. MEEDS. In the absence of any objection, the staff will be in-
structed to go beyond the task force reports to try to proiide for the
.Commission recommendations in the field of corrections.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We Will try.
Mr. MEEDS. Is there objEction? Without objection, so ordered.

Are there further comments or questions with regard to chapter 9?
Thank you very much for your report on chapter 9. I think we

.ought to discuss among ourselves where we are going here with regard
to tomorrow and beyond that. We still have six chapters to cover.
I would at least like to' be excused at 4 o'clock today so I can get
some work done in my office also.

We will meet tomorrow morning in room 1114, Dirksen Senate
.0ffice Building, at 10 o'clock.

The request today is for the request for the extension t., time.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, yesterday Congressman Meeds

made a motion, seconded by Commissioner Dial, and passed unan-
imously, to permit the procedure which Indian.tribes and organiza-
tions, non-InC,Ians, or anyone of interest could respond to a first
draft. That firit draft being due on January 6 and 7. We will put out
a notice on that.

I brought this up, because if we are going to have these various
people respond to the first draft, it would necessitate a possible ex-
tension. And, yesterday at the Commission meeting, the Coni-
missioners discussed the possibility of an extension of time.

Mr. MEEDS. Enlighten us all on the present legislative decks.
Mr. STEVENS. The present schedule, under the legislation, reads

generally, the final Cothmission report must be submitted to the
/°resident of the Senate and the Speaker of the House within 6 months
.after sabmiSsion of the final task force reports. February 18, 1977
would be the latest submission date possible.

2 3
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If as we discussed yesterday, a 60 or 90 day extension were granted,
the final report would be-submitted April 18 or May 18. On the basis
of Congressman Meeds' motion, we worked out a . schedule of what
it would take to accommodate the review of the first draft.

Then yesterday, the Commission approved a meeting date of
.tanuary 6-7, 197'7, at which time the first draft of the text and the
specific conclusions and recommendations would be dealt. with.
'Hien under the motion, our staff would make revisions and the
printed final draft would be mailed out by at least January 24. We
would need at least 2 weeks for revision, printing time, and time
required for mailing. People who are present here the Commission
made a point of the fact they did not particularly want to have a
hearing. They felt since people had task force reports to deal with
that if they had the final draft, it would be far more significant to
comment on the first draft. In their minds, that would .be better
than a hearing.

We were also directed to categorize the comments as they come
hack. Then we would append them at the end of the final Commission
report.

With a February 23, final date for acceptance of draft comments,
the Commission analysis of comments and appropriate revisions of
the fmal draft and Commission approval for the report to Congress
would take place approximately April 15.

Then the final Commission approval would be May 28, 1977that
is on the basis of the 90-day extension. The life .of the Commission
would not be affected, in Plat it still would end June 30, 1977.

Mr. MEEDS. Would it require additional funding?
Mr. STEVENS. It might possibly. We could use fewer consultants

and make some savings, but it probably would not be enough if we
extend the Commission that far. We will need additional funding
not be a large amount.

Mr. MEEDS. Could you give us some idea of what amount of addi-
.tional funding would be required?

Mr. STEVENS. Approximately $26,000.
Mr. MEEDS. What will be necessary then will be legislation in the

very early days of the Congress extending not the lifetime, but some
of the deadlines within the lifetime of the Commission?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. I can only speak for myself, but in view of this addi-

tional process, which I think is a good one, of circulating the report
and getting comments on it from the field, almost all of which time
would be required to get the thing out; to get the comments back; to
give them meaningful consideration, and then prepare a final report.

I would personally be prepared to support this m the House and I
am sure Senator Abourezk is prepared to support it in the Senate.
You must realize, however, we are only 2 of 535 and that might not
happen. In the event i does not, we should have an alternative plan
which we could follow in the event we are not successful in passing
this legislation.

Do any of the Commissioners have commen., on the extension?
Would someone care to put the new time schedule with the recom-

mendation that legislation be sought to fulfill it, in the form of a
motion? Do I hear a motion?

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I so move.
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Mr. BRUCE. Seconded, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. The formal motion is that the deadlines within the

life of the Commission, be extended to provide for a Commission
meeting on a first draft markup for January 6 and 7, 1977, staff revi-
sions by January 24, which will provide a first. draft which will be
mailed to concerned persons, who will have 30 days to comment,
brings us to February 23. That. after that., and until April 15, there
will be Conquission analysis of the comments and revisions such as
are necessary or voted, and a final deadline for the submitting of the
fmal .report to May 18, 1977.

The Chair will put the question. All in favor of the motion of the
Commissioner from Oklahoma, signify by saying "Aye." Opposed, no.
The ayes have it. The motion is carried.

Appropriate legislation will be sought to carry into effect the new
schedule.

Are there further shopkeeping matters?
Mr. DIAL. As it stands now, we only have one date on the schedule

for meeting, January 6-7?
Mr. MEEps: By its nature, however, there will be an additional

one sometime after April 15excuse me, sometime after February 23.
Mr. DIAL:" You cannot establish those dates now? We will set

those dates on January 6-7?
Mr. MEEDS. Right. If possible, yes. I doubt if we will have our

legislation passed by then.
Mr. DIAL. But it won't happen before then?
Mr. MEEDS. No.
The next order of business will be the question of resources. Erni,!

Stevens, chapter 8. Ernie, would you give us a quick overview of the
subject matter covered? The task reports included in chapter 8 and
the major recommendations of the report.

Mr. STEVEN:4. Tlw subjects covered are economic development,
natural resources, specifically lands, land acquisitiou and consolida-
tion, a utilization of tribal hinds, the special problems of allottees,
land leasing, agrieulture. and grazing, fure,-1 Management, fisherks,
minerals, and nonreiwwable resources including miner;ds, coal, oil,
enterprises, including private enterprises, joint ventures, tribal
enterprises, resource inventories, environmental impacts, water rights
including trust responsibilities, hunting. fishing, trapping and gather-
ing rights. Taxation.

*nu staff recommeml, the section on resources and the entire
subject matter with its accompanying topics assigned to task force 7
be reevaluated, reorganized end presented again for consideration ; t

the Co:amission meeting in January. The 'nisi, Forve Itep,,r1 did wo
collcctkely (MI it S in;estigation into a proper historical econoniie
context.

Mr. MEEns. What task force does !hot cover?
sir. STEVENA. ftq're 7 pnlloininantly. Although there we-

inmit from the jurisdietion task for(T and task force 1 also task
fort.e 9. and tn-tk furep tribi goverweent. I felt the findings
should have been put into :1 Letter Iii,torical. if Ilot cultural. context.
The task force did not substantiate its findings through the inform:,
tiun gleaned from it, extensive site visits. In other words, it did not
tabulate its report nor did it nse tlw major effort of tlw report, which
was to make site visits on :is-2 reservations. Yet in tlw text Of the final
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these technical capabilities is essential to allow for long-range plans
to develop a stable economy.

Seven: Water rights. No recommendations at this time. There
was no water rights report. There was one appended to the juris-
diction task force, which for some reason, they did not think was
completely adequate.

Eight: Hunting, fishing, trapping and gathering rights, which
includes treaty rights, State interests, trust relationships, role of
Federal courts. No recommendations at this time.

Nine: Taxation: Federal, State and tribal. No recommendations
at this time.

All of these were viewed from tlicontext of the income they would
generate for economic development. \

Ten: The Commission direct the skaff to pursue further study and
analysis of existing questionnaires, spekial reports, and other available
data. An examination of such materiaN and reports will include: (a)
an evaluation of the 32 tribal economic questionnaires secured by
task force seven; (b) an evaluation of special tribal reports on eco-
nomies and natural resources, that is, Northwest Affiliated, Crow,
Standing Rock, et cetera.

I might add, there is a special fisheries and forestry report coming
in from Guy Nit:Minds and Frank Archambeau and Walley Heath,
which is in final draft.

(c) An evaluation of existing and extensive files on economic
(leveh)pment and natural resources which has not been utilized as
yet. There is a rather large file and bibliography on this particular
subject. Most of those subjects are very well documented and at this
time, well oiganized.

(d) Pending studies in contracting, budget, planning, fisheries,
and forestry will be received no later than December 1, 1976.

(e) An evaluation of existing economic and land data is presently
being prepared by staff.

Congressman M EEDS. What you are telling us is, you don't feel
at this time any posture to make your major recommendations
because of the inadequacy of the task force report?

Mr. Sot Yes, sir.
Mr. WiliTEcaow. Ernie, ean you give us any kind of feeling as to

why this task force did not complete its work? Ti.',se people we
selected for that, particular activity i.vere in our opitn n, at that
time, most qualified to do a job. Why did they not do theie Job:

Mr. STEVENS. I have no reason to change my judgment of them.
They are three of the more able people in that field. Peter McDonald
is chairman of the Navajo Tribe. He (lid put something together.
Also, I think the reeommendations are missing, but nobody will
admit it. You can just read the report and tell that something is
missing. For people who were talking in the beginning of the report
about being scientific and all, the text of the report makes liberal
use of "if one may assume" and so on. There is something missing-
there. I do not know why it is missing.

Mr. WiliTEcitow. Mr. Chairman, Otis past sumnier I took it upon
myself to do a little preliminary work in this specific field. I came
across an opportunity that might be a feasible project and I turned
this over to a staff and I don't feel enough work was done on this
insofar as follow-up. We had a tremendous amount of work and this.
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is certainly no slain toward our staff, but I think it was an area task
force 7 should have approached. I cannot see any evidence that they
did. Insofar as the treaty relationsliips of our tribes are concerned,
1 personally made contact with the World Bank to make some deter-
minations as to whether or not the tribes individually could beconw
members of the World Bank and become eligible for long-range,
low-interest, developmental loans, such as to undeveloped nations.

Initially, the vice president of the bank I talked with, said he did
not think there would be any possibility at all. Then, after 1 got
through discussing the treaty relationships with him, he indicated
there might be a possibility and they would have their attorneys
look into it, and their attorneys did. He returned a call to me notifying
me the attorneys felt as far as they knew at that particular time,
the tribes would be eligible for membership in the World Bank,
providing we could get the Congress to concur.

Now I think this is worthy of follow-up. If we are thinking of
alleviating the drain on the taxpayer insofar as fulfillment of treaty
obligations, I think th: would be an avenue, whereby Indian tribes
through their governments could take advantage al these types of
loans and totally and fully develop their reservation areas.

Mr. MEEDS. Would he also suggest we deal with Indian tribes and
nations through our foreign aid program?

Mr. WHITECROW. That wes a suggestion at one time.
Mr. MEEDS. s the gentleman suggesting that?
Mr. WHITE W. Negative. I am not suggesting that. I am suggest-

ing there may be a possibility the World I3ank could take a portion
of the load of the Congress, insofar as assisting tribes and developing
their individual areas. I wouai like to get some feelings of the other
Commissioners on this before 1 proceed with making a motion to this
effect.

Mr. BRUCE. M3r own comment is, it sounds like a good idea. I think
we need more infqrmation. Have you gone into this at all, Ernie?

Mr. STEVENS. Andy Anderson is doing something with that right
now. But we would have to go into it further.

Mr. WHITECROW. What I am suggesting here, I think our staff
should do some further research in this area, and if it is possible, inas-
much as our task force seven is quite incomplete and our staff is going
to be doing some additional work to try to complete that report,
I think that is an area our staff could spend some time on and give us
some recommendations.

Mr. STEVENS. The person I have retained has worked in the area
of the World Bank in relation to Third World countries. It is part of
her discipline.

Ms. DEER. It seems we might look into this; what the repercussions
might be; it is an interesting concept that should be explored. I would
like to ask if there has been any thought now on the part of staff
members to include some cases that illustrate, particularly in this
area of resources, the violation of trust, the conflict of interest, the
negleceand so on. It seems to me, in this whole area of resources it is
extremely vital to the survival of our Indian tribes and that the way
the trust has been administered and so on has created a lot of problems
over the yeers and to me if you could have a couple of good cases
as illustrations, we could illustrate a number of points in this way.

Are there certain examples of outstanding cases that you or Pete
or any of the other lawyers would have in mind at this point?

23 1..-'
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If.I recall correctly, in its preliminary report to the Commission, the
task force was specifically directed again, that housing was to have a
great importance as a part of that report. As I further recall, the
executive director made this report to tne Commission and reported
on the outcome of the conversations to correct the situatioft as well.
As I quickly pursue the report, it appears that housing is largely absent
from the report. This goes beyond lbeing just au inadequate treatment,
it falls short of responciing at all to the direction of the Commission. I
think this is unfortunate.

There is no questi n that the-entire spectrum of housing concerns
Fight be better met and programs better administered. This is a very
important element of the report.

Also, in looking at the treatment given to or not given to the
whole matter of forestry and timber products development, these
are important because they go right to the heart of the ability of
the various tribes to administer on their own behalf and to exercise,
what I think, is the basic and fundamental proposition of economic
self-determination.

I am pleased that the approach you have out:lined will be made
with respect to this area. I consider it extremely important. In the
end, I think the manner in which the Federal Government relates to
-and recognizes its obligation in this area will have a great deal to do
with the success of on-going and future tribal enterprises. So I want
to express my concern as well, that so many.of -those very basic im-
portant matters were not given the detailed attention we anticipated
they would receive.

I can only conclude the staff that is going to work to fill in these
gaps are gomg to have their work cut out for them. It appears to me
that there is a considerable amount of work to do. In all fairness, do
you feel you have the resources with which to address yourself to
what I think is the most fundamentally important aspect of this
study?

Mr. STEVENS. We have, if we use existing materials. We do not
have if we try to develop new materials.

Mr. DIAL. So you plan to say on water, I use Veeder as an example,
use some of his existing materials on water, some of his studies on
water. It seems to me that is the only way you could complete your
work. You don't have time to do it now. You don't have time to hire
someone to go out and do it.

Mr. STEVENS. The only supplementary type of work we will do
will be an economic analysis. We have retained an economist to look
at mdsting economic data. I want to mention, for instance, there is
an excellent study on income distribution on the Yankton Reserva-
tion, and I think there are one or two others pending. There is a
wealth of bibliographic material, many pages on file, and in pretty
good order. .

Mr. WHITECrOw. I will say one final thing, and then I will relinquish
the floor. I think Public Law 95--580 really spells out what our re-
sponsibilities are in trying to come up with a congressional movement
to me tce tribes self-sufficient. And, unless we provide resource op-
portunities, however they may be, whether they be through the World
Bank or through utilizing our own Indian moneys with protections
on those moneys, or whether we utilize additional Federal funds and
make recommendations for additional Federal funds to utilize these,
I think WO are really just spitting into the ocean in this effort, unless
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we provide those sources and resources that the tribes can develop
industrial enterprises, business enterprises, et cetera; to create those
jobs' there on those reservations aud develop those- natural resources--
to the extent necessary for self-sufficiency.

Mr. BRUCE. I know I have harped on this every time we have had
a meeting, and griped, the rest of the Commissioners did not set up a
task force on housing. I feel very strongly about it.

I want to ask the question why we did not use the howling report
that was submitted? .

Mr. STEVENS. I don't know. We asked them if they would use it,
and they said no. I don't know. I asked them and they just did not
want to use it.

There was something we were just not privy to. But the housing
report and the thing on EDA, both their conclusions were not to come
to recommendations. There was some kind of agreement on the part
of the consultants and the staff I was not aware of. I just do not
understand it.

Mr. BRUCE. Are you going to be able to um this report for some-
thing on housing?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Mr. BRUCE. We had a meeting in the office the other day on

housing. But I have read that carefully. There are some excellent
ideas that we ought to be recommending.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. You feel there is sufficient material you will not
only be able to deal with regarding the question of clarification of
ownership rights, planning for and the utilization of the resource
base, but that such .resource base will be considered not only on the"
reservation status, but on ownership patterns which are other than
reservation?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes sir. A good part of that is economic analysis in
projecting income. dany times the consolidation of heirships and the
acquiring of lands within the exterior boundaries are looked upon as
trust matters or one thing and another. It is an economic potential.
I think people have to spell out the benefits of the acquisition of land,
and I think that can be done with projections of figures. Also, I believe
one of the thing's the Dawes Act fails to take into account is the
financial loss suffered by Indians. We always look at how it broke
down the reservations and its effect on the tribes. But we never
specifically lay out what the financial harm was.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further questions or comments on chapter
8? If not, I think you have made a very wise decision to further study
this matter and come forward with recomendations later; with in-
dependent analysis of information already collected and/or further
information and analysis which may be done.

Is there further business to come before the Commission? If not,
the Chair would like to mention you should take your materials with
you tonight; we will be over in room 1114 in the Dirksen Building
at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.

If there is no further business, the Commissioa is adjourned until
10 o'clock tomorrow morning in the Dirksen Building.

[Whereupon, at 4:17 p.m_ the Commission was adjourned, to
reconvene the following day, Tuesday, November 23, 1976, at 10 a.m.1
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MEETINGS OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 28, 1976
Waahington, D.C.

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman, Congressman Lloyd
Meeds, vice chairman, Senator Lee Metcalf, Senator-Mark Hatfield,
Congressman Steiger, Congressman Sidney Yates, Commissioner
John Borbridge, Gommissioner Louis R. Bruce, Commissioner Jake
Whitecrow, Uommissioner Ada Deer, Commissioner Adolph Dial.

Staff: Ernie Stevens, staff director, Ms. Ernie Ducheneaux, admin-
istrative assistant, Paul Alexandert Peter Taylor, Ray Goetting,
Donald Wharton, Charles Wilkinson, Patricia Zell.

Mr. MEEDS [presiding]: The American Indian Policy Review
Commission will be in session for the furtlier consideration of the re-
,ports of the staff in regard to the task force reports. The agenda for
today is chapter 10, "Off-Reservation Indiana." chapter 14, 'Special
Problems, Oklahoma;" and chapter 15, "General"

We will now proceed with chapter 10. Paul, would you give us a
general overview of the task force reports covered by chapter 10
and the basic recommendations which are made by. the staff.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 10, which is termed "Off-Reservation
Indians," essentially comes from Task Force 8 which is urban and
rural non vservation Indians. The task force report is esser.tially a
problem identification report. The 'task force did its work, as I under-
stand it, through a series of field hearings and questionnaires to urb, n
Indian groups. In terms of the recommendations that the task force
made_, the staff at this time is not willing to recommend that theb
specific recommendations be adopted. There is significant controvers%
amongst some of the urban groups concerning some of the recom-
mended mechanisms for delivery of services in certain areas. The
staff would like more time to work out the general details.

The general thrust of the chapter is that there are substantial
ineeds n distinct social service areas to nonreservation Indians. One

of the lacks in the report, in my view, is that the report does not get
sufficiently to the notion ofit does not trace and specifically identify
what the problem areas are: In general, the types of poverty funds
that run through State and private organizations, including those
goin,g through urban areas, in terms of what the economics are there.

The report makes some general recommendations for $90 million
in budget, $50 million to IHS and $40 million in general. We cannot
determine from the report what those numbers are based on, what
the setoff would be by taking existing funds from the various pro-
grams and putting them into that.

Some of the issues that have to be worked out involve the mecha-
nisms for the deliveries. What is the role of the urban Indian center
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and what is the role of the individual tribes in relation to the urban
Indian center? Should some programs pass through the tribeg?
Should others go directly to the urban Indian centers? Should the
urban Indian centers control certain funding or should they have
substantial input to the decisionmaking within the county or the
State systems where the programs are currently being run?

There is not a consensus in Indian country that we have been able
to identify on each of these issues, so our recommendation to you is
to ackbowledge that there is a substantial needs problem among
urban and rural Indians, and to go back to the drawing boards and
try to work out stverrl deliv ..ry system mechanics for your considera-
tion izt Janua7. I wyold mention a number of urban Indian groups
have contacte us in the last several weeks asking for input into the
task force report in terms of alternative recommendations.

We said we would be perfectly willing to talk to them. A caveat
with that is, we do understand that task force did, by questionnaire
and in% itaLion, solicit the input of many Urban Indim centers and
Indian groups generally. They got mixed results in terms of
responsiveness.

Mr. BRUCE. I want to ask some questions about the fact that they
did seni out questionnaires to all of the centers, urban centers, which
would be 78 or 79 and also as many individual urban Indians as
possible. Isn't it true we got very, very little response?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I am going to answer in two parts. As I 'under-
stand it, the response was minimal. The other thing which has permeated
our discussion is that much of the input of Indian country in this
task force areaand other task force areashas been on problem
identification. Then the task forces went from problem identification
to potential remedies. It was very infrequent that remedies themselves
were the subject of Indian input with the exception- of Public Law
280 and some other specifics; but generally speaking, input was in
problem identification and not necessarily in remedies.

People told us things likewe have a problem and you have to
understand the problem and the permutations of that problem. There
has not always been a great deal of thinking about what is the best
remedy for all situations.

Many of the kinds of remedies are very specific to the problem that
exists. In Minneapolis, with a particular program, for example, what
the application of that program is in a Chicago setting or a setting in
Oakland, Calif., or Los Angeles, may vaxy. It is a substantial problem
for us to define the kind cf mechanics that are necessary to reach all
of those different situations.

But you are absolutely right. The response was minimal.
Mr. BRUCE. 1 want to also say I attended most of the urban hearings

and so I am in a position, to the extent I attended those hearings, of
knowing that no one was kept away. In one instance I remember we
ran until 10 o'clock at night on the hearings so the people who came
a distance could testify at those hearings.

I have had the pleasure of attending eight key centers across the
country on my own, and spent a couple of days including last week
up in Boston. I have a different feeling whether they were typical of
all of the other centers. I am not sure. But I did find there was a lack
of clear understanding of what their responsibilities are and where
they fit into the conununities.
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I would point out maybe, Wichita Center, which is very closely tied
into the city operations to the extent where they do fund that center
and I think it is $2 million a yearthat comes out .of the budget of
the city, that they do secure money, as well as help, from city em-
ployees. r

There is a very close tia between what they are doing there and the
activities in the city. I.happened to be present when they had an art
showing. and opening and so forth and to see the tremendous crowd
that came out that night and since then for a new center funded by
the city. The city fficials were, very .proud to say to me this is our
center, and we are proud. It is our Indian center. It is that kind of
thing. Plus, setting up committees and that sort of thing.

But I think we need to postpone any action on this. There are some
recommendations, like whether funds should be channeled through
the centers for the services rendered to urban Indians. That is not
clear. There are some that feel that way. Also, the recommendation

ithat there be an Assistant Commissioner. n the Bureau to be respon-
sible for the funding of these centers.

Let me say this, too. There are some centers that work very closely
with the community., the help, and where the services are available
to the Indians, and I am not saying this in all case,:,, they reach in to
iind those services to urban Indians. So I got a vast variety of re-

action from visiting these centers. I want to go into that a little bit
more.

T e questiodt want to ask is: How do you come to $40 million for
gener'al services? It spells out health, employment, housing, and so
forth. hat is not broken down anywhere in the report.

Mr. 1.EXANDER. In my view, the task force report does not sub-
stantiate its economic recommendations. It does not analyze existing
funding and it does not define what that $40 million would be spent
for. As far as, I am concerned, hat is a figure pulled out of the air.

If the proper analysis was ione perhaps that would be the figure.
But there iu alAolutely no way uf knowing.

Mr. YATES. Is that an annual figure?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Annual; yes. It seems te be a ball park figure.

They do not seem to substantiate it.
Mr. BRUCE. It is true within the last week or so I have had a -lot of

response from urban people including the centers. The eight centers I
visited. We have suggested they fill out their reports and do it; a little
late, but if they wake up before and respond to our questionnaire, now
that they. want to blow things up, but go ahead. Open up and send
their reports in so we can review them. I don't think we have enough
background now except in the report itself to make recommendations
specifically.

Mr. WRITECROW. One thing I want to make very clear, and that is
the fact that I am not antiurban metropolitan Indian. I come from a
nonreservation State at the present time and we do have a tremendous
number of urban and met opolitan Indians in the State of Oklahoma;
we even have skyscrapers in the State of Oklahoma.

So we are almost up to date. I think from the standpoint of Indians
in metropolitan and urban atmospheres, whareby we have real fine
Indian facilities, Indian centers, that have been developed as a result
of Indian interests with the assistance of local governments and State
governments, and in many, cases, the Federal Government, providing
funds to operate these facilities. I am not antiestablishment at all.
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But I feel the moneys are being provided and it has been pretty
well determined from our previous discussions here that the money
provided is being provided as a result of the special relationship the
Federal Government has with tribes. It Is rny understanding the
Federal Government does not have that special relationship with the
individual Indian other than that individual Indian holding full
citizenship rights as a citizen of the United States.

Now, we talked at some length .yesterday about how we were
bringing education to Indians, and our edfication task"force recom-
mended the Indians control those schools in reservation areas. I at
some length commented we needed to provide the moneys through
the tribes for all of the supplementary-type educational programs.
Johnson-O'Malley funds are those special types of funds funneled
through the tribes. Wherever an Indian goes, he is an Indian, and I
certainly realize people back in some reservation areas, when one of
their citizens leaves and goes to the metropolitan area, that they
claim they are no longer Indian. An individual does not lose his
Indian identity when he leaves home. He still retains that identity.
He still has a special relationship with the Federal Government but
it is through his tribe.

This is, as I understand this whole concept, and therefore, those
Federal funds that come down to any kind of an operation to benefit
Indians, should be funneled through the tribe putting that responsi-
bility upon the tribe, thereby making tribal government responsive
to its members.

Then, when we have Indian centers developing around the area,
they would negotiate with the tribe to determine the amount of
money that particuLar tribe could fund through it to tho Federal
Government. True, this creates an administrative workload. It would
allow the Federal Government to determine how many dollars it
must provide to meet the responsibilities it has to that, special
rela tionship.

Currently, we have got so many different people advocating for so
many different kinds of moneys, I am sure Mr. Yates' committee
has a terrible time as to determining whether or not they have
duplicated funding. So from the standpoint of what I am getting at
here, I am in concurrence; I don't think we are in a position to make
a decision on this. But I would like to ask the staff to niake a study
of it and .determine some means of alternate funding through the
tribes.

Mr. YATES. I want to comment on what Jake said, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner Whitecrow sa :--1. it would provide difficulties if the
funds were channeled through the tribes in part for Indians who
live in urban communities. In nty District in "hicago, for example,
we have representatives, I am told, of as many as 200 tribes. Of
course, they are scattered throughout the country. The tribes them-
selves come from all parts of the countrv.

If your concept is correct and the runding for the health of the
Indians who live in my district must come through 200 tribes in
different parts of the country, it seems to me it wouhl be almost
impossible for the Tndians to receive their health care. I don't know
whether this is an unusual circumstance, whether my district in
Chicago is unique in having representatives of so many tribes, but I
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suspect this would be true in every metropolitan community in the
country. .

lf this be true, if every metropolitan community in the country is
made up of as many kinds of Indians as mine is, it seems to me you
may be undertaking an almost impossible task in providing care for
the Indians who live in those communities if you require the Federal
Government give the money in the first instance to the tribes and
then let the health care of the Indians who live in the metropolitan
areas or communities depend upon the money from the tribes.

Let me ask a question. What happens if the Federal Government
does not provide enough money for both the tribes and the Indians.of
those tribes who live in metropolitan communities? Under your con-
cept isn't it a problem that the Indians on the reservation would
receive first those funds and the remainder of the funds will go to
those who go in the cities?

Mr. WHITECROW. I think that is probably true. In the field of health,
in contract health care alone, many of the urban clinics that have been
established have to have some form of third-party reimbursement.
They have to have some form of funding. In some instances the ad-
nnmstration of the clinic is funded by the Indian Health Seevice.

If we are looking at creating a separate agency for Indians, then
all of these various moneys that are provided be fumieled down through
this same agency, then in the budget process, at tribal level, they take
into account all of these many needs, the total dollar needs, to fulfill
those responsibilities of social services, responsibilities of transporta-
tion, the responsibilities of highway development, et cetera.

They develop this total need. Let's take as our example funds for
health care, a line item in the Indian Health Service budget. We are
constantly running out of contract care money in the Indian Health
Service.

I think it would be impossible, it would be a terrible uphill fight
I am sure, to get the ,particular line item budget funded with an open
end. But contract health care money as an individual Indian repre-
sentative of a tribe or a member of a tribe wherever he may go could,
with the delivery of health care, receive an identification card as a
private member, as a tribal member, and this tribal member would be
informed of what his benefits are. He could take this card like Senator
Bellmon was talking about, it would be of a relationship the tribe could
develop through its own insurance program or some existing insurance
program, and pay that care through the tribe for its tribal member.

This individual then would go to the Indian urban health clinic and
receive health care and the clinic itself would receive reimbursement
for those services and allow that clinic then to maintain its operations.

Mr. YATEs. Ityou will yield further on this, it is not only a question
of health care. I think also there are two schools in my district; for
example, I have a high school and a grammar school, where the
population is almost exclusively Indian. I assume your concept would
require the funds for their education would go to the tribe and then
go back to the board of education in the city oi Chicago to educate
those Indian children. What to do, too, about the section of the
Department of Labor whia has a special group in my area to provide
equal employment opportunities for Indian people? 'Would you have
the funds go back to the tribe again and then have it channeled to the
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Department of Labor in order to take care of the unemployment needs
of the Indian people?

You have a series of needs which include not only health, and educa-
tion and labor, but I am sure as this concept is developed you are going
to fmd they require other needs as they go along. I just wonder whether
you are not putting yourself into a labyrinth. I think as you have
explained it, it is a very simple and logical concept. I wonder whether
or not it is capable of execution under the circumstances in which we
find ourselves today of Indians who live in the metropolitan com-
munities and who are in need almost immediately of their particular
needs ; to require them to receive their funding from the tribes I think
will really deprive them of their opportunityI don't know what the
answer is. I know today we have great difficulties in providing funds
for health services in the Indian communities. There are certain of
my colleagues who say why should Indian people in the cities receive
any better care than any other Americans? TVhy shouldn't the Indian
people go to the clinics where other Americans go? Why should Indians
have preferred treatment?

I have argued so far that the Indian people are a special group
under their relationship with the Government of the United States
and they are ent; 'pled to a kind of special care.

But I think to set up your kind of special establishment, you are
going to deprive them of the funding they are going to receive. It is
a very complex subject. I don't envy our staff here trying .o get it
worked out within the next couple of weeks.

Commissioner WIUTECROW. Certainly, I realize it is a very complex
area to work out. There are still a lot of details that need to be worked
out. But if we are really in effect looking at self-sufficiency of the
tribethat is the questionand Public Law 93-580, if the Govern-
ment is looking at self-sufficiency of the individual Indian or are they
looking at self-sufficiency of the tribe? WO must take a look at this
side to make that tribe self-sufficientindividuals, I don't think we
will evar make every individual Indian totally self-sufficient.

This is pretty well established by the atmosphere of the United
States today in total. But I think it is a realistic picture to make a
trioe self-sufficient.

I am not advocating an overnight turnover insofar as this is con-
cerned. I think it should be the attitude of Indians and their relation-
ship to tribes has not developed -overnight, tribal government has
been relegated to a point of insignificance for a hundred years now,
and At has taken a hundred years for people to realize they dnd not have
a tribal government or if they did, they had nothing more than a civic
organiza tion .

If we are looking at a sovereign issue and if we are looking at the
court of jurisdiction, we should also be looking at the funneling of
these funds and e relationship of the Cougress back to those
tribes rather than to tile individual Indians.

I would like you to give that some thought, if you will, as to how
it could be done without depriving services and perhaps piecemeal
this in over a period of years.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We have been giviig it a lot of thought. One of
the ideas we have been kicking around is to look at specific services.
One of the notions that was suggested was for scholarships, particularly
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in those type of programs, that they at least run initially through the
tribe. I think we would kind of break it down service-by-service
conceptually first, and see what the various administrative procedures
would be.

Your views are well known to the staff and the views that you
represent have been expressed to us many times. It is not an easy
question. That is all I can say right now.

Mr. MEEDS. I would like to go to a kind of threshold question,
if I may, and that is, what is the legal basis for responsibility to urban
Indians who are not members of a tribe to which some special treaty
responsibility runs?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I take it beyond special treaty responsibility.
To start off with, it conceptually gets us back to our conversation of
yesterday involving the course of dealings. The fact of existence of
many urban Indians comes from BIA relocation programs, the failure
of the Federal Government to enhance and maintain the economies
of reservations, and the movement of Indians from tribal areas. It
comes from a course of dealings. A course of dealings creates a certain
level of dependency.

Mr. MEEDS. The policy of assimilation?
Mr. ALEXANDER. 'The policy of assimilation is one component.

The other component that I think has to be addressed comes from
the failure of the Federal Government in the primary trust responsi-
bility which has to do with the resources and the econgmic develop-
ment of the tribe. The fact that tribal economies are and have been
for so long essentially dormant, forces people to seek employinent
opportunities in other areas; the assimilation policies which we are
most familiar with in the 1950's moved many people to Chicago which
was one of the relocation centers.

Your statement, Congressman Yates, about the diversity of Indian
population in Chicago is true for the Los Angeles area, is true for
Oakland, it is true for many parts of the country; other urban areas
closer to reservation areas like the Great Lakes regions seem to have a
!nor( consistent population. But there is great diversity. Two hundred
tribes--

Mr. MEEDS. Perhaps we should provide for a system of identifica-
tion and qualification of tribes, groups or bands which have a special
treaty relationship with the United States, and provide for a system
under which those tribes, groups or bands could identify their own
members. All Indians who would not fall within this category would
be treated as a sperial social problem resulting from mistakes in
governmental policy in much as we do the problems of poverty. Isn't
that a better legal foundation than establishing a basis for special
treatment of a broad array of Americans who through some govern-
nwntal policya governmental policy which we perceived later to be
incorrecthave been displaced, caused to change their course of
action and a number of other things.

I think it is a rather dangerous precedent to say that because of
governmental action which is later perceived to be incorrect, there may

,orne special responsibility on society to single these people out.
I think it would be better to say this is a social problem. In that way

we could work through urban centers tind not have to go back to tribal
distribution which 1 agree with Mr. Yates simply won't work in
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urban areas where 10, 20, or 30 tribes might have some areas of
responsibility.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In a sense what you have described is the current
system. The programs that in fact go into the urbm areasmost of
the programs; I will qualify thatare basicallypoverty programs run
by CETA (Comprehensive Employment and graining Act) inoneys,
we are talking mostly about IIEW programs, we are talking about
food stamps, a wide range of progrtuns that this country has made
available to people at poverty levels as opposed to, with some excep-
tions, special programs flowing out of the trust obligation.

I would still maintain however, that the trust obligation that the
United States has, vis-a-vis the political entities of the tribes, in a
course of dealings which defines and changes in a sense the semndary
components of that trust obligation which are the social service com-
ponents should flow especially to those Chicago members residing
there because of governmental action or inaction off reservation.

Mr. MEEDS. I hope we are not discussing a distinction witl.,mt
difference here, but. it seems to me there is no legal basis for special
treatment of urban Indians who are not membeN of tribes which
have a special relationship with the United States because of treaties.

It-may be the result of the course of denlings with the Government,
that you can say the same thing about blacks in housing, then you
can say the same thing 'about other members of our Aoriety because of
special courses of dealings and special governmental policies which
set them apart as social problem:.

But I find it difficult to substantiate this Mationsliip on a legal
basis.

Mr. WiARTON. I think in responding briefly to that, that there is
a specific difference between the kinds of problems you identify with
non-Indian special nterest groups und the Indian people we are
talking about in this context. Unlike the other groups you identify,
they have not had the res()t1rce n vailable,.to them in terms of tlwir
governments, and their htnds, end tlwir otlwr ,:ystems of resource,:
appropriated away from them and put into a position wlwre they (1121
no longer provide those things for themselve.

Mr. MEE.os. As individuals we may speak in terms of tribes having
had lands taken away from them, hitt I don't think ou can speak of
an individual who IlloVCA to tlw city voltmt wily or as a nintter of
governmental policy tIS in imy different sitUation than a block who hes
been forced to live in tlw central city because of housing discrii.ination
which prevents him from movMg out. They ere both in the sante sit-
uation. They are both there bemuse of official governnwnt al action.

NIr. Wilt% TITON. AS a practical nuttter, tlwy both have the sanw
problem and they ere both in the same position. As a legal proposition,
that black does not have a separate entitlement. Thet is, that. entitle-
ment arising out. of their aboriginal claim to the use and iwcupancy of
the land irrespective of treaty or other agreement specifically between
them and the U.S. Government. This is the principle probably from
the very first, I believe ohnstm v. McIntosh.

I don't have tlw date, it is one of tlw early Supreme Court decisions,
ohnson V. McIntosh, which lays down the justification used by tlw
European nations to take the land and specilkelly tho,:e justifications
based first of all On discovery which did not give them tlw 1 and. What
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it gave them was the exclusive right to negotiate for the land vis-a-vis
other European sovereignties.

The second justification being they haveGod told them to come
and save the heathens, literally, and the Pope passed that along to
them so they had that obligation. And in view of that obligation they
could do virtually anything that was necessary and they usually did.

Given those dual justifications they came and reorganized govern-
ments, appropriated hind, for whatever view you may take of that,
and then when they did that as they moved across the country, it
doesn't serve any purpose to retell all of the horror stories, but the
point is they destroyed the governments and systems available to
those people to survive in this country and that is not the same situa-
tion that any other identifiable group faces within the boundaries of
this country. That is a separate, distinct, legal entitlement. That
is what the whole course of dealings is about.

They have created a dependency for people in their own land.
Mr. MEEDS. Is this in fact the principle of Johnson v. McIntosh?
Mr. WHARTON. No. Johnson v. McIntosh is t: .e land. The depend-

ency principle comes out of Kagama. Kagama is a treaty case dealing
specifically with treaty, but the principle of dependency is enunciated
in that case.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. If I may rephrase some af this, what you seem to
be saying at this point is that in looking at the entire spectrum, if you
will, of the various tribes, some are denominated federally recognized
tribes and others are not so denominated, while others fall in between.
We are not sure in which category the tribes may fall. Let's look fiNt
at those tribes that are recognized by the Federal Government
through treaties or other specific instruments and let's takeii look at
the specific tribal members who, for various reasons, have migrated
into the cities.

We have just been examining the administrative difficulties involved
in having the tribe administer the program and having the funds flow
through the tribal government which could conceivably be far removed
from various members of its tribes who might be located in various
cities.

It seems to me this becomes something of a mechanical point. We
must clearly establish that the sovereignty of that tribe is important
and a recognition by the Feueral Government in the delivery of the
services to its members wherever located must also take into recog-
nit:on that sovereignty and its hnportnnce. It may well be that the
mechanics for various reasons may not necessarily result in tlw
specific delivery of those servkes, soy, in a specific city. But there may
still he a recognition of that tribal membership in such a way that
even where the tribe itself does not specifically deliver the services, a
recognition by the Federal CON eminent of that tribal member or
members, bind their relationship to the tribe, would be a part of that
delivery system.

Isn't this part of what we are saying at this point? In other words,
don't want this proposition to flounder solely on the basis of mechan-

ical difficulty. I think if we establish that the principle is important,
for example, ten tribal members in city A are recognized as membeN
of that tribe, the delivery of !.;erviees will be related to that tribe in
some fashion. Is this a distinct possibility? Another important propo-
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sition is to take a look at the entire spectrum of the circumstances of
our people. Let's remove the question from the setting in which it is
now placed in an urban setting. We tend to become somewhat too
involved in the mechanics, and I subscribe to the notion the principles
are more important than the mechanics at this point.

I think that what we are talking about now is not just Ind.ians in
an nrban setting; We are talking about Indians in the United States.
lt seems to me the question that is involved here is simple even if
the response we make to it is not so simple, and that is taking the
entire spectrum of the Indian nation; what is the specific relationship
of the government to the entire Indian nation?

Thus we can start with the tribes which are more identifiable and
With whom there is a treaty or other very specifically identifiable
relationship, at least one that the Federal 'Government has gone on
record as recognizing.

Over the entire spectrum, I am not sure what to do except to say
perhaps that they are tribes that fire not. recognized or tribes net
subject to specific treaties or perhaps tribes subject to ambiguity
cau,ed by the Federal Government itselfmaybe that is a better
eiwomintsing term. Yon have just stated a proposition that you
feel pretty well encomiaisses this entire spectrum. I guess this is the
key question I tun looking for here. How do you perveive this rela-
tionl!:p? Does it extend to the entire:spectrum of native Americans
In tl e. Unitell States?'

You partially addressed youNelf to it. Remove it from an urban
setting. I think urban delivery of services is a matter of mechanics.
How self-encompassing can our approach be?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There is in fact I think one group that i left
out of the two things you say, or some individuals, not necessarily a
group. There are people who because of intermarriage pat terns between

. tribes may have the blood of three, four, or five tribes, and not ha ve
sufficient identificaticm with any tribe to be ii member, although they
may be 90 percent Indian blood. That is an additional wrench in the
machinery We are talking about.

Nit.. WHARTON. I think there is another thing that needs to be
recognized. Particularly with respect to individual Indians in urban
settin,rs, that the ren.ton they are in the urban sett ! us we huive
Pointed out is because -,hey have not been able to r: themselves
in tribal settings.

()tie of tbe other things that needs to he noticed i ii significant,
number of people in urlam settings. ret um to their tribal and reser-
vation ba,es when the.% c:m. They nre rot oftentimes in those urban
settin,rs from now on. It is quite transient-type poptdation that
nu)ves back to the trif ail setting when the oi)portunity is available
to them.

I think what you are point Mu' out is ey important. You have to
recovnize as a laintary principle sovereignty and the Lase of the
government, the ability of that government to deliver those services
to tho-t. people.

MN-ion-1y, there admini,trative difficulty al),:t't delivering spry-
111, urban set ting,-, and the meehanies of that need to be worked

Out in reasonable fo-dtion. I apTee with you that would not be incon-
si-tent with the ,-overeirnty.
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Mr. BORBRIDUE. We recognize then at this point we feel it is
recommended the mechanics of delivery take into account the sov-
ereignty of the tribe, recognizing the tribal individual wherever
that individual may be. We further recognize that with the diversit3r
of tribal membership and the small numbers that May be located
in various' areas, it may not be possible for that tribe to directly

a.dminister those services, but it is certainly possible for the Federal
Government to recognize the membership of those tribal members
in the tribe. It is important to recognize that even if the participation
of the tribe may not be necessarily through a direct contract to the
5 or 10 members located there. That is a matter of mechanics.

I am not asking for the impossible with fragmented contracts to
5 tribal members or 10 mem1)ers. This is not fhe basic proposition.
The proposition I am recognizing is that the service must be quality
and the sovereignty of the tribe which are both important to this
issue.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further comments on this chapter 10? If
not, thank you very much, gentlemen. We will now proceed to the
considerations of chapter 13, Problem Areas, Alaska.

Tell us what task force reports the information contained here is
taken from and give us your general recommendations.

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is a spe,cial report. This chapter is based on-
a special report undertaken by three task forces: Task force 4, juris-
diction; task force 7, resource development; task force 2, tribal
government. It is limited in scope, this chapter. It in no way seeks
to lay out all of the issues and concerns that relate to Alaska.

Most of the chapter focuses on the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
nwnt Act, and some of the problems, short term,potentially long
term, that. are perceived under the Claims Act. In addition, the
chapter addresses some of the mechanics of existing programs, jmr-
ticularly 6:38 and who is the appropriate tribal entity to administer
638 programs.

It is my understanding the AFN is submitting a report to the
Commission thaf will encompass some additional areas of concern
about Alaska. We have not yet received that. In addition, some of
the specific problems are not included such as health care, how
educational services operate in Alaska. After the health task force
report was received in toto the Alaskan tnember of that task force
submitted an additional ehapter on Alaska which we have not had
time to integrate on health problems in Alaska. The text of the task
force report itself had a smalt chapter on Alaska which was totally
insufficient. So we did not draw any reeominenclat ions from it.

Basica4 our conception is Altiska must be treated separately
because ot its unique history in terms of the United States and the
fact of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Art.

What we have defined is short- and long-term problem areas and
some solutions for them. The short-term issues center around Alaska
Native claims for 40 million acres and a cash set tlement of approxi-
mately $1 billion. The mechanics of the settlement include a system
of regional corporations and village corporations.

Congress in the Alaska Claims Act, as you are well aware, under-
took an experiment. Something it had not done before.
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It has tried a totally new approach. There are time constraints in
the act about the taxation of land, the alienation of sto, k certificates;
theriod of generally 20 years.

What-we-are-faced with toda3r-in Alaska as we understand it from
the Native Corporations, the Alaska Native Foundation, and the
AFN, is the significant problem in the operations of the Department
of the Interior in making land transfets,

At the time of the report., which was in July, only 500,000 acres of
land had been transferred out of the 40 million acres in interim
conveyance form to corporations. As I understand it, since that time
several million additional acres have been transferred.

We are in a Situation where because of the easement negotiations,
because of the enormous process undertaken by the Native Cor-
porations for selection, the economic potential of the act is being
undercut. The corporations spend sOstantial resources in fighting
the Department of the Interior. The $1 billion that was set out, some
of which flows to .the corporations, and some of which go through
the corporations to individual native stockholders, is undercut by the
inability to develop resources because of the hiatus in the ,transter of
land.

It is undercut by the cost of opposing the Department of the
Interior. It is undercut bY inflation, if nothing else.

What we have suggested, one, is that the Department of the
Interior allocate sufficient. resourcesthis is on page 2to its Bureau
of Land Management, so it can get the _land conveyance process
underway. If the Department does not have the existing resources
that it s'hould make a request to Congress. It is our view that an
executive department cannot hide behind the notion that it over-
worked or overtaxed unless it comes to Congress an i presents Con-
gress with that problem saying it is overworked; in this Native
Claims Settle Act it needs resources to be able to make conveyances.

The suggestion that the easement provision be repealed comes from
the joint Federal/State cotinnission that was established under the
act and it is the recommendation of the State director that has been
echoed by many of the corporations; an alternative proposal is for
the Department of the Interior grant interim conveyance. For those
of you who don't know about interim conveyances, because most of
th f. lands in Alaska have not been surveyed, it is impossible until
this survey occurs to issue fee patent titles. So there es an interim
form of title or interim conveyance whieh with the addition of an
exact survey to establish the metes and bounds of the specific parcels
of land then become the fee title.

The additional suggestions which have been made to Interior by
a number of Native corporations in interim conveyance be,issued to
the corporations and the easement provisions be fought out later,
even in the courts where they seem to be heading. If they end up in
court, what you are goilw to do is eat up millions of &Wars in at-
torney's fees, aside from all of the expert testimony that is necessary.

I might point out on easements, and this again is the position taken
by the State director, that there are existing legal Processes for de-
termMing easements that are normally used on all lands, court
procedures, reimbursement procedures.
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The easement provision of the Settlement Act is very different
than what. would happen.if a power company wanted a power utility
line across a reservation in the lower 4S. These are economic weapons
the tribes in the. lower 48 use to get reduced electrical rates or ret
contributions to 'edneation, eolleges. or what-have-you. Considermg
the significant amount' of work that has gone into the Native land
conveyance, we also recommend the economks of the act be supple-.
mented by provWon of attorney's fees for the developing litigation
and hearings. .

We also recomniendod, and I understand there was an oversight
hearing by. Senate Intmior, oversight of the Department of Interior,
to the Congress becimse of the 20-year exemption, from taxation
what we are talking about is taxation on lands not generating income.
Once a resource of a corporation, be it investment into a business or
the utilization of the resources, be they timber, be they m:nerals, or
what-have-you, produces a profit, they are taxabh e. under the act.

Mr. MEEIN. \That you are talking about is subsistence hinds.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am talking about subsistence lands. I will use

. for an example, the Arctic! Vilhige Corp. Arctic Village selected it s. lands
specifically not to develop but to try retain the culture they have
had for tfiousands of years. There is currently no land tax in Alaska.
That situation may not remain that way forever.

If Village corporations and reifional corporations hold lands and
wish not to dev?lop because of subsistenee of lands and those lands
.are taxed, there are no economic resources to pay those taxes. The
corporations such tIS Arctic Village would be forced into a situation
where they would eitlwr have to sell off land or develop that land.

So what we are recommending at a minimum is that the 20-year
exemption from taxation run from the time that fee title is trans-
forret! ; optimally it should run indefinitely. There is an additional
problem and we have not gotten into it in terms of the recommenda-
tion because there is not a consensus among the corporations in the
Native villages. That is the qiwstion of stock certificates.

Each Native eligible owns 100 shares of stock in the regional
corporation and in his or her village corporation. Those stock certi10.;.-
cates are inalienable for 20 years, that is, they cannot be lost, thq
cannot be sold, with certain exceptions such as divorce proceedings.
Once that 20-year exemption runs out, those certificates can be lost
for a variety of means. Even though they might not produce signifi-
cant income from the corporations, they lwcome the major financial
asset held by many Natives. They couhl be lost in debt proceedings,
they could be lost in inheritance taxes. One of the potential horror
stories laid out to us by Emil Not ti of tlw Alaska Native Foundation
in the Artie Village sit uation again, them etically the corporation
deeides not to develop a particular parcel of iron ore or oil on the basis
such type of development would destroy the ecology and the subsis-
tence economy and the lifestyle of the area.

Any outside corporation that wished to develop that parcel given
general corporarion patterm,, would need only to buy up maybe 30
percent of the stock, 40 percent of the stock, for a one-time cash
outla3r and control that Native corporation.

What we are talking about is will Native people be able to control
'-the corporations, which were set up to hold their assets, their heritage,
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under existing and potential economic situations and education situa-
tons.

One of the things that was really mind opening, mind expanding,
was the incredible effort made at the village level to try to operate
under the act. We were in the village of Unalakleet where under the
Claims Settlement Act there is an IRA governmental council, there is
a municipal corporation, there is a village profitmaking corporation.

They have a nonprofit program operation corporation. They have a
nonprofit fishing co-op. 'I here are about 150 people and they have 6
entities which they have to run. Not only do they not know the
language of corporations, not_ only do they not knowthey have tried
extremely hard in extremely good faith to learn and operate within a
system. It is an overwhelming and incredible job, to acquire in 5
years the total corporate vocabulary, the legal concepts to select your
land. It is being done, but it is being done with great difficulty at the
villege level.

Mr. MEEDS. Maybe we ought to remove the residents of Unalakleet
and bring them down to run the Federal Government.

Mr. AtEXANDER. What they have done is really incredible. They
have revenue-sharing funds through the municipal corporation and
they use them to coordinate. But the problems are significant. For
example, understanding of what a stock certificate means; although
there is major educational effort going on. There is still very much
awareness in Alaska of losing control or danger of losing corporations
down the road.

What we have recomnwnded on the long term issuesthis is an
experiment people are trying and people are trying sincerely in Alaska
on the village level and the corporate level to work under the system
that was set outis that another look at the act be taken in about
1980 and issues, hard issues, be examined to see how the experiment is
going, to see whether some of the concepts that were felt to be ap-
propriate in the late sixties nifty in fact work against some of the
long-term Native interests. Focus on such issues as trust statlis
land, alienation of stock certificatesJohn Borbridge has spoken to
this and he has spoken .several times about it, and other Native
leaders in Alaska have spoken about itthe first 5 years under the
Settlement Act have taken 200 percent of everybody's time to deal
with the mechanics of land transfer.

It is just recently people are focusing on issues surrounding stock
certificates, alienation of such certificates, how these corporations
can interact --some of them are redundant nowhow social services
are performed in Alaska and so on.

What we are recommending is a hard look-see at basic issues on
a long-term basis.

Mr. MEEDs. Could I ask a threshold question again with regards
to this matter. What is the legal basis for a special relationship
between Alaska Natives and the. U.S. Grovernment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Our answer is about to become redundant.
There is in the course of dealings with people who had aboriginal
rights to all of Alaska, as political and cultural entities, a respon-
sibility under the trust obligation, the trust relationship of the United
States, to the Native peoples of Alaska.

We could go hack through Kagama and the discussion we had
yesterday. Essentially, it is the same.
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Mr. MEEDS. Is there not a provision in the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act which in effect says that this act shall not abrogate
nor detract from the special relationship that exists? I have some
recollection of that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There is_specific language_which says the yust
obligation essentially continues. That is an issue that we have in fact
not gotten into and which is really a serious issue. The Alaska Native
Claims Settlement Act, which in fact terminates hunting and fishing
rights, end which creates certain land bases, certain corporations
and is a very complex piece of legislation. One fact is the trust
obligation and how is that defined.

This chapter does not get into that at all.
Mr. BORliaIDGE. I would like to comment on that, Mr. Chairman,

if I may. It is a very fundamental issue because the rights, particularly
to the land, of the Alaska Natives, was in fact preserved historically
for action by the Congress in a series of acts, all of which were alluded
to in the hearings attendant to the passage of the Settlement Act

What clearly resulted from this effort was not only the specifics
appling to rights to the land and the effect of the clarification of
those aboriginal rights, but other Native rights as well were preserved
for disposition by future acts of Congress. Largely, then, such rights,
ce perhaps more specifically tIle special relationship between the
Alaska Natives and the Federal Government was not clearly defined
prior to the passage of the Claims Settlement Act of 1971.

What has been restated in the Claims Settlement Act is that what-
ever the nature of that special relationship, it hes not been eroded or
adversely impacted bv passage of the Settlement Act. This is one of
the very fundamental claims that Alaska Natives have reiterated in
this area.

I think it is one that very largely fails to be brought forward. It
peimeates the entire relationship. But it does not emerge specifically
because of the lack of a specific action needed to clarify its status.

We point to this as something that is fundamental. The Alaska
Natives continue to examine whether the Federal bureaucracy is
adversely reacting, either through regulation or whatever, in assuming
the passage of the act has somehow caused she Native to achieve a
circumstance of afHuence. The consequence is that Federal agencies
think that they need not be as sympathetic to the Alaska Natives.

I think this sort of subtle erosion is perhaps more difficult to fight
seccessfully than that which confionts the basis of the trust relation-
ship more directly.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Just to follow up on Commissioner Meed's state-
ment. the United States obligation to Alaska Natives was recognized
in Berrigan v. the United States, which was a 1905 Supreme Court
case, to protect and as an obligation of the course of dealings to pro-
tect its Indian wards.

Commissioner Borbridge makes a very pertinent point on the
impact of the Settlement Claims Act on the psychology of the State
and private citizens; there is a notion abroad in Alaska that there are
thousands of newly affluent Natives. There is no evidence to support
thnt notion.

What I was referring to in terms of the trust obligation was beyond
the social services area. These are issues we would have to address
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and we have not yet addressed. What is the Secretary's obligation to
protect stock certificates' ownership and property rights of the Alaska
Iative villages? What is the Secretary's obligation to enhance village
governments? What is the Secretary's obligation to protect corpora-
tion rights?

The trust obligation runs to land, among other things. But it clearly
runs to land. What is the Secretary's obligation? Again we get to the
classic conflict-of-interest situation. The Secretary of the Interior and
his agents are on the other side of the bargaining table. They are the
people who define what the easement standards are. They are the
people who are not acting efficiently and effectively in the land
transfer.

Yet on the one hand they have a trust obligation. On the other
hand they are the managers of the land that is being turned over.
And, throughout the BLM there permeates an atmosphere of land
management, not land transfer.

Mr. MEEDS. I think that the sirtgle greatest impediment to the
trawler of hinds to the Native villages and corporations is the ease-
ment question. The suggestion that transfer take place subject to
whatever resolution of that problem is mile is an excellent suggestion.

Easements are being used as a club right now to prevent the
transfer of land.

Mr. ALEXANDER. One of the things I would like to point out
generally, which is hard to conceive without a map in front of you or
being in a fishing village, is if you are talking about stream easements,
those things make a lot of sense in the lower 48, but when you draw
a 30-foot easement around the village of Unalakleet there is nothing
left. That is it. And it is considered in all of the villages, a weapon, a
club being held over the heads of the village corporations.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Just briefly on that point, Mr. Chairman, I think
this can be added to innumerable examples we have, wherein the
Secretary of the Interior in providing a justification for an action
states that he represents the greater good for the public and that
this action is necessary. Thus, he holds up his right hand in proiniFing
to provide justice while with the left hand he manages to try to
assure the Alaska Natives he has done the best he could for them. I
think this is all too typical of the type of circumstance we encounter.

I must suggest, and the vice chairman has had considerable experi-
ence in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act and was one of the
chief architects of the act, that it provides such a wonderful oppor-
tunity. It really is landmark legislation. It has a lot of creative
originality about it. Unfortunately, we Natives do have to work
through the Department of the Interior which, unfortunately, is not
noted for its creative attitude.

Alaska Natives generally shudder whenever the Secretary stands
upwhatever his nameto announce that as the protector of the
greater public good he has acted. We immediately conjecture as to
rhat we are about to lose. And that is the truth about most of our
Legotiations.

Mr. BRUCE. Why wasn't Alaska included in Public Law 638? We
are making the recommendation, or the staff has, that they be in-
cluded. And in 638 for self-determination grants.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. They were included. The problem is defining
what is the tribalgovernment for Alaska? Which one of the competing
corporate, municipal, tribal entities should be the contracting agent?

-- ----Who should receive the 404 funds?
What we have done is make a recommendation of a priority system

of where that money should go. Alaska is included but it is vague and
ambiguous. It is left to the area director's determination.

In Commissioner Borbridge's region, the Tlinget-Haida Council has
a long history as a tribal government and it maintains it should be
the recipient of funds. In other areas of Alaska, the individual Native
villages maintain they should be the recipients of the 6381unds.

What we have done is propose what we believe to be a rational
priority system for determining who should get the funds.

Mr. MEEDS. I have a question. Perhaps Commissioner Borbridge
can answer it.

In instances where Native villages have the right to make decisions
which affect residents of those villages who are non-Native and who
have hot been designated as Natives, do those noti,-Natives have any
representation or input in that decisionmaking process?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It will almost have to go village by village. Most
of the villages that have a non-Native population of any significance
tend to be municipal corporations. As municipal corporations all people
in the village have input. The governing powers of the ICA Councils,
although not completely out of existence, have seen some atrophy
over a period of time.

Mr. 13ORBRIDGE. The Congress, with your participation, foresaw
this problem and provided with specific reference to the land, that no
less than 1,280 acreas should be transferred to the municipality or in
the event a municipal form of government under State charter had
not been formed, this land would be held in trust until the municipality
was formed. Thus, with respect to such land areas as the villages now
encompasse, plus the additional area, all of that land collectively
would fall within the judsdiction of the municipality with- their form
of government. It would be chartered under Alaska State law.

Under those circumstances the Natives and non-Natives who aro
members of the municipality could have equal rights.

Mr. MEEDS. These are governmental decisions?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. These are governmental decisions.
Mr. MEEDS. The same jurisdictional type of questions we have

been addressing earlier in the sessions on taxation, zoning, and other
governmental powers.

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Yes. Thus, with respect to the remaining lands,
that is, the corporation-owned lands, these would fall, of course,
within the juris,liction of the corporations.

Mr. MEEns. There are no non:Natives in the corporations. Only
Natives can hold stock at this time in the corporations?

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Yes; except to such extent a non-Native might
inherit stock where there were perhaps no Native individual that
was designated in the will, then this would be nonvoting stock.

Mr. MEEDS. That stock will become alienable in 1991, at which
time conceivably, non-Native would also have input through stock
ownership of the corporations.
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Mr. BORBRMGE. Assuming non-Native ownership that might occur,
I might concur with what the staff alludeid to as a concern. The
Congress further saw in consideration of the act that it was important
the 4.1askaNatives have an opportunity to acquire the experience and
sophistication to be derived from operating in a corporate environ-
ment which as a means of implementation of a Claims Settlement Act
was unprecedented in the history of our country.

As a consequence, an unfortunate consequence because of the delay
in the transfer of land, the period during which the Natives adminis-
tered both the funds and actually gained the experience of administer-
ing their affairs pertaining to their land has been delayed. The actual
period M which they will have opportunity to gain experience and
sophistication instead of being 20 years is going to be kss than 15 and
perhaps even closer to 10 years.

Mr. WHITECROW. Commissioner Borhridge, I want to apoligize
for not knowinF enough about Alaska to ask really sensible questions.
But I would lik to give you a word of caution. For the allotted
schedule of land, in Oklahoma is one I would certainly recommend
that you look at. That particular procedure allowed tribes in Okla-
homa to lose not just the .dajority but an overwhelming majority of
their landholdings by issuing fee patents to individual tribal members.

Many of these tribal members have lost lands and as a result the
total depletion of Indian lands in the State of Oklahoma has been
almost complete. Insofar as your stock certificates now, I understand
at the end of 20 years your stock certificates will be eligible for pur-
chase by non-Indians or anyone who will be available to purchase
those.

Are vou talking about the actual possibility of loss of your lands up
there Airough this process?

Mr. BORBRIDGE. Yes. In response to the question, the answer is
yes. I think for one who apoligizes for a lack of knowledge, you have
put your finger on one of the overriding and fundamental issues that
is of great concern not only to the Alaska Natives but to the friends of
the A laska Natives who worked with us for passage of the Claims
Settlement Act.

Roughly, this is what couhl occur in 1991. There could be a loss of
control of the corporations, assuming there is an acquisition of con-
trolling stock by nonnatives. This, of course, would mean control
of the assets. When we talk about assets, we are talking about not
only financial assets but we are also talking about land and land
resources. Thus. 1991 is a very landmark dlite and I think is a specific
time at which to view how successful the entire settlement act has
been.

We are really dealing with two broad areas and you have correctly
identified this. One is how the act operates now. But assuming that in
the intervening 20 years we have become highly successful and I have
assurances we are going to achieve a good measure of success, then,
of course, a takeover of some kind in 1091 could still very well occur.

Thus, the more successful we are and the better the act operates,
the more attractive we will be to other corporations that are well
financed and may be desirous of acquiring whatever assets We may
have.
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Mr. WRITECRoW. I might give 3,.ou a ,word of caution and ask 37ou
to consider this aspect of it. We have one tribe in the State of Okla-
homa, the Osage Tribe, who developed headrights on their mineral
holdings and as a result now, through the process of many, many
years we have a great deal of non-Indians who are headright owners in
that tribe and in effect are controlling the assets and mineral rights of
that particular tribe.

As result of this, we also have fullblood Indians now who are of
Osage descent and are not headright owners and have no voice in their
own tribal government. I would-like to caution you. If this is a pos-
sibility, 1 would certainly look toward this and ask the staff the in-
dividual Indian loss of land should be taken into consideration.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The voluntary loss of land is not the onl po-
tential problem. The involuntary loss missioner Borbricge is
1,000 percent correct. The pass througjto t individual native may
not be sufficient in debt proceedi , n inheritance taxes, in getting
on State welfare. What is the s atus of that stock certificate to the
State? If the individual nati -e's economic condition is not highly
substantially raisedyou hay to take into account the economics of
Alaska, whatever is a reasonab here, double it for Alaska.
As we take cabs to go around Washing , you can spend $1,000
in an afternoon going to two or three village by plane.

The threat of invuluntary Joss of stuck certificates in divorce pro-
ceedings, inheritamT proceedings, through State welfare proceeditws,
is significant and substantial. Native CorpoNtions in Alaska
and the AFN and others are domg major education programs as to
the voluntary componem 1 selltng stock certificates. Hopefully,
that will be successful. But- that other component is eXtrenwly
danuvrotts.

Mr. W IirrEcRuW. I might say this. From the standpoint of many
of the tribes we are working with today, we are looking at the pos-
sibility of allowing those tribes to rebuild a htnd base. If you can
take from past experience we have had in Oklahoma, we have lost a
great deal of our land: I would cent andy caution you to take every
precaution from the Indian standpoint to not allow yourselves to !ct,
into that particular category.

We must now begin rebuilding a land base of some sort if we hope
to achieve any kind of self-sutticiency as a tribe.

Mr. MEEDs. That reminds me of the ammunition given to the
Indilms who inet Columbus and they were told by those who foresaw
things, that perhaps their imiMgration policies were a little too lax.

Are there further comments or questions?
Mr. DIAL. Now that we are leaving Alaska, I hope someone will

turn on the heat ; the air-conditioning is on.
Mr. IloRmulmE. Certainly, I want to acknowledge the oversight

hearings conducted by the I Iou-ze Subcommittee on Indian Affairs. As
a, consequence of the oversight hearing, fundamentally important
kgislation Was passed. This resulted specifically in passage of tlw
omnibus bill which was signed into law January 2, 1976, and from t he
viewpoint of some of 1 he corpora t wn. including Senlaska, this w;;,
landmark legislation and I want to acknowledge the time and attential
that went into its enactment.
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At a later point, the Senate Interior and Insular Affairs Committee
also conducted overaight hearings. Notwithstanding all of this valuable
and vital help,, the legislation is an evolving mechanism which from
time to time discloses new problems that emerge; without these
efforts we would have been tioubled by other more fundamental issues
which may have troubled us 'far tare.

Another vital matter. One"of the provisions included as an amend-
ment to the SettleMent Act was the provision referred to as the
,Buckley amendment: The Buckley amendment recognized if there
were any delay in the payment of the $500 million due to be derived
primarily from revenues, coming from and following as a result of the
construction of the pipelines, there Would be an erosion in the value
of those Moneys. Congress recognized then, that a delay in the con-
struction of the pipeline would result in a delay in payments to the
Alaska Natives, thus reducing the worth of that money. It provided
that there should be payments forthcoming with $5 million to be paid
the latter half f calendar year 1976, and payment of an additional
$S million the first half of calendar 1976.

Unfoitunately, although Congress made it quite clear that it
recognized as justifiable the concern the Alaska Natives advanced and
in fact Congress did pass this amendment, the natives were subse-
quently advised that although the Department of the Interior sought
funding for this provision, unilaterally, and without any notification
to tbe Alaska Natives, and, it appears, without any notification to the
Congress, the Office of Management and B. ..get urged striking out
any recommendation for funding this provision.

To me, this illustrates in a most graphic form the arrogance and the
insensitivity of the Office of Management and Budget which not only
unilaterally acted contrary to what Congress declared it wished to
have done, but it did so without any notification whatsoever to the
Alaska Natives whose rights were affected.

I might add that a number of our friends in the Congress have
sought to correct i inequity but unsuccessfully. The Congress
recognized the proble in good faith they acted on the matter. but

not only the will of thu -Tatives but their will.as well was frustrated.
With respect to another item, the delivery of services in Alaska is

obviously impacted by the higher cost of living, that is, the higher
cost of the delivery of such services.

Has staff actually put together piiy figures that might be derived
from either so-called marketbasket studies or Bureau of Labor
Statistics? If these have not been forthcoming, I would urge that such
figures be included since it gives a sense of specificity to anyone who
views that as a specific problem.

Other than that, I would quicklypoint to the effect of inflation on
the value of the Settlement Act since it was determined that the
federally appropriated funds of $462.5 million would be paid over
an 11-year period of time; the $500 million to be derived from a 2-
percent override of royalty at a less certain schedule although the
State of Abiska projects complete payment of that sum in about 6
years. I see no specific answer herr. The Alaska Natives will appar-
ently share the damage from inflation Unit has struck the Nation.
But nevertheless these are the unfortunate consequence of the infla-
tion on our Settlement Act funds.
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I think it needs to be noted western and eastern Oklahoma are
significantly different in the laws that affect them. The laws are
diffprent. The United Tribes of Western Oklahoma and Kansas have
been to Washington, D.C., particularly in the last 3years to ask the
Department of the Interior to assist them in clarifying the status of
those laws. --)terior has failed to do that in the first two requests and
has finally cou...acted with that organization to do a paper for them.
That paper is now in process.

So there has been some minimal steps to begin to clarify that
situation. There is in the U.S. District Court of Western Oklahoma
at this time a hunting and fishing case filed by the Cheyenne and
Arapaho Tribes to clarify their hunting rights.

I think the w'hole history of the development of Oklahoma sets up
why they are in the position they are in, Oklahoma being originally
designated as that part of the country which was to be Indian country.

They moved Indian tribes from virtually every direction of the
compass into Oklahoma, the boundaries of the reservations established
in the State take in virtually the entirety of the State. There is no
specific piece of legislation which has e--er disestablished those bound-
aries with the exception I think of the Ponca and Otoe-Missouria
Tribes.

So the issue of the reservation boundaries is still very much alivo
in the State. That creates problems for both the State and the Indian
people there.

We are in the process of developing now for the Commission an
extensive historical document .on Oklahoma that will be ready at the
January meetina. From the results of most of the hearings front the
task forces anefrom the testimony of the tribes and the people of
Oklahonm, it is our opinion that one of the recommendations we will
make to the Commission is that Congress undertake a special study
of the problems in Oklahoma that is universally supported by the

'we,tern tribes and by most of the eastern tribes.
Mr. MEEDS. Any questions or comments by the members of the

Commission?
Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, as a Commissioner sitting on this

Commission from the State of Oklahoma, I would like to insert into
the record some comments in regard to statements received by the
Creek Tribe; for the benefit of Commissioner Dial, it is only 25 pages
in length.

Mr. MEEDS. Without objection, it will be received.
Mr. WHITECROW. The Creek Tribe, I would like to inform the

Commission, I did on the third of November send out a letter to the
chiefs and second chiefs of all of the tribes in the State of Oklahoma
plus those tribes in the State of Kansas delivering in their hands
summary statements and the recommendations of each of the 11
task forces and bringing to their attention also t..e BIA management
study and its prelimmar,y- recommendations.

I also brought to their attention sonic general comments which I
felt were most appropriate and would be issues of this particular
meeting. Thm-e being ',sues regarding juri,diction, ,overvignty, tru,t
relationship, and also the deliberation, flint would coi .v about in,ofar
as recommending a definition of a tribe and the identification of au
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I also reque4t4t heir thoughts in regard to a continuation of lwalth
and edueational and, other services along Atli what their reconunemla-
tions might be in r6.Tar(1 to funding necessary for them to begin re-
claiming their land 14se and to develop economic enterprises which
would allow self-sufliciAwy to come about for each of the tribes,within
those areas.

I would like to just in sununary state what the chief of the Creek
Nation states: The concept of tribal sovereignty is the single most
important. philosophy to define the entire Federal/Indian relationship.
Philosophically, sovereignty belongs to the entire people of the na-
tion. 'rhe people of any nation have the right to utilize the sovereignty
by creating a government and delegating certain sovereign powers
to it. Only those powers delegated to a government by its people are
legitimate. The government is not sovereign in and of itself, but it
exercises those sovereign powers which its people have chosen to
give it. While it is prohibited from exercising those powers which the
people have kept from it, the U.S. people have never specifically
ordained the U.S. Governnwnt to exercise plenary powers over
the respective nations of American Indi us and their governments.

The regulation of commerce of the Indian nations, the making of
treaties and powers logically derive from the warmaking powers of
government, and these are the only three areas where constitutionalit v
and legitimately the U.S. Governmeat is empowered to interact with
Indian nations.

In the subject of jurisdiction I would like to read this: Jurisdiction
is the combination of methods which a government uses in the legiti-
mate exercise of its sovereignty. Traditionally, in both Creek and
European governments those methods are cateFrorized into executive
jurisdiction, legislative jurisdiction, and judicial jurisdiction. In the
exercise of jurisdiction, certain tools are utilized and those tools provide
metes and bounds within which the jurisdiction can be exercised 1111(1
without which it cannot. Eacli 91 the legitimate branches of Creek
government has suffered from the brutal policies of the Department
of the Interior, often with the approval of Congress. The Creek
courts were closed never to reopen. The national council was first
emasculate by provisions of Federal law which flagrantly rendered
tribal law menforeeable. And thcn the council was disbanded through
a series I events which Judge Bryant described so well in a recent
case whereby it was ruled the original Creek constitution of 1867
was still in effect, and as sueh the original Creek tribal government
was the governing body for the Creek Nation.

In the aspect of taxation a statement is made here also, in the
defhdtion of tribes, the tribal governmentI would like to read this
for the interest of the Commissioners at the present time.

Chief Cox states:
Our response to the task force recommendations you provided will be forwarded

prior to the December meeting. I am sorry time did not permit the development
of adequate responses. However, I can assure you our December letter will he
supportive of the task force recommendations with additional recummendationi
based upon our tribal perspective and goals.

This gives us a pretty good line of thought with this letter insofar
as the attitude of the ('reek Nation and pretty well exemplifies the
attitude of the other tribes within the State to a great extent.
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This letter pretty well spells out tho fact the tribes do feel the
original geographic areas by treaty are still in effect and inasmuch
as we have not yet found any legislation or court action that in
effect .does detract or take away or abolish that original treaty geo-
graphic boundary area, the tribes feel, and evidently the courts back
it up, that those original geographic areas are still in effect and they
do have jurisdiction. And this is one tribe that has expressed its desire
to resume it s. responsibility to the people.

Mr. MEEpti. Questions or comments by the Commission or by the
staff?

Mr. TAYLOR. I might speak to the Oklahoma situation for a
moment. Don Wharton and I were present at 4 days of hearings in
the State of Oklahoma, taking testimony on a whole range of issues
including Federal administration, reservation boundaries, problems
with natural resources, problems with land base.

.:V4 Don has said, we found many problems in the State of Oklahoma
which are very, votty similar to problems of tribes in other States.
This is particuhirly true in connection with Federal admin.. tion,
.1e1ivery of services, CETA type problems, IIIS, urban Indian problems
in the State of Oklahoma.

In the matter of jurisdiction, as Don has pointed out, there are very
complicating factors in the State of Oklahoma. The specific legislation
Don alluded to is a very difficult problem. It is one of the first letters
we received on our task foice 9, I lwlieve, from the Chief of the
Creek Nation, enclosing a copy of the Curtis aet and the act of 1906.
It i ut incredibly shocking document, when it is understood what,
we do to those tribes.

I realize this is history. I am sure you, Mr. Meeds, are quite well
aware of it as well as all of the other Indian Commissioners who are
here. I think what we are looking toward in Oklahoma is to try to
develop some jurisdictional system whidi could enable these tribes to
restore their tribal government, get baek on their feet, reacquh.e a
hmd base and exereise jurisdictional capabilities that would be
commensurate with the historical pattern of Oklahoma. As, Don says,
the entire State is compris..1 of reservation boundaries or areas which
either were reservations or continue to be to this day by reason of not
having been formally &established. There is a rather confusing juris-
dictional picture that etner.u:es beinise of judieial decisions. In fact,
an additional sideliuht to tlwse problems, in 1 953 wlwn Public Law
2) was beim develope-'. the Governor of the State of Oklahoma was
contacted to find out wiwther he wanted his tribes in the State to be
brole_rht under the act; his reply was it was not necessary, they already
had jurisdiction.

in fact, there was no specific lezislation that ever transferred
juri-diction from tlw United States to the State of Oklahoma, at least
in the western half of that State; the historical picture in Oklahoma
indicates tribal courts survived in the western half of that State up
until the 1940's I believe.

This is a pattern of conduct which would be totally inconsistent if
the reservations had been disestablished or .the tribes terminated.
What I am sayinor here is there is a colt fusing jurisdictional picture in
the State of Oklainntia. The reservation patterns within the State
are unique, and we am wm.king to I levelop some specific recommenda-
tions that would address the problems that we found in that State.
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Mr. MEEDS. Further conunents or questions? If not, thank you
very much.

Ir. WH1TECROW. Mr. Chairman, before we proceed and realizing
we do have some special recommendations to look forward to in our
coming meeting in January, I would like to notify Commissioner Dial
we are now ready to move on to South Carolina.

Mr. MEEDS. Thank you very nmeh, gentlemen. The next order of
business is chapter 11, terminated Indians.

Don Wharton also has the lead responsibility on this.
Mr. WHARTON. With respect to terminated Indians, if you will

turn to page 15 of that chapter, you will find we are asking the Com-
mission to adopt general provisions proposed beginning at page 13
of that chapter.

Congressman MEEDS. This was the work of what task forces?
Mr.1VHAF 70N. This was the work of task force 10, specifically given

the responsibility to address terminated and nonrecognized Indian
people.

Mr. MEE' . What is the staff's opinion of the work done by the
task force and the basis of the recommendations made? Is it well
supported and documented?

NIL WHARTON. With respect io terminated Indians which this
chapter addresses, I think the task force work in this area was quite
good, particularly as reflected in their proposed recommendations for
legi:lation on how to deal with the problem.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you like to proceed to summarize the recom-
mendations beginning on page 13?

Mr. WHARTON. This particular list of recommendations conies
specifically out of a paper developed by Charles Wilkinson submitted
to the task force suggesting to Congress how they might deal with
this problem.

It sets up first of all congressional policy which would reverse the
policy set forth specifically in House Concurrent Resolution 108,
which as you know is the one that sets forth the policy of termination
and assimilation, although there has been subsequent legislation which
in spirit reverses that policy, House Concurrent Resolution 10S has
never been :1Yecifically renounced.

As a first step, they would suggest that ought to he done. Ernie
Stevens has spoken many times about the problems of the termination
monster and what sort of psychological effects that has on Indian
people and how they bells ye and expect the Congress to behave.
Removal of that resolution or renouncing that resolution would go
far toward assuring Indian people of Congress' intent not to follow
that policy any further.

It also has impacts with respect to how the Federal agencies deal
with the Indian people. It has been the finding and the impression of
many of the people on the task forces in taking testimony of Indian
people that there are Federal administretors throughout the system
which still reflect the termination policy in the way they administer
to Indian affairs, and that is their view of the Govenrment's policy in
dealing in Indian affairs. That is the beginning; and to renounce
House Concurrent Resolution 108.

Mr. MEEDS. Can you point to any speCific acts in the past 2 year:
by individuals or a policy of a bureau or any other Federal agency
vihich support what you just said?

2 6
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Mr. ALEXANDER. There is substantial feeling, at least in southern
California, that Public Law 638 as explained to Indian people by
Bureau officials is termination legislation. And that view was expressed
to us time and time again in southern California by tribal officials
who base their information on Bureau explanations.

Mr. N4EDS. Are there any papers, directives, or orders, which
contain this explanation?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Bureau's explanation of 638 on paper is
extremely complicated and complex. Most of the communications we
hear about in Indian country are not official directives, but the im-
plicit and sometimes explicit statements "off the record" by Bureau
officials to Indian official tribal people, tribal leaders, particularly in
the 638 context which I am most f with.

As a matter of fact in our hearing's in Escondido a number of
tribal officials came with posters or placards saying "638 is a guise
for termination" and handing out leaflets to that effect.

No amount of explanation on our part as to what the congressional
intention was, was sufficient to overturn what has been termed by
Ernie Stevens as the "termination monster". And there is tribal
experience rehiting to the southern part of Arizona where tribes have
contractedthe Apaches particularlyfor law enforcement services
to find their funds under those contracts stagnating and not increasing,
being forcedwith inflationto turn those functions back to the
Bureau and then the Bureau's budget was increased by 50 percent..
The tribes view suspiciously many of these programs.

To put it straight, many of the tribes feel the Bureau is standing
around and sort of out of the corner of their mouths saving we are
going to let you do this and we are going to let you do it in such a
way that you' fail, and we are kind of hoping that you fail.

There is great fear. To repeat what Mr. Wharton said, the con-
tinued existence of House Resolution 108 adds substance to that
fear.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, if I could address myself to the 638
problem for a moment., I think the best explanation I heard was when
Alan Parker testified here, I believe for the third quarter report.
One of the great concerns about the contracting procedure is that if
the tribes take over programs there is less need for personnel in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. However, the BIA continues to have re-
sponsibility in other areas with respect to other tribes.

Typically because of OMB and the Secretary of Interior and the
budget process, BIA, as with every Federal agency, does not get enough
funds to do its job right. So as their problems mount in an area where
they continue to have responsibility, the BIA tends to cut back on
that funding which goes to the tribes under Public Law 638 in order
that they can perform their own functions properly.

As the tribe that contracted the program starts to go under, they
turn around to BIA and say, hey, man, we can't do it ; take it back
BIA is then in the position, due to attrition of personnel, of saying
we don't have the personnel, we can't do it. But BIA does take the
program back. At least this has been a pattern under 638. Whether
that pattern will be able to continuebut when BIA pulls the program
back, then they pull the plug in other necessary funding.

266
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I think these fears are very legitimate. I am not privy .to any of
these rumors of the Bureau of Indian Affairs threatening people,
but I have heard of some of them. I am inclined to be a little dubious
about it.

I di) feel the concern is very legitimate and I suspect the concern of
BIA is also very legitimate. I think part of this arises through the
funding process. Perhap if there could be some sort of long-term
funding which I think IA ould fit very much into Ernie's concepts,
number one, in budget processing, number two, on needs for economic
development, that might help alleviate some of these fears.

But I don't think these fears are totally groundless.
Mr. MEEDS... They are a natural consequence of the very bureau

whose existence is dependent upon what it is doing now, administering
legislation which will cut into that turf. I think it is a natural and
approxnnate consequence of the situation in which they are placed.

Mr. TAYLOR. There is clearly a conflict of interest there, which is
what I think you are saying. 13y the same token, as the tribes look
at this and as I think the BIA looks at it, down the road there does
come a threat of eventual termination of the Federal trust responsibil-
ity. This is a legitimate concern and I think we must address it.

Probably we will be able to handle some of that in Federal admin-
istration and economic development. I might say Task Force Number
Two dealt rather clearly with this 638 funding problem.

Mr. DEER. I would like to have clarified for my own information,
I have heard the resolutions of Congress only pertain to that particu-
lar session of Congress and at the end, the resolutions no longer apply.
On the other hand, we have this resolution that stands on the books.

I would like to know if some action needs to be taken by the House
to repudiate that action'

Mr. MEEos. As Commissioner Deer will recall, we discussed this
matter a number of years ago and took that action which we felt
would be the most lwrmanent one. Anewhich bound the Congres
more than a concurrent resolution. That wto-the. restoration of the
Menominee. I don't know wha: more proof is needed.

But obviously, facing that issue head on and saying straightaway
the passage of a certain resolution wipes out the policy of 108, I don't
think that is a difficult task.

Mr. DEER.' I have heard that pertains to the Menominee, but what
about the rest of us?

Mr. BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, the Menominee restoration which was
addressed in 1973 at that time why didn't it include, why wasn't a
gtneral restoration act passed? As I recall, it would be on a tribe-by-
tribe basis. That is why it was not included in the general restoration
act at that titne.

Mr. M EED. If I could answer the question, there are a number of
reasons why a general restoration act was not passod. The only tribe
which had done its homework and was in a position to be restored
at that time was the Menominee. It was felt that we should proceed
with that as indicative of the mood of the Congress. The Congress at
least was prepared to take these on an ad hoc one-by-one basis.

I think personally, the suggestion of the task force and the stile,
here for some omnibus restoration 1,gislation, along certain guide-
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lines, and certain methods, is a good suggestion. Then you can make
it in effect an administrative matter which makes it much easier.

Mr. BRUCE. What you are saying, Commissioner, instead of repeal-
ing MS, the passing of the Menominee Act eliminates MS? As I

interpret it? We have been trying to get that House concurrent
resolution repealed. We have had some difficulty and it always crops
up a number of times.

I wonder what the explanation is for not being able to repeal it.
If it wasn't there, we would all feel a lot better.

Mr. MEEDS. I think primarily because nobody has ever tried very
hard to repeal it. The conclusion by some of us who were involved
was that the best eVidence of the change in policy was to restore to

the tribes which had been terminated, and that ought to bepretty
graphic evidence of repudiation of the policy under which termination
took place.

If there is still a big question in the Indian world, I don't think
see any problem with repudiation of 108 specificallv.

Mr. 11 H1TECROW, Mr. Chairman, if I may, I would like to allude to
this situation for just a moment. Inasmuch as in the northeast corner
of Oklahoma from whence I came and hope to go back, we hay., the
only terminated tribes in the State of Oklahoma in that immediate
area, and I can certainly attest to the fact this restoration is an abso-
lute necessity if we "contMue allowing people to work with Indian
people." Because that in effect has brought about a conflict within
our area as to recognized Indians fighting to terminate Indians and in
effect eouhl perhaps bring some violence in our area because of the
atmosphere that has been developed just in the past 2 years in regard
to recognition of Indians.

Does the termination bill itself really, in effect, terminate a person's
heritage? Does this congressional act terminate an individual's
heritage as an Indian? Tlds is a tremendous problem we have in our
area and I "ti n also attest to the fact that within the Bureau structure
we still have OE's within that system who still feel House Coe-
current Resolution lOS is still the policy of the Congress until it,
repudiates it officially.

Mr. M EEDS. Further questions or suggestions by the Commission
or by the staff?

1\h.. WHARTON. TO the extent the specific philosophy of this
suggested recormnendation is to provide an administrative proces
where the tribes sit down individualy with the Secretary of the
Interior and negotiate with that individual a restoration process which
is then ratified by Congress.

I guess the particulars are not necessary but that is the philosophy of
these reeommendations.

Mr. MEEDS. I guess tilt Congress passes a general act and then
proceeds

Mr. ALEXANDER. In working out some of these, we will look to the
restoration experience of the Menominee and the experience on time
frames and negotiations Commissioner Deer has expres,ed, the
necessity of involving the State at the discussion levels so there will
not be uncertainty as to transfer of functions and so on. We will take
those factors into account.
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Mr. WHARTON. I would point out one other provision rather
important on page 14, number six, that is nothing in the act alters
preexisting rights or obligations or affects the status of any federally
recognized tribe.

As you know, witi. respect to the Klamaths and previously with the.
Menomineel there are preexisting treaty rights which were not
terminated in the termination process and nothing in the Restoration
Act would be construed to affect those rights as they exist today.

It also is becoming an issue---
Mr. BRUCE. Interim recommendations, whose recommendation was

that?.Definition of an Indian?
Mr. WHARTON. Task Force 10. That is taken from the task force

report.
Mr. BRUCE. It is under recommendations.
Mr. WHARTON. We are not suggesting that as a staff, we are

reporting that as a task force recommendation.
Mr. Banc& I read up t ere that Congress should in the meantime

do the following, and it is listed tinder the following. Also, I want to
call your attention to item four, direct the GAO to immediately
proceed with full and complete investigations of the trust mismanage-
ment of assets.

Is that a recommendation?
Mr. ALEXANDER. What we were attempting to get consensus on

today was the restoration process: We are not specifically prepared to
adopt tbe specific recommendations. As a general proposition, we
tend to have staff support, but we were focusing on broader issues,
how to establish a restoration process. When we come back to you in
January with the draft, we will be very specific on implementing
the recommendations that in terms of Indian recognition, other task
fceces have come up with other alternatives and the resolution of that
is going to have to occur between now and January.

Mr. WHARTON. I expect we will have some of these recommenda-
tions as you see them when we come back in January, number four in
particular. As you well know, there were substantial conferences,
there is a real problem of how those were handled in the termination
piocess. So I imagine we will have some reconunendations when we
return with respect to those.

Mr. WHITECROW. These are not staff recommendations here?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We are not adopting them at this point in time

because of the necessity to touch each of the issues. The most important
issue is the restoration. Congress should consistently repudiate
Concurrent Resolution 1OR. It will require tribe-by-tribe negotiation
then, but that it be the policy of the United States to restore tribes.

What we are doing is asking you in a sense to consent to our direction
on that chapter and then we will work out recommendations jumping
off from what the task force said. But we have not evaluated each
and every one of those recommendations.

Mr. WHITECROW. In that event, I would suggest we make it very
clear that this definition of Indian is not the Commission's recom-
mendation but rather a definition to be considered.

Mr. WHARTON. I would expand that to all of the recommendatitins
at this time.
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Mr. WHITECROW. What I am fearful of is if that definition should
get out--

Mr. BRUCE. It does include Alaska Natives.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Commissioner Whitecrow, page 15, it sayswe

are quite specific in what we are asking for which is at this point the
adoption of the general provisions of the proposed legislation because
we are going to have to work out- this area of the interim recommenda-
tions. If you have specific questions or criticism or critique of that
statement. On page 14:
for the purpose of services programs and benefits, direct all Federal Departments

Iand agencies to serve all ndians, notwithstanding prnvi.iions of the laws to the
contrary regarding specific trines and appropriate funds necessary to carry out
the directive.

If you would like to give us your views on that for our edification
we would appreciate it.

Mr. DEER. Do we have any idea of how numy tribes we are
talking about?

Mr. WHARTON. That is listed on page 1 of tbis chapter.
Mr. WHITECHOW. Is this a complete list?
Mr. WHARTON. To the best of my knowledge, Commissioner, it is.
Mr. WHITECROW. This would include all of those Apia Calientes

in California?
Mr. WHARTON. Only by reference, yes.
Mr. WHITECROW. If I understand you correctly, these are interim

recommendations. You are recommending all services, programs, and
benefits would be immediately available in the interim?

Mr. WHARTON. We are not making any interim recommendations
at this time.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is task force 10's recommendation and that
hopefully will be circulated for comment and criticism as soon as
that task force is published and available. It is not a staff recommen-
dation, however.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think we could use some guidance, Commissioner.
On page 14, paragraph 2, that has the definition. If the consensus
of this Commission is opposed to that definition, right now I think
we ought to take it out before it is circulated. Task Force 10's report;
we are preparing a final report.

Mr. WurrEcaow. If I may comment upon this. again, I would
like to iefer to the sovereign issue. If we come through with any
sort of legislative definition of an Indian as to whc is an Indian,
what is an Indian, I feel we are impinging upon the sovereignty of
the tribe in allowing that particular tribe to determine who its own
members are.

Mr. NI EEDS. I don't see this definition as doing that at all. It says
whoever is a member or descendant of a member of a North American
tribe. If you have tribes define their membership then that person
would he--

Mr. WHITECROW. The descendant of a member is the issue I am
concerned with here, because we do have some tribal constitutions
that do not recognize all descendants. They have got to go through
the membership process.

Mr. DIAL. Mr. Chairman, a couple of days ago we passed a motion
on recognition. Perhaps they could work out something on definition

2.i(o
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along with this. You don't have time to settle it now. Paul and the
boys are to bring something back to the next meeting on the next
step dealing with recognition; why couldn't they deal with definition
also?

Mr. MEEDS. My personal belief is that if we terminated our work
and write our report without a definition of who is an Indian, we will
have failed miserably in our recommendations.

Mr. DIAL. I agree. I am not saying I have any hanguos here with
this definition but some apparently have a hangup with the definition

'and I am just speaking for myself because I am getting ready to walk
out and then you won't have a quorum and you are going to be in
the same positionI have to catch a flight at 3:20, if you are going
to have a vote--

Mr. MEEDS. Maybe we could do as the Plains Indians used to dc,
operate by consensus. I would suggest the staff provide us with some
recommendations, maybe a number of alternatives, for the definition
of who is an Indian. That way we would have a number of alternatives
for that definition, to vote oh-at our next meeting.

Is that acceptable?
Mr. DIAL. Very good.
Mr. DEER. I would like to also suggest we have some alternatives

for definition of tribe. I think we need to have some real thought
given to that also.

Mr. MEEDS. I think that is an excellent suggestion. Obviously the
key to establishing who is an Indian, .f we want to recommend some-
thing, is going to be establishing what is a tribe or recognized entity.

I have no objection to that. Is there any objection to alternative
definitions?

Very well.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We will work in this direction and indicate to you

when we produce this in January what is the preference of the Indian
icountry n this area.

Mr. .MEEDS. Also, some alternatives for what is Indian country?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No; I am saying picking up on what Senator

Abourezk said. Consistent with what Senator Abourzek said and
others on the panel have mentioned, when we work out what are
reasonable alternatives, we will indicate to you what the Indian view
is of these alternatives, including an alternative for tio defmition.

Mr. MEEDS. Could I also at least personally askmaybe I already
did thisother recommendations as to what is a reservation. You win
recall back in the tribal government section there was a recommenda-
tion for original boundaries for reser,. ations and we asked for the map
and everything. If it is not too much work, I would ask you personally
to work out a definition which would encompass presently existing
boundaries of reservations.

Mr. TAYLOR. We will.
Mr. MEEDS. Are there further comments or questions? If not, very

well, thank you very much, gentlemen. The last section is the general
provisions section which is chapter 15 and which, as I recall, we
started to discuss and then we decided we would discuss the more
specific recommendations.

Could we spend 20 minutes on this section? It is the intent of the
Chair to adjourn at 3 o'clock.
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1
Would you please proceed with the explanation and discussion of

the specific recommendations?
Mr. ALEXANDER. This is a three part chapter. The first part

\ contains the general state of knowledge concerning Indian affairs.
\ The second part deals with our statutory mandate to consider alterna-

, tive elective Indian bodies. The third part is specifically dealing with
task force 9's report on revision and consolidation of 25 U.S.C.

\ On the first page, the state of knowledge concerning Indian affairs,
I think it has laeen obvious from our discussion the last 4 or 5 days
that continuous reference has been made to the lack of knowledge
among the citizenry in general and in particular those people dealing in
Indian affairs. And, in fact, our view IS that there is lark of knowledge
of 'the legal ba,..is of the United States/tribal relationship, what the
rehUionship of that is and what we are recommending is essentially
mandatory training on Indian history, legal status and culture for
ally \government employee administering iwograms in Indian affairs;
that \is State and Federal and it would be tied to Federal funding on
the state and local thing to obviate any need to perceive a constitu-
tional problem.

What we would also like to do is have the educational institutions
of this country through Congress and through some research and
experimentation, take a good hard look at the curricula they- use
today and incorporate into that curricula accurate views of American
history, particularly Indian history, and the historical facts con-
cerning the Federal/Indian relationship.

We have mentioned it before but it permeates all areas. You can
go to the finest law school in this country and be a law journal student
and what-have-you and not know one iota of information concerning
Federal,Indian relations. You can go to a graduate school in this
muntry and operate on a daily basis affecting Indian children and
not know who you are dealing with, not know what the political
status of the tribe you are interacting with. It just does not exist.
It seems to me it needs a major congressional effort in this area, and
that is what we are recommending.

If you like, I can wait until the end of the whole chapter and we
can tyke questions on specific components

The semul, pert is alternative elected bodies. Simply put. what
we are saying is there is no consensus in Indian country at the present
time as to what method or mechanism would be appropriate, if any,
for direct input into the congressional process, whether it be a non-
voting delegate, whether it be an elected commission of some sort,
an elected Congnbssman. What we are saying is, there shouhl be no
congressional action in this area until the Indian people have a chance
to formulate their views and at that time Congress should be respon-
sive. It is not inantlatory respon4veness, of course, but in good
faith be responsive, and this report should highlight what some of
the current options are, whet some of the pro s and con's of those
options are and we recommend no specific action for any of the
particular alternatives.

The third section of this report deals with task force 9 and our
general staffwe agree it is the finest of all of the task force reports
in our view. It is an extremely complex piece of work and the concept
is it is an ongoing piece of work. What we are saying is it is to the
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point and it should be submitted to the Congress, presumably the
Judiciary Committee, or a joint committee of both judiciary Com-
mittees, with a recommendation that staff be provided to continue
that work to fruition with hearing processes and allowing for addi-
tional Indian input and other input. v

Mr. TAYLOR. I think this consultation process is extremely im-
portant. 1 would like to relate a specific incident as to why I say that.
After our report came out, it was reviewed by various congressional
staff, et cetera, and I received a call from your staff, Mr. Meeds,
!qr. Ducheneaux, Frank Ducheneaux. Frank's -comment was: "I see
you say. section 474, it is probably obsolete, consider repealing it."
I immediately grabbed my code and started thumbing it madly.
I knew he had something in store for me. It is a statute that appears
obsolete on its face. It relates to Indian treaty claims based on an
act of 1889. In fact, he advised me I had better not come out to the
Cheyenne River for quite a while because every child that comes of
age, 18 years old, gets a $1,000 payment.

So this illustrates the kind of problems that are built into thew)
proposals. I think it is vitally important the Indian community be
consulted on these.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I have one question. One of the recom-
mendations here is that a union of Indian mations be established,
to serve as a recognized, unofficial committee of Congress. I won r
if this isq't set up properly, wouldn't it also not be Infringing upo
the sovereign rights of a tribe in recommending thes 3 kinds of organi-
zational concepts? Should this not be allowed to be normal process
by development with intertribal and tribal relationships?

1Ir. ALEXANDER. To reiterate, we are not recommending any of
the specific proposo:ls. You can take that union concept and say the
tribes let it' be established permissively rather than mandatorily,
and tribes, if they so seek could perform such a thing; that is the act
of a sovereign; a sovereign can enter into agreements to share re-
sponsibilities.

Mr. WHITECROW. That is my point then in total, Paul. If we are
recommending these kind of actions, pc haps it might be better if we
would just recognize this is a postibility of development rather than
recommending as a Commission that this come about.

Mr. ALEXANDER. My view its we are not going to recommend any-
thing specific. We will lay out some of these suggPstions that have been
generated from tribal people and discuss them. We have no view.

Mr. MEEDS. Could you give us your opinion as to which of these
recommendations, if adopted, would require constitutional amend-
ments? It is clear to me some of them would.

Mr. Alexander. It is like thethere are arguments that coulo be
made under plenary powers about constitutional amendments. It
is, however, the staff view that some of the major kinds of, shifts
require constitutional amendments.

Mr. MEEDS. Two or three on page 4 would clearly require constitu-
tional amendment.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That could be argued and that would be pointed
out in the staff discussion in the text of the report.

Mr. WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, would you mind pointing out to
a layman which of these points on page 4 would require constitu-
tional amendments?
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Mr. MExps. A quick reading of 2 and 3 indicateThoth.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Setting up a body -of powe within the U.S.

Congress made up of electedI am not qui0 sure now the election
would be organizedrepresentatives from Indian country, be it by
tribe or region or what.

Mr. MEEDSc I think probably 3 under (b) would also. Are there
further comments or qufttions?'

Mr. WHITCROW. On page 3 under recommendation (a), would that
also require constitutional amendment?

Mr. ALEXANDER. To the extent we are i liking about a voting
'member with full congressional power, not as I said previously a
nonvoting delegate which is one of the options that has been talked
about. Those are recommendations that come from a number of task
-force reports, primarily task force 3. And in our staff recommen-
dation we have really not adopted any specific one. There is no
consensus in Indian country. Some of these proposals are something
people are just starting to think about. Some were generated by the
task forces themselves.

MS. DEER. I would like to commend the staff for excellent
work. I know they have put in many hard hours of consultation-and
really burning the midnight oil. This means the total. staff. I think
the alternatives and analyses and discussion that have been presented
to us have been outstanding, and I would like to express my appre-
ciation as a Commissioner to the entire staff and look forward to our
next meeting with some more of your excellent staff work.

Mr. MEEDS. I, too, would like to take the opportunity to commend
the staff. Although I have some disagreement with some of the recom-
mendations made by the staff, I don't recall having been treated to
better staff work. I think the staff has done a tremendous job and has
given a very creditable performance for this Commission.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We thank you. I would like to point out, that you
see generally up here the white-collar component of out staff and I
would personally like to thank tlfe clerical people who have just done
an incredible job for usall the way through. Rarely do they get tile
kind of recognition they slumhl. They have just been terrific.

Mr. WurrEcnow. Mr. Chairman:I would also like to join with the
rest of the Commissioners in tlmnking the staff for an witstanding
job and I would also like to inobide in that staff. every clerk, every
stenograplwr, everyone who has anything to do with the Commission.

I would also like to enter into the record the statement I read from
the Washington Post, Tuesday November 23, 1976. from Jack
Anderson and Les Whitten's cofumn, whereby I think it is quite
appropriate to read it here. They are talking about !he past Preshlents,
and whereby they are hulicating the Archives plans to assigm
workers to do the cataloging of the President's papers once the
courts ever turn :thetn loose and it will be an exhaustive chore which
will last until about 1981. I would like to state this.

We are doing and we ',aye done about 300 years of research with
this particular congressional Commission and I think we are doing
an outstanding job of putting together a set of papers that will go
down in history and certainly it is not going to be quite as expensive
as this exhaustive work mentioned here that is being developed just
to preserve the papers of one man, regardless of whether or r It he
deserved the very top level of this Nation. lie -is one person.

We are talking about millions of people.
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(From the Washington Post, Nov. 23, 19761

jack Anderson and Les Whitten

DgLAT LIKELY ON AIRING NIXON DATA

The.public has the mistaken impression that Jimmy. Carter, once he's installed
in the 1Vhite House, will be able to release Richard 'Nixon's tapes and records.
ahey contain many dark secrets, which still hang over the Nix.ei years.

But our sources say It will take at least five years, even with favorable court
rulings to break loose the controversial tapes and letters. Jimmy Carter will
have little, if anything, to say abbut it.

Some 900 rolls of tapes ontaining the conversations of Nixonand his aides
inside the Oval Offic ala r court seal. Another 36 million to 42 million
plem ef a so locked up aiting court action.

Congt'ss has already enacted special legislation, giving the government
i'ontroF of the Nixon material. But the former President has successfully tied up
their release In the courts.

The mo4t sensitive papers and all the tapes, mmnwhile, are stored In the
Executive .l)flice Building, adjoining the White House. The bulk of the material
is kept under guard in the General Services Administration's .warehouse lit
Suitland, Md.

The Supreme Court, if it agrees with a lower court ruling, could uphold Congress
in a few weeks. Or, tiip Supreme court may ask for oral arguments and hpld off a
ruling until next year. .

Even if the Supreme Court rules against Nixon, he Can file a second suit on
conetitutional grounds and start the whole process over. This would extend the
secrecy at least until the fall of 1978.

Once the court.: e!eat the way, GSA is drafting regulations that would permit
the release of :time everything contained in the tapes and papers. The Archives
plans td aign 100 0 :kers to do the cataloging. But this exhaustive chore would
take until about Mg,.

Eventually, C., "ix.imi papers and tapes will be open to the public, the courts
willing, iu I dire . o The only material that would .be withheld would be
Nixon-s peNonal rape:, such as letters to his wife military secrets, information
that might intertie with a fair trial, documents tint t violate the privacy act, and
perhaps a few other categories.'

But nothing 14 likely to be available during Certer's first term.

I did want to put that into the record. Before we adjourn, Mr.
('hairman. I would like to also read from the 10 points of what our
historian says in regard to the concept of the work and reading from
this book. -They Came Here First," and the last page states, and I
think this is quite 'appropriate to the work of this Commission, as
you recall in the preface of this book at the beginning of this meeting
and we are talking about a Hopi villager and his sheep:

The time levi come to show faith in the democratic process which the nation
avowedly practices. The Hopi speaker gave practical meaning to that avowal.
Let him pray for the r..:n that would bring grass and save his sheep. If the white
man wanted to count the sheep, that was his concern. The Hopi had a world to
keep in order and counting sheep interfered with what he bad to do. If the nation
is ever tu demonstrate the moral strength of the democratic process, it must find
it possible te. allow the Hopi villager to make his own adjustments within a chang-
ing world society. Men born out of Europe Came to power by insisting on such a
course for themselves. The possibility of such an accommodation is within reach
at remarkably little cost and! even with some gain in honor d self respect.
Where the Jeek,on era has passed, the nation hae no need no s. express con-
tempt for the people whose- accomplishments of the work is told briefly. The
decision was made long ago not to exterminate the Indian peopie. Let the decision
now be made to respect their right to survive in their light.

With t hat I will thank the Commksioners for allowing me to be
little dramatic, ta::ine7 n little time. and I hope to ee you all bright-
eyed and 1)11.4)v-tailed about time 6t h dayof January. I do wish you till
a happy Thanksgiving and a merry Christmas.
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Mr. BRITE. I would like to say he needn't worry, we will endorse
him for Secretary of Agricult ire In the new Cabinet. 1 would like to
els. take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the staff.
1 know what they are doing. They are always there. It SeellIS lik0
we never go home; maybe we don't. But they cfave been of great help
in discussion of different items and they have always been ready to
sit down and talk anti clarify. So I want to compliment you und the
staff for all of your efforts.

I hope you !lave a good 9'hanksgiving.
Mr. BORBHIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I was going to say as I listeneti

to the well deserved plaudits to the staff, that I absolutely concur.
My encouragement would be to the effect that as we come down the
homestretch, this high quality sensitivity to the concerns of the
Native Americans will continue, I don't want to say that we have done
with good work at this 'mint, but I am rather satisfied that the work
will maintainits quality as.we Move down the homestretch.

One brief point for the record. 1Vith respect to the administration
of Public Law 9:3-638, at least as _t li:ts occurred in Alaska, I have
been very much coneerned with the ironic circumstances whereby in
Alaska the Alaska Nativcs have had a proliferation of various local
organizations. In the administration of Public Law 93-638, the uneau
area dieer tor has exercised his discretion and required that th.! tribal
government body, in this instance the Central ( 'ouncil of Tlingit-
I laida in Alaska, gain concurrence through various resolutions from
the various local entities. In 1"ffect, has cm uretl !sere has been ft.
very precise erosion of the sovereignt an established trial body.

We here are working to honor tribal sovereignty, to recognize it and
to define it; yet by irrulations today and by interprepation through
tliserwion vested in by BIA offictals, we have erosion of tribal
soverelemty occurring.

I want to emphasize this. I understand Alaska is not the only
place in which this has occurred. We are dealin g. with an ongoing
erosion that must la' stopped, tu)t only through the promulgation of
new laws but artually through the exereise of a vey positive pressure
On (initials in a position to administer those laws to insure they will
prweed fronl a pOsitiv() viewpoint ; namely,. a viewjwint of strength-
ening the soverei!mt:' of tribal government bodios.

With that, I join all in extending best. wishes for a productive anti
happy Thanksgi\ ing.

NIr. NI nEos. The hearing is closed.
[Whereupon, at 2:55 p.m., the meeting w,..s adjoined, to reconvene

Januery 6-7,1977.1
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